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INTRODUC'l'ION
I consider that an "introduction" ought not to simply summarize
what is to come.

A good one should indicate as well something about the

climate in which the project developed, a climate· that may be as often
harsh as nurturant.

In

some measure, this calls for adopting the critics'

perspective, perhaps even for admitting limitations and imperfections
inherent in the work.
fortifications.

Certainly, it does not mean just bolstering· the

This anyway is the perspective I try to adopt here.

Since it is the theoretical component of
to prove most controversial, I focus on this.

my

work that is likely

I discuss specific problems

regarding Shokleng social organization only in connection with how my
model, which I call the "category-imperative model," helps in resolving
them.

For those most curious to find out who the Shokleng are and what

my project is, I recommend skipping directly to Chapter I.

Here I discuss

first the relationship of my methods to those of role theory ; then I say
something about the structure of

my

model, and how the model helps in

resolving the "Shokleng anomaly"; finally, I discuss briefly the relationship of this model to history and "real-time" events.
1. Roles and Categories
My central concepts are those of "category ," "imperative," and
"conduct- type" (Chap.~ I, Secs. 4. 2 and 4.3).
1

They can be seen as closely

2

connected with the concepts of role theory.

1

Consequently, I want to

briefly consider these latter, then say how I see my conceptual framework
as extending them to a whole· "cultural" theory.
of role theory is itself a risky business.

Of course, any summation

There is far from perfect

agreement about basic concepts and methods (Biddle and Thomas 1966: 29).
If there is some continuity and consensus, there is also the plurality of
schemes and terminologies, each associated with distinct theorists. 2 As
a consequence, my brief overview here can have no pretense to thoroughness
or rigor.
Even such basic concepts as role and status themselves are defined
in a number of distinct ways.

For Linton, who was among the first to

employ these as theoretical terms, a "status" ,.•as a "collection of rights
and duties," one of a pair of "polar positions in
ciprocal behavior" (1936: 113).

.' . patterns of re-

A "rOle," as its inseparable counterpart,

he conceived as "the dynamic aspect of status

. When [an individual]

puts the rights and duties whiCh constitute the status into effect, he is
performing a role" (1936: 114).
anthropologists.

3

It was these usages that took root among

A salient feature of them--and one perpetuated by later.

1

However, I developed them originally not so much as a contribution to role theory, but as a reaction to culture theory. I was concerned
especially with such problems as the evidential basis for culture, its
learnability, and so forth.
2For an attempted synthesis and standardization, see Biddle and
Thomas (1966: Chaps. I-IV). Banton's Roles (1965) contains a less technical and much less encompassing discussion. A comprehensive bibliography
of role theory through the mid-1960s can be found in Biddle and Thomas
(1966: 383-429).
Moreno

3Notable among the early role theorists were also Mead (1934) and
who developed somewhat separate followings.

(l93~,
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theorists--was that statuses, in reality abstract and highly complex
entities (bundles of rights and duties), were taken as the fundamental
analytic units.
Role-theoretic language was later significantly enriched by the
social psychologist T. M. Newcorog (1950).

He distinguished social "posi-

tion," as- "a \mit of social._ structure, If from Itrol e .. "

For him a "role"

was the set of rules, associated with a given position, for behaving
toward others.

Hence, where Linton posited a single analytic entity as

fundamental (the "status") ,. Newcorog saw two somewhat separate entities
(position and role).l

His distinction, and subsequent ones similar to

it, parallel that between "category" and "conduct type," as I propose to
USe these terms (Chap. I, Sec. 4.3).
The role-theoretic concepts were elaborated in their essentially
modern form by Goodenough (1965), in his seminal paper "Rethinking
'Status' and 'Role. ",2

There he distinguishes positions, which he calls

"social identities," from statuses and roles.

For him all social be-

havior is interactional, involving two social identities, which define
an "identity relationship."

He defines "status" as the bundle of rights

lThere is ~ parallel between this position/role dichotomy and
Parson's (1951) status/role distinction. Parsons speaks of "status" and
"role" as "reciprocal perspectives inherent in interaction," with an
actor being taken either as 'an object of orientation" (status), or as an
acting subject (role) (1951: 25). However, there is not here the separability. characteristic of the Newcorog position/role dichotomy.
2I am here avoiding mention, for the sake of brevity, of some
important contributions, such as that of Merton, who formulated the concept ot "role-set." This he defined as the "complement of role relationships which persons· have by. virtue of occupying a particular social
status" (1949: 423).
/

J
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and duties operative in a given identity relationship.

Evidently, any

single identity can form part of a number of distinct identiyrelationships, each in this way associated with its own status.

As a consequence,

it is possible in relation to a single identity to speak of its associated
collection of statuses.

This collection Goodenough calls a "role."

I think it is evident that Goodenough's conceptual scheme is more
elaborate than those of his predecessors.

Still, he builds directly upon

their •..ork, and incorporates their key distinctions.

Thus, his identity/

role dichotomy is just the position/role dichotomy of Newcomb.

His role

or status-set is akin to the role-set of Merton, and so forth.

For this

reason, I incline to view his scheme as embodying the "standard" role
theory.

1

The remarkable work ofS. F. Nadel (1957) ,communicated in his
short volume The Theory of Social Structure, diverges from this mainstream.
Yet I consider its contributions highly significant.
work builds directly upon it.

In many ways my own

Nadel conceptualized roles as collections

of "attributes," Le., properties of individuals and ways of acting.
But he saw that not all of these ettributes were equally weighted.

Some

were central and others peripheral, making roles thereby internally differentiated entities.

More significantly yet, in connection with each

role some attribute could be singled out as the "governing property."
This was the most basic attribute, the one that could serve as a means
of "identifying" the role.

Insofar as I know, in no other role-theoretic

scheme is there to be found a conception of governing or identifying
laowever, not insofar as his single-mindedly semantical orientation to roles is concerned. I discuss this in more detail below.

I
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properties.

l

Yeti it seems absolutely essential.

For only by this

means is it possible to fully integrate roles into the action situation,
with certain properties taken as "conditional" for playing the role.

In

a real sense, they imply or "entail" that role-playing as socially necessary.

Despite his divergence from mainstream traditions, Nadel shares
with standard role theory a focus on roles as the fundamental analytical
unit.

This I. consider a limitation.

For it prevents one from extending

the concepts to a whole "cultural" theory.
hoped to accomplish.

And it was precisely this I

For if properties of individual actors (their posi-

tions or identities) could be taken as conditional--implying certain rights
and duties, or ways of acting, as socially necessary--why not proper.ties
of other aspects of the world?

Certainly, among Shokleng r the behavior

of a man toward a jaguar seemed just as much "culturally prescribed" as
his behavior in regard to his affines.

Why should classification of

members of society be considered wholly distinct from classification of
the world generally?

The role concept seemed unduly restricted.

For

this reason I develop subsequently a broader conception of "category,,2
as any "condition" under which conduct is socially imperative (Chap. I,
Sec. 4. 3. passim).
lStill, there is arguably some parallel between governing property and the concepts of poSition and identity discussed previously.
However, nowhere in connection with these latter is the conditionentailment relationship brought out with such lucidity.
2"Category" is of course itself a term well-established in the
anthropological literature. However, it is normally tied to a specifically lexical label, a conception I consider in need of serious qualification (see below).
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Simultaneously, roles as "bundles" of attributes ,. rights and
duties, or rules for behaving seemed to abstract and atificial.

In

interpreting a concrete action situation, it seems meaningless to classify
instances of conduct in terms of such bundles.

What is more pertinent is

the classification of that conduct according to a set of "types. ,,1

And

it seems to me the type, not the abstract bundle, that should constitute
the fundamental unit of analysis.

It is for this reason I work in

preference with a concept of "conduct type" (Chap. I, Sec. 4 •. 3, passim).
I would not wish to exaggerate the scope of my divergence from
the standard role-theoretic scheme.

On many points there is a basic

agreement, e. g., as regards the concept of "sanction" (see Chap. I, Sec.
4.1).

Still, the divergences seem to me fundamental.

For this reason

I have considered it necessary to dismantle the role-theoretic scheme,
and build from the ground up (see Chap. I, Sec. 4).

Where Nadel spoke

of governing property and entailed attribute, and other theorist of
position and role, I have substituted the concepts of category and conduct type.

Only by making these the fundamental units of analysis could

I extend role theory to a whole "Cultural" theory, and simultaneously
make it suitable for close-up analysis of concrete action.

This anyway

is how I conceptualize the relationship of my work to role theory ..
One other aspect of my approach ought to be mentioned here.
is the orientation to language it assumes.

This

For I conceptualize the

10f course, in specific analyses role theorists do focus on s';ch
types. Thus, in Goodenough's (1965: 321) scaling analysis he considers
such types as "crawl,.11 "avoid,1I "say faajiro,l1 and so forth. But these
are immediately grouped into the more abstract statuses and roles. As
far as I can see, there is no reason for such groupings aside from tradition. Why not take the types as fundamental, and analyze them as a system?

I

J
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relationship of language to categories somewhat differently than has been
,

common inmost role-theoretic analyses.
upon chiefly as a

~

There language has been relied

for discovering categorial

(or role) structure.

1

And for the most. part attention is paid only to the pure "referential"
meanings of utterances or words.

A special case of this referential-tool

orientation is the lexicalist approach to categories (or roles), which
has been present implicitly, but is now even being lI'.ade explicit (cf •
. 2

Goodenough 1965).

In

this approach it is assumed that categories (or

roles, .positions, identities • • .) are necessarily associated with
lexical units.

In

its thorough-going form, as in Goodenough, it is

actually assumed that referential-semantical analysis of lexical sets is
identical with role analysis itself.
Now I am not suggesting that language cannot be used as a tool
in its referential aspect.
Chap. V, Sec 3.2).

On the contrary, I myself use it as such (cf.

It can be used in framing hypotheses about categories

and conduct types, and in deciding between "alternative" constructs.

In

such cases, there is a kind of "double act'of interpretation" operative,
with linguistic evidence playing a meta-role in regard to the categoryimperative model.

But the base criterion for categories is whether they

actually specify the conditions under which conduct types are imperative.
lNadel (1957: 34-35), again anticipating my own view, remarked that
linguistic usage forms part of role behavior: . "the role name is not 'just
a name' but forms part of the behaviour concerned with roles and their
norms. " So far as I know, however, he never followed up on this notion,
adopting instead the standard referential-tool orientation.
2see Keesing (1970) for a re-working of the Goodenough framework,
wherein the lexicalist-semanticist aspect is tempered.

8

The proof is in their capacity to interpret action situations.

Hence,

investigation of language and linguistic usage is not a sufficient (even
if it is necessary) basis for studying categories.

l

Speech behavior is moreover itself social behavior.

Consequently,

linguistic usage must also be studied as "conduct" alongside non-linguistic usages.

By no means have I undertaken in what follows a thorough

study of Shokleng language in its social matrix.

But this has been

my

orientation to it, in the various passages where I try to interpret
"stock normative statements," ethnotheories, and lexical items (see e.g.,
Chap. II, Sec. 4.2.3; Chap. III, Sec. 3.2.2; Chap. N, Sec. 3.4; Chap. VI,
Sec. 2.2).

Ultimately, a fully satisfactory category-imperative model

ought to specify the conditions for socially appropriate linguistic as
well as non-linguistic usages.
My model. of course has no claim to such incl usiveness.

But I do

in a number of passages (Chap. IV, Sec. 5.1; Chap. VI, Sec. 2.2; Chap.
VIII, Sec. 4.1) discuss how communicative interactions can be understood
within this framework.

And here it is .worth mentioning that I try to

consider the meaningfulness of linguistic and non-linguistic behavior in
terms. of the various sign modes, "indexical II and ,riconic::," as well as

referential.

In this I endeavor to follow Silverstein (1976), who argues

that the major portion of linguistic usage itself is decipherable primarily
in terms of the indexical sign mode.
of Shokleng usage confirms this.

Certainly, my limited consideration

Many Shokleng statements ostensibly

descriptive of their system, when interpreted referentially, prove
lcertainly, many categories. I hypothesize, and which seem actually
to condition socially appropriate conduct, have no lexical correlates.
Nor do Shokleng readily talk about them.

I
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misleading.

I argue that they can be best understood as design ed to

accomplish non-descriptive ends by essentially non-referential means.
And it is primarily for this reason I find the referentialist orientation
to language adopted by most role theorists unsatisfactory.

They use

language as a tool, so it seems to me, without appreciating the full
spectrum of meaning adhering to speech behavior.
2. Some Structural Considerations
2.1. "Li!vels of Abstraction"
In

his discussion of social structure, Nadel speaks of "levels

of abstraction" (1957, 106). Just to go from "concrete instances of behavior be.tween people" to "constant linkages" takes us up one level.

A

second level is achieved in "proceeding from individuals and populations
to actors in roles and relationships."

But is it possible to proceed

from this multiplicity of roles to a single coherent "structure"?
is, is it possible to ascend to a third level of abstraction?

That

It is on

this question that Nadel focuses.
Now in these passages Nadel seems to commit himself to an inductivist position.

Roles are culled from observation of· instances of be-

havior, and "structure" finally from comparison of roles.

Such a position

can be opposed to a "holism,,,l where there are no instances, so to speak,
1

Of course, I realize that inductivism is normally juxtaposed to
"deductivism," and, in recent philosophy of social science debates
anyway, holism to "individualism." Some tendencies in French structuralism and cll! ture theory,. however, seem best described under the heading
"aprioristic holism," even though the contrast is with a piecemeal
inductivism. It is for this reason I establish the opposition in ~~ese
terms.

10

untj.l structural differentj.ations are given.

"Abstraction" proceeds

more or less in reverse, coherent structure, to roles, and finally to
instances.

Whereas Nadel saw formulation of a single coherent structure

as a largely unobtainable ideal--"it seems impossj.ble to speak of a
social structure in the singular" (1957: 97) --an aprioristic holism
would regard it as given, as the point of departure.
Insofar as my own category-imperatj.ve models are concerned,
neither position in pure form seems to me especially useful.

Certainly,

I do not consider that I constructed my model of Shokleng social life
simply from observation of "instances."
carrying out an inductivist program.

I entertain no illusions about

For the most part, the model is an

imposed one, one that seemed to me to make sense of Shokleng social
reality.

It seems to me even reasonable to say that there were no

"instances" untj.l I chose and ordered the categories and conduct types.
Still, having chosen and ordered them, it bacame a question of their
usefulness.

Did some category seem to specify a condition of imperatj.ve-

ness for its associated conduct types?

This meant how well the imposed

model fit or illuminated the social reality.
If I did not proceed in proper indu€tive fashion, neither do I
consider my orientation properly holistic.

Certainly, I did not preo;ume

(for other than heuristic purposes) the operation of a single perfect
"system," "made up of several elements, none of which can undergo a
change without effecting changes in all the other elements" (Levi-Strauss
1953: 271).1

Building a model was thus not a question for me of

lL8vi-Strauss (1953: 271) established this as his first inclusion
crj.terion for "what kind of model deserves the name 'structure.'" While

11.

elaboratlllg inevitably a slllgle "structure."
impossible.

l

Not that I consider this

But whether there is full "coherency" or mutual interde-

pendence among elements in a category system seems to best decided
empirically, on the basis of comparative and historical studies of covariation.

And, indeed, I propose on this basis that some Shokleng

categories are relatively independent of some others (See Chap. v, Sec. 4).
2.2 The Systematicityof the Model
Thee types of systematic interconnection among social categories
I propose (viz., definitional, axiomatic-deductive, and iconic) do
engender some measure of coherency.·

So it seems appropriate in this

context to consider· them in preliminary fashion.
of systematicity in Chap .. I, Sec. 4.5.

I discuss some aspects

The notion of iconic intercon-

nection is developed in various passages, but see especially Chap. VII,
Sec. 2.4.
one.

Here

my

purpose is primarily a t.'leoretical and contextualizing

t wish to discuss my conceptual framework in relation to the

Nadelian issue· of structural coherence, as well as a number of others,

2

principally so as to establish what kind of framework it is and what
limitations it has.
Perhaps most basic among the modes of interconnection I posit is·
I do not as indicated adhere to this view, I follow him more or less
closely as regards the other three criteria.
lHowever, I am inclined to agree with Nadel (1957: 97) in
suspecting that there is no single structure. When I use the term
"system" in what follows, I will mean it more nearly in his sense of
"limited" coherence (cf. 1957, 59-60).
:2

These were raised by T. Turner and M. Silverstein in their
comments on an earlier· draft.

12
that of categorial definition.

The idea is similar to Nadel's concept

of role "recruitlnent," deriving from his idea that roles have governing
properties.

I try to elaborate this idea by seeing in the governing

property really a cluster of properties, comprising the "definition" of
a category.

I argue that all Shokleng social categories can be seen as

defined in terms of a small number of elementary or "primitive" properties.

In this way is formed an array of interconnections among the

categories t.llemsel ves, by virtue of definition in terms of a common set
,1

o f propertl.es.

Of course, I do not claim that. there are no cleavages in this
array.

The moiety categories (Chap. V, Sec. 3.4), for inst.ance, are

defined independently.

It. is the "axioms," viz. Axiom 8 (Chap. V,

Sec. 3.3.2), that cojoin them with other categories.
fore by no means a perfect system.

L~sofar

The array is there-

as the definitions do uniquely

specify and differentiate the categories, it is possible to enhance this
array by attaching to the definitions additional non-differentiating
properties.

But this would only create an illusion of further systematic

interconnection.

It would add no new substantive systematicity.

The fact

seems to be that this definitional "system" is only partially coherent.
Not that.I consider this necessarily undesirable.

2

AS I argued

II believe this array subsumes the interconnections Nadel spoke
of as role "summation" (1957: 63-72) and "logical relation" (1957: 77,
ff.), and that it supplies in addition manY,more.
2Nadel (1957: 104 ff'.) seemed to feel that the absence of. a global
structure would severely handicap comparative analyses, and render difficult the formulation of law-like statements. This may be so. However,
perhaps we should not conclude from this that social structures must
necessarily' be fully coherent systems. It may just be that genuine
cross-cultural theories will turn out to l:e of a different order and kind

13

previously, it is a question for historical and comparative research the
degree to which "elements" of a "system" are independent.

And this is

one reason I have paid attention to these matters in subsequent chapters.
I try to discover just how Shokleng social categories were affected by
changes that seem to have occured in their moiety system (see Chap. V,
Sec. 4).

I was able to trace the repercussions in their kin terminologi-

cal categories (Chap. VI, Sec. 3-4), and in other aspects of the system.
It is for this reason I feel justified in allowing for cleavages, and
in accepting a limited coherency model.

1

In this regard, I must mention a potentially problematic point.

This concerns the relationship of the definitional component to social
reality.

For it is possible, adopting what I will call an extreme

"realist" view of theories, to construe in

rtrj

approach a circularity.

This view qould equate definition with real determination.

Thus, where

I speak of categories as "defined in terms of" primitive properties, a
realist might read "determined by."
difficulty.

And this would create an obvious

For manifestly the primitives are selected in accord with,

and so "determined by," the categories as finished product.
The difficulty seems to me to lie in seeing definition as deterrnination and in assuming as a consequence the priority in some real sense
of the primitive properties.

In fact, I specifically deny that definition

from natural science theories, whose analogue is really "theories" of
specific cultural systems.
lThe question of cleavage and coherence was raised by T. Turner,
in the form of what he called "lateral" versus "vertical" (Le., definitional) interconnections.
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implies determination.

Formulating definitional interconnections for me

is only a way of representing what seem to be interconnections manifested
in the social reality, that can be studied by historical and comparative
means.

And these interconnections are not themselves in any simple

sense uni-directionally determinative.

Here I am adopting

an "instrumentalist" view of theories (cf. Hesse 1967).
not all theoretical terms need have real correlates,

1

some~~ing

of

For I hold t.'lat

at least not such

terms as "to proceed from" primitive property to defined category, in
speaking of definition,
mentioned previously,

As

my

model contains as well "axiomatic-

deductive" interconnections among social categories.

Just what "axioms"

are I will consider subsequently (Chap. I, Sec. 4.5.2).

Here it is

necessary only to state that I use them in "deriving" certain "consequences" ae regards Shokleng social life, such as village size and
various· developmental characteristics of household groups.

I bring this

up here because a difficulty is likely to arise. similar to that just
discussed.

2

Taking "derived from" to mean "determined" or even "caused by"
can lead one to misconstrue these ideas.
imply determination.

Derivation does not for me

The "priority" of axioms, just as with primitives,

is only a priority in the model, a way of representing interconnections
lActuallY, I subscribe to neither realism nor instrumentalism
taken in extreme form (Hesse 1967). And· I suspect that probably no
philosopher of science would be inclined to see definition as dertermination in this way, so that the issue amountsre-al"lyoto:.a-point-O'f:t:larification.
2Both were

.

ra~sed

by T. Turner.
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or linkages whose directionality is itself unspecified.

Such theoretical

terms as this need have no real correlate, e.g., we need not construe
"priority" as real .. anteriori ty. "

They are merely a convenient way of

talking about the interconnections in terms familiar to us.
Perhaps one will object that theoretical terms must be interpreted
realistically, if the model is taken as reflecting or capturing models
actors themselves build up.

Of course, in such a case all theoretical

terms would in some sense be socially "real. "If an actor represented to
himself some systematic interconnection. in terms of "priority," then the
"priority" of an observer's model of his model would have a real correlate.
But now the instrumentalist proviso becomes applicable to the actor model
itself.

Not all theoretical terms in the actor model need have· (for the

actor) "real" correlates.

"Priority" may be for him just a. way of repre-

senting non-directed interconnection.

Consequently, I see nO difficulty

in maintaining my view, even if my model accurately reflects the model
built up by some specific actor.
Not that I claim it does.

On the contrary·, I argue that the

model is instead itself a way of making sense of Shokleng social reality,
of how Shokleng comport themselves in the world.

Still, I suspect that

actors proceed (unconsciously, no doubt) in building their models much
the way I have.

They probably differentiate conduct types, posit cate-

gcrial conditions of imperativeness, and so forth.

Certainly, my model

may be more encompassing than that of any specific actor, trying to comprehend his social world, just because my vantage point was not a well-
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defined position within that world.
in kind.

1

But this does not imply a difference

However, I have not made it my objective to investigate the de-

gree of correspondence, how closely their categories

2

resemble my own.

This is an issue I must leave for future consideration.
Before turning to a different topic, a third form of systematic
interconnection I propose is worth mentioning.
relationship between categories.

This is the "iconic"

While I have paid. theoretically the

least attention to it in what follows, it seems in retrospect of perhaps
most overall significance.

By iCOnicity I mean of course connection on

the basis of shared properties.

Thus, I argue (Chap. IV, Sec. 5.4 and

Chap. VI. Sec. 5.2) that the Shokleng "ceremonial father" category is a
kind of icon of the older male affine (or non-kin) category, because
ceremonial fathers share properties characteristic of older male affines
(or non-kin).

But the notion of iconicity can be extended further to

properties shared between relations between categories.

Thus, I argue

(Chap. VII, Sec. 2.4) that various manifestations of "dualism" among
Shokleng are iconic with the master dualism of factional opposition.
And here I am echoing· Maybury-Lewis (1967: 296-300), who perceived very
clearly a similar elaboration of dualis.m among Shavante.

I would be

inclined to see among Shokleng (and their neighbors the Kaingang) even a
secondary elaboration of triadism, iconic with the kin/affine/non-kin

\
1

However, see the discussion of fieldwork conditions (Chap. I,
Sec. 3.2). My wife and I did occupy finally more or less defined
positions.
2Again , I am referring to "categories" as conditions or J.lIlperativeness, as discussed previously, not as necessarily linguistic categories.
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triad, at which however I have so far only hinted (cf. Chap. III, Sec.
4.4; Chap. IV, Sec. 6.2.5; Chap.'VI, Sec. 5.2).

The important point I

think is the general tendency toward iconic elaboration of systems of
categories, i.e:, elaboration according to a principle of shared
properties.
2. 3 Individual and Class
Categories as I conceive them are defined in terms of properties
or primitive terms, taken in clusters.

Of these properties, a few are

"attributes" (as Nadel called them) of individuals.

Most however are

properties of relationships--two-place relations, e.g., co-residence and
regularized sexual relations (Chap. III, Sec. 3.2.1), or three-place
relations, e.g., "transference" (Chap. III, Sec. 3.1.1).

And indeed the

categories are as often themselves two-place, e.g., the mother-child or
kin categories (Chap. III, Secs. '3.1 and 4.2), as one-place, e.g., the
moiety categories (Chap. V', Sec. 3.3).

In some sense, therefore, prop-

erties of relationships are more fundamental to my analysis than properties of indiViduals per se.
One possibility I failed to explore, however, is that categories
may be defined in terms of properties of whole classes.

l

I have taken

class properties into account in some measure in my discussion of conduct
types (Chap. IV, Sec. 7.1).
"collective" imperatives.

For there I distinguish "individual" from
The former specify how individual actors

ought to conduct themselves, the latter do the same for collectivities
lThis was brought to my attention by M. Silverstein and T. Turner.
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as wholes--all mature men or all members of a given village.

l

But I

have not taken into account the possibility that categories themselves
are based on properties of wholes.
Such incorporation of collective conduct types itself raises
questions regarding the individual.- and relation-focused nature of my
system of social categories.
involved.

There are to be sure no technical problems

One need merely allow that a collective imperative is implied

by the associated set of individuals of a category, whereas individual
imperatives are implied by the individuals themselves.

The question

raised is simply whether the analysis of categories itself might not
have proceeded more satisfactorily, had class properties and class categories been included.
This seems to me in fact a good possibility, although I am still
unsure just where and how the analysis might be improved.

Certainly,

class properties and class categories can be readily introduced into the
category-imperative framework.

Perhaps this would have consequences as

regards the "formal machinery" I employ.
easily accomodate them.

2

But the overall scheme can

The question for me is what advantages would

IBY no means do I wish to imply by this that wholes ought to be
taken as real actors. a position sometimes espoused in the holism/individualism dispute. I hold actually only that individual actors can
build into their models descriptions of collective behavior, such as
dancing in a circle. and coordinate their individual actions with
reference to them.
2

One consequence would be the necessity of moving from a first
order predicate calculus. such as I employ, to a second order logic.
Only the latter admits of quantification over sets. But just what
limitations such a shift might produce are unclear. Second order logic
is a decidedly weaker tool (Malament 1978: Chap. XVIII). But it may be
perfectly adequate for analyzing cultural categorial systems.
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accrue to a re-anal.ysis in these terms.

Would one be able to understand

more about Shokleng social life and its interconnectedness?

Would the

model be as a result more satis:fying or significantly simpler?

These

are questions I hope at some later date to investigate.
3. The "'Shokleng Anomaly"
My remarks thus far have focused upon the theoretical motivations

for (and limitations of) a

category-imperative approach.

I want now to

say something about the empiricalmotivation--how the approach helps in
making better sense of Shokleng society.

For I am convinced it does.

And in, this regard it is significant that Shokleng social organiztion
has historically been perceived as anomalous.

I discuss the background

to this anomaly subsequently (Chap. I, Sec. 1; Chap. I, Sec. 2.3; Chap.
VIII, Sec. 1).
components:

Here it is necessary only to mention its two general

(1) the seeming "disorderliness" of Shokleng social organi-'

zation, and (2) the apparent divergence and even non-comparability of
Shokleng social organization within the Central. and Southern Brazilian
contexts.
What I claim is that various aspects of the category-imperative
approach helped me to disentangle the seemingly confused and contradictory data.

Chief among these were:

(1) the "cultural relativity," or

lack of presupposition as to what categorial conditions might be
operative;

1

(2) the supposition that whatever categories are operative,

lOf course, it is in some sense the fundamental principle of
culture theory that one ought not to presume much about other cultures.
Schneider (e.g., 1968, 1972) has repeatedly emphasized this. Still, in
specific analyses very strong assumptions are regularly made, e. g., that
"kin terms" have "genealogical referents.JI
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they ought to specify the conditions of imperativeness on conduct types;
and (3) the orientation to language it adopts, namely (3a) the notion
that language is not simply a tool but must itself be studied, so that
lexical items and the referential content of utterances cannot solely
be relied upon to discover categories., and (3b) the "multi-functional"
view of speech, wherein utterances can be interpreted as having nonreferential as well as referential meaning.

r am not arguing

~~at

anyone aspect by itself was crucial, or

even these aspects--aside from the second--are unique to my approach.
Nor do r feel sure that no other approach could have produced a satisfactory resolution.

But I think that mine has . . And r think these various

aspects taken in unison contributed substantially to that resolution.
rndeed, the category-imperative approach itseif resulted in some measure
from my attempt to codify how it was I seemed to be making sense of the
Shokleng evidence.
Without going into

~~e

minutiae comprising this anomaly, it may

be profitable here to consider two especially troublesome components of
Shokleng social organization--the "kin" terminology and moiety system-and how I believe r resolved them.

Put briefly, the former had seemed

problematic just because i.t was "disorganized."

Viewed from the perspec-

tive of genealogical referents, the terms appeared to oscillate around
(Chap.

vr,

Sec. 3.2).

I went about

my

attempt to draw some order from

this chaos by trying to imagine what categorial . conditions Shokleng
might have in mind in using these terms.
specific cases.

To this end, I studied numerous

Of course, I did not simply extract an order from this
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study of "instances," in any simple inductivist fashion.

My approach

was instead to formulate guesses about what conditions might be operative,
then to see how well these seemed to make sense of actual usage.

And

here I could not get much "meta-commentary" in regard to my hypotheses.
Nevertheless, the result was an analysis, presented subsequently (Chap.
VI, Sec. 3.1), that seemed to make good sense of actual usages,

1

but in

which the conditions involved were not simple genealogical ones.
As regards the moiety question, a somewhat more subtle problem
was involved.

For Shokleng had already been described as having five or

six "name-paint groups."

And it was in this way that they tended to

talk about their system.

Each group seemed to be designated by a sepa-

rate term.

There were no moiety terms.

Trouble was that Shokleng descriptions of what they do, formulated
in terms of these name-paint groups, seemed jumbled when compared with
what they actually do.

The informant accounts failed to wash.

gradually became understandable why.

And it

The "name-paint group" terms were

not actually terms designed to des.ignate social categories.

Their primary

referential meaning was in relation to the specific paint design forms
themselves.

And these forms overlapped what appeared to be. the underlying

social groupings, judged in terms of conduct.
had thus masked the underlying social forms.

A lexicalist assumption
Shokleng made use of the

paint-design terminology in descriptions only because this was all they
had at their disposal.

2

But the terminology was at best a hazy filter

through which real social goings on were clouded and distorted.
1

In fact, there remain some discrepancies. But I suspect that
these can be understood in terms of pragmatic strategies.
2This terminological poverty I suspect resulted from the rapid

.I
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I tried to sort out what conduct types seemed actually to be
invoLved.

Having done this, the simpLest categor:ial.. assumption account-

ing for usage became evident:

there were in fact only two primary

groupings or "moieties," as I des=ibe later (Chap. v, Sec. 3-4).
Superimposed upon these was a triadic division of less prominence, which
cross-cut the moiety set.

The intersection is what produced the appear-

ance of six "name-paint. groupings."

Indeed, there proved to be a basic--

if not perfect--correlation between groupings and paint-design complexes.

1

Subsequent verbel acknowledgements by Shokleng, even given the limitations
inherent in their terminology, served as confirmation.

They provided the

"double" evidential basis, as described earlier, for identifying the
categorial

structure.

The new view of Shokleng social. organization

opened up by these discoveries in turn furnished me with clues for
placing Shokleng within a broader comparative framework.
4. History and System
A good portion of my work in subsequent chapters focuses on
comparative and historical issues.

In some measure, this is because

resolution of the "Shokleng anomaly" requires hypotheses of a comparative
and historical nature.

No less is it the case, however, that I see in

history and comparison a means of studying system" coherence," as discussed previously.

For these reasons, some preliminary remarks

transformation to which their moiety system had been subjected in more
or less recent times (Chap. V, Sec. 4). I try to show that Shokleng possessed at one time a more adequate terminology (Chap. VII, Sec. 5.2).
1.

These "complexes" (Chap. v, Sec. 3.5) should not be confused with
the individual designs themselves. It is to these latter that the
"name-paint group" terms refer.
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on my view of the relationship of history and system Seem in order.
One thing should be made clear at the outset.
category-imperative model I propose is

~

This is that the

a model of historical process.

There is no unilinear historical trajectory built into it.
consider this necessarily a defect.

Not that I

For in fact I am inclined to believe

that the history of a system is in some measure indeterminate, and that
some allowance must be made for "creativity."

But it is important that

I make this explicit.
Still, some measure of historical determinacy
building a .model of this sort.
be brought out.

is presupposed in

And it is equally as important that this

The determinacy concerns "how the model will react if

one or more of its elements are submitted to certain modifications"
(Levi-Strauss 1953: 272).

Insofar as the model is adequate, this re-

action ought to mimic the trajectory of historical change.
this is the standard I try to emulate.

At least,

I show how the model would

respond to a hypothetical event--"moiety fissioning" (Chaps. V and VI).
And I trace the correspondence between this response and what seems
actually to have happened following a real historical occurrence, evidently resembling inoiety-fissioning (Chap. VII, Sec. 5.2).
the correspondence was not perfect.
have been anticipated.

Of course,

Not all of the modifications could

But the overall systematic shift could.

For

this reason I feel justified in claiming that some element of determinacy
is built into the system.
Similarly, it is possible to show how the system itself can
generate certain "pressures," whcih seem to create conditions impelling
it toward modification (Chap. III, Sec. 5.2.1).

I am not suggesting that

\
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the specific system response could be predicted from these.

But in

retrospect the modification that did ensue can be seen as an appropriate
response to the pressuring condition, albeit perhaps only one among
several possible such responses.
The model thus fails to provide a fully determinate history.

It

allows for some measure of' determinacy; it shows even how certain pressures toward change can be generated internally; certainly, it facilitates calculation of

~esponses

to specific modifications.

a model fully of historical process.

But it is not

And for those subscribing to a

deterministic view of history, this must render it less than adequate.
Still, I see culture itself as shaping history is a limited and only
partially deterministic way.

And for this reason the model I develop in

subsequent' chapters seems an apt one, not wholly satisfactory perhaps,
but conceived anyway in the right spirit.

CHAPTER I

OBJECT, METHOD, AND THEORY

L

Purpose

This dissertation is primarily intended as an elucidation of
an ethnographic anomaly in the Central Brazilianists' comparative picture:
1

Shokleng

social. organization.

Smce Henry published his controversial

monograph (Henry 1941), researchers have been unable to place the
Shokleng data in a broader framework,

Henry argued that Shokleng

"theoretical social structure" was "largely so much cultural flotsam"
(Henry 1941: 175), and he put forth an essentially psychological interpretation..

I hope to show, however, first, that their social organiza-

tion makes considerable sense as a system in its own right; and, second,
that this system fits nicely into the comparative framework of

Ge

systems

that has been taking shape since Maybury-Lew·is (1967) inaugurated the new
era in Central Brazilian stUdies.

Finally, third, I hope to provide an

ethnographically plausible account of the historical origin of this
lHenry (1941) called them Kaingang, in recognition of their linguistic and cultural. affinity to the neighboring Kaingang (or Caingang) •
Earlier (Henry 1936c), he called them Botocudo of Santa Catarina. This
name is used by Brazilian settlers, and derives from the Portuguese word
for lip-Plug (botoque), such as is worn by Shokleng men. They have also
been called Aweikoma (e.g., Metraux 1947~ Hicks 1971a, 1971b) , a name
whose. origin will be considered later, as it is of some significance.
Among Brazilian researchers (e.g., Coelho 1973) they are known as Xokleng,
probably derived from the Kaingang name for them. It is this name I have
Anglicized as Shokleng.
2S
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system from a prototype closely resembling the historical Kaingang
system.
Were I able to satisfactorily accomplish these goals, I would
more than content.

be

Yet I have found that in order to do so I have had to

abandon a number of anthropological preconceptions about social organization, e.g., the importance of genealogy, lineal structure, and prescriptive marriage in "primitive" societies.

This in turn led me to re-think

some aspects of the nature of anthropological description, and to formulate a method fo analysis using definitions, axioms, theorems, and so
forth.

I do not wish to suggest that this method is to be found in an

adequately elaborated form in the following pages, or even that my
analysis of the Shokleng is fully elaborated.

Nor do I make claims

concerning the utility of this method beyond the Shokleng case.

I wish

merely to point out that there is a second kind of purpose underlying
this work, viz., to develop a way of looking at society tl'lat allows for
a more precise, and hopefully ultimately simpler, description of social
organization.
I say this in order to forewarn readers who may be interested
primarily in finding out about Shokleng social organization.

For those

who find the methodological discussions tedious, or who are put off by
the use of logical symbols, I recommend that these passages be skipped.
I have attempted to indicate sections that are of principally methodological interest.

While I consider them critical for a complete under-

standing of my project, I realize that certain readers will wish to

[
proceed directly to more concrete discussions.

I,

2.7

Naturally, it is my hope that some will find interest in more
than the specific features of Shokleng social organization.

That certain

peculiarities of their so"cial organization (e.g., polyandry and group
marriage, adoption patterns, kin terminological usages, and ceremonial
emphases on death, spouse seclusion, and so forth) seem to follow as
consequences of a relatively small number of axioms, coupled with the
way social categories are operationally defined, strikes me as intrinsically interesting.

It suggests that to adequately describe Shokleng

society may require formulation of a genuine theory.

I have attempted

to push my analysis as far in this direction as possible.

Nevertheless,

the work as it stands is far from the standards of an "elegant" theory,
and I can only hope that with time further refinements can be made.
It has occurred to me that, if description of a single social
organization requires a theory, then comparative work may require formulation of a theory about a class of theories.

At present exploration of

such a "theory of theories" remains little nore than a hope for the
future.

Nevertheless, on the scale of comparative Central Brazilian

social organizations, this future may be not so distant, and at various
points I have noted relationships between elements of Shokleng social
organization and those of other

Ge

societies.

For some, the notion of a theory of a single social organization
will prove unsatisfying..

I naturally make no attempt to explain, in

other than a historical way. why Shokleng social organization should be
constituted in accord with the particular set of definitions and axioms
that in fact appear to be operative.

That is, I make no attempt to

"explain" these axioms and definitions, just as, I imagine, a physicist
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would make no attempt to explain why nature could be described as
operating in accord with a certain set of princiPles.

l

What is important

is rather whether the consequences of these principles have empirical
correlates.

It is a strong tendency in functionalist thinking to desire

an explanation for everything, and I wish to dissociate myself from this
school of social thought.

I consider it obvious that everything cannot

be explained simultaneously, that certain elements must be taken as given
and others as derivable from them.

Moreover, I consider it virtually a

fundamental rule of method that nothing should be included in a theory
that has no potentially observable consequences, in either what the
members of a society do or what they say, and functionalist arguments
are typically replete with such inclusions.
This much said, I must add a brief statement as to the ·goals of
my analysis, Which are of two sorts.

E'irst, I consider that an adequate

description must include an account of all social categories
a given society.

2

organizing

A thorough description would include as well an account

of all types of conduct that are regularly associated with these categories, and would show precisely what type of association was involved.
On this latter score, my analysis is less than adequate because I have
endeavored to focus on the social categories only, believing 1:.'1at the
set of associated conduct types is somewhat separable.

Second, I

10f course, principles may be explained by their derivation from
more elementary principles. Such may happen, for example, when a theory
is supplanted by another theory, which includes it. as a consequence. In
this case, it is the principles of the new theory that go unaccounted for.
2

E'or an attempt at a precise delineation of 1:.'1e referents of 1:.'1is
and other theoretical terms·, see Sec. 4, of this chapter.

J
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consider that an analysis should consist in an elucidation of all systematic interconnections among social categories, which may be of a definitional or of an implicative sort, and which may involve quantitative
0derat~ons.
°
1

cons~

While structuralist notions of relations of "opposition"

among categories may be considered another kind of systematic interconnection, I have thus far found no relations of this sort that have empirical consequences and that are not already given in the definitional
and implicative relations.

However, I am perfectly prepared to modify

my account, should such interconnections be demonstrated.
Of course, it will be difficult for readers to judge the empirical adequacy of my work, since only I have access to all the data.

Yet,

in this regard, my work presents no more difficulty than any other ethnography.

An

ambitious critic can even sift through Henry's data (Henry

1935a, 1935b, 1936a, 1936b, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1948), as well as that contained: in Paula (1924).

While my data contradict Henry's on a few points~

I find myself in substantial agreement with most of his empirical assertions.
make.

3

More serious discrepancies COncern observations he neglected to
However, my central disagreement has to do not with Henry's

observations per se, but with how he chose to interpret them.

Whereas

1For example,. in Chapter III I attempt to derive certain statements concerning the rates of SOlyandry and group marriage, and of,
adoptions, as well as to derive the ndnimal Shokleng village size.
20ne major difference is that Henry (1941: 49) asserted that
Shokleng had aboriginally "no chief." While Shokleng chiefs have virtu,ally no direct authority to command, my data indicate beyond any doubt
that just such an office existed aboriginally, as it does today, and
that it passed from father to son (Chap. VII).
3E• go , that Shokleng had, in the pre-contact period, villages
consisting of extended family huts arranged spatially in a semicircle
(Chap. V).
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he Saw Shokleng social organization as essentially broken down, I have
attempted to view it as a living system constructed in accord with
principles fundamentally different from those to which we are accustomed.

1

In any case, his work provides a ready-made check on the empirical

adequacy of my analysis.
Nevertheless, most readers will be concerned primarily with
checking my assertions about systematic interconnections among the social
categories.

They will want to see whether things really follow one from

another, or can· be defined in thus and such a way.

To facilitate this,

I have made some limited use of the propositional calculus, although I
do not wish to make it seem as if I have here a fully formed mathematical
system.

Ultimately, I would like it to be just that--so

~~at

derivations

could be proven formally--but my results thus far are at best only
partial.

My primary concern is not with mathematics, but with a theoreti-

cal system.

And, in relation to this system, mathematics and logic are

merely a means of demonstration.
From this perspective, the two measures of adequacy may be reformulated as follows:

first, all essential facts about Shokleng social

lIt is my impression that Henry co.nsidered Shokleng society to
be lacking in structure principally because (1) they had no lineal
descent groups, (2) genealogy per se appeared to be of little significance, and (3) informants·' assertions about order sometimes contradicted
one another or contradicted other facts about order. It is a singular
tribute to his absolute integrity as a fieldworker that his observations
concerning these matters were essentially correct. He did not fall under
the sway of theoretical models then current, as did one of his critics
(Nimuendaju; see Da Matta (1976) for a re-analysis of the Apinaye), and
assert the presence of lineal descent groups. I hope that my work will
help to turn the tide of opinion against Henry, and accord to him the
position of respect that he deserves for his empirical rigor and attention
to ethnographic detail.

J
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organization should be either contained in or derivable from the

defini-

tions and axioms, second, any conclusion logically derivable from the
definitions and axioms should accord with the facts about Shokleng social
organization.

That is to say, the theory should be a necessary and suf-

ficient description of Shokleng social organization.
aware that a theory may approximate
greater or lesser degree.
be better or worse.

~~e

Of course, I am

facts it purports to describe in

By these standards, therefore, theories may

It is my hope that criticisms of my work will have

as their goal to build a better theory, not simply to demonstrate the
futility of theory-building generally.

For I can see no other course for

anthropology, it it is to develop as a science, than to make its statements precise, verifiable, and logically interconnected.

And this is

the goal of theory-building.
Concerning the organization of this thesis, I may note that each
chapter begins with a discussion of relevant ethnographic issues· and how
I propose to deal with them.

For someone interested primarily in

obtaining an ethnographic overview, these sections may be read in isolation.

In the remainder of each chapter, I discuss the appropriate cate-

gories, definitions, axioms, and theorems.

Chapter II deals with ecologi-

cal adaptation, not properly speaking with a set of social· categories,
and so may be read as a self-contained unit.

Chapters III-VI form the

crux of my analysis, and represent. in some sense a continuous essay,
each chapter presupposing its predecessors.

In .Chapter VII, which is

again somewhat independent, I deal with Shokleng politics and historical
process.

The rest of this chapter consists in a preliminary comparative

I
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contextualization of Shokleng, a description of the research, and a
formulation of basic theoretical concepts.
2. Central Brazilian Context
2.1 The

~

~

Shokleng and Kaingang form a southern branch of the
Brazil's high plateau (see Fig. 1).

peoples of

While the term G9 is used specifi-

cally to designate a language family, it doubles nicely as a label for a
group of culturally related peoples, and it is primarily in this latter
sense that I use it here.

The G9 can be distinguished both linguistically

and culturally from their neighbors, the Tupian peoples,who form the
other major Amerindian family in. Brazil south of the Amazon.

In

pre-

Columbian times, Tupian groups seem to have formed a belt around the GEl,
who occupied a relatively continuous area in Central Brazil.

Various

Tupian groups appear to have made incursions into this GEl zone, but on
the whole probably found it unsuitable for their more intensive horticultural adaptation.

They settled along the Atlantic coast, in the

forests immediately south of the Amazon, along a strip adjacent to the
Andean slope, and back again to the Atlantic coast in southern Brazil.
Aside from G9 and Tupi populations, there were in Central brazil only
occasional representations of other major Amerindian families, and, in
addition, a number of isolates, e.g., Nambikwara, Bororo.

On the whole,

most of the interior plateau seems to been dominated by GEl.
It is difficult to give an accurate and yet simultaneously brief
description of generic characteristics of G9 societies.

As a rough and

ready account, which will be amplified in later discussions, I offer the
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following:

(1) Ge peoples are primarily semi-nomadic hunter-gatherers

and part-time horticulturalists, in varying proportions; (2) they occupy
villages that are typically politically autonomous and endogamous; (3)
their villages often divide into two or more trekking froups for portions
of the year; (4) they live in uxorilocally extended family households,
with the households of a village arranged spatially into circles or semicircles; (5) their social organizations appear to be characterized by an
elaboration of dual divisions and age-grade structures, with or without
age-set systems; (6) their prinCipal ceremonies focus
transitions.

~~on

life-cyclic

I would be the last to claim that this list is diagnostic

of "Ge-ness," yet I believe that it gives some feel for the kind of
society with which we are dealing.
By aGe" society," I mean generally a coll.ection of villages
exhibiting a high degree of linguistic and cultural similarity, so much
so, indeed, that members of one village could in theory conduct themselves acceptably in any other village of that society.

Societies are

the named units one most often sees on maps and in titles of ethnographies,
e.g., Kaingang, Shavante.

They are the units comparativists seek to

class into larger taxonomic groupings.
Yet it should not be thought that G@ societies are perfectly
empirical entities, with easily discernable boundaries.

To the contrary,

considerable linguistic and cultural variation may exist among villages
of a given society, making it often difficult to decide whether a certain
cluster of villages should be classified as part of some larger society,
or as itsel.f a separate society.

For the Ge systems are not static, but

continuously modifying over time.

A general model of historical process
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undergone by Ge systems would reveal that, during expansion phases,

1

villages tend to fission, giving rise to new villages, and that eventually
these villages become sufficiently distinct to merit classification as
separate societies.

As

in the natural world generally, therefore, one may

suspect that classificatory ambiguity is symptomatic of a discontinuity in
the process of formation.

I hope to show that disputes concerning how

the Shokleng should be classified can be interpreted in just this way.
In any case, it will be good to keep in mind that the comparativist's

map of Central Brazil is a somewhat idealized synchronic version of a
social reality in historical flux.
It has been customary to group Ge societies into three divisions:
northern, central, and southern.

While these divisions have geographical

labels, and in fact correspond to geographical locale, they have as well
linguistic and cultural correlates.

Societies within each division are

more similar to one another than they are to societies in any other
division.

Consequently, these divisions may be taken simultaneously as

a classification of overall linguistico-cultural similarity.
In Fig. 2, I offer a taxonomic classification of those

Ge

societies that have been reasonably well-studied in the last few decades.
It is intended primarily as a means of contextualizing Shokleng society
within the comparative Ge picture, arid should not be thought exhaustive.
lUp to the nineteenth century, probably all Ge societies were in
expansion phases, with increasing population bases. Such expansions
continued for those societies that remained uncontacted into the
twentieth century, such as Shokleng. As in the New World generally,
however, contact brought diseases and changes in life style that
drastically reduced the aboriginal populations.
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Fig.2.--Linguistico-Cultural Classification of
Core G9 Societies

~imuendaju (1946: 6) for a subclassification of Eastern Timbira
groups.
If one were to go beyond this taxonomic level, a number of additional
societies could be brought into the picture.

Thus, linguists. speak of a

macro-Ge grouping (see I. Davis 1968), which includes, e.g., Botocudo,
opfaie-Shavante, Karaja, the Maxakal!an family, and others.

At a still

higher level one can detect relationships between G@ and Tupian societies.
Unfortunately, it is unclear whether the close correlation between linguistic and cultural similarity is preserved at these higher taxonDmic
levels.

As regards the ethnographically important Bororo (J. C. crocker

1967; Levi-Strauss 1952, 1955, 1956; Levak 1971; Viertler 1976), for

example, comparativists remark on

~~e

overall social organizational and
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cultural resemblance to the
an isolate.

de.

Linguistically, however, Bororo is

This is only one example--and others could pe cited--

that points to the general conclusion. that taxonomic relationships
among Central Brazilian societies are in need of further study.
2.2. The Southern .c;e
In relation to other de, Southern G9 form something of a
geographical outpost.

They occupy a southern projection of the

Central Brazilian hi.gh plateau (see Fig. 2).

It is an area character-

ized principally by rolling hills covered with grassy savannas, Araucaria forests, and subtropical forests.
gives way to a semi-mountainous zone.

Near the Atlantic coast it
Here is to be found no sharp

seasonal variation in rainfall., such as is characteristic of a good
portion of Central Brazil.

I have been able to find only. one striking

parallel to the Northern and Central GB habitats:
nation between forest and savanna zones.

the marked alter-

And, indeed, all

de

appear

to have developed adaptive patterns for exploiting both environmental
types.
In the pre-Columbian times, Southern GB were bounded on three
sides by non-GB populations.
strip, were Carijo.

To their east, along the Atlantic coastal

They appear to have been relatives of the Tupi-

speaking Guarani, who were found primarily to the west of Souther de
country, across the Parana river and throughout the Gran Chaco.

North

of the Carijo were other Tupian groups, the Tupinikim and Tupinamba,
around the. area where Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro are now located
(Fernandes 1963 and 1970 for descriptions of Tupinamba social organiza-
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tion).

To the south were Charrua, concerning whom relatively little

information is available (Serrano 1946), and even farther south the
hunting tribes of Argentina's pampas'.

Various Tupi-Guarani groups even

migrated through Southern Ge territory itself, searching for "the land
where there is no death."

Ethnohistorical accounts indicate tb.at they

were attacked, as late as the· beginning of this century, by hostile
bands of Shokleng.
It was only northward that G@-societies were to be found, and
this I take as evidence· of their northern origin.

While I know of no

archaeological data that support such a reconstruction, and, until such
data become available, any reconstruction must remain at. best only a
guess,. I nevertheless believe. that Southern c;e came to their present
territory from somewhere on
plateau.

My

~~e

eastern half of the Central Brazilian

reasons for believing this have largely to do with the

cultural and geogrpahical relationships among Central Brazilian groups.
First, it appears that Southern Ge were probably more closely related
to Northern and. Central Ge than were those groups that separated them
geographically from these divisions, e.g., Opfaie-Shavante, Ot1Shavante, Southern Kayapo, and Bororo.
most of these groups is meager.

Unfortunately, information on

While they were apparently c;e-related,

it is difficult to judge the extent of their relationship.

Second,

since these more distantly c;e groups were located on the western plateau,
it seems probable that the proto-GS originated somewhere to the east.
If I were to piece together a reconstruction of Ge historical
development, it would run something as follows.

Perhaps some two

millenia ago, Southern Ge separated from the proto-Ge groups somewhere
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on the eastern half of the Central Brazilian plateau and began moving
toward the. south and west..

If we can trust linguistico-cultural rela-

tionships, the Northern-Central Ga split probably occurred much later,
wi th these groups moving westward and northward.

It seems probable that

Southern Ga arrived in their present territory between five hundred
and a thousand years ago.
If Southern c;g were in fact first to separ.ate from the proto-c;g
groups, as I have suggested, it should be possible to find generic characteristics that distinguish them from both Northern and Central c;g.
Indeed, it is not overly difficult to generate just such a set of
"traits."

Nevertheless, many of these seem of no real taxonomic im-

portance, and I therefore confine myself to an enumeration of only
three contrasts, which. must suffice to give some idea of the kind of
overall contrast that is involved.

First, whereas Northern and Central

Ga all take a keen interes.t in the sport of log racing, I have found no
evidence of this sport among Southern Ga.

Second, whereas the fcrmer

emphasize collective initiation rites for boys at puberty, among
Southern Ga ceremonial emphasis. is on death and spouse seclusion, with
initiation rites being much less well-developed.

Finally, third, whereas

among the former children are given names belonging to living adults,
among Southern Ge names come from' dead. kinsmen only •. I hope to show
later that these last. tva· at least, are interconnected facts.
While a certain interest accures to this kind. of contrast, I
find a rather different kind of comparison at least equally as interesting.

This is a compariscn of two separate contrasts:

hand, that between Central and Narthern

Ge

on the one

social organizations, and,
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on the other, that between Kainganq and Shokleng social organization.
For we find· that the first member of each contrast is characterized by
patrilineal moieties, whereas the second member is characterized by bilateral moieties.

Indeed, in many Northern Q. system, as among Shokleng.,

moiey recruitment is tied to a name-transmission rule.

It thus appears

that something can be learned· about the transformational relation between two Ge divisions by studyinq the transformational relation be·
tween two systems within a single division.
of patriliny into bilaterality.l

That transformation is one

And, in one sense, it is more inter-

esting than mere historical relationships, because its consequences
stem from the systematic nature of interconnections among elements of
social organization.
par excellence.

Here is an example of sociological covariation

For no one can properly suppose historical connections

between Shokleng and Northern Ge, on one side, and between Kaingang
and Central Ge, on the other.
origin.

The covariations must have a sociological

Consequently, an elucidation of·

~~is

transformation should be

of interest· not only for immediate comparative purposes, but for anthropological theory generally.
2.3 A Problem in Classification
My remarks may lead some to conclude that the classifications
lsome may question how I can be sure that this transformation
did not proceed historically in the opposite direction, i.e., bilaterality into patriliny. I will show that evidence is overwhelming
in the Shokleng case, .where the transfo.rmation occurred relatively recently, perhaps a century and a half ago. Since Kaingang and Central
Ge are both patrilineal, the simplest assumption is that proto-Ge systems were· patrilineal. From this it follows that Northern Ge bilaterality probably developed later.
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I have discussed are unambiguous, or at least not open to question.
This is far from true.

In actuality, the very classification of

Kaingang and Shokleng as separate societies within a Southern Ge division has been a subject of some controversy.

Henry (1941: xxi) him-

self felt that Shokleng were merely one group of Kaingang.

His opinion

was probably based on linguistic similarities between Kaingang and
Shokleng, which suggest that these were until perhaps very recently a
single language.

Wiesemann (1972: 25, n. 29), however, now feels that

they are distinct languages ,. and· she is indisputably the foremost author.
~tyon

S outhern ~
-/' I'~n~~st~cs.
~.,
.
1

In any event, Henry paid no attention

to the controversy that subsequently ensued, nor did he ever again take
up the problem of classification, perhaps because he thought Shokleng
culture to be merely "broken down."
This problem took shape essentially when Nimuendaju (1946:
82-83), who had worked among Kaingang, published some information on
Kaingang patrimoieties and classes (Chap. Vi, and endeavored to compare their associated paint designs with Shokleng (his "Botocudo")
paint designs, which were connected with what Henry claimed were nonunilineal., name-recruited groupings.

His Shokleng information came

from Sr. Eduardo de Lima e Silva Hoerhan,2 who first made contact with
lIn her outstanding work on Kaingang language, she writes:
"Neure studien ergeben . . • dassXokriimg nicht ein Kaingang-Dialekt
sondern eine Sprache ist, die von den anderen Gruppen nicht verstanden
wird" (Wiesemann. 1972: 25, n. 29).
2I have had the great privilege of knowing this remarkable
ge."ltleman personally·. His colorful life, so rich in frontier exploits,
so full of Santa Catarina and Shokleng history, merits a detailed biographical study. He is already virtually a legendary figure in eastern
Santa Catarina folk culture. Henry felt so warmly as to dedicate to him
his book on the Shokleng (Henry 1941).
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the Ibirama

l

band of Shokleng in 1914 and has lived among them ever

since, for many years as the official government representative.
Hoerhan claimed that these paint designs were associated with three
patriclans, each with two subclans, which clearly contradicted Henry's
(1936a: 51; 1941: 176) assertions that Shokleng had no unilineal descent
groupings •.

But, significantly, neither Hoerhan's nor Henry's account

suggested a social organization like that Nimuendaju claimed to have
found among Kaingang·.

In po·inting out these correspondences, there-

fore, Nimuendaju seemed to assert the underlying social organizational similarity between Kaingang and Shokleng.

By implication, he

suggested. that· Henry's interpretation was wrong.
Metraux added fuel to this controversy in an article (Metraux
1947) based on Nimuendaju's "unpublished" data. 2

There he asserted

that.Shokleng (his Aweikoma) were a "different nation" (1947: 148,
n. 1), but that their social organization was essentially identical to
that of Kaingang.

He even referred to "Hoerhan' s mistake II in interpre-

tation, drawing out the implications of Nimuendaju' s· comparison.

Al-

legedly, Hoerhan took to be a patriclan what was really equivalent to
one of the Kaingang classes.

This meant that Shokleng had only two

patriclans, or patrimoieties, and that these were coupled with a system
of classes.
of· Kaingang.

Consequently, their social organization was just like that
By implication again,. Henry's data were incorrect and

could be brushed aside.
lThe name of their reserve was changed from PI (Posto Ind!gena)
Duque de Caxias to PI Ibirama.
2He did not seem to realize ~~at Nimuendaju (1946) had already
published some of these data.
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Aside from F. Schaden"s article (1957, 1958) contrasting
Kaingang and Shokleng, no one took a serious interest

l

in these issues

until Hicks (1966, 1971a, 1971b) reopened the controversy with a series
of articles, based on published data.

He argued, essentially, that

Kaingang and Shokleng (his Aweikoma) should be considered distinct
societies.

Moreover, in contrast to his, predecessors', he argued t.'1at

their social organizations were radically distinct, in at least two key
respects:

(1) whereas Kaingang had patrimoieties, each moiety being

Subdivided into three classes, Shokleng social structure was said to
be "triadic" at its upper level, consisting of three non-unilineal
groupings, each, subdivided into two groupings; (2) whereas Kaingang
kin terminology evidenced a system of "symmetric prescriptive alliance,"
that of Shoklengappeared to be "cognatic.'"

However, having separated

and contrasted Kaingang and Shokleng social organizations, he failed to
consider their close relationship.

His interpretation of Shokleng social

organization seemed implausible enough, to anyone familiar with Central
Brazilian social organizations,.

But how could one imagine an actual

transformation of the Kaingang system that could give rise to such an,
anomaly, or vice versa?
This controversy illustrates nicely one, of the' central ethnographic problems I set out to resolve through fieldwork among the
Shokleng and Kaingang:

what was the relationship between Shokleng and

II have throughout omitted any mention of the few bizarre interpretations that have arisen, such as von Koenigswald's (1908) hypothesis, based on admittedly fragmentary evidence, since at that time no
Shokleng group had been contacted, that' Shokleng were remnants of
Carijo society. Carijo had inhabited the Santa Catarina coastline in
the early sixteenth century, but appear to have been Guarani.
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Kaingang

social organization?

In a sense, each of the anthropologists

I have discussed contributed toward a solution of this problem, but no
one grasped all of the issues.

Henry was first to assert the close con-

nection between Shokleng and Kaingang, but it was only with Metraux
and Nimuendaju that there emerged a recognition of their distinctiveness.

However, in establishing the paint-design correspondences,

they seemed to suggest that Shokleng and Kaingang social organizations
were identical.

Hicks is to be credited with having asserted the

distinctiveness of Kaingang and Shokleng social organizations.

But,

in making this assertion, he seems to have forgotten about the cIlundamental similarities.
I have no intention of keeping readers in suspense as to my own
solution of this problem.

Having previously indicated that the funda-

mental transformation. between Kaingang and Shokleng was one of patrilineal. into bilateral recruitment to descent groupings, I need merely
add this:

that my ethnohistorical reconstructions, based on Shokleng

oral traditions, indicate that the Shokleng system originated from a
Kaingang-like proto-system, and that· it did so by virtue of losing its
patrimoieties, evidently through an. accidental process of moiety
"fissioning."

Just how this occurred, and just what consequences it

had, for the Shokleng system, I refrain from discussing until I have
considered more thoroughly the mechanics of the post-fissioning social
organization (Chaps.

V~VI

for discussions of this transformation) .

Never.theless, I should point out that my solution accounts for both
sides of the classification controversy:

it explains why Shokleng and
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Kaingang should be so similar, and yet why their social organizations
should'exhibit such seemingly radical differences.

Moreover, it provides

an ethnographically plausible account of the historical,-transformative
relationship between them.

I

I.

2.4 Shokleng in History
I do not propose to give an account of how Shokleng fit into
Brazilian history.

Coelho (1973) has already published such a study,

wherein he discusses such issues as Shokleng-settler conflicts on the
frontier, peaceful settlement of Shokleng during the first three decades
of this century, and problems of integration into Brazilian national
society today.

My purpose here is merely to provide some perspective

on the problem of transformation just discussed, which I hope to do by
means of a consideration of certain historical and demographic factors.
When I speak of "aboriginal" Shokleng, I mean Shokleng prior
to 1914, when Eduardo Hoerhan first made peaceful, contact with the
Ibirama (or Rakrano) group.

Prior to this time, all Shokleng had been

on intractably hostile terms with Brazilian national society.

During

the years following 1914, it became clear that there were aboriginally
only three Shokleng communities or bands.

Those contacted by Hoerhan

had formed one community, whose estimated aboriginal territory is shown
in Fig. 3.

The remnants of a second community were settled in 1918

at Sao JOaO dos Pobres near Matos Costa, Santa Catarina; this was the
Ngrokothi-to-prey community of Fig. 3.

Yet a third community continued

on hostile terms with Brazilian settlers until the 1940's when they
abruptly vaniShed.

Coelho (1973) reports that a few survivors pre-

sumably of this community (the Angdjidn community of Fig. 3) remain

\
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isolated in the Serra. do Taboleiro to this day.
By my. estimates, based primarily on genealogical information
for the Rakrano or Ibirama community, community sizes ranged from about
200 to roughly 400-500.

Judging from this range, Shokleng during the

latter part of the nineteenth century probably numbered between 600
and 1,500.
Although there were three "abor.iginal" Sholdeng villages,
Shokleng say that these had a common parent village probably
sometime during the first half of the nineteenth century, judging
from genealogy.

They situate this parent village somewhere in east-

central Parana, considerably to the north of their historical territory.

According to their accounts, this community moved southward.

As it crossed the Rio Negro, descending into a population vacuum in
what is now east-central Santa Catarina,. it underwent two successive
fissioning processes, thereby giving rise to the three cOll1ll!\lIlities mentioned above (Chap. VII;
ment).

Fig. 3 shows trajectory of southward move-

Thus, in the early nineteenth century there was probably only

a s.ingle Shokleng community.
This information is of some signif·icance, for "aboriginal"
Kaingang were much more numerous.

When I use "aboriginal" here, its

temporal referent is somewhat different than when I use it in connection
with Shokleng.

Most Kaingang entered into peaceful relations with

Brazilians during the latter half of the nineteenth century.

Only two

groups, in the state of Sao Paulo, remained on hostile terms into the
twentieth century.

Consequently, "aboriginal," used in connection
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Kaingang, means usually "early nineteenth century, /I or about that time
when Shokleng proably formed a single community.
It is difficult to estimate the total number of aboriginal
Kaingang communities, or the abOriginal Kaingang population.

Judging

from the ethnohistory of a single community, the Iva! group where I
worked, and from the aboriginal territory they occupied, it seems
likely that there were minimally about 10 or 12 Kaingang communities,
and maximally perhaps 20.

On the whOle, these appear to have been

slightly larger than Shokleng· communities.

A minimal community size

of 250 and a maximal size of 600 do not seem unreasonable.

This would

give a range of from 2,500 to 12,000 for the total aboriginal Kaingang
population.

Today, Kaingang number: between 6,000 and 7,000, and

occupy some 17 of the 24 government Indian posts in southern Brazil.
In cOntrast, Shokleng today occupy only 1 Indian post, and with mixed
bloods number about 500.
That Kaingang were aboriginally many times more numerous than
Shokleng is an important fact.

For it means that·, even disregarding

ethnohistorical information, it is much more likely that the Shokleng
system derived from a Kaingang-like prototype than that the reverse
occurred.

How else could the Kaingang system have had sufficient time

to replicate itself, with Kaingang populating most of southern Brazil,
while Shokleng remained few in number?
2.5 Contrastive Features
It would be misleading to say that Shokleng were merely one
Kaingang community that just happened to lose its exogamous patrimoiety
system, for other important contrasts are involved,

Any thorough·
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account of Shokleng origins would have to provide some understanding
of all of these.

Based on my own research, I would suggest the follow-

ing as key contrastive features: l
1.

Aboriginal Kaingang practiced a part-time horticulture,
cultivating maize, beans, and squash; Shokleng in the immediate pre-contact did not.

2.

Kaingang' had: a system of exogamous patrimoieties, whereas
Shokleng moieties. were non-unilineal, name-recruited
groupings, which were said to be exogamous.

3.

Kaingang kin terminology has a "two-section" structure,
whereas Shokleng kin terminology may be loosely described
as "cognatically" structured.

4.

Shokleng men wore labrets.
pierced during infancy.

Boys had their lower lips

In contrast, Kaingang had no

labrets, but instead chip-sharpened the incisors of
pubescent boys and girls.
5.

Kaingang.buried their dead in large·

conical~shaped

mounds,

six meters and more in diameter, whereas Shokleng cremated
their dead without erecting large burial mounds.
I discuss the first contrast in Chapter II.

The second and third

contrasts from the crux: of the patrilineal to bilateral transformation,
lHickS (1966) and F. Schaden (1958) have compiled similar
lis.ts, but, with one exception, their supplementary features appear
to result from inadequacies in the published sources, on which their
studies were based. That exception is Hicks's (1966: 845) assertion
that Shokleng lacked musical instruments, whereas Kaingang had them.
This appears to be valid, although the question requires further study.
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and are discussed in Chapters V-VI.

The fourth contrast I consider

in Chapter IV, although better data are needed for Kaingang to make
clear precisely what issues are involved.
As regards the last, certain data have been available for some
time now that have a bearing on this problem, and. it is as well to
present these here.
it developed.

They do not explain this contrast, or reveal why

To the contrary, my hypothesis of Shokleng origin from

a Kaingang,..like proto-system helps to interpret them.
an enigma to their observer.

For they were

Writing of certain mounds he had

execavate.d in the Jatah1 municipality of Parana, Borba (1908:
124-25) states:

By their form they reminded us of Kaingang burial mounds. We proceeded with the excavation of one of these mounds; a meter and a
half (1.50) into the soil, we came upon a large stone slab forty
centimeters long over thirty wide; removing this, we found:
charcoal and. ashes placed upon a horizontal slab, and two in a
vertical position. Later we carried out excavations of similar
mounds., and each time. with the same result. From this the conviction. that these mounds were burial mounds or sepulchres of a
nation or tribe that practiced cremation of its dead--Who could
this nation. be? [my translation] .
Who indeed but the ancestral. Shokleng grouP?

For here is evidence of

a syncretistic overlapping of Kaingang-like mounds and typically Shokleng cremation.

Moreover, the region in which Borba encountered these

mounds--east-central. Parana--is just that region Shokleng claim as their
ancestral home., sometime prior to mid-nineteenth century.

It was from

here that they migrated southward into east-central Santa Catarina.
Of course, it is possible that I am wrong·, and that these mounds
were not made by Shokle.ng, but by some pre-Columbian society.
esis would suggest that the mounds date frOm roughly 1700-1850.

My

hypothConse-

Sl
quently, it should be possible to check this by means of radiocarbon
dating of the ashes, if any intact mounds are still to be found.

Radio-

carbon dates indicating a significantly earlier period would constitute
an adequate disproof.

However, dates somewhere in this vicinity would

virtually suffice as proof.

For, to my knowledge,. no other southern

Brazilian tribes were known to practice cremation.

Surely a tribe in-

habiting this. area of Parana so recently could not have vanished without
a trace.
I do not propose to "account" for this contrast in any other
way here, i.e., to account for why the set of changes in Shokleng
ritual, from. mound burial to cremation plus burial of ashes in mounds
to cremation without. mound burial, occurred.

Perhaps one day it will

prove possible to demonstrate that they form One part of an overall
transformation in symbolic structure that occurred at that time, perhaps even to show that this transformation is correlated with those
that help explicate the other contrasts.
1
a single overall transformation.

One might even conceive of

I have not yet been able to take

up these questions, and so must content myself with having found evi-

dence that this particular set of changes. in fact occurred.
Nevertheless, I would be remiss if I failed to note certain
reservations.

Shokleng have undoubtedly been diverging from Kaingang

for some time, perhaps several hundred years.
been time for successive modifications.

Consequently, there has

It is not necessary the case

that all of these modifications occurred at once, or

~~at

they all were

lperhaps, however, this particular contrast is an isolated
product of a random variation on a theme.
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interconnected.
modification.

My guess is that use of lip-plugs was a very early

Cremation may have come later, but was clearly present

prior to the exodus' from Parana.

Ethnohistorical evidence indicates

that the lineal to bilateral transformation was directly correlated
with that exodus.

Finally, I hope to show later that Shokleng were

then part-time horticulturalists, just like Kaingang, but that they
gave. up horticulture probably after their arrival in Santa Catarina.
3.
On

Fieldwork

what kinds of observations, made under what conditions,

are my conclusions about Shokleng social organization based?

Since

Maybury-Lewis's (1967) groundbreaking study, it has become something
of a tradition, at least in Central Brazilian studies, to provide information tl1.at will help readers form a clear picture of how the "data"
were collected.
Such information is doubly important in the Shokleng case.
For, as I have said, Shokleng were considered to be something of an
anomaly.

While much of the clearing up of this anomaly was a matter of

how data were to be interpreted, nevertheless some new and crucial data
have come to light, and I have had to check all of Henry's observations.
Furthermore, some of what I describe here I was unable to observe firsthand.

I therefore want to state as precisely as possible in what my

cata conSist, and under what conditions I obtained them.
3.1 Finer Discriminations
It is an anthropological commonplace that one can do "informant work" and/or "participant-observation."

Even prior to under-
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taking fieldwork, however, I felt that these categories were necessary
but insufficient for a description of field research.

It seemed un-

fortunate that there were no finer· discriminations, especially since the
native's (or "conscious") model and observer's (or "unconscious") model
tend to be associated respectively with "what the natives
versus "what they actually do."

tell us"

Presumably, informant work would re-

sult in one type of model and participant-observation in the other.

'let

this did not seem right.
In trying to develop a set of finer discriminations, it occurred
to me that all of our data consist in statements, either our own or
those of the natives, which we may have translated.

Consequently, would

it not be possible to classify these statements in some meaningful way?
Informant~derived

versus observation-based statements seemed a start,

yet there was clearly much more involved.

During the course of field-

work, I elaborated a number of· what seemed to me significant distinctions, and attempted to sort my "data" in accord with them.

The ones I

used primarily were as follows!
1.

Concrete descriptions:

these are descriptions of concrete

events of the sort "X did thus and such, under these conditions, and at this time and in this place."

Such state-

ments are elementary data.
2.

.
Space-t~e
genera1"~zat~ons! 1

II am aware
type of "categorial
here because. in the
from the elementary
abstractions.

these are slightly higher

that these should properly be considered only one
generalization" (No. 3 above). I separate them out
course of fieldwork, these kinds of abstractions
data are generally presupposed by other kinds of
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order abstractions wherein one states under what spatial
and temporal conditions some type of group or individual
behavior tends to occur with regularity, e.g •. , "Shokleng
always return to their base villages during summer."

Such

statements are already confirmed (hopefully) hypotheses
about the conditions under which certain behaviors occur,
although we think of them as elementary data.

It seems to

me that some ethnographers have incorrectly assumed that
what the natives were doing during the period of their field
research was· what they "always" do..

This needs to be veri-

fied.
3.

Categorial generalizations:

these are generalizations

according to social or cultural category, e.g., "a Shokleng
daughter's husband respects his wife's father, maintaining
a serious demeanor in his presence . • . ," or "Shokleng
do not eat capibara."

Again, these are hypotheses about

conditions under which behavior occurs.
4.

Normative statements:

these are statements to the effect

that under certain conditions some kind of behavior is
"imperative," insof<:ll" as the actor himself or other actors
seem to have expectations about it.

They may presumably

react to it as "good" or "bad" conduct.

The behavior it-

self may be something that is prescribed or interdicted.
These kinds of statements occupy a special position in
anthropological theory, s·ince they reflect what is preeminently "social," but they are not often distinguished
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from other statements at the level of data.

Normative

statements may be either concrete, e.g., "Kaii.a?O: I should
not have hit his brother (but he did nonetheless) ," or
categorially generalized, e.g., "among Shokleng, brothers
should not hit one another."
Anyone of these kinds of statement can be made directly by the anthropologist, based upon his observations of and hypotheses about overt
behavior.

They may also be: made by informants, in which cas.e the an-

thropologist "reports" the statement.

Or they may be made by natives

t"lking to one another, in which case the anthropologist's statement
is about natives' statements·, which may be of one of these types.
I would not claim that this classification is exhaustive or
even adequate. It is merely one I have found it helpful to make.

In

particular, it. probably does not exhaust all the kinds of "reported"
statements.

For example, one. kind I mention at various points is

the "ethnotheory .. "

By this I mean statements natives make about

mechanism, e.g., about how procreation is possible.
are commonly about "natural" processes.

Such statements

While it is possible that they

can be analyzed into constituent categorial generalizations about behaviors. of natural objects:, it is their character of interconnectedness
that sets them apart £i·om simple. categorial generalizations.

Only taken

as total systems do they represent coherent views of the world.
Yet I would claim that statements anthropologists take to be
data generally fall into one of these types.

Moreover, I would claim

that such a set of discriminations is helpful, not only in describing
research, so that others may get a clearer picture of what "data" are
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involved, but as well' in conducting' the research itself.

They were at

least invaluable in my research on Shokleng social organization.
For Shokleng were not very good as informants, insofar as providing a ready-made set of categorial generalizations is concerned.
They seemed not to have a "conscious" understanding (i.e., an understanding they could readily verbalize) of how their social organization
worked.

Indeed, they seemed to have only a limited set· of generalized

normative statements, which were evidently those that they regularly
tell to one another, e.g., "a man should not sleep embracing his
. l

w<i.fe."

consequently, informant work on the level of categorial

generalizations was usually unproductive.
Sometimes it was even confusing.

This was especially true in

connection with that area in which I was most interested, viz., their
moiety and class organization.

Shokleng talked about name-recruited

groupings that had associated body-paint designs and that were exogamous.
No doubt this is what Henry meant by their "theoretical social structure."

Yet their concrete statements about these groupings, together

with other observable facts, seemed to contradict their generalized
statements.

They would tell me who actually belonged to what grouping,

what their names ,.ere, with whom they had married, and so forth, and
these facts contradicted their generalized descriptions.

I hope to

show later (Chap. V) that. this does not indicate the presence of some
lIn actuality,. Shokleng maxims do not take this form, since the
language lacks. "modal auxiliaries." Constructions of this sort typically
involve either the words for "good" and "bad," or state the norm as a
conditional, together with some consequent that is taken as good or bad.
E.g., this expression is better translated as: "if you sleep embracing
your wife., you will become lazy and die."
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sort of "false consciousness."

Shokleng were actually making essen;"

tially correct generalizations, but without a terminology sufficiently
rich to convey the operation of their system to one not already
familiar with it. l

Nevertheless, I could make no headway if I failed

to distinguish these two kinds of "data":

concrete description and

categorial generalization.
The importance of distinguishing normat'ive statements from
both of these types is so obvious that I would not mention it, if it
were not such a frequent source of confusion in the ethnographic literature.

In many ethnographies it is simply impossible, to tell whether

the basic data are normative statements or categorial generalizations,
(made by the observer or by his informants).

Until this is cleared

up, it is hopeless to attempt to gain a precise understanding of social
life ina culture with which we are unfamiliar.

For what the natives

normatively state should be done, they probably do with considerably
less frequency than they should.

Such statements', when made by natives

to other natives, form part of the social situation that the anthropologist must describe.

They are not simply descriptions of what is

being done, but part of an attempt to get something done.
thus primarily "pragmatic" significance (Silverstein 1976).

They have
One often

reads in ethnographies that the so and so "say this should be done,
lKaingang are similar to Shokleng, except in this one respect.
They are able to express with clarity the principles of their moiety
and class system. This leads me to suspect that ~e difficulties
Shokleng have in this regard stem from the sweeping changes that modified this aspect of their social organization. There was no simultaneous development of a new terminology in this area (see Chap. V).
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but in fact they rearely do it."

This is usually taken as evidence of

a discrepancy between "conscious" and "unconscious'" models, or perhaps
of an "ideology" that is different from the actuality of social life.
Yet what we need to know is what the natives are pragmatically accomplishing by making such statements, and this can be learned only by
studying occurrences of these statements in their social context, alongside other types of social action.
This much said, I may now state that my basic data were of
two sorts:

(1) concrete descriptions made by informants, whiCh I

believe correspond with concrete descriptions any observer would have
made, given enough time.; and (2) concrete normative statements made by
informants, about concrete events, which enabled me to foon hypotheses
about socially proper and improper conduct.

My categorial g.eneraliza_

tiona are based directly upon these concrete statements.

Naturally,

I made use of their' generalized. statements in trying to frame correct
hypotheses:

In

this essentially intuitive: operation, I even looked

at lexical items in their language for hints as to the presence of
certain categories, although I tried to pay attention as well to the
pragmatic, as opposed to semantic, significance these items might have .•
But I have endeavored' always to confion these hypotheses, wherever
possible, by concrete descriptions., or by my own observations.

This

has meant that my ethnography itself' was not simply a matter of data
collection,. but rather involved formulation of hypotheses, as to what
categories were operative in organizing what kinds of conduct, and the
testing of these hypotheses by means of critical observations.
Wherever possible, I have given the noonative and categorial
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generalizations made by informants in connection' with a given topic,
insofar as I had evidence that these were not ad hoc statements, but
represented how Shokleng actually talked to one
social life.

anothe~

about their

I have even sometimes tried. to interpret the pragmatic

significance of these statements., although
inte~retations

my

confidence. in these

is far from absolute.

While Shokleng do not make good informants, insofar as categorial generalizations are concerned, they do have excellent memories
for concrete events.

This was fortunate, because· I was primarily in-

terested in finding out· about aboriginal social life.

I found that

Shokleng were capable of describing the particulars of past events in
great detail, and that these descriptions were largely consistent from
informant to informant.

Moreover, when it was possible to verify their

statements by external means (e.g •. , through archaeological evidence,
old photographs, or historical facts), these checked out almost perfectly.

Finally, when I .was able eventually to observe many of the

persisting aboriginal patterns firsthand,. which I had been prevented
from doing at first by the structure of

Shokleng~Brazilian

inter-

actions that had developed, I found that the model I had built up from
informants' concrete descriptions of pre-contact life was largely applicable.

I therefore felt confident that my informants were providing

me with a window to the pre-contact social world that was, for the most
part, free of ideological coloration.
In the following chapters I attempt to portray the categories
of aboriginal Shokleng social organization as part of a "system of
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action. "

To maka clear what I mean by this will require some explica-

tion of m:y theoretical concepts (see Sec. 4 of this chapter).

Never-

theless, it should not be evident on the basis of what. kinds of data
my hypotheses about. these categories are based.
3 •. 2 Field Conditions
My

to 1976.

wife and I spent just· about two years in Brazil from 1974·
For fift.een months, which included two short field breaks,

we lived among Shokleng. of the Ibirama reserve in Santa Catarina.

At

the end of this field stay, we travelled to central. Parana, where we
spent four months engaged in. comparative research among the Kaingang
of the Iva! reserve, which is situated near the town of Manoel Ribas.
Except where I have otherwise indicated, all of m:y conclusions about
Shokleng and Kaingang are ·based· upon data m:y wife and I obtained
during these periods.

I provide here a sketch of the conditions under

which we worked.
It is difficult to avoid mention of. my init·ial disappointment
upon encountering· the Shokleng.

For they had been reduced from a once

proud and warlike tribe of semi-nomadic hunters and gathers to a· small
group, whose physical survival is no longer in doubt, but whose "cultural survival" one would. not predict from superficial appearances.
They seem to blend into their Brazilian settler surroundings.

Indeed,

when m:y wife first met the man who turned out to be one of her best
informants,. he was wearing a. New York University sweatshirt and an old
baseball cap, sent to Brazil by a charitable organization in the United
States.

True that Shokleng spoke their native language, cooked over
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open fires, and stLll enjoyed some hunting, yet their appearance had
been transformed.
search project.

I seriously questioned the feasibility of my reEven though it had been just sixty years since their

first peaceful encounter with a non-Indian, obviously much had changed.
But just how much?
Shokleng had aboriginally and have today no category that enables adult outsiders to be incorporated. into their society.

All non-

Shokleng were labeled as thUgn ("enemy"), although Guaranl and various
Kaingang groups were designated by special terms.
suspicious of and hostile towards all outsiders.

Shokleng were
One can only marvel

. that Eduardo de Lima e Silva Hoerhan was able to establish peaceful
re·lations with the Ibirama community, despite their attempts to kill
him.

Fioravante Esperanqa was not so fortunate in his attempt to

settle the Ngrokothi-to-prey.

Attempting to show good will by lay-

ing down their arms,. he and his co-workers were massacred.
this hostility was fully reciprocated by Brazilians.

of course,

For several

decades previously, Shokleng had been ruthlessly hunted down by
lsome readers may be puzzled as to my disappointment that
Shokleng were not less "acculturated," since many changes had already
taken place by Henry's time. Actually, my situation was quite complex.
My original plans for obtaining data to resolve the Shokleng anomaly
revolved about the discovery of another "group" of Shokleng, which had
been reported in Brazilian newspapers. Word spread as well among anthropologists.. onfortunately, these Indians were never contacted, if
they exist at all. Sflvio Coelho (1973 and personal communications)
reports that there may be a few survivors of this group, which I presume. to be the Angyidn community, secluded in the Serra do Taboleiro
not far from Florianopolis. When this group was no longer a likely
possibility for research, I· turned my attention to the Ibirama group.
My disappointment was a product of the disparity in appearance between
this group and my image of the uncontacted population.

1
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cutthroat bands of bugreiros or "Indian hunters."

In any event, an

undercurrent of hostility toward the Brazilian national society persists to this day.
Naturally, it is no easy matter to be accepted into a society
that defines itself in opposition to the outside world, and our attempts
to establish workable role-relations' were far from unproblematic.
had really no status in their community other than

~~at

We

of outsider.

There are no rules that permit adoption of adults, so that we could not
simply acquire instant kinsmen.· Since we were a married couple, we
were· expected to be a relatively self-sufficient domestic unit, even
though we had no children.

This latter fact puzzled and perhaps annoyed

Shokleng, and they later wanted verI much for us to have children.
Indeed, we came' close, toward the end of our stay, to adopting the
young adopted daughter. of one of

rrrj'

best informants.

However, the

fact was that initially we had no kinship ties, and without kinship
ties we had no genuine status within the community.

It may have been

possible for me to establish something like "hunting companionships"
with some of the men.

A few Brazilians have done this.

But such role-

relations are not conducive to the flow of information, being characterized instead by more of a formal reserve.
Our problems were compounded because we resided intially in the
FUNAI I post, together with the E'UNAI agent and nurse, and their
families.

There was then and had been for some time tension between

Shokleng and post administrators.

While Shokleng did not equate us

1 An acronym for E'undaqao Naqional do Indio,
the government

Indian agency.

I

I
I
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with this administration, our residence there nevertheless put us in
an uncomfortable position.

We" were continuously embroiled in the on-

going political problems, in re"lation to which we wanted to maintain
an official neutrality.

Consequently, we decided to move into one of

the wood-frame houses that had been built for the Indians.

We did so

with permission of its owner, who was residing elsewhere at the time.
During this initial period, our view of Shokleng society was
not much dtiferent from that" any outsider might have had.
were experienced in dealing with Brazilians.

Shokleng

And when in the presence

of any outsider, they typically themselves acted like Brazilians.
least tl'le men, did.
role-relations.

At

They knew how to conduct themselves in diverse

Some had had" experience working outside the reserve,

and had travelled to various cities.

They knew how to appear Brazilian..:

ized when they wanted to, but also how to take advantage of their
identity as Indians.

Certainly, they were sufficiently familiar with

Brazilian settler life to be able to blend in, and they seemed for the
most part to want to blend in.

They knew" for example, that local

Brazilians had wood-frame houses," and they wanted such houses for themselves.

As a consequence, for an outsider interacting with them, hav-

ing only a view of this outer world, Shokleng appeared" well on t.lle road
to acculturation.

This, anyway, was my initial impression.

I drew from this impression the conclusion that I should focus

my

attention on pre-contact social life, for only in this way could

obtain the data I needed.

r

Studying pre-contact social life meant work-

ing with informants, particularly with older men.
no Portuguese, and I at first spoke no Shokleng.

The old women spoke
And, while I could
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do some limited work with younger people, only the old men had the kind
of extensive knowledge that was necessary.

Fortunately, there were

still alive a. number of men (remarkably enough) who had already reached
the age of initiation when the first contact with Brazilians occurred
in 1914.

These men had grown up under .. aboriginal" conditions, and

had undergone a good portion of the socialization process.

My

with them was initially in Portuguese tempered with Shokleng.

work
As time

went on, more and more work was done in Shokleng, and toward the end a
major portion of my work was in text .•
Shaping a.proper role-relation for informant work was no easy
matter.

Some Shokleng wanted it to be essentially an employer-em-

ployee relation, such as they were familiar with from working outside
the reserve.

Henry had apparently worked in this way to some extent,

and we felt that it would be good to make knowledge of pre-contact
culture a valuable item, since many young people downgraded it.
Nevertheless, we wanted only individuals who had a positive interest,
not those who wanted to be gainfully employed without physical exertion.

Anyone who has done fieldwork knows how difficult it is to

eStab.lish relationships that are productive and yet simultaneously
compatible with the values, interests, and political alliances in a
community.

Our attempts to establish working relations were beset by

such difficulties.

Fortunately, the individuals involved had their own

way of working things out.

On some matters, such as what kind of role-

relation would be workable, the. decision was not up to us.

Thus, my

wife's best informant felt most comfortable with something resembling
an employer-employee relation, probably because there was no indigenous
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category that permitted this kind of relation between a man and woman.
My

principal informants, however, preferred the kind of delayed reci-

procity that was characteristic of relations among men in aboriginal
times and as well today.

By telling me what I wanted to know, teach-

ing me songs, or going over linguistic paradigms, they were establishing expectations that they' could count on me for what they needed
in return.

As

it turned out, their level of expectations was com-

patible with what. my wife had experienced in her more formal relations.
However, they never felt that they were being "paid" for working.
Naturally, we talked to many people'about many topics, and
attempted to find out about contemporary life.

However, participant-

observation had to be largely restricted to public places.
domestic. sphere is not easily penetrated by non-kinsmen.
Shokleng do not visit with non-kin at home.

For the
Even

Our attempts to do so

invariably produced awkward situations, with normal activity being
totally disrupted by our presence..

After some time, I attempted to

hold sessions with informants at. their houses, but this proved untenable..

Not only were there continuous distractions, but some of the

information I wanted could not be given in the presence of the informant's female kin.

As

it turned out, it was only at the house of'my

best informant,. after we. had established quasi-kin relations, that we
came to be considered a normal fixture, and so were able to observe ongoing domestic life without radically affecting it.
Our status within the ,qhole community underwent something of
an evolution.

At first we were

s~~ly

outsiders or thugn, and for
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some we probably stayedthUgn to the very end.
than objects of exploitation.

We were little more

And Shokleng are masters at spinning

tales that win them sympathy·, as well as whatever else they happen to
want.

It was only after being tricked time and again, with our re-

sources being severely depleted, that we learned to cope by telling
our own tales in return, whenever we were able to identify a given
situation as· an attempt to perpetrate a hoax.
As time went on, however, many Shokleng came to feel that we
were different from most outsiders they had known.

The most important

factor, I think, was that we adopted a life-style not much different
from their own.

Shokleng were amused, and I believe pleased, by my

fumbling attempts to construct fires when it was cold, to sing songs in
their own language, in short, to do those things normally expected of
a Shokleng man.

We even began haltingly to speak their language, which

they considered significant, since no local Brazilians have bothered
to learn IiIore than a few words. 1
my hair and said:

At one public meeting, a man graspeld

"you have white hair (Le., brown, not black), and

yet you are an Indian!"
There was no one dramatic turning-point in our relations within
the community.

We became progressivel.y cl.oser to our informants and

their families, until these relations became essentially kin-like.
Moreover, we were eventually given name-sets, which helped to establish
for us a recognizable community-·.... ide status..

With these quasi-kin

~ith exception of Eduardo de Lima e Silva Hoerhan, who speaks
fluent Shokleng, as well as Kaingang, German, Spanish, and French in
varying degrees of fluency. But he can hardl.y be considered simply a
"local Brazil.ian, " since he has lived with the Shokleng for sixty
years.

•
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relations and names, we assumed roles approximating, probably as
closely as is possible for outsiders, roles through which Shokleng
interact with one another.
The significance of this lay primarily in the access that it
facilitated. to the "inner world" of Shokleng society, the world of
relations amongShokleng themselves, unaffected by the presence of
outsiders.
world.

I would not say that we were completely accepted into this

Nevertheless, we had managed to· penetrate some of the barriers

that make Shokleng seem so acculturated.
surprisingly different.

For this inner world was

Individuals sometimes seemed to us to be

acting so differently that. we hardly recognized them.

And there per-

sisted here, largely invisible from the outsider vantage, many
aboriginal patterns.

For example, while each nuclear or extended

family had its own wood-fz:ame house, simpler than but much like those
of Brazilian settlez:s, the focus of their social activity was typically
a windscreen built behind it, where a fire was always maintained.

The

houses provide principally a false index of acculturation, a camouflage,
behind which Shokleng can carry out their normal activities in private.
We also found that political factionalism was rampant, with two major
factions pitted against one another, just as had been the case aboriginally, that traditional conduct between kinsmen and affines persisted, and so forth.

In short, this inner world seemed much like the

pre-contact society we had been studying, minus the readily discernible indices of "primitiveness."
r do not wish to convey the impression that nothing has
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changed.

Obviously much has.

1

To be able to act like a Brazilian is

in some sense to be "acculturated."

My point is rather that a strong

inner structure persists despite this

oU~Nard

acculturation.

Shokleng

have an actively flourishing society, that is quite distinct from that
of Brazilian settler society, even though something of an accommodation
has been reached between them.

Shokleng do not· want to remain isolated.

Yet they do not want to be bound by the system of rules governing individual citizens of the Brazilian national· society.
clear to me just where this. situation will lead.

It is not at all

But Shokleng have

been resisting attempts· by FUNAI to supply them with direction, ·and
one can predict that the society, as a cohesive entity, will probably
persist for some time.

Shokleng are not about to vanish into the

interstices of Brazilian national society.
From the point of view of my own research, I must add that it
was not a unilaterally positive experience to have been given access
to this inner world, even though we could. not have obtained the kind
of data we did without it.

As outsiders we had a kind of politically

neutral s.tatus, providing we did not make a point of taking sides.
We were not automatically labelled.

This was important because of

the political convulsions that the entire reserve was undergoing at
that time.

Shokleng were accusing a lumber fixm, contracted by FUNAI

lE.g., Shokleng no longer regularly carry out their. ceremonies,
which seem: to have been replaced by the rural Brazilian baile and
funeral rites... Even here, however, many aboriginal patterns are apparent. This ceremonial collapse is in marked contrast to the Iva!
Kaingang situation, since there many ceremonies are actively performed
to this day.
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to build the wood-frame houses, of stealing lumber from the reserve.
There was one crisis after the next.

l

Fortunately, because we did not

become actively involved, we were not dragged into the middle of these
frays, which often pitted one faction of Shokleng against the other.
However, with our incorporation into the internal role-structure, largely
through out quasi-kinship ties, we became fair objects of gossip and
intrigue, since we were innnediately categorized politically.

Even our

attempts to benefit the community as a whole, for example, by bringing
in medicines, were turned into factional issues.

Life seemed far re-

moved from that idyllic picture of "primitive" harmony that we allow
ourselves in more fanciful moments. to build up.
Nevertheless, Shokleng have a remarkable ability for separating
political relations from other kinds of social relations.
part, our research was never seriously interrupted.

For the most

We were able to

carry on informant work until the very end of of stay.

When we finally

left the Shokleng, we were surprised to find that almost everyone turned
out.

Even individuals who had considered us their factional enemies

seemed to act as if we were perfect friends.
see us go.
veneer.

They seemed saddened to

I like to think that politics, among Shokleng, is only a thin

And that once stripped. away it reveals an underlying cOinmunitT,

stronger and more solid than itself.

However, I know from experience

and from my research that factionalism is at the very heart of Shokleng
social life.

Sometimes it even wins out over community, and the result

is schism.
II wonder whether there has been a period in recent Shokleng
history when this was not true. Nevertheless, the crises of this particular period seem to have been more intense than usual.
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Our research procedures and field conditions among Kaingang
were essentially similar: to those I have just described.

Although

there are many fascinating differences between Kaingang and Shokleng
reservation life, which affect field conditions, I cannot go into these
here.

Suffice it to note that we never really penetrated into Kaingang

social life, OWing principally to our comparatively short field stay.
We never succeeded in speaking Kaingang, certainly, at least, not as
well as we spoke Shokleng, which, I may add, was poorly.

The two lan-

guages are closely enough related that I could often get the gist of
what was being· said, but Kaingang staunchly refused to recognize my
modified Shokleng as passable Kaingang.

Perhaps we will be able one

day to take up this research again.
4 •. Concepts
Just as the knowledge of an ethnographer's field conditions
and methods is· critical to an assessment of his basic data, so is a
knowledge of the theoretical concepts that have guided his interpretation crucial for understanding how he has attempted to make sense of
these data.

Did he think the social reality he was describing was es-

sentially subjective, so that his work was largely interpretive, or
objective, so that he was merely recording data and piecing these together?
tion?

Or was it some combination of these, and, if so, what combinaWas he interested in giving a functional account, in elaborating

structural oppositions, in providing a formal description?

For an

ethnographer who has any intention of employing some new concepts, or
of using old concepts in

ne~l

ways, it is all the more critical that he

explicate the conceptual foundations of his work.
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I give here a very brief overview of my theoretical framework.
As

it took shape while I was in the field, it is relevant only in part

to understanding my research.

Nevertheless, it permeates my. interpre-

tation, and so is· essential for an understanding of my project.
least I consider it essential.

At

For those who disagree, this section may

be passed over, and returned to only if later discussions seem to merit
it.

I have tried to keep the explication brief.

Otherwise my work

would have risked becoming an essentially theoretical endeavor.

As a

result, it has not been possible .to provide as rigorous a theoretical
foundation as r would have liked, and for this I request the reader's
indulgence. Nevertheless, I consider that even a less than satisfactory
attempt in this direction is better than no attempt at all.
4.1 Feedback and Sanctions
The significance of feedback was clearly perceived by Durkheim
(see, e.g., Durkheim 1895, 1906, and 1925, but as well almost any work),
and, to a lesser extent, Weber (1925).

Durkheim was followed most closely

by Radcliffe-Brown (1933), who perhaps more than anyone else developed
the concept of feedback in terms of "social sanctions."
notably Parsons, could be mentioned in this context.

Many others,

In some sense, my

own work has been an attempt merely to place the ideas of these great
theorists into a systematic conceptual framework, and to .draw out the
implications in terms of social and cultural variability.
Radcliffe-Brown (1933: 205) defined a "sanction" as "a reaction
on the part of a society or· of a considerable number of its members to
a mode of behaviour which is thereby approved (positive sanctions) or
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disproved (negative sanctions)."

I would include here as well positive

or negative feedback between any individuals of the society. RadcliffeBrown's formulation assumes the operation of some kind of collective
sanctioning.

I hope to show later that, among Shokleng, sanctioning is

bound up with the factional structure.

Sanctions operate typically only

indirectly through a balanced opposition among the sanctioners (see
Chap. VII).

There is no overall conspiracy On the part of society

against individuals.

Nevertheless, I am in essential agreement with

other aspects of Radcliffe-Brown's formulation.
But I would incline toward viewing positive and negative sanctions on a more general plane as bound up with a whole series of oppositions, one or the other half of an opposition beging signalled by the
sanctioner in any given situation: l

appropriate/inappropriate, good/bad,

right/wrong, true/false, yes/no, and so forth.
tinuity between these and pleasure/pain.

There is· clearly a con-

When I use sanction, therefore,

I mean any aspect of this total binary signal, whose effect is to encourage or discourage some behavior on the part of an actor.
4.2 Imperatives
By an "imperative" I mean a conduct type which is positively
sanctioned in a given society.

Typically it is necessary to know the

lThe "double bind," as discussed by Bateson and others, is a
notable exception. Here contradictory feedback is given to one and the
same conduct type, with no apparent differentiation of objective conditions. From the viewpoint of an actor engaged in formulating a theory
about the conditions under which feedback will be given, the most simple
solution would be to divide the self in two. The "good" self is responsible for positive feedback, and the "bad" self for negative feed';'
back.
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conditions under which behavior that is an instance of some conduct type
occurs in order to know whether it will be positively or negatively sanctioned.

I will take up this question shortly in connection with cate-

gories.

Here I want merely to point out my conception of "social

action," which r take to be social behavior viewed from the perspective
of socially imperative conduct types.

This differs explicitly from

Weber's (l92S: 88) concept of "social action," which is action insofar
as the "subjective meaning" attached to by the actor "takes account of
the· behaviour of others."

His concept demands an interpretive approach.

Yet there is no way that the "meaning" he discussed can be truly
"social," i.e., characteristic of subjective orientations of members of
particular societies, if there is no objective signal forming part of
regular. social interaction which conveys this meaning.

My approach is

closer' to that of Durkheim, insofar as it suggests that isolation of the
binary sanction signal will allow us to determine what conduct is
socially imperative in any given society.
One presupposition of my approach is that sanctions are effective in some measure.

There is a defini.te probability that an impera-

tive conduct type will be followed in some percentage of the cases in
which it should be followed.

The imperative is never wholly ideal,

lacking an empirical correlate.
Social action as I have described it is at what is typically
referred to as the "normative. leveL"

r want to make clear, however,

that I do not mean "norms" in the sense of what is said by members of
society to be imperative, e.g., that "women of reproductive age should
not eat armadillo meat," as Shokleng say.

Such norms mayor may not be
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actual social imperatives.

I have tried to keep them distinct from

imperatives, which are conduct types judged by the observer to be
socially correct behavior in a given society.

Evidently, it is pos-

sible that the utterance of normative statements, such as that just
cited, can itself be an imperative conduct type.

Consequently, it is

necessary to maintain some such distinction between norms and imperatives, if only to avoid the ethnographic pitfall of naively assuming
native generalizations to be identical with those the observer himself
would make.
4.3 •. Categories and C<ilnduct. Types
As I have described it, a "conduct type" is a regularity in
behavior as percei'led by the actor himself.

I want here to extend this

concept to any regularity of behavior of indi'liduals in the society,
and as well to regularities in collective behavior.

Ultimately, in

analyzing the total cultural orientation of members of a society to
the world, it may prove possible to use this concept for behaviors exhibited by any object or class of objects.
limited here.

However, my aims are more

I consider only the behavior of social persons.

By a "category" I mean a class of objects, which can be said to
share one or more properties in common.
gory off from the next.

In

These properties set one cate-

a broad sense, a conduct type is a category

whose class of objects consists of instances or "tokens" of behavior
of that type.

But sometimes it will be convenient to use "category" in

a more limited sense, viz., those c'lasses of objects which serve to
identify the conditions under which conduct types occur, or more
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precisely under which conduct types are socially imperative in a given
society.

This sense is the one in which I most commonly use this term

here.
"Social categories" are classes of persons , and as well of two
or higher place relations.

Thus, a father-child category might specify

a class of two-place. relations in a given society.

In subsequent chap-

ters I will be concerned primarily with so cial categories in this sense.
A special relationship exists between categories and conduct
types.

Categories are hypothesized by the observer (and presumably by

actors as well) to account for those conditions under which conduct
types are socially imperative in a given society.

The hypothesis must

always be confirmed by the presence of associated imperative conduct
types.

It follows that no category can be said to "exist" if there is

no empirical correlate in objective behavior.

There need not be a

lexical item in the native language which designates a category, although
there may be.

This is for empirical research to determine.

It is

necessary and sufficient only that there be an associated socially
imPerative conduct

type.

For most categories cons·idered in subsequent chapters, an observer (or actor) infers from the presence of one of its associated
objects that some conduct type is socially appropriate or imPerative,
under the circumstances.

But for one class of categories, which I will

call "inferred categories," the reverse normally occurs.
proceeds in just the opposite direction.

Inference

Some behavior or event takes

place from which one reads back the presence of some (often intangible)
condition, e.g., the presence of a god or spirit.

The key criterion is

I
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that the inference regarding such categories
' d'J.rectJ.on.
,
1
th J.S

almo~t

always proceeds in

The categories do not usually specify the conditions

of occurrence of conduct types in any predictive way.
especially concerned with such categories here.
festly crucial to any whole cultural theory.

I will not be

Still, they are mani-

And I claim that the

kind of model I try to develop is one way of making sense of them.
What I' term an "open category" is a class of objects with a
well-defined "recruitment principle."

This usage is somewhat vague.

In general terms it means that we can know who belongs to this class

of objects at any given point in time by means of a rule, and that when
old members disappear or die off new, members are brought in.

The class

of "men" is an open category, if it means "all members of the society
who have male genitalia," for instance.
also fathers" is another example.

The class of all "men who are

Of course, they are only categories

if in addition they supply the conditions under which some conduct type
is socially imperative.

A "closed category" is one for which there

exists no apparent recruitment principle.

A concrete individual is gen-

erally an example of closed category, since no members are typically
recruited to it upon his death, unless there happens to be a welldevined principle of reincarnation.

In general, any ad hoc set of

objects may constitute a closed category, provided again that there is
some conduct type for which it specifies the objective conditions of
imperativeness.

Over time, closed categories may become open and open

categories closed.
IThis inference from conduct back to categorial conditions is
also the essence of communication, as I will propose subsequently (e.g.,
Chap. VI, Sec. 2.2; Chap. VIII, Sec. 4.1).
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I will be primarily concerned in subsequent chapters with a
description of "open social categories."
4.4 Notation
I have found it convenient to represent the concepts of category
and. imperative, which I take to be irreducible or elementary concepts,
in symbolic logic form. 1

This form is also helpful for making perfectly

clear· just what sort of relationships among concepts one is positing,
although it is possible to be clear and consistent without them.

I

suspect. that ultimately formal representation will be useful as well in
carrying out proofs.

I therefore offer here a brief explication of my

notation.
I have attempted to use the "calculus of propositional functions"
because propositional functions accurately express the concept of a
category. Just as the class of objects constituting a category has a set
of constant properties that characterize it, so can a propositional
function be given a. constant feature, usually its predicate.

The ob-

jects can in turn be represented by a variable or variables.

This is

essential when the class is potentially infinite, as is the case with
open categories.

In Morris's (1946: 17) semiotic theory, the constant

feature represents the "significatum" and the variable feature the
"denotata."

(Note that I use these te:cns in connection with my theo-·

retical language, not in connection with a description of the native
lAs is well known, Nadel (1957) before me has attempted to make
use of symbolic logic in expressing social structural concepts. There
have been as well numerous formalizations and mathematicizations of
various anthropological topics, which, however, I do not propose to
consider here.
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language, as does Goodenough [1956: 93; 1970: 72).)

Generalized ver-

sions of one-place, two-place, and (the hypothetical) n-place categories may be represented as follows:

I often use natural language terms or contractions from English as
mnemonic devices, even where definitions have been given that do not
correspond precisely with English usage.

Thus, MAN (x) means "x is a

man, "H-W (x, y) means "x and y are husband and wife."

This is unneces-

sary for defined terms, except for convenience, but cannot be dispensed
with in the case of primitive terms, although for formal proofs it
would be preferrable to substitute arbitrary symbols.
Conduct types may be similarly repJ:;esented.
(x,y) means "x shows respect to y," Co-RESIDE

h

Thus, RESPECT

(x,y) "x lives in the

same house as y," and so forth.
The statement that a conduct type is "imperative," however,
introduces a new level.

The imperative character of a conduct type

must be J:;epresented by the function of a function.

Thus, IMP(F(x»

means "F(x) is imperative," although I J:;epresent this for convenience
as.

l.I!lp

F(x).

It is necessary to J:;epresent imperatives in some such way

because it may be true that some conduct type is imperative, even if it
is not always followed where it should be.

ThUS, .

l.mp

CO-RESIDEh(x,y)

means "it is imperative that x cores ide in the same house with y."
Now it may be that in some case this is indeed imperative, even though
x and y do not happen to be coresiding.

There is thus a need for two

separate truth-values here. l
II have not made separate pJ:;ovision for such anthJ:;opological

\
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At various points it will be necessary to talk about relations
not among the propositional functions representing features, but among
the extensionally defined sets of objects.

Such sets may be given as

{xl F(x)}, i.e., "all x such that F(x) is true."
I have argued that categories specify the conditions under which
conduct types are imperative.

This conditional relationshmp is captured

by the notion of implication.

Thus,

WF-DH(x,y)
means:

~

0

unp

CO-RESIDK (x,y)

n

"if x and y are related as wife's father and daughter's husband,

then it is imperative that x cores ide in the same household with y."
It is possible to make provision for degrees of imperativeness
or "expectability."

If the exact percentage of cases is known in which

some conduct occurs when it is expectable or imperative that it occur,
this may be represented simply by attaching a frequency marker, e.g."
WF-DH(X,y)

=}

unp
0

CO-RESIDK (x,y) 11 90%
-h
---

Sanctions may be represented as imperative conduct types implied
by compliance with (positive sanction) or failure to comply with (negative sanction) some other imperative.
notions as "rights,

It·

II

Thus,

duties," "prescriptions," "interdictions, II and

"optations," because the realities they refer to can be expressed
merely as logical operations of the concept of an imperative. Thus,
"duties" or "prescriptions" may be represented simply as imperatives.
In "interdictions" the imperative conduct type is negated, so that this
is expressed by
-F(x) , e.g., "it is imperative that x not eat armaunp
dillo meat." "Rights" state that it-is imperative that something not be
the case, where there is presumably an interdiction on its being the
case for other members of society. These may be represented as
-(0 -F(x)). "Optation" or choice may be expressed by introduction of
unp
an "or" into the statement.
0
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Co-RESID~ (x,y)

'4

SANC-(x,y,s)

-Co-RESID~(X,y)

~

SANC+(x,y,s)

In following chapters, however, I have not been concerned with

percentages, as I did not collect these data, or with an exhaustive list
of sanctions for each conduct type..

I have been primarily concerned

with a qualitative description of operative rules, and more specifically
with the social categories and their interconnections.
4.5 The "System" of Social Action
A description of social life as I have just been describing it
would amo.unt to a simple collection of rules.
degree these rules are not independent.
connections.

Yet to a significant

They exhibit systematic inter-

I offer here some of my thoughts on the nature of sys-

tematic interconnections among social categories, because it is these
I attempt to present in my "analysis" of Shokleng social organization.
In Chapter II there· is some· presentation of interconnections among
conduct types relevant to subsistence, but these I give with full knowledge of their inadequacies.

I can only hope that further work will

provide insights into this important area.
4.5.1 Definitions and Primitives

An open category must be either defined in terms of other categories, or itself a "primitive" category, Le., one whose membership
can be detennined by inspection of the world, given the proper condi-·
tions.

Thus, I will argue that "x is a male" and "x gave birth y"

represent primitive categories, whereas "x is the mother y" represents
a defined category for Shokleng.

Such a distinction is necessar1 if,
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as I have argued, human categorization is based in part on natural discontinuities (inherent in interrelations with the objective world) ,
and in part on derived categories (made up from cOmbinations of primitive categories)..

Categorization of any sort, it seems to me, would

be impossible in the absence of at least some primitive categories.
Perhaps it is appropriate here to bring up two points in connection with primitive categories.

First, for a category to be "prim-

itive," it must be in some sense universally discriminable, even if it
is not universally employed to specify the conduct under which conduct
occurs or is imperative.

This seems to me necessary because otherwise

the derivative categories of the system could not be used to make sense
of objective situations, and it is always interpreting objective situations that counts.

As a consequence, it is always necessary to show

that a given primitive is an empirical category, or to argue that it is
a derivative category with respect to some encompassing system.

Second,

insofar as a category is "primitive," it cannot be given merely formal
representation, but must be interpreted in natural language, in this
case English.

Otherwise, the entire system of representations would not

capture the concreteness of an actual system, but would convey only its
form.
I consider that some of the "systematicity" of social life lies
precisely in the definitional interconnections among categories, whereby
derivatives are defined in terms of the primitives.

I hope to show that

for Shokleng society there are many interesting connections of just this
sort.
gorial

They are interesting because they allow us to know certain catememberships of individuals by virtue of knowing other member-
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ships, but also, and more importantly, because it is possible tc predict
within limits how the system will respond to changes in any of its
constituent categories.

Such knowledge is of practical utility in the

Shokleng case, because, as I have described, the Shokleng system developed as a result of categorial modifications in a Kaingang-like
proto-system.
4.5.2 "Axioms" and Theorems
Yet I do not consider a statement of definitional interconnections an adequate formulation of systematicity.
than that.

There is more to it

There are as well what I call "axioms," which state other

kinds of interconnections among and facts about social categories.
These axioms are essentially summaries or encapsulations of what seemed
to me to be basic tendencies of the system.

Thus, I claim it to be an

axiom- for Shokleng that, if an individual is a member of the age category of "adult," it is imperative that he or she have at least one
living spouse.

In one sense this is merely a summary statement of the

fact that adult Shokleng are almost invariably always married.

But I

hope to show that is is- also much more, that taking it to be an axiom
helps us to understand facts about Shokleng that would otherwise seem
to require separate "explanation."
Indeed, the importance of such axioms lies not so much in the
fact that they accurately summarize a tendency, but rather in the fact
that it is possible to deduce from them certain consequences or
theorems.
even

~~ough

This I consider to be the most important aspect of my work,
it is least developed.

For, if these deductions reflect
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the reality of Shokleng social life, then I have shown that certain
elements which had seemed to be discrete elements at the same level are
really systematically related in a deductive way.
Of course, there is no guarantee that one has ever arrived at
a set of definitions and axioms that exhausts all actual interconnections.

To the contrary, it is easy to imagine that such sets can be

improved upon and refined.

There is indeed not necessarily any "right"

set for describing all of the social reality at any given time.

Yet

it seems to me that developing a system capable of capturing at leas't
some of the empirical interconnections is a start.

It provides a founda-

tion on which more refined systems can be built, systems that may be so
precise as to tell us exactly what changes may be expected to follow
necessarily from what other changes.

1

4.5.3 Context Rules
For the sake of completion I mention these "context rules,"
although they do not figure prominently in my analysis.

Basically, a

rule of this sort is a ranking of imPeratives, such that the higher
ranking one takes precedence in contexts where two or more partially
incompatible imPeratives occur.

As I have done no research on these,

they remain only hypothetical.
But I should add that they may be of some importance when it
comes to assessing the predictive capacity of particular imPerative
lIn my own work I have been primarily concerned with interpreting changes about which I already had some knowledge, although occasionally I have stumbled upon deductions for which I only later found
supporting data (e.g." concerning the relative rate of polygyny, polyandry, and group marriage; see Chap. III).
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rules.

For by showing that certain rules take precedence over others,

what appears to be lack of predictive power on the part of low-ranking
rules may be seen actually as a consequence of their position within the
And it is the overall capacity of a system to predict when

system.

certain conduct will occur that is important, not the discrete capacities
of individual rules.
4.6 Society
By a "society" i mean a set of individuals, S, insofar as it
can be characterized in terms of a system of social action, as I have
described it.
The extensionally defined "classes of objects" constituting
social categories are subsets of S, or of the set of pairs of individuals in S, which is represented as S X S, or of the set of triples, and
so forth.

This extensional aspect of categories, as opposed to their

intensional aspect, will sometimes be of importance in subsequent discussions.
4.7 Explanations
My primary concern in formulating this set of ideas has been how

to describe as precisely as possible the nature of Shokleng social life,
what it is that persists over time, and what lends to it its uniqueness.
I hope to be judged in accord with goal.

Specifically, I have not begun

with any preconceived ideas of what constitutes "explanation," at least
not with the idea that explanation consists in finding functions or
causes for phenomena.

Judged from the viewpoint of the canons of causal

and functional explanation, my work may perhaps be said to contain no
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explanation.

Yet I do not consider this a drawback, since it is not

clear to me that such "explanations" are even desirable, unless they can
be shown to provide greater predictive capacity, or the same capacity
and Precision with greater simp·licity, or something of this sort.

Too

often, however, they merely convince us that we "understand" the "data,"
without contributing anything to a description of it.

In any case, if

my work is not explanation in this sense, I must say something about

what good I think it has.
have already said.

Some of these points are implicit in what I

I merely state them explicitly here.

4.7.1 Prediction. and Interpretation
of Conduct
A system of categories and imperatives is designed to render
predictable or understandable the behavior of members of a society, by
specifying under what categorial conditions certain conduct types are
appropriate.

In some sense the system is merely descriptive.

vides an interpretation of past behavioral events.

It pro-

Yet it also pro-

vides some measure of prediction of future behavioral events, since
it. says under what categorial conditions conduct types can be expected
to occur in the future.

Of course, events may occur that cannot be

interpreted within the system, or that change the categorial conditions,
and so lead to modifications in the system as a whole.

But some amount

of predictive and interpretive capacity is an essential feature of this
type of system.
4.7.2 Deductions
At a higher level, the system of categories and imperatives is
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designed as well to show that certain aspects follow logically from
other aspects.

Certain "facts" may be deduced from a knowledge of prin-

ciples and of certain other "facts."
definitions I try

to.

With the kinds of axioms and

develop in subsequent chapters, it is possible to

make various deductions of this sort.

Yet these deductions are not

purely pre-planned. I have not set up a system that would give me back
just what I wanted and no more, as Lounsbury (1964: 351) seems to consider desirable.

l

I have tried rather to capture what I think are the

operative definitions and axioms' in Shokleng society, and so have not
been concerned primarily with seeing what follows from them.
sult, for better or worse, my system is essentially open.

As a re-

Because it

is not worked out, it is possible for anyone to attempt to derive consequences from it.

Perhaps some will emerge that are absurd or impos-

sible or contradictory, and that. thereby show that the system is not a
good description of Shokleng social life.
will be proven invalid.

Perhaps my own deductions

The goal, however, is to capture the actual

system by means of definitions and axioms in such a way that any valid
deduction should correspond with social reality.

If the system

flounders, then it is simply unworthy, and should be replaced by a
better one, if such be available.

But here at least is an "openness"

that makes the system something more than "pre-cooked."
1

Hence, my work does not meet the criteria of a "formal account,"
as Lounsbury defines it, i.e., as "an apparatus for predicting back the
data at hand" (Lounsbury 1964:351). While this may equally be interpreted as showing the inadequacy of my work, nevertheless I think there
are advantages to not simply predicting back a managable set of data,
but leaving instead some "openness."
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4. T. 3 Cause and Censequence

I have said that I am net interested in finding "causes"· fer
the sake of producing "explanatien."

Nevertheless, certain facts ap-

pear as censequences ef ether facts within the framewerk efaxiems and
definitiens, so. that the latter may be censidered in seme sense causes
ef the fermer.
(Chap. III).

Such is the case in my analysis ef adeptien rates
Yet I de net place any great stere in such "causal link-

ages," and censider them rather a bypreduct ef my main geal ef descriptien than. the geal itself.

CHAPTER II

SUBSISTENCE AND SOCIAL CATEGORIES

1. Ethnographic Issues
A reasonably clear picture of Shokleng ecology can be pieced
.

together from Henry (1941) and Paula (1924).

1

They describe Shokleng as

subsisting primarily upon the products of. hunting and gathering.

Henry

goes so far as to claim that they lived almost exclusively on meat, and
that "everything else is garnish" (1941: 159).
is somewhat distorted.
their only food.
of gathering.

Here I think the picture

It is true mat Sh?kleng talk as if meat were

Yet they could never have survived without the products

Perhaps even a convincing case could be made for consider-

ing Araucaria pine nuts the "king pin" of their adaptation, a possibility
I will bring up later.

In any case, Shokleng talk more about hunting and

about meat than the actual economic significance would seem to merit.
This may perhaps be due to the fact that huntiing is an exclusive male
activity.

But, whatever its true significance, Henry's error in this

area is only of degree.

Hunting is an important activity, and Shokleng

are essentially hunter-gatherers.
A more problematic aspect is his description of them as "nomadic."
lAs Paula's (1924) article h·as been considered one of· the
principal sources on Shokleng, it is perhaps pertinent to note that he
did no fieldwork among them. His arttcle is based solely On information
provided by Eduardo de Lima e Silva Hoerhan, although Paula nowhere
acknowledges this.
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Indeed, this was part of the "Shokleng anomaly."

For those

G~

tribes on

whom we have good information can be considered at most "semi-nomadic."
While they go On long treks for purposes of hunting and gathering, they
typically return to a semi-permanent base village for at least a· portion
of each year.

Henry's description of Shokleng as nomadic made them

appear to diverge· from our idea of what was typically

~.

Fortunately, I was able to obtain extensive data on this topic.
These indicate that Shokleng were not so divergent as we had been led to
believe.

In the immediate· pre-1914 period, they followed a cycle of

trekking much like that of other Ge.

For a portion of each year, during

the summer ceremonial season, they resided in semi-permanent base villages.

When the ceremonial season ended, a given base village would

spli t into two or more trekking groups.

These hunted and gathered over

vast areas for as much as eight or ten months on end.

But they in-

variably joined up again for the next pre-planned ceremony.

The cycle

of disperal and reaggregation was thus essentially like that of Shavante
(Maybury-Lewis 1967).
Yet Shokleng did not always meet up .again at the same base village.

They had several alternative villages and might come together at

one or another of these.

This alternation appears to have been part of

their attempt to avoid the "Indian hunters," who were constantly on their
trail during the latter part of the nineteenth century.

It was facili-

tated by the fact that they practiced no horticulture during thi.s period. I
Indeed, their non-reliance

upon the products of cultivation is

lperhapsthiS is why they abandoned horticulture (see below).
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For most Ge societies (in-

another aspect of the "Shokleng anomaly."

cluding Kaingang) practice at least some horticulture.

They typically

plant near to their base village, and so must return there for the harvest.

Without horticulture, Shokleng were free from the necessity of

returning to the same village.

Again, as regards this aspect of the

anomaly, I have been able to obtain some new data, although not enough
to reconstruct the entire sequence of historical developments.

It

appears that Shokleng did once engage in cultivation. of corn, beans, and
squash, as Henry (194l: 3·) mentions, and that they may have abandoned it
as late as the early nineteenth or late eighteenth century.

Consequently,

divergence from the Ge pattern in this regard is a relatively recent
development.

I will take up these points in my later discussions.
2. Determinacy

One question that arises naturally in connection with ecology is
that of

determinacy," and I have found it useful to approach

tion of Shokleng ecology in these terms.

my

descrip-

Specifically, I structure

my

discUSSion around two related but distinct questions:· (1) do environmental conditions determine or give rise to the system of production, or,
more specifically, to the categories and conduct types relevant to subsistence production?

And (2) do the ecological categories determine what

social categories are operative?
simple yes or no answers to these.

Of course, I do not propose to give
I want rather to examine Shokleng

ecological patterns by means of a consideration of them.

But I can say

in advance that I have reached certain tentative conclusions.

As con-

cerns the first, I have found that there is a "fit" between environmental
conditions and the Shokleng production system.

Consequently, the Shokleng
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system may be said to be adapted to its environment.

But this relation

is not one of cause and effect, but rather one of condition and possibility.

As concerns the second question., I have found that many ecological

categories are simultaneously social categories.

In

this case, there

are no grounds whatsoever for claiming that one or the other is determinant.
3. Environment
In

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Shokleng groups

hunted and gathered over much of what is now east-central Santa Catarina
(see Fig. 3).

This territory encompasses two reasonably distinct en-

vironmental typeS":

(1) semi-mountainous subtropical forests of the

western Serra Geral, and (2) grass or Arcaucaria pine forest covered
high plateau, with gently rolling hills.
of the Central Brazilian high plateau.

It is" essentially an extension
Shokleng

1

made use of. both

regions, typically on a seasonally alternating basis.
grow predominantly on the plateau.

Araucaria pines

Consequently, when pine nuts ripen

during winter (April to September), Shokleng went there in search of them
and the game they attracted.

During summer (particularly January through

February), which is the ceremonial season, Shokleng returned to the forest
zone searching for ripe fr.uit, but as well for the game feeding upon it.
1

I use Shokleng here to refer specifically to the Rakrano or
Ibirama group, among whom I studied. But I mean to imply that the descriptions" hold as well for the ot."ler two communities. This is merely an
assumption I make based upon my "limited knowledge of them, which derives
from informant work with persons who had intimate contact with captives
from these communities. I have attempted to note areas in which there
appeared to divergence, e.g., lip-plug styles. On the whole, these are
only minor.
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The territory falls largely into a "humid subtropical" climatic
zone (Willey 1971: 8).

Temperatures range between about 38° C in summer

and near freezing in winter.
periodic thunder showers.
~~ere

Summers are typically dry and warm, with

Winters are usually damp and cold.

However,

is no sharp rainy-dry season contrast, as is true for central

Brazil., where vegetation has a characteristically scraggly appearance.
I was struck rather by the lush verdancy that is to be found nearly year
round in much of southern Brazil.

Rainfall and soil conditions there

are right for a reasonably intensive agriculture, as Brazilian· settlers
have shown.

Indeed, here is to be found some of Brazil's best agri-

cuI tural land.

1

Many of the flora exhibit a complementary distribution with
respect to the environmental zones I mentioned above.
species abound in the semi-mountainous regions.

Fruit-bearing

Some of

~~ese

only in this zone, others being found as well on the plateau.

are found
But no

one species is preponderant here the way what Caio Prado Junior calls
the "lovely and precious" Araucaria is on the plateau.
1

It overshadows

Some readers may wonder just why, if this is the case, southern
Brazil remained a virtual wilderness into the nineteenth century, with
some areas remaining so into the twentieth. Caio Prado Junior (1967: 6566) discusses the economic historical reasons, which were as follows:
"We are in the southernmost limit of the colony and the period is the
close of the eighteenth century. Had it not been for the steamships
that were later to bring this region into closer contact with the centers
of Brazilian life, which focuses on the Old World, the area would certainly have remained in the rear guard of the country's progress; and
indeed this was the situation during the period with which we are now
concerned. But there was a local factor that hampered development of the
southern prairies: nature had situated these plains on top of a plateau,
separated from the coast by a sheer mountain barrier. The interior was
isolated from the sea except by way of the steep and difficult ascents
which were the only means of passage across the mountains."
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both physically and economically all other vegetation.
extend into the forest zone.

But it does not

As a consequence, as long as Shokleng were

to rely upon Araucaria pine nuts, they could never stray too far from
the plateau.
In contrast with flora, fauna are more or less continuously
distributed throughout this region.

In fact, such large game animals as

tapir and wild pigs tended to migrate seasonally between zones.
were to be found in most abundance where there was ripe fruit.

They
This

meant the plateau in winter, and the mountain forests in summer.
Shokleng seasonal migration was as much a consequence of this animal
migration, as of their interest in the fruits.
One can readily appreciate that an environment such as I have
been describing permits a range of possible adaptations.

It has an

abundant supply of game, fruits, nuts, and fishes, and as well soil
suitable for cultivation.

Indeed, similar regions have supported Guarani

groups, whose production systems and overall culture differ" quite
markedly from Shokleng.

It seems a safe conclusion that the Shokleng

system was" not simply a reflex of its environment.

We cannot understand

that system as a consequence of its physical surroundings.
Yet certainly the conditions supplied by this environment would
have to be taken into account by any system.

In some sense, these condi-

tions "determine" certain aspects of the adaptation, given other aspects.
If Shokleng are to hunt, they must hunt what the environment provides.
I have already alluded to the dertrmin~cy imposed by seasonal migrations
of game, and other examples could be given.

But such conditions are

I

I

I
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"causal" only given a particular set of cultural emphases, e.g., a focus
upon hunting.

It is the Shokleng production system as a culturally

transmitted system, interacting with an objective environment, that I
want now to examine.
4. Production
4.1 Trekking

Shokleng hunting and gathering is intimately bound up with a
trekking mode of life.

By

a "trekking mode of life," I mean that Shokleng

were almost always on the move.

They lived in their communal villages

for only a small fraction of each year, and even then the men went out
on hunting trips to obtain meat.

For most of the year, a community was

divided into two or more trekking groups.

A trekking group might further

divide into single or multiple family groupings for short periods.
it typically traversed a given area as a unit.

But

Fig. 4 depicts what were

more or less regular routes during the pre-19l4 period.
I would like to distinguish between these concrete routes and
the general model that Shokleng were following.

It is this general model

that could be replicated in any similar environment.

Indeed, it is more

than likely that Shokleng brought this pattern with them from their previous home in east-central Parana, since Kaingang follow essentially the
same pattern.

The model consists of social categories:

community,

trekking groups, and nuclear or extended family; and of conduct rule
that says that a community should come together and maintain a common
residence during the summer ceremonial season, and that trekking groups
should trek over complementary areas during the rest of the year.

The
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community itself occasionally goes on collective treks for short
periods.

I would claim that it is this. abstract model that is of truly
cultural significance, and that persists over time, despite modifications
in concrete details, e. g., what particular area is covered by which trekking group.

For this reason I will not go into detail concerning trek-

king routes.

These are determined primarily by external factors, such

as where game happens to be plentiful, although which group goes what
route is also a matter of cultural. regularity.

But external "causes"

can have their particular effects only given the socially transmitted
structure I have been describing.

Later I will have opportunity to

examine how these categories fit into the total system of Shokleng social
categories, and it is this latter that I cons.ider to be of special importance for understanding. the social aspect of Shokleng adaptation.

My

concern here, however, is how to characterize the relation between this
abstract system of categories and conduct types, and the objective surroundings constituting the aboriginal Shokleng environment.
In this regard, it is possible to ask whether the abstract structure is not by itself determined by the general kind of enVironment,
given a cultural pattern at some higher level.

In particular, given a

cultural emphasis upon hunting, can the dispersal-reaggregation pattern
be viewed as a consequence of the natural environment?
find this possibility unlikely.

So stated, I

If a single community were small enough,

it could presumably function adequately as a hunting group without dispersal and reaggregation.

One would have to bring in other factors.
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Thus, if there were an expanding population base, a single group would
ultimately grow too large for its produqtion system carrying capacity
in this environment.

In such an event, a likely outcome would be group

fissioning, with two or more smaller groups being generated.

Given that

these wanted to maintain ocntact, they would presumably come together
whenever possible.
pattern.

The result could be a regular dispersal-reaggregation

But here a number of factors apart from environmental condi-

tions per se have been injected.

It i,s possible, for instance, to imagine

societies wherein fissioning of a group would result in two groups that
.

.

~ta4ne

d no contact. 1

In any case, it cannot be doubted that the

Shokleng structure is socially transmitted, and that the specific constitution of i.ts categories of "community,n "trekking group,1t and so

forth is best understood within the framework of a total system of social
categories.
It is possible to bring to bear other than environmental perspectives on this issue.

One I would point out is that of politics.

Shokleng

communities are in some sense mutual defense leagues, communities being
on typically. hostile terms with one another.

It would be difficult for

smaller units to survive in.such a political environment.

Now suppose

that a village of 400 is a politically unstable unit, if forced to adopt
a common residence,2 given the nature of. Shokleng political institutions.
lIn fact, when Shokle.ng communities themselves fission, the newly
formed coltUllunities only rarely see one another again. They typically
separate as bitter factional enemies. Nevertheless, I know of instances
where such newly separated communities have reunited briefly for ceremonial
purposes.
2This is not an implausible supposition. Opon settlement on the
Ibirama reserve, where Shokleng were forced to adopt a sedentary life
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A simple solution to this kind of dilemma would be institutionalization
of a dispersal-reaggregation pattern, such as I have been discussing.
In this way, it would be possible to provide an "explanation" of this

structure without invoking any environmental factors whatsoever.

Again,

however, I have introduced many "givens" into my account.
I think it is possible to talk about a "fit" between a structure
and its natural environment" perhaps even about "determination" within
a constellation of givens.

But this is far from a sufficient understand-

ing of the system of categories and conduct types of which the structure
is composed, and it is an understanding of this system that interests me.
The system is not simply a reflex of its environment.,

While it may ,be

adapted to it, it has been socially transmitted and thus "in the making"
for centuries, perhaps even millenia.

Consequently, it is bound to have

taken on characteristics for which the environment alone cannot account.
4.2 Hunting
4.2.1 Social Categories
The categories of

If

conununity I

II

If

trekking group,.." and If£amilyll

are relevant to understanding how Shokleng make use of their environment
spatially, but they do not tell us a great deal more than this about the
social organization of production.

Specifically, they do not tell us

much about how hunting as a productive activity, apart from simple spatial displacement, is organized.
In this regard, I mentioned previously that it is only men who
style, the village as a residential nucleus broke apart. Shokleng households today are situated as much as several hundred yards apart from one
another.
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hunt. But more nee4 be said in order to give some idea of what kind of
social category this class of "men" is.
a male/female opposition.
fication.

For it is not simply defined by

There is involved as well an age grade speci-'

Those who hunt are between puberty and elder status, in age

grades Shokleng term kHu and koing:i:ng.

And within these age grades it

is primarily upon elder men that the task of· hunting devolves, those men
who have been married for some time and who typically already have sonsin-law.

They are the primary producers, insofar as hunting is concerned.

When I later consider social categories, I want to give some idea of why
from a systematic point of view men in this age grade assume such responsibilities.

For now I simply note that young men, and sons-in-law in

particular, although they are expected to produce, are not under the
heavy obligations of "mature men."
Other aspects of the social organization of hunting are worth
mentioning.
pairs.

One is that men almost never hunt alone.

They go out in

These pairs are typically stable relationships, which assume

considerable political significance.

They form a social category Henry

(1941: 97) termed "hunting relationships" or "hunting companionships."
The category is marked socially by a certain respect relation, but as
weli economically by the fact that a man gives to his hunting companion
whatever game he happens to kill.

From an ecological point of view,

actual cooperation in hunting is somewhat limited.

Most commonly the

two men simply hunt together.
Another social organizational feature is the collectively coordinate4 hunt, which occurs solely in connection with peccaries.

Here
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one could make a case for adaptive advantage.
herds of sometimes roore than a hundred.
to kill at best only a few.

peccaries

l

run in large

A lone hunter would be likely

Besides, these animals are irascible by

nature and known to attack men, which incidentally Shokleng find makes
peccary hunting all the more interesting.

When peccary tracks have been

spotted, all of the men in camp are soon on the trail.

Their strategy

is to surround a herd without disturbing, then to gradually tighten the
circle, with a few men charging in order to disperse it.
them with bow and arrow, or metal tipped lances.

Shokleng kill

They commonly allow a

few to escape, because, so they say, the "spirits" instructed them to do
so.

2

They nevertheless manage to kill a great many.
A final social organizational feature is the "'co11ective"

ceremonial hunt.

This is performed by young men prior to their initial

participation in the angradn festival, but it is also performed by all
adult men on various ceremonial occasions.

However, "collective" here

means simply departing from and returning to the village as a group.
There is no collectively coordinated strategy, such as occurs in peccary
hunts..

I mention it here merely because it has one important aspect,

which may arguably be taken to be of adaptive significance.

This is the

pooling of meat following such collective endeavors, together with its
redistribution by the chief or chiefs.
1

There are two species of peccary or "wild pig" (porco do mato)
that Shokleng hunted, a large species (Tayassu 'albirostris), which
Brazilians call queixada, and a smaller species (Tayassu tayassu), which
Brazilians call cateto (or caititu). See Ihering (1968: 571) for details
on these and other Brazilian animals ..
2These are the ng!i:yudn or "animal masters" or "spirits" (see Sec.
4.2.3 of this chapter). This practice is fOllowed in connection with many
species. Of course, it has ecolo.gical significance, since it allows the
species to repopulate.
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These are the principal social organizational features connected
with hunting as a social activity among Shokleng.

I think it can be

argued that there are some adaptive motivations for the
have described.

organiz~tion

I

Yet these do not account for, the categories or for their

systematic interconnections,

Certainly, alternative adaptive organiza-

tions are imaginable, and were probably realized historically in various
Guarani systems.

To attribute any "causal" significance to the adaptive

features, one would have to show which features of the organization were
to be taken as given, and which to be explained.
doubtedly prove highly complex.

Such a task would un-

In any case, it presupposes a descrip-

tion of the categories and conduct types, and of their systematic interconnections, a description such as that I hope to provide in part in
subsequent chapters.
4.2.2 Environmental Categories.
If social categories are relevant to understanding how production
is organized, it is nevertheless apparent that the primary basis of
organization of hunting as an activity is the set of cat,egories by means
of which the environment is classified.
1

l

The principal aspects of

I must note that I will not be concerned in subsequent chapters
with a further analysis of environmental categories, which I do not consider properly "social (Le., in the sense of Sec. 4.3 of Chap. I,
although they are of course socially or culturally constructed, ~,ust as
are social categories). My remarks concerning these categories are therefore only tentative. I have suggested that a taxonomic model is best
suited for understanding their interconnections, but I am perfectly ready
to concede that another model may do better • Taxonomic models have of
course been employed by semantic analysts (e.g., Conklin 1962; Berlin,
et al. 1966), who, however, have been concerned with lexical items in
native languages, not with "categories," as I have defined them (Sec. 4.3
of Chap. I). It is important for subsequent discussions to remember ~~at I
am not dealing with the same subject matter as is treated by semantic analysts.
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hunting derive from the empirical nature of its object, viz., the class
of animals capable of eluding simple capture.

Just what species are

hunted, and just what species considered edible, I will consider in connection with "consUIIPtion" later on (Sec. 6 of this chapter).

Such selec-

tions from the broader class are based upon cultural preference and culturally transmitted knowledge.

Nevertheless, it is the nature of the

broader class of animals that "determine" in just what· hunting consists,
i.e., capture, where this is taken to mean any method of bringing wild
animals into one's control, so that they may be used as food.

Further-

more, the various socially transmitted kinds of conduct one could label
"hunting" correspond for Shokleng with the different methods of capture,
and in turn in some measure with the kinds of species involved.
My claim is that the broad class of animals can be distinguished
from other classes of environmental objects by the feature of "mobility."
By t.1-}is I do mean precisely "motility," as biologists use this term in
distinguishing the animal kingdom,. but rather something like "mobility
on a human scale,"

mobility, that is to say, such as provides for the

elusiveness to which I referred previously.

This qualification is of

some importance for understanding the fine points of contrast between
hunting and gathering (see Sec. 4.3 of this shapter).

Perhaps it helps

us to understand as well why Shokleng should have used for "airplane" an
expression employing the lexical item used for anaother animal species,
viz., "dragonfly" (Hoerhan 1939).

To them the airplane must have seemed

to possess this very quality of mobility.
In any case, it is possible to distinguish within this broad

class of animals ·various subclasses of species.

Yet this subclassification
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is not simply given in the nature of things.

There are numerous possible

subclassifications, based upon different sets of features.

The one I

want to present has been constructed in order to account for the different
ways in which Shokleng hunt animals.

This being so , it will be best to

begin by mapping out what different conduct types go to make up "hunting."
There are basically five kinds of technique that Shokleng use in
hunting animals:

(1) most importantly, they use a bow and arrow to shoot

them; (2) they kill them with metal-tipped lances; (3) they sometimes
employ a pit-trap into which animals fall; (4) they use a pointed wood
spear, really little more than a sharpened stick, with which to spear

I

them; (5) they make occasional use of long cylindrical baskets placed in
streams, typically in rapids or over waterfalls.
Of course, when I collected information about hunting techniques,
I was obtaining simultaneously information about the species to which
they were appropriate.

It occurred to me only subsequently to treat

these two questions separately, in order to learn something about the
operational classification of the anlimal world that was involved.

How

did Shokleng sort animals in order to know which technique to employ?

Or

did they employ one or another technique randomly, without consideration
for the kind of animal?

Or .again were objective conditions other than

kind of animal being employed?
Once the question was posed in this way, a partial systematic
classification began to take shape.

The latter two techniques were used

solely in fishing, which, I may add, was of very little economic importance in the immediate pre-contact period.

Nevertheless, it is

I
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significant that Shokleng did not employ bow and arrow in fishing, as do
a number of Brazilian tribes.

Fishing is a kind of hunting activity for

Shokleng, and it is only the men who fish, just as it is only men who
hunt.

But it is for them quite a distinct kind of hunting activity.

My

suggestions that the bow and arrow might be a suitable technique were
rejected out of hand.

Consequently, it seems appropriate to posit a

basic taxonomic distinction between fish and other kinds of animals,
perhaps discriminated by the feature "aquatic/non-aquatic."
As regards the use of basket-trap versus spear, I found no

species distinction operative, although it is possible that there is one,
and that I simply failed to understand it.

However, I incline to believe

that, if there was an objective basis for discrimination, it probably had
more to do with such factors as season, density of fish, and river conditions than with classes of fish per se.
All other animals were regularly killed by means of bow and arrow.
And here there are type differentiations according to what kind of arrow
is used.

These correspond'in turn with relatively distinct classes of

animals.

There are three basic types of arrow, distinguished primar.ily

by the tip:l

bone- or metal-tipped,2 serrated wood-tipped, and blunt.

Shokleng use these respectively for large animals with tough hides
1

See Henry (1941: Appendix I) for a nearly exhaustive account.
of Shokleng material culture. He provides as well sketches of the
different types of arrow.
2

It should be noted that metal was first obtained by Shokleng
during the nineteenth cetury in raids on pioneer settlements. It is a
tribute to Shokleng cultural inventiveness that they learned to fashion
such items as sickle and machete blades into beautifully-shaped and
finely-edged points by pounding them with rocks.
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(peccary, tapir, and deer), for smaller animals (monkeys, paca) , including large birds, and for small game birds.
to

Here it is not difficult

find evidence of natural "determination," insofar as the type of.

arrow used is concerned.

One could not, for example, use a blunt-

tipped arrow, if one were to kill a tapir.

In general, each type is

nicely suited for the class of animals for which it is used.

But again

it is determination only within the context of a particular culturally
transmitted technology, and quite different technologies could be used
for accomplishing the same ends.

Where Shokleng make most use of bow

and arrow, for example, Guarani make most use of traps and snares.
It is true that Shokleng use as well pit-traps and lances.

How-

ever, neither of these techniques seems to make a distinct class of
animals, at least not in the way that spearing and basket-trapping mark
the class of fish.

For the kinds of: animals killed by these means were

also regularly killed with bow and arrow.

Thus, pit-traps were used

for tapir, but tapir were most frequently killed by means of bow and
arrow.

Similarly, lances are used in killing peccaries (and as well

jaguars, although these are not normally considered edible), but bow and
arrow were. often used as well.
There is actually a natural fit between these latter two techniques and the species for which they are used.

Shokleng say that only

tapirs fall into the pit-traps they make, no other species being heavy
enough to break through the covering"

Similarly, lances can be used

only in close combat, and consequently only against species that charge
men.

Inso·far as I have been able to ascertain, it is only peccaries

and jaguars that regularly do so.
for these species.

The technique is thus nicely suited.
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I have attempted to represent this admittedly partial classification of conduct types and of categories relevant to hunting in Fig.
S and Fig. 6 respectively.

These classifications could be amplified

considerably, even on the basis of data now available to me.
Shokleng make use of various calls to attract animals.

Thus,

Each call could

be taken to represent a distinct conduct type, correlated with a distinct
species or class of species.

The conduct types are obviously culturally

transmitted, and there is clear evidence of a natural fit between each
call and its corresponding species.

My

purpose, however, has not been

to provide an exhaustive catalog of details.

It has been rather to give

some idea of what the overall production. system looks like, and to show
how it can be characterized at an abstract level.

For it is not so much

the details that persist over time, and so achieve a measure of permanency, as it is the abstract structure.

Consequently, it has been on

this latter that I have chosen to concentrate.
4.2.3 Ethnoconcepts
I have until now been concerned with hunting as objectively
conceived, and so have paid little attention to how Shokleng talk about
it.

There is only one key aspect of how they talk about it that has no

objective correlate, at least no correlate that was accessible to me as
an observer.

This is their notion of animal "spirits" or "spirit

masters" (ngiyudn), which are said to supply Shokleng with animals that
can be hunted.

These spirits also give instructions to Shokleng as to

what should be done in order to keep them from becoming angry, and so
cutting off the supply of game.

All communications from spirits are
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mediated by shamans.

Indeed, a man can know he has become a shaman when

he receives such a communication.

While out hunting, or perhaps in a

dream, he will be all set to kill an animal when it says:
am an ngiyudn, not an ordinary animal."

"stopl

I

The spirit then communicates

to him some bit of information, such as the whereabouts of game, or
perhaps a new medicine.

He passes on this information to the other men,

who usually act upon it.
Yet Shokleng concepts pertaining to spirit masters were far from
systematically worked out.

l

For many questions they were simply unable

to provide answers, e.g., as to whether each species has a master, or
whether there are only a few masters for all species.

I attribute this

to the fact that they engage among themselves in little overt glossing
speech behavior.

Nobody asks such questions as "What is a 'spirit

master'?" because. it is not a normal part of social interactions to do
so.

Meta-semantic speech behavior is minimal.

When I asked

'~hat

is

." questions, their response was to search out an exemPlar to show,
or to use the word I was trying to understand in a different linguistic
context.

This is of course quite different from what I was accustomed

to, since in American culture glossing is a constant feature of social
interactions.

For Shokleng, what each indiVidual knows about these

"non-empirical" concepts is what he has been able to fathom from hearing
people talk, and from listening to myths and stories.

He is never ques-

tioned by others about his ideas, and so is not forced to elaborate a
IThe concepts. pertaining to spirit masters and shamanism merit
a separate study, which I hope one day to be able to undertake. Here
it is possible to touch upon only a few of the high points.
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systematic scheme.

Consequently, each individual may have built up a

slightly different concept of "what spirit masters are."
A description of talk about spirit masters in terms of conduct
types would require information about who talks about them to whom and
in what way.

r cannot provide an analysis of my data here.

Neverthe-

less, r may point out that in general spirit masters come up most often
in myths and stories, told typically by elders to children during
socialization.

They come up as well in descriptions by shamans of their

experiences, and in references by others to those experiences.

There

are various subtleties involved in the different messages, and r would
not commit myself to a single interpretation.

Yet it appears that the

overall. pragmatic effect is to justify the political influence and
prestige of shamans.

Since shamans have inside information about 'the

whereabouts of game, it is logical that their suggestions about trekking group movements should be given more weight.

The same can be

said for their suggestions in other areas for which they have privileged information.

Consequently, what may be considered the underlying

or pragmatic meaning of these ethnoconcepts for Shokleng· is at least in
part that shamans are to be believed, that they have access to special
knowledge, and that the power and prestige accorded

~~em

is fully com-

mensurate with their real power,
4.3 Gathering
4.3.1 Social and Environmental Categories
I have suggested that the class of animals is distinguished by a
feature of "mobility on a human scale," and I now propose that the
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object of gathering is discriminated by "non-mobility."

This feature

is what determines the general nature of gathering as a conduct type,

i.e., that it is not capture but rather simple collecting that is involved.

Most of these non-mobile objects are fruits and nuts of various

plant species.

Consequently, it may be thought that what is involved

here is an animal/plant distinction no different from our own.

Yet in-

cluded.as well are various kinds of larva or grubs (a particular
delicacy for both Shokleng and Kaingang),1 which for us fall into the
animal kingdom.

For Shokleng, however, they are objects of gathering.

They lack that degree of mobility that would make them elusive for men,
and so are classed as non-mobile.
If it is men that hunt, what is the social organization of
gathering?

Based. on a simple proportionality of animal:plant::male:

female, one might suspect that it would be solely women who gather.
In fact, it is not.

Gathering generally involves both men and women.

Indeed, it is an enterprise most commonly undertaken by husband-wife
pairs,. although all adult men and women of a trekking group take part

in gathering Araucaria pine nuts.
typically a division of labor.

In either case, however, there is

Men perform such tasks as climbing

trees to knock down fruit, whereas it is women who typically gather it
up in baskets.

Consequently, something of the expected male/female

opposition is found.

It is simply in a less pure form than one might

have anticipated.

~escribing his field trip through Kaingang country, LeviStrauss (1955: 159-60) offers a vivid account of how he s.ampledone
such decapitated grub, raw! Quite likely his Kaingang guide looked on
in astonishment. The Indians prefer them cooked.
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I cannot go into a subclassification of gathered species here,
or into the types of conduct that go to make up gathering.

With regard

to latter, there are such factors as the different tree-climbing techniques, whether the tree is chopped down, and so forth.

These bear a

natural relationship with the kinds of trees with which they are associated, e.g., trees with long branchless trunks, trees with wide
trunks, and so forth.

I have given in Appendix n a list of the plant

species whose fruits Shokleng regularly gathered, as well as a list of
animal species hunted for their meat.

I have not listed the numerous

types of honey that were also regularly gathered, or the grubs, since
these do not exhibit the seasonality I was
means of these charts.

atte~ting

to convey by

Nevertheless, they are important objects of

gathering, and. should be included in any classification of Shokleng food
sources.
4.3.2 Araucaria Nuts
For most gathered products, Shokleng would not be willing to go
out of their way.

It is true that no obstacle is insurmountable when it

comes to getting at honey, but Shokleng never took this into consideration when planning their trekking routes.

1

The single exception is

Araucaria nuts, which constituted such an important part of the Shokleng
diet.

From April through September they planned their movements around

the ripening of these nuts.

Game was almost a secondary consideration.

While it is true that principal game animals (tapir and peccaries) were
1Honey ~s
, used'~n mak'~g mead for ceremonies, however, and consequently was specially sought out at such times.
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to be found in most abundance where Araucaria nuts were ripe, Shokleng
seem to have devoted most of their time to the gathering and storage
of these nuts, hunting in between periods of peak activity.

certainly,

more· than any other single factor, it was Araucaria nuts that enabled
them to survive the lean months from August through November, prior to
the summer ripening of fruits.
Just why were these nuts of such significance?

It is not simply

their abundance or nutritive value, although these are necessarY preconditions.

It is rather that, of all Shokleng foods, only this one can.

be stored for any length of time.

Consequently, it was on Araucaria

nuts that Shokleng could rely when all else failed, when game was scarce
and lean, and when there were no ripe fruits.

The nuts could be con-

verted into flour and stored for up to several months.

In this form

they were used for making a kind of bread-cake (ame) , which formed a
regular part of the Shokleng diet.

The nuts could also be dessicated,

in which form they provided a light-weight food, easily transported on
long treks.

To eat them, it was necessary only that they be rehydrated.

Finally, the nuts could be stored whole in stream beds, where they were
cached in holes and tightly· sealed to keep them from foraging animals.
In this form they remained edible, if somewhat malodorous, for as much
as a year.
In claiming that Araucaria nuts loomed so large for Shokleng, I
should qualify that it was again a fit between natural factors and the
culturally transmitted technology that made them so.

It is that Shokleng,

and indeed as well Kaingang, developed methods of storage, not simply

that Araucaria nuts have the right intrinsic features.

With a sophisti-

I

I
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cated technology almost anything can be preserved.

The important role

of Araucaria nuts in Southern Ge ecology, which resulted from this complementarity of nature and culture, is amply attested toby a salient
fact:

the Southern Ge occupy a territory more or less coincident with

the distribution of Araucaria pines in South America (Metraux 1946:
451) •
4.3.3 Ethnoconcepts
Notions of spirit masters are considerably less well-developed
in connection with the plant than with the animal world.
ng~yudn

A tree

is mentioned in one myth, and Shokleng claim that shamans are

capable of communicating with this and other spirits.

Yet none of these,

with possible exception of the rain spirit, plays a role comparable to
that. of the animal masters in either myth or shamanic experience.

Never-

theless, the general animation of the Shokleng cosmos, so reminiscent
of Algonquian cultures (Hallowell 1960), needs to be studied further.
It would be of interest to learn, among other things, whether this deemphasis of plant spirit masters was correlated with the peripherality
of questions concerning gathering within the Shokleng political arena.
4.4 Horticulture
4.4.1 Reconstruction
Immediately prior to 1914, and. perhaps since the early nineteenth
century, Shokleng practiced no horticulture.

Certainly, the Shokleng

I studied in 1974-1975 were still contemptuous of it, preferring almost
any extractive activity to it.

TodaY', they have been for the most part

forced to practice slash-and-burn cultivation for subsistence.

Never-
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theless, despite their obvious· dislike of agricultural labor, there is
ample evidence that a simple horticulture was once a key component of
their adaptation.
In this regard, I would cite three crucial facts.

First, Shokleng

words for corn (ngar) , beans (rangru), and squash (paho) are perfect
cognates of the Kaingang words for these crops.

Furthenlore, it is

known that Kaingang practiced aboriginally and still do today a horticulture based on these crops.

Second, when Shokleng conducted raids on

Brazilian settlers, they invariably made off with any corn, beans, and
squash they found, leaving behind foodstuffs with which they were unfamiliar.

They went so far on occasion as to harvest the cornfields of

pioneer families, unbeknownst to the families themselves.

Whatever con-

clusion one may draw from this, it is evident that Shokleng were not
simply doing without these crops in the immediate pre-contact period,
even though they were not themselves engaging in cultivation.

Finally,

third, and perhaps most significantly, their oral traditions speak of
just such a horticulture for that period when the group was located in
east-central Parana, prior to their migration into what is noW: Santa
Catarina.

Infonlant accounts are consistent on all major points, even

though they are based only on second-hand infonlation.

Indeed, it is

possible to discern in these accounts a system of cultivation much like
that

found among Kaingang.

4.4.2 The System of Cultivation
Judging from the traditions, cultivation appears to have stood
in contrast to both hunting and gathering, at least insofar as social

I
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organizational aspects are concerned.
exclusively collective activity.

It was, so they say, an almost

The village planted a single field,

with aJ.l adult members taking part in clearing, planting, and harvesting.
Harvests were even said to have been centrally redistributed, indicating
that there were probably no family or household gardens, such as are
common among Northern and Central

~.

I cannot be sure of this, and I

have not studied sufficiently the Kaingang system, by which means it
might be possible to learn something about proto-Southern

Ge

agriculture.

Nevertheless, I offer what information I have because of its possible
importance for comparative studies.
Not only did. agricultural labor stand out because of this collective aspect, but as well because it was undertaken largely by women,
or so these traditions indicate.

Men were responsible only for burning

the fields, after some minimal slashing.
the heavy work.

This of course is considered

But it was women who took responsibility for planting

and later for harvesting, activities in which men played no part.

In-

deed, this women's work was said to have been undertaken collectively,
with no men around at all.
Insofar as the agricultural calendar is concerned, I was able
to learn only that the corn harvest coincided with the summer ceremonial
season (January-March).

This makes sense, since they would have wanted

the harvest to free them from the necessity of hunting and gathering,
activities which were undertaken on a large scale just prior to ceremonies, in the immediate pre-l9l4 period.

If Shokleng harvested in

February, it is probable. that they planted sometime between September
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and NOvember, as they do today, and that slashing and burning of fields
occurred. not much before this.
The social apparatus for cultivation did not form part of the
pre-1914 adaptive organization, but it does provide an historical perspective on that organization.

One could examine the organization in

light of it, attempting to think about the consequences of abandonment.
I would call attention to the important role it gave to women in the
production process.

With abandonment of agriculture, women were made

more peripheral with respect to production, their activities being confined to'Jgathering, which they undertook together with their husbands.
They no longer had a separate collective activity, such as men had in
hunting.

Nevertheless, this aspect of the. production system was not

completely dismantled.

It appears that, when Shokleng harvested settler

fields, it was women well-protected by the men who did so.
said, Shokleng did not simply do

wi~~out'agricultural

As I have

products.

They

simply found a new source for these, and adapted their production system
accordingly.
fields.

No doubt, men much preferred raiding to toiling in the

They could get the same results, but. with less effort.

The

consequences of abandonment of cultivation were thus not as dr.astic as
one might have imagined.
marily, but even here

It was the role of women that suffered pri-

~~ere

were continuities with the past •.

4.4.3 Causes of Abandonment
When and why didShokleng .abandon cultivation?

It seems prob-

able that they did so about the time of their movement from Parana to
Santa

~atarina,

although I have no solid information on this score.
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Perhaps readers will be inclined to see abandonment as causally connected with the great transformation in t.'leir social orga...'lization,
which occurred about that time.

Certainly, the period betWeen roughly

1750 and 1850 was one of profound changes in Shokleng social life,
changes which were tantamount to a major social revolution.

It is

regrettable that we have no direct evidence as regards this critical
period, and so are largely in the realm of conjecture.
Shokleng traditions mention no causes for the abandonment.

It

is possible that the east-central santa Catarina forests were unsuitable
for their type of cultivation.

Perhaps it was necessary to expend more

labor on clearing and planting than the harvests were worth.

Even

Brazilian settlers-complain of the arduous labor that rapid re-growth
in this region demands.

Or perhaps, under pressure from "Indian

hunters," they found it too risky to maintain a fixed residential locus.
I alluded to this possibility earlier.

But this would put the abandon-

ment at a later period, perhaps too recent to make this hypothesis
plausible.

or again it may simply be that they found an alternative

source of agricultural produce in raiding.
5. Distribution and Exchange
5.1 The Concepts
Exchange is one of those. concepts we take for granted.

I was

therefore surprised to find that Shokleng appeared not to operate in
accord with this concePt,l although there are principles of·reciprocity
IThe same is true of Kaingang. This helps to explain I think
Levi-Strauss's (1955: 158) great difficulties in bartering with them

I
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that guide their conduct.

For us everything wears a "price tag."

see the world in terms of possibilities for exchange.

We

Not so Shokleng.

For them objects are not classed according to value-equivalences •. And
there are no situations .under which one object may be. given or received
as payment for another.

Shokleng connnunities were aboriginally self-

contained, self-sufficient units.

Members of one community engaged in

no trade with other communities for satisfaction of their needs.
did they engage in trade or barter within the village.

Nor

Even today,

despite familiarity with the 8razilian system, many of them are far
from proficient in transacting exchanges, although they are very good
at getting what they want.
This being so, I must give some explication of what I mean by
"distribution" and show how it differs from "exchange."
introduce a concept of "transference."

Here I want to

By this I mean a type of social

interaction wherein rights over an object pass from one party to another.
Perhaps the notion of "rights" here is even too strong, since the first
party may have no culturally recognized right in the object.

Let us

just say that he has actual or potential use, whether or not it is culturally recognized.

It is this actual or potential use of an object that

passes from one party to the next in a transfer interaction.
for objects: "It was extremely difficult to obtain possession of one
or other of these modest objects. A preliminary distribution of rings,
necklaces and cheap brooches to all members of the family was sometimes
not enough to establish the necessary friendly relationship. Even the
offer of a quantity of milreis out of all proportion to the paltry worth
of the utensil might leave the owner indifferent. He would say that he
couldn't part with it • . . . If he let us have it, how could he replace
it?
II

j
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Now Shokleng have transferences of this sort as a socially imperative conduct type relative to various social categories.

When I

speak of "distribution," I mean transferences of a particular kind,
viz., those that occur subsequent to appropriation of objects by individuals.

I take it that appropriation, i.e., killing an animal,

picking fruit, or harvesting crops, creates a situation of potential
use, i.e., consumption, on the part of whoever appropriates an object.
Again, I am not interested in whether appropriation establishes a culturally recognized right over the object.
appears that in some cases it does not.
it is sufficient

~~at

that appropriation.

In fact, among Shokleng, it
For distribution to qccur,

there be appropriation and transference based on

It is distribution of potential food objects that

I· want to consider in this section.
Perhaps it should be noted that exchange is a rather different
concept fr()m that of transference.
involves as well other factors.

What I mean by exchange or trade is a

type of social interaction wherein
taneously, but in

~everse

It involves transference, but it

~~o

transferences take place simul-

directions, with the objects transferred

typically being socially recognized as "value-equivalent."
something to B, and B transfers something to A.

A transfers

In addition, there is a

supposition. that one transference is predicated upon the other.

This

can be looked at purely objectively, i..e., in terms of a rule stating the
transferences to be mutually contingent.

On the other hand, it is

usually more satisfying for us to think of exchange in terms of subjective meaning component, viz., that each party transfers one object
in order to receive another.
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What I have claimed is that social interactions of the type
termed "exchanges" have no place in Shokleng culture.

No one trades,

and. ipso facto, no one sees trade as a means of acquiring objects.

Yet

there are some. tendencies toward "reciprocity," and transferences do
tend over time to go both ways, as structuralists have pointed out for
some time (see, e.g., Sahlins 1965, whose work is obviously in the tradition of Mauss and Levi-Strauss).

It is possible thus to see such

reciprocity as binding together individuals and factional groups over
.

t~e.

1

My

.

po~t,

however, is that such reciprocity must be distinguished

from exchange as a type of social interaction.

It is this latter that

Shokleng lack.
5.2 Distribution Patterns
Among Shokleng distribution patterns vary first of all according to the category of object.

The products of gathering remain almost

always within the nuclear family.

A husband and wife gather fruits and

nuts, as well as palm shoots, grubs, and honey, and they together with
their unmarried children consume them.

On only a few ·ceremonial oc-

casions are any gathered products, usually Araucaria-nut bread-cakes,
given to other than family members.

It is true that honey is made into

mead for ceremonies, and is on such occasions widely· distributed.

But

honey· used for this purpose is gathered in a special way, not by
husband-wife pairs, but typically by all of the young men, who are sent
lHowever, Shokleng reciprocity is not so neatly ordered as it
is among Kaingang. There one can see very clear evidence of reciprocity
between the patrimoities. Hunting companions must come from opposite
moieties, and they must give to one another whatever ~ they kill.

•
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out collectively.
for making mead.

Honey gathered in this way is always centrally pooled
Whatever· is gathered by husband-wife pairs, however,

is invariably consumed within the nuclear family.
Meat is quite a different matter.

A man keeps none of the game

he kills for himself, giving it instead to his hunting companion.

The

subsequent distribution depends primarily upon the animal' s size.

Small

game birds are consumed directly by members of the hunting companion's
nuclear family, there being no further distribution.

With medium size

animals, such as monkeys, paca, or large game birds, a piece is generally
given back to the hunter .. If there is enough meat, the hunting companion will engage in a somewhat wider distribution, although it is
typically only large game animals, such as tapir, that go beyond this
range.

Here the distribution may involve. a number of families, and

create thereby a rather extensive

ne~Nork

of transfer relations.

Just who receives meat depends upon the category of relationship in which men stand.

As a rule it is male affines who receive meat,

and above all others the WF and \-lB.

I will consider later how. the cate-

gory of "affine" is operationally defined in Shokleng society.

What is

important here is that it is not all affines who receive it, although
there are no finer discriminations of this category indicating who is to
get what.

It appears rather that each man follows a particular strategy

of maximization of advantage, about which I will have more to say in
connection with the "meaning" of meat "gifts."
definite political significance.

Such gifts have very

When a man chooses to whom he dis-

tributes meat, he is in fact choosing to emphasize a particular set of
political alliances.
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In distributions I have seen,. there is never the kind of hasty
scramble that Maybury-Lewis (1967: 201·2) describes in connection with
informal distributions among Shavante.

Shokleng were certainly always

eager to get meat, and they would not refrain from asking one another
for it, but it always appeared that a man had time to consider to whom
he would give what.

This was true as much in everyday as in ceremonial

distributions.
Following collective ceremonial hunts, however, distribution is
quite a different matter from everyday distribution.

Here all of the

meat is given to the chief (or chiefs), whose responsibility it is to
see to it that everyone receives a fair share.
which hunter brings. in what, or how much.

It makes no difference

The objective is to make as

equitab.le a distribution as possible· based upon the size of each family.
"Centralized redistributions" of this sort were said to occur as well
in connection with agricultural produce in the proto-system, but I have
no way of verifying this.

It does appear, however, that agricultural

products pillaged from settlers in the region were distributed in this
way, which is an indirect confirmation of sorts.
Distributions of food objects do not exhaust the total set of
distributions.

There are as well gifts of ritual objects, fiber

blankets, eagle feathers, arrows, and so forth which are given on certain
special occasions.
parents to

~~e

Of particular importance are the gifts given by the

ceremonial parents of a child at the lip-plug (if the

child is male) or thigh-tattooing (if female) ceremony.

The parents

are supposed to supply as. well cooked food for the ceremonial parents
on this occasion, just as they did earlier at the "cord-tying" ceremony.
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I was told also that gifts were given by the wife's parents to the
daughter's husband, and by the husband's parents to the son's wife, at
the "marriage" ceremony, but I was unable to determine whether this was
a regular feature or whether it occurred only occasionally.
5 •. 3 The Meaning of Gifts
It seems a reasonable question just what significance should be
attached to these distribution patterns.

How are we to interpret them?

One interpretation that has occurred to me is an essentially ecological
one.

ShOkleng have no technology for storing meat for a prolonged

period.

Consequently, so this argument would go, if large game animals

were not distributed widely, the meat would spoil before it could be
consumed.

Without distribution, each hunter would have to kill more

game. in order to get the same quantity of food, and so the system as a
whole would be less efficient.
valid,

~~is

Insofar as its presuppositions are

argument accounts for why only large game should be widely

distributed, whereas small game and gathered products should be consumed more or less directly by their "producers."l

It shows how dis-

tribution patterns fit with, or perhaps are "detennined by," Shokleng
ecology.
without taking exception to it, I nevertheless find it :i:ncomplete.

For it tells us nothing about specifics, such as why beyond

the nuclear family it should be affines who receive meat.
a man. give whatever game he kills to his hunting companion?

Why should
Why should

lThis is strictly speaking not true, since even small game is
given to the hunting companion. Yet it is true that it is not widely
distributed, and this is the point I am making.

I

I
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there be centralized redistribution of meat from ceremonial hunts?
Why should there be other obligatory transferences on ceremonial occasions?

I have already offered my interpretation of these patterns.
is that transferences are alive with political significance.

It

They help

to create political alliances where a potential for conflict exists.
Thus it is that the relationships across which transferences occur are
those that are for Shokleng most eminently political. I will argue later
that hunting companionships are essentially political alliances forged
atop potential oppositions.

Moreover, affinity is politically charged

because a man often marries the daughter of a factional enemy,
and in any case invariably someone not solidly a part of his political
support group.

50 also are parent/ceremonial parent relations po-

tentially politically tense relations, that often coincide with affinity.
Finally, the relationship of chief to members of community that is expressed in centralized redistributions is perhaps. the archetype of relations wherein political ,alliances must be bridged over potential conflict, for reasons I will take up later.
My interpretation is really no different, from that Mauss (1925)

gave many years ago of the "gift" as a social phenomenon.

I have

argued about the particular configuration of 5hokleng political relations, in order to show how the pattern of distribution makes sense.
But my overall argument is really the One he was making.
solidarity.

Gifts index

Therefore, they can be used creatively to establish

solidarity, and this is the use to whiCh they are put among Shokleng.
I would not go so far as to say that they are always and
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everywhere put to just this use.

Semiotic. codes can vary over a range of

possibilities, making it necessary always to interpret gift-giving in
its social context.
the following.

I would propose as poles of this range or continuum

At one end gifts might signal the giver's honor or

esteem of the receiver.

In proportion as the giver denies his own po-

tential use of the object, in just that proportion does he show how much
he values the receiver.

This analysis could be modified to include

tribute systems, where higher rank is indexed by the receiving of
tribute.

However, we are most commonly not dealing in such systems so

much with "gifts," in the usual meaning, as with demands, backed up by
power.

But this is only a variation on the theme.

At the other end

gifts might signal the giver's superiority, insofar as he is capable
of supplying valued objects.

I would include here potlatch-like. ranking

systems, where givers attempt to outdo one another.

The meaning of

gifts among Shokleng, at least as I have interpreted it, falls somewhere
in the middle of this continuum.

Gifts for them signal neither one nor

the other kind of rank relation, but instead simple solidarity or geod
will.

And they do so usually where solidarity or good will might not be

automatically forthcoming.
6. Consumption
6.1 Determination
By this point it may seem that there are no questions of determinacy left, at least none that have not already been mentioned, even if
I have net dealt with them adequately.

Yet there remains one pertaining

to consumption that I want now to. take up.

It is this:

does the
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environment determine, given Shokleng technology, what objects are consumed and by whom?

Sometimes this question is thought of as the deter-

mination of consumption by·production.

Given a certain constellation of

technical factors. of production and its organization, are consumption
patterns thereby determined?
It seems apparent. that a great many of the constraints are placed
by just these factors.

Shokleng obviously cannot eat what their tech-

nology does not allow them to produce.
it does allow them to produce?

But do they eat everything that

Even as regards this restricted version

. of the general question, one can. appreciate that there are constraints
on consumption beyond those placed by production.

It was for this

reason that I had to include as the taxonomic upper-level category in
Fig. 6 the category of "food-object."

It is possible to distinguish

two general kinds of cultural constraints operative in connection with
this aspect of Shokleng ecology.
"knowledge."

First, there is a question of cultural

What have Shokleng discovered to be "edible"?

I am think-

ing particularly of possible plant foods, upon which Shokleng have never
.
d •1
experl.mente

Most likely it would have occurred to them to try most

large animals.

Second, there is a question of cultural "selections."

Here it is a question of certain species being restricted for some or
all members of society, when there is cultural knowledge of edibility.
It is particularly with this latter issue that I will be concerned here.
lIf Shokleng are indeed relative newcomers to the east-central
Santa Catarina forests, as I have speculated, it is probable that their
exploitation of this environemnt is less than maximal,. although I have
not studied this issue.
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6.2 A Note on· Cooking
A key factor in the technical process of production is the
preparation of food. for consumption.

Many things are edible only be-

cause they are made edible in the process of preparation.

Such is the

case with bitter manioc, which is widely cultivated by Brazilian Indians,
although not by Southern GEL

The poisonous prussic acid must be ex-

tracted before it can be eaten.

For this reason, I must make a few

remarks about Shokleng cooking.
Insofar as. I have been able to determine, the technology of
food preparation is not a major factor. as regards. consumption patterns.
At least it does not greatly expand the spectrum of possible food
objects. Most fruits are simply eaten raw.

It is true that cooking

makes pine nuts and certain fruits edible.

Shokleng cook as well all

of their meat.

But they have no really elaborate processes for making

objects edible, certainly nothing on the order even of prussic acid
extraction.

While much of the actual cooking procedures are interesting

in themselves,l they are not especially relevant· to the question at hand.
6.3 Cultural Selections
I would distinguish three general types of restriction: (1)
restrictions that fall upon all Shokleng, (2) prohibitions on certain
species for members of particular age, moiety, and sex categories only,
and (3) "liminal phase" restrictions, principally those that take effect
IShOkleng like bird and Araucaria nut soups, tapir and peccary
baked in earth ovens, meat boiled inside. bamboo tubes, and Araucaria
nut and maize bread-cakes. They are also fond of Araucaria nuts roasted
in the. fire or boiled, which I am fond of as well.
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during illness and mourning.

I will treat them separately here, al-

though my underlying interpretation is fairly much the same in each
case, viz., that food restrictions signal cultural categorial distinctiveness.
6.3.1 Society-Wide Restrictions
Shokleng consider inedible a number of animal species (e.g.,
snakes, lizards, a var.iety of skunk, and the painted jaguar), on the
grounds that the animals are "repulsive" (thanglagn).
talk about these species in this way.

At least they

And I would claim that it is not

simply that. Shokleng do not know that these are in some sense "edible."
They actually tell with disgust about how certain other tribes eat
snakes and lizards.

Nowadays, it is particularly the barbarity of

Brazilian settlers that they find shocking:
eat the meat of large lizards.

many local Brazilians

All this indicates that they are not un-

aware of the potential. edibility of these species.

Perhaps their taste

in these matters is an index, of which they are self-conscious, of their

cultural distinctiveness.
Whatever the case, the SOCiety-wide restrictions are not generally backed up by stock normative statements, such as are operative in
relation to other kinds of restriction.

Shokleng do believe that eating

jaguar meat, and particularly jaguar heart, gives a man "courage" and
ultimately drives him insane.

l

Perhaps this belief can be considered

a predictive sanction, analogous to those I will discuss shortly.

But

on the whole restrictions in this class stand without predicted
lA similar belief in jaguar madness is found among Kaingang.
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sanctions to back them up.

It is self-evident to Shokle.ng that no

Shokleng ("in his right mind") would want to eat snakes, lizards, and
the like.
6.3.2 Social Categorial Restrictions
A number of species are restricted for certain social categories
only.

Thus, unmarried persons who have reached puberty are prohibited

from eating agoutis and pacas.

Females of reproductive age are for-

bidden from eating armadillos and soft-tailed armadillos, species which
are also prohibited for bachelors.
eaten by members of one moiety only,

Capibaras and other species may be
1

and so forth.

Each of these restrictions is accompanied by a stock normative
statement, which specifies the restriction and indicates what consequence would befall a violator.

The inclusion of such predicted conse-

quences or sanctions is a common feature in Shokleng normative statements (see Chap. I, Sec. 3.1).

Shokleng never say that violators will

be punished by members of society.2

It is always some natural catastrophe

or mishap, as the case may be, that is said to befall violators.

Yet it

seems likely that these hypothesized or predicted consequences have an
II was unable to get straight whether this restriction applies
to one of the moieties or to one of the paint classes, as is the case
among Kaingang. Here the difficulties in terminology (see Chap. V) were
almost insurmountable. For other restricted species see Appendix II.
2perhaps this has to do with the nature of Shokleng politics.
OWing to the factio.nal basis of politics, negative sanctions of any
severity are seldom-administered directly (see Chap. VII). Nor are
threats of such sanctions common. It seems in keeping with this that
the agency of punishment in predicted sanctions is left unspecified.
It is simply stated that something bad will happen to the violator.
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effect in deterring violations, much as the threat of social sanction
would.
There are two salient characteristics of predicted natural sanctions.

First, they are always expressed in the indefinite future.

Con-

sequently, Shokleng see them as not necessarily happening immediately,
not tomorrow perhaps, or even wi thin a year.
not readily disconfirmed.

For this reason they are

On the contrary, they must be frequently con-

firmed, since the mishaps that are predicted tend to be fairly common
ones.

Despite this, r have noticed that many Shokleng, especially

older men, maintain a certain skepticism in regard to them.
A second prominent feature is that the consequences have
typically an iconic connection with characteristics of the interdicted
species.

Violation of the restriction on agoutis. and pacas, for ex-

ample, which have large incisors, is said to result in a toothache
(tooth swelling).
would "eat dirt"
the ground.

Similarly, if a woman ate armadillo meat, her child
(i. e.,

develop pica), just as armadillos tunnel into

Undoubtedly, such iconicity lends a degree of credibility

to the predicted consequence.
I would. point out two general effects of these restrictions.
First, they create a differential distribution pattern with respect to
many of the fundamental social categories.

It is significant that almost

all of the restricted species are animal species,l which of course are
the most widely distributed.

Since these species cannot be eaten by

lThe one exception is Araucaria nuts. Nuts that have been stored
in a particular way (thagn ndo) may not be eaten by unmarried persons,
once they have reached puberty.
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members of social categories for which they are prohibited, they must
be passed. to members of other social categories.

The effect is a com-

plex web of distributions, altho.ugh the species involved are not among
the most important food sources.

Second, food restrictions index the

distinctiveness of categories to which they apply.

And they do so on

an almost daily basis, since eating is something· Shokleng do as frequently as possible.

What better device for indexation than this?

Food and eating are constantly in Shokleng consciousness.

Moreover,

they are associated with sociability, and eating is sufficiently public
that everyone can. have access to the signal.
6.6.3 Liminal Phase Restrictions
I cannot go into detail concerning dietary restrictions operative during sickness and mourning (seclusion).

These need to be con-

sidered in the context of rituals surrounding these liminal phases.
Basically, they may perhaps be better considered prescriptions than
restrictions, since most aspects of diets are simply prescribed.

An

individual in seclusion for mourning may eat only certain foods, prepared in special ways.

Meat is categorically prohibited.

consists mainly of fruit, nuts, palmito, and honey.

The di,et

During sickness

emphasis is placed upon bird soups.
Indexical signalling here is even more pronounced than in the
case of other restrictions.

Especially in seclusion, an individual's

status is sharply differentiated from that in everyday life by the foods
he eats.

What is considered the main course in everyday diets, viz.,

meat, is here prohibited.

Culinary practices are almost wholly distinct.

\
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In short, it is the very thi.rigs which are most regular in everyday
life that are changed. around, and that thereby set these liminal phases
off as special, as apart from the normal.
7. Natural Feedback
I hope that I have given some idea of hcw Shokleng social categories are related. to the natural environment.

Virtually every social

category is connected in some way with ecology, with the organization of
production, distribution, and consumption.

And it is not hard to find

evidence of an adaptive "fit" between this organization and its environment, although this fit fails to illuminate many aspects of. systematicity I have described.
Never.theless, there is interaction between this system and its
environment, as well as between the component parts and the environment.

This interaction takes the form of "natural feedback," which

Shokleng must take account of in constructing categories and conduct
types, just as they must take account of "social feedback" (see Sec. 4
of Chap. I).

If they are to accomplish such tasks as guarantee their

survival ecologically (e.g"

kill tapir, find fruits and nuts when they

are ripe, and so forth), they cannot afford to ignore it.

I would sug-

gest that it is this natural feedbaCk, or natural "sanctioning," that
gives rise to the adaptive fit! have described.

CHAPTER III
KIN, FAMILY, AND HOUSEHOLD
1. Ethnographic Issues
Data pertaining to kinship and affinity, and family and household
organization are encountered only infrequently in the Shokleng literature.
There is nothing resembling a systematic treatment of these subjects, and
so I have had to build largely from the ground up.

Henry was of course

intensely interested in intra-familial relationships, but more so from a
psychological or psychoanalytical perspective, then from the point of
view of their social or cultural constitution.

He was not so much in-

terested in what was peculiarly Shokleng, as in how Shokleng exemplified
certain universal principles.

For this reason, I was unable to build up

much of a picture of this aspect of Shokleng social organization from
his accounts.
Henry did present information of· some interest as regards Shokleng
polygamy.

He stated that Shokleng had not only polygamy, which is a

common feature of South American Indian social organizations, but also
polyandry and "joint"· marriage (Henry 1941: 35-47).

To my knowledge,

such marriage forms have never been reported for the neighboring Kaingang,
or for any other GEl group.
in the New World.

Nor is even polyandry very common anywhere

It is reported as occurring sporadically in Basin and
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Plateau groups in North America, such as Shoshoni (Steward 1936), but not
to the extent Henry reported for Shokleng.
I was therefore surprised to find Henry's account basically correct.

My own data confirm the relatively high frequency of poyandry and

group marriages, at least as overt types.

Yet I found these forms to be

not so much postively valued in themselves, as acceptable or even "valued"
for

o~~er

reasons.

Just what

subsequent analysis.

~~ese

reasons are I will take up in my

It was in part to provide an understanding of this

and other seemingly anomalous features that I developed the notion of
"axioms" governing Shokleng social organization.

But I may note here

that we are probably again dealing with patterns that emerged during the
"great transformation," possibly sometime between 1750 and 1850.
Henry's data seemed also to present difficulties in connection
with the regulation (or perhaps lack of regulation) of marriage and
sexual relations.

He made Shokleng social organization appear so amor-

phous in this regard that Murdock (1924: 24) was led to remark on their
"exceedingly lax and fluid sexual associations."
support his.

My own data largely

However, there emerged a definite pattern of "cognatic"

regulation of marriage, marriage being quite distinct for Shokleng from
simple sexual relations.

Moreover, it was apparent that this aspect of

their social organization as well had been greatly transformed.

The

cognatic system emerged from an exogamous patri-moiety system, such as
is found among Kaingang.
From a comparative C;2 perspective, I was interested especially
in Shokleng families and households, and their developmental processes.
Maybury-Lewis (1967) had already given a fascinating account of Shavante
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domestic group processes.

And T. Turner (n.d., a, cJ had made family

reproduction the cornerstone of his theoretical analysis of
organizations.

~

social

I hope to show, as I have already suggested, that Shokleng

(and as well KaingangJ exhil:lit some basic differences from Central and
Northern G€i in this regard.

Shokleng are primarily uxorilocal, as are

all Northern and Central Ge groups.

Yet Shokleng boys do not appear to

attenuate ties with their natal families to such an extent upon initiation
and marriage,. neither of which are dominant ceremonial focusses.

'Rela-

tions with natal family members continue in some form as long as those
members are alive.

It is no coincidence that Shokleng, and as well

'Kaingang, place much emphasis on ceremonies connected. with death.
these are their principal ceremonies.

Indeed,

Separations occurring at death

parallel those occurring at initiation among Northern and Central

~.

I will argue that what is involved here are differences, in the definitions and axioms taking shape since Southern ~ split off from the proto~

groups perhaps some two millenia ago.
2. Categories and Analvtic Concepts
I propose to descril:le in this and subsequent chapters "social

categories," as I have defined the concept (Sec. 4.3 of Chap. IJ.

I

must note here that I often label categories by terms that are familiar
to. us.

Thus 1 I speak of "husband-wife 11 relations I "kin", n "family I

It

and

so forth, as if everyone knew what these terms stood for with regard to
Shokleng.

In

fact, however, I am not suggesting that the Shokleng cate-

gories are identical with these analytical concepts.

I use these terms.,
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rather than randomly selected symbols,

1

because it is easier for readers

to follow more or less what is being talked about.
unfortunately, I thereby run the risk of being misinterpreted.
Schneider has for some time maintained that we must try to see how things
are being defined in whatever culture we study (see Schneider- 1968: Chap.
I).

And I follow him in this respect.

When I talk about a "husband-

wife" category among Shokleng, for example, I will try to give a precise
definition of it in terms of other concepts, concepts which I consider
to be "elementary" or "primi tive. "

If readers attempt to think in terms

of these definitions, rather than in terms of their native understandings
of "kin," "family," and so forth, misunderstandings can be kept to a
"

nun~mum.

2

When it comes to "primitive" concepts, however, I mean for
readers to think of these precisely in terms of their native understandings, which I take it correspond with my native understanding.
be sure, I will discuss these whenever new ones arise.

3

But to

I also believe

that Shokleng themselves organize the world in terms of these primitive
concepts, or at least that they are capable of doing so.

It is with

II entertained the possiblity of using arbitrary symbols f~r
defined ca~egories, but found that this greatly- reduced the readability
of my work.
2some antrhopologists attempt to avoid misunderstandings by
employing terms from the native language. I find this unsatisfactory
(Sec. ~ of Introductio~.It is possible that there are no native terms
for some category,which happens actually to organize conduct. Again,
one cannot be sure that the referential content' of such lexical items
corresponds with the- social category. This must be investigated,
especially when one is treating language itself as a part of social
interactions.
3With exception of "primitives" that form part of logic.
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regard to defined concepts, I maintain, that they are likely to disagree.
Whether these primi ti ve concepts must therefore be "universal," or a part
of the human apparatus for organizing experience, I am not prepared to
discuss.

They are certainly reference points for cross-cultural under-

standing in this case, and they may be part of a set of universal reference points.

But I will refrain from trying to decide on such questions

here.
I have made it seem as if only convenience in exposition has
motivated my choice of terms such as "kin" and "family" for defined
categories.

Yet there is a second motivation.

It is that we are likely

to need such analytical concepts for comparative purposes.

While the

Shokleng category of "family" may not be identical with our concept of
" family," there is a marked similarity.

And it is this similarity I

have attempted to capture in my choice of terms.

Goodenough (1970) has

made a forceful case for why we need to develop such analytical concepts,
and I need not repeat his arguments here.

Analytical concepts let us know

with what kind of category we are dealing.

They delimit a range of pos-

sible variation within which the category falls.

If I label a Shokleng

category the "husband-wife" category, it is not because I. am asserting
it to be identical with our category.

It is because we readily pick out

certain relations in Shokleng society and label then "husband-wife"
relations, despite the ways in which they dive.rge from our conceptions.
With Goodenough, I. believe that one of our tasks must be to specify
as precisely as possible
concepts.

~~e

limits of ranges for such analytical
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3. The Elementary

1

Relational Categories

3.1 Mother-Child Category
3.l.l Some Primitive Concepts
I want to introduce certain primitive terms,. with which readers
will be well-acquainted, in order that I may use them to talk somewhat

more precisely about how the "mother-child" category is defined in
Shokleng society.

These are:

Undef. 1: Female. If x is a member of Shokleng society and not a
female, he is a male. I refer here specifically to discriminations made. in accord with anatomy, which is how we
usually make them. This may seem so obvious as to cause
readers to wonder why I should even bother to point it out.
I do so merely for the sake of precision. In some languages, terms one would translate as "female" and "male"
may not correspond so preciselg with anatomy.2 I represent this concept formally as +(x), Le., "x is a female."
If x is a member of Shokleng society, and -~(x), then "x
is a male. II
Undef. 2: Genetrix (or "biological mother-child relation"). By this
I mean a relation (x,y) such that x gave birth to y. In
such a case, x is the genetrix of y. What is involved
here is ultimately an empirical question. Yet in many
cases Shokleng have only verbal or indirect evidence on
which to make their judgment. The birth may have occurred
before they were born or in their absence or whatever.
With but few exceptions, all my evidence in relation to
these matters was verbal. This posed some difficulties,
since adoptive parents were not always eager to let on that
they were not the biological parents. Perhaps they hold to
an ideal that the relation should be based on biology. Or
perhaps again it was simply something with which they never
found it necessary to concern themselves. I was unable to
II use "elementary" here not in the sense of "primitive," but
rather in that of "basic." The categories considered here elementary
insofar as other categories are built up from them.
2This is not so for Shokleng, incidentally. Their term for
female (ti) and male (koinging) are, insofar as I was able to ascertain,
applied strictly in accord with anatomical criteria. There is no thing
resembling the Plains Indian berdache amo.ng Shokleng.
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determine this. The concept may be represented formally
as GENETRIX (Xi y), i. e., "X is the genetrix of y."
Undef. 3: Transference. I have already discussed this concept in
connection with ecology and economics (Sec. 5.1 of Chap.II).
It is this same concept that I will employ here, although
we are more used to talking about "adoption." The concept
may be represented as TRlINS(x,y,z), i.e. ,"x gives z to y."
It will be necessary to assume as well some basic concepts pertaining to space and time, such as "before" and "after."

In making

these assumptions, I do not want to assert that Shokleng categories of
space and time are identical to ours.

In fact, they are not.

But I

will try not to employ any concepts that do not have precise counterparts

in their system of categories.

I'

3.1.2 Definition of the Category
I can now turn to what I consider an adequate definition of the
Shokleng mother-child category.
adequacy I am employing.

But I must first say what criteria of

I consider a definition adequate insofar as:

(1) it enables an observer or actor to puck out relationships in Shokleng
society, such that, for all such relationships (x,y), he' will be correct
in predicting that x and y will interact as "mother and child," i.e., in
accord with conduct types considered indicative of "mother-child" relations, from an analytical point of view; and (2) only in relations picked
out by this definition will such conduct regularly occur.

In other

words, the definition should indicate what conditions are necessary and
sufficient for the regular occurrence of certain kinds of conduct.
will be using similar criteria throughout.
The definition is this:

I
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Def. 1: Mother-child category. For any pair of individuals (x,y)
in Shokleng society, x is the "mother" of y (her "child")
if and only if either x is the genetrix of y, or there is
a z, who. was the mother of y, and transferred y to x (who
is female). Furthermore, a transference cancels whatever
previous mother-child relationship on which it was based.
This definition may seem overly complex.
·tures the features in accord with which

But I think it accurately cap~~is

category is constituted.

To put the definition in simpler terms, it is that "biological" mothers
are "social" mothers, unless the child has been transferred to another
woman.
For those who would like a more formal definition, I can offer
the following:
M-C(X,y)=dfGENETRIX(X,y) V (3Z) (M-C(Z,y).~(x) . TRANS (z,x,y))
Unfortunately, this definition does not include the temporal constraints.
I have yet to find a notation that would allow me to do so without unduly
complicating what is an essentially simple definition.
Some may take exception with my use of the concept of transference.

Am I not simply saying that whoever acts the role of mother is

the mother?

I do not think so.

Transference is an event which makes it

possible for a woman other than the genetrix to play this role.

In the

absence of a legitimate transference, it is not possible for another
woman to assume this role.

Any attempt at role usurpation within the

communityl would provoke general outrage, and bring down sanctions upon
the usurper.

2

It thus seems evident that transference is a culturally

lIn inter-community relations, however, such usurpations were a
regular occurence. Yet these created bitter resentments, which often led
to political retaliation.
2Th'~s occurre d ~n
' one case with whiCh I am familiar. A woman who
had given away her biological child decided that she wanted it back, She
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area, and so I have not been able to make out what general pattern is
operative.
What I have been calling "transferences" are sometimes called
"adoptions."

I prefer transference, because it highlights the aspect

of "giving."

Adoption seems more appropriate for situations in which

there is a "taking up" of someone otherwise unattached.

In a majority

of Shokleng transferences, however, the child is attached.

Its mother

is alive, and may reside in the same house or right nearby its adoptive
mother.

Moreover, what is involved here. is really no different concep-

tually from what is involved in food distribution.

Indeed, adoptive

transference may have a similar political significance.

Viewed more

broadly, it is not simply an affair between mother and daughter, but··
involves as well their respective husbands.

And the DH-WF relation is

of the utmost importance politically.
3.1. 3 Associated Conduct Types.
In my presentation, I have made it seem as if the mother-child
category taken in isolation accounts for the conditions under which
certain conduct types are regularly followed.

Intact, this is not so.

It is only in conjunction with other categories, especially age categories, that it does so.

But this presents no special difficulties.

Most of the behavior we consider typical of mother-child relations involves only "dependent,"

generally pre-pubescent children.

The Shokleng

mother-child category, as I have defined it, serves primarily to specify
between whom this dependency relation obtains.
Shokleng mothers are cha.rged with responsibility for taking care
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"real" factor, .playing a critical part in the definition of this
category.
As

a social event, transference is also itself rule-governed

conduct, which is socially imperative under specifiable categorial conditions.

As

a consequence, it is not always necessary to know all

transferences that have occurred, in order to predict who is the mother
of whom.

Some good guesses can·be made simply by knowing when transfer-

ences should occur.

I consider the accuracy of such guesses a source of

confirmation of the adequacy of the system I am describing.
Without having first defined some additonal categories, I cannot
give a precise account of rules governing transference.
vide some idea of their content.

Yet I can pro-

And it is important to do so, since

perhaps a. third of all Shokleng were raised by someone other than the
biological mother.

The key rule is this:

a young woman (especially a

daughter) should give a small child of hers to an older female (especially
her mother), if the latter has passed reproductive age and is without
young children of her own, but is still physically capable of caring for
them.

An old woman will be kept supplied with two or three young chil-

dren in this way, until she can no longer take care of them.
Another rule concerns who assumes responsibility for a child
upon its mother's death.

Unfortunately, my data are incomplete in this

mustered some support, and convinced one chief to intervene on her behalf.
This provoked general outrage in the community. The chief was assaulted
and very nearly killed, by his own brother, among others. The common
sentiment was that the transfer was legitimate and binding, the usurpation totally unacceptable.
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of their children during infancy and through puberty.

Mostly, this

. means feeding them,l protecting them if necessary, and just being someone upon whom they can rely.

A child's circle widens as it grows older.

At first it is constantly around its mother, who nurses it and premasticates its food when it is able to eat.

As time goes on, the child

spends more time with its siblings, less and less time with its mother.
But the mother remains an important figure until well beyond puberty.
3.1.4 A Note on Goodenough's Analytic
Concept
Goodenough (1970: 25) defined an analytic' concept of motherhood
in the following way:

"jural motherhood consists of the rights and

duties a woman has claim to in relation to a child by virtue of her
having borne it, provided. she is e1egib1e to bear it and provided no
other disqualifying circumstances attend its birth."
hood falls within the scope. of this definition.

..

comfortable with it.

Shokleng mother-

Yet I am not wholly

It takes no account of the conduct characteristic

of mother-child relations, which I consider to be critical in defining
this concept.

I mean some sort of dependency relation, such as I de-

scribed for Shok1eng.

Dependency is certainly just as universal as the

fact that women gi va birth to children.

And it is perhaps more important

from the point of view of social organization, for it requires relations
wherein the dependency is satisfied.
1Adoptive mothers may often be seen nursing their children, who·
are not weaned until late--chi1dren aged two or three often taking the
breast. Shokleng say they have medicine for inducing lactation in adoptive mothers, although I was able to form no conclusions as regards its
efficacy. I have even seen women well into their sixties actively
nursing their children.
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3.2 Father-Child Category
3.2.1'" Primitives, Definition, and

Conduct
A definition of the father-child category is somewhat more
difficult to give, for reasons I will discuss shortly.

It requires at

least two additional primitive terms, which I call "co-residence" and
"regularized sexual relations":
Undef. 4:

Co-residence'. This seemingly simple concept proves to be
fairly complex when subjected to closer inspection. It
involves a notion 'of spatial contiguity, which can be at
any level. I will distinguish three levels, those of
family, househOld, and village co-residence. Of importance for purposes of the present definition is the
family level. The criterion of co-residence is whether
two individuals eat and sleep together (in the same family
space, house, Or village) on a regular basis. I will
symbolize this as CO-RES f (x,y), for "x and y co-reside in
the same family space," differentiating levels by subscript: f = family space; h = house; v = village.

Undef. 5:

Regularized sexual relations. I mean by this sexual intercourse carried out on a more of less regular basis,
generally at least once every few weeks. I' will symbolize
this as R-SEX(x,y).

I may note that both of these primitive concepts are conduct types, just
as is transference.

They are themselves implied as socially imperative

by other social categories, which is another way of saying that there
are "residence rules" and "rules regulating sex."

These three primitive

concepts stand in contrast to the other two, which are features quite
distinct from conduct.
In

defining the mother-child cat,egory, I avoided going into detail

as regards the temporal constraints.

Here these constraints cannot be

avoided, as they are essential to understanding how'father-child relations
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are constituted in Shokleng society.

I need therefore at least one

additional primitive concept:
Undef. 6:

Gestation wriod. I mean that period during which a woman
is noticeably pregnant with a particular child. Shokleng
know about the correlation between pregnancy and cessation
of menstruation,l and this is one objective sign. I am
referring to a rather loosely defined period here, as it
does not seem to be rigidly circl.llllScribed for Shokleng.
I will symbolize it as g(x), meaning "the period of time
during which x was in. gestation."

This concept is of some importance, as Shokleng father-child relations
are constituted in part by co-residence and regular sexual relations
with the genetrix, during her pregnancy with the child.

They are not

constituted by "biological" father-child connections, at least not as we
understand them (but see the Shokleng ethnotheory of procreation, Sec.
3.2.2 of this chapter).
I may now attempt a precise definition:
Oef. 2:

Father-child category. For any pair of individuals (x,y)
in Shokleng society, X' is the "father" of y (his "child")
if and only if either he is male and co-residedf and had
sexual relations on a regular basis with y's genetrix,
while y was in gestation, or he is male and there exists
a z who was y's father, but who transferred y to x.
Furthermore, a transference cancels the previous fatherchild relation on which it was based.

A formal definition, amounting to the same thing, may be given as
fOllows.

2

For all pairs of individuals (x,y) iri Shokleng society:

F-C(X'Y)=d[~ (x). (:3:z) (GENETRIX(z,y) .CO-RESf(X,z,tg(y)) .R-SEX(X,z,tg(y))
v

o
-+(x). (:3:z) (F-C (z,y) • TRANS (z,x,y))

IThis is accounted for in ther e~~otheory of procreation, on
which see Sec. 3.2.2 of this chapter.
2I will introduce a "t" variable for "time" in this definition.

•
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Both definitions seem again perhaps unduly complex.

I can only argue

that these elementary categories are more intricate than one might suppose.

An

appropriate analogy might be to the atom of matter.

Although

for some time atoms were considered elementary and indivisible units,
we now know that there is a highly complex subatomic structure, whose
richness and complexity physicists are still discovering.

Just so may

the internal structure of "elementary" social categories reveal to us an
unexpected ri·chness. 1
As I have defined this category, for a man to be the initial

father of a child, he must co-reside and have sex with the mother during
her pregnancy.

But to account for some cases the concept of "co-resi-

dence" must be stretched.

A boy may spend nights with his fiancee, but

take meals at home with his parents, although once she becomes obviously
pregnant he must begin to alter his patterns.

If she has been spending

time with more than one boy, the situation is problematic.

I have never

heard of such a case, and so cannot say how·it would be resolved.

How-

ever, if she has had intercourse only once or twice with someone else,
there is no problem.

It is only regular sexual relations that count in

establishing fatherhood.

An

affair is just an affair, something of no

particular consequence when it comes to fatherhood.
Fathers have very warm relations with their children.
never seen either parent punish a child, although they raise

I have
~~eir

V'9ices and act gruff, if the child is being a particular nuisance.

A

II am not yet fully satisfied with my definitions of these
categories for Shokleng, for reasons I cannot enter· into here. Perhaps
they will need to be more, not less, complex.
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father takes obvious pleasure in his young children, holding them and
encouraging them in some of their efforts at growing up.

He is expected

to provide for them, and is their ultimate protector.
3.2.2 The Ethnotheory of Procreation
When Shokleng talk about the mechanism of procreation, they give
evidence of holding to what I call a "theory of procreation."

It con-

sists of a set of verbalized propositions, propcsitions which are told
to children, and which are used in "explaining" objective phenomena.

I

present them here in order that I may compare them with how I claim
social categories are defined operationally, and so that I may give an
interpretation of their pragmatic significance.
This theory consists of five fundamental propositions, which I
render as follows:
tion to occur.

(1) both a male and female are needed for reproduc-

There are no purely "immaculate conceptions" (but see

the fifth proposition).

The male contributes semen, the female blood.

It is from a mixture of these two substances that a fetus is formed.
Because the woman's blood goes toward forming the fetus, a woman ceases
to menstruate during pregnancy; (2) for a fetus to develop, it is necessary that a man and woman have repeated intercourse.
of intercourse is insufficient.

Just one instance

A fetus grows by ac.cretion of these

substances, and so it needs as much semen as possible.

I was unable to

learn whether semen from two different men could be made use of in the
development of a single fetus.

I suspect that Shokleng themselves had

no standard opinion in this matter, even though it seems potentially of
some social significance; (3) blood contributes only formless substance,
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whereas semen contributes a template, on which the child is modelled
physically.

For this reason, so Shokleng say, a child always resembles

its father, never its mother; (4) by maans that remain obscure to me
(and I think Shokleng as well), a "soul-essence" (ng;,yudn) 1 is incorporated into the admixture of blood and semen.

It is this soul that ani-

mates men, that may leave the body during sleep, giving rise to dreams,
and that travels to the land of the dead upon death; (5) when a prepubescent child dies, its soul may return to the womb and be reborn.
child is buried behind its Parents' hut in a shallow grave.

A

The parents

ask the soul to return, offering it food, shelter, and the warmth of
human.relations.

I was told by Eduardo de Lima e Silva Hoerhan that a

couple should have intercourse atop the grave, but I was .unable to confirm this with Shokleng.

When a child dies, its name is always given to

the next-born Child, if it is of the same sex.
On the basis of this theory, Shokleng could argue that what I
call the "initial social father" is also the "biological father,"

2

bio-

logical, that is to say, insofar as they understand biology through these
propositions.
reality.

This is so because their biological theory supports social

A man and woman must have repeated intercourse during pregnancy,

for the fetus to develop, just as repeated intercourse is a pre-requisite
lThis same lexical item is used for "animal spirit masters" (see
Chap. II, Sec. 4.3.2). For ghost-souls of the. dead, Shokleng use the
term ~reng, which so far as I know, is used for no other kind of spirit
or soul.
2In many cases, of course, he is also what we would call the
"biological father," using our modern genetic concept. In some cases
he is not, so far as I could tell. The point, however, is that our
biological notion is not relevant to their social definition. In relation to this definition, their biological theory is more appropriate.
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for initial fatherhood, even if not for fatherhood based on transference.
Also in accord with social reality is the stipulation that there must be
an initial father.
system.

I will argue later that this is one axiom of the

It is true that co-residence plays no direct role in Shokleng

procreation theory, and, insofar as it does not, this aspect of the
definition is not made to seem biologically necessary by the theory.
But co-residence is one key index by means of which I (and other Shokleng
as well) conclude that a couple is engaged in regular sexual relations.
I

cannot discuss here what relationship soul concepts have to

social categories and to social reality, as they are not especially
relevant to the father-child category.

Yet I hope I have shown that

there is a connection between at least the first two propositions and
social reality.

They make what is part of the definition of father-

child relations appear as biologically necessary for the child to be
born.
As regards the third proposition, I think there is an even more

transparent pragmatic significance.

It is that this proposition makes

it seem as if Shokleng have a foolproof method for deciding whether a
man has been engaging in regular sexual relations with a woman.
has, a child born to that woman must resemble him physically.
plication seems clear:

If she
The im-

a man cannot escape the responsibilities of

fatherhood by pretending he is not the father.

Everyone will know, and

they will think badly of him if he should attempt to shirk his duties.
1

-Generally, if a couple has been co-residing, regerdless of the
wife's fidelity, it is automatically assumed that ~~e co-resident male
is the father.

l
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When it comes to protracted extra-marital affairs, the discovery may
have political repercussions.

The propOSition thus makes it seem as if

af'fairs cannot be covered up.
Yet this discovery method is never employed as such, as far as
I know.

Shokleng talk about how much children resemble their fathers,

but they never talk about how a child does not resemble its father.

The

discovery method is not in fact a test of non-fatherhood so much as an
affirmation of fatherhood.

It seems to me, therefore, that the prag-

matic significance or effect of this proposition is to deter improper
sexual relations by making discovery seem possible or even inevitable.
It is not that

S~okleng

actually make use of physical resemblance in

establishing paternity.
It is interesting that Shokleng should use their social theory
in part as a means of social control.

It is in keeping with everything

I know about Shokleng society that they make only veiled references to
possible negative sancitons, never explicit ones.

They choose a round-

about or "opaque" way, as Silverstein (1977) has said, of giving what is
essentially a

:collUllaIld-warning, i.e., "do not engage in improper sexual

relations, because we will find out and punish you."

I will argue later

that this bound up with the factional basis of Shokleng sanctioning
(Chap. VII).

In any case, it seems evident that this opacity of command-

warning is complementary with the indirectness of normative statements
in connection with food restrictions (Sec.: 6.3.2 of Chap. II).
3.3 Husband-Wife Category
3.3.1 Definition
It will be best if I simply give my definition of this category,
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then discuss some of its nuances.

It involves no new primitive concepts,

and so may be presented without preliminaries:
Def. 3:

Husband-wife category. For any pair of individuals (x,y)
in Shokleng society, x is the "husband" of y (the "wife")
if and only if there is an individual z who stands in the
relation of child to x (its father) and y (its mother), and
in addition x and y co-res.ide at the family level·.

It is a relatively simple matter to put this definition into formal terms:
H-W(X,y)=dfCO-RESf(x,y). (:a:z) (F-C(x,z) .M-C(y,z))
Most likely readers will want to take objection with how I have
defined this category.
looking at things.

For it seems somehow backwards from our way of

I am suggesting that having a child and co-residing

is what makes a couple husband and wife in Shokleng society.

In our

society, these are expectable and permissible within husband-wife relationships, but we do not usually think of them as definitional.

l

It is

"marriage" as a performative act that legally constitutes husband-wife
relations, not co-residence and co-parenthood.
decide subsequently to have children.
gether,

A couple mayor may not

They need not even reside

to~

although there is a very strong expectation in our society that

they will.

But for Shokleng these are definitional.

A man and woman are

not considered husband and wife until they have children.

Should they

cease residing together for an extended period, their marriage is considered terminated.

At least this definition seems to me the most

satisfactory way of accounting for Shokleng conduct.
It is admittedly not easy for an observer to figure this out.
lYet we do have in American society "common law" marriage ,where
co-residence for a certain period of time is sufficient for establishing
a husband-wife relationship.
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I have noticed that the Brazilian FT.1NAI administrators tr<.l to interpret
Shokleng in terms of the Brazilian husband-wife category, which is only
natural.

They register a couple as "mar.ried" when this couple has met

Brazilian criteria for being married.

When a few weeks or months later

the couple has separated, they attribute this to the high rate of divorce
among Shokleng.

In

fact, Shokleng divorce rates are quite low, when

divorce is viewed in terms of what should properly be considered "marriage" in Shokleng society.

An interesting difficulty in this regard is that Shokleng have a
ceremony we would be inclined to label a "marriage" ceremony.

Conse-

quently, it looks as if husband-wife relations are being performatively
constituted by it.

For in the ceremony couples are brought together,

some of whom do actually go on to become husband and wife.
argue

~~at

But I will

the ceremony is really quite different, and that in fact it

serves to mark a life cyclic passage after which individuals are expected
to be married.

My reasons for rejecting it as definitional are fairly

simple, but they serve to illustrate how one can make crucial observations with regard to accepting or rejecting any categorial definition.
They are as follows.

First, the ceremony is undergone only by men and

women about to enter into marital relations for the first time, never by
anyone who has been married before and is simply remarrying.
not definitional for all husband-wife relations.

It is thus

Second, it must be

undergone by all young men and women who have been judged to· be of marriageable age.

It makes no difference whether in fact all of these men

and women have paired off beforehand by self-selection.
have not, arrangements are made by older relatives.

For those who

Third, a relationship
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established during this ceremony can be terminated with little consequence.

Some may not even be consummated.

It

~~us

seems evident that

this ceremony cannot be definitional of the husband-wife category.
When I say that the husband-wife category is defined in this way
among Shokleng, I mean again that

~~is

definition seems most adequate for

accounting for those conditions under which certain kinds of conduct
occur, such conduct as regular sexual relations and economic cooperation,
as well as other kinds we do not normally associate with the analytical.
concept of husband-wife relations.
tion can be found.

It is possible that a better defini-

But this is the best I have been able to come up

with, and I think it accurately represents what is going in Shokleng
society_
3.3.2 Polygamy
My definition places no numerical limits on husband-wife relations.

I have already indicated that Shokleng marriages are sometimes

monogamous, but as well often polygynous, polyandrous, or group.
give something of a deductive account of these forms later on.

I will
But it

must be noted here that restrictions on number are not contained in
anything I have said.

It is necessary to point this out merely because

restrictions limiting marriages to monogamy are such an important part
of Western social systems, and it is through these systems that most
readers view the world.
3.3.3 mbre ne!

An Ethnoconcept

It is my impression that Shokleng do not normally talk about
"marriage" as such.

I found it difficult to get a translation for the
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Potuquese words casamento and casar, perhaps because Shokleng recognized
that there was no simple correspondence.

If I pushed them on it, they

could finally come up with the translation mbre ne, which means literally
.. to sit with."
II

Thus, thi mbre ne, "to sit with her," could be used for

to marry her .. II

I have said that I do not take such linguistic usages as necessarily indicative of the "cultural reality" of a category.

Categories

are to be judged solely in accord with how well they specify conditions
unde;r: which certain conduct types regularly occur.

It is nonetheless of

interest that Shokleng should formulate a translation in this way, for
it corresponds at least in part with my defini tion •

To" sit with," as

Shokleng use it, corresponds with ·"hat I have formulated as to "coreside."

It thus seems that they see co-residence as definitional of

husband-wife relations.

It is true that this translation makes no men-

tion of "co-parenthood," but I consider this understandable.

A linguis-

tic construction taking account of all aspects of my definition would be
hopelessly complex, something no one could expect as a translation of
"marriage.

If

Besides, marriage, in one of its senses for us, refers

specifically to the performative constitution of a husband-wife relation
not necessarily involving children, and in this respect mbre ne may be
the best translation.
3.3.4 Normative Statements
Aside from economic cooperation and sexual relations, husbandwife relations are associated with conduct I would characterize as reserve
or semi-formality.

Married couples do not engage in much overt display
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of affection in public.

There seems to be no expectation of companion-

ship, which we consider so important in middle class American society.
For Shokleng, affection is expressed mostly in parent-child relations.
This reserve in spouse relations is backed up by various normative
statements.
Shokleng norms here are like

~~ose

I described in connection

with food restrictions (Se. 6.3.2 of Chap. II), containing

~~e

conduct

rule and whatever negative consequences are supposed to follow its
violation.

What is of interest about these norms is that they seem to

be designed to inhibit free and open relations between husband and wife.
One, which Shokleng encapsulate nur kureng, "bad or incorrect sleeping,"
warns a man that he should not sleep embracing his wife.
do so, he would become phlegmatic and die after a tine.
that

~~e

If he were to
Another warns

wife must not put her feet between the husbands thighs·.

Conse-

quences of violation are the same, again indicating that it is the man
who must protect himself.

Similarly, men must scrupulously avoid sexual

intercourse with a menstruating woman.
norms have the pragmatic

eff~ct

It seems apparent that these

of upholding that reserve already

characteristic of husband-wife relations.
3.4 Some Limitations
I am aware of certain limitations of my 'formulations of these
elementary categories.

I think they do a reasonably good job of capturing

how these categories are defined, good enough anyway to allow us to pick
out appropriate relationships from the set of all possible relationships
in Shokleng society.

And it is of course conceivable that things simply
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are not completely worked out for Shokleng themselves.

Nevertheless, a

few pr.oblematic areas have come to my attention, and I point them out
for whoever may have an interest in developing more adequate formulations.
One is that I have not systematically dealt with "time."

The

definitions could stand a thorough rewexamination with the aim of systematizing temporal concepts.

Perhaps it would be preferable to include

a "t" variable in· each category, as I did in the father-child category.
In that way everything would have to be defined with respect to time.
Such primitive logical concepts as "existence" might themselves require
quantification with respect to time.
distinction between "exists now

Jt

For Shokleng there is a crucial

(i.e., "is alive") and "existed ll (i.e.,

"is now dead'.'), which comes into play at a number of places.
Other difficulties

with my formulation are encountered in con-

nection with the concept of "transference."

Two of these are wort.'1y of

mention here, as they may already have caused some concern.

One is that,

in defining the parent-child categories, I stated that a transference
cancels the previous relationship on which it is based.
"cancel" a perhaps overly strong usage?
soever of the previous relationship?
altogether sure.
te~t

But is not

Is there no continuation what-

I must confess that I am not

It seems to me that Shokleng are not perfectly consis-

in this regard.

With respect to all primary conduct types (e.g.,

co-residence, co-consumption, dependency), there is virtually complete
transference.
child.

The previous parents maintain almost no rights in their

However, I noticed that they do maintain an interest in it.

Indeed,a child will sometimes call both sets of parents by kinship terms
appropriate for ';parents," although in some case only the "adoptive"
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parents are called by this term.

In any case, I have not been able to

satisfactorily formulate this definition in any other way.
A second difficulty concerns whether a single mother can transfer
her child to two separate mothers, or a single father to two separate
fathers.
hood."

This would raise the possibility of a kind of "group parentA related difficulty concerns whether and to what extent two

mothers or two fathers can "share" conduct becoming to a parent in relation to one and the same child.

In this case we might want to speak of

a "sharing transference," where one parent shares a child with another.
Shokleng who have grown up in polyandrous or polygynous families certainly
talk about having "two fathers" or "two mothers."

Unfortunately, my

data are inadequate for resolving these questions in any definitive way.
While sharing-transferences most definitely occurred, I know of no instances in which two mothers or two
responsibility for a given child.

fa~~ers

took simultaneously equal

This leads me to believe that trans-

ferences were probably always one-to-one,

wi~~

sharing of role relations

being a secondary phenomenon.
4. Kin and Affine
Most categories of the Shokleng system can be defined in terms
of the elementary ones.

In this section I will consider some of those

categories which are most obviously derivative, i4e., "sibling," "kin,"

and "affine."

My purpose, as usual, will be to develop definitions which

seem to adequately account for the conditions under which certain COnduct types are socially appropriate.

And here I think that one can begin

to perceive some of the logical interconnectedness among categories,

\
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which I will be seeking consistently to bring out.

The elementary cate-

gories are defined directly in accord with features of the "world."
These "complex" ones, however, are in large measure built up logically
from the elementary ones, without any additional contact with the world.
4.1 Siblingship
What I consider an adequate definition of the "sibling" category
for Shokleng is the following:
Oef. 4:

Sibling category. For any pair of individuals (x,y) in
Shokleng society, x and yare "siblings" if and only if
there is some individual in relation to whom both x and
y stand as a child.

Symbolizing F-C(x,y) v M-C(x,y) as P-C(x,y), this definition is easily
rendered in formal terms as:
Sb(x'Y)=df(::!Z) (P-C (z,x) .P-C(z,y))
I have taken no account in this definition of what is commonly called
"half-siblingship."

This is because Shokleng seem to make no distinction

between half and full siblings, insofar as overt conduct is concerned.
Any conduct implied by the half-sibling category is also implied by the
category I just defined.

Consequently, I see no reason, insofar as the

Shokleng data are concerned, for supplying separate definitions of halfsiblingship.
Nor have I taken account of "sex" as differentiating "brotherbrother/It ubrother-sister," and

I1

s ister-sister" categories.

ever, I must confess to having some doubts.

Here, how-

It is true that the principle

conduct types implied by siblingship, such as what I call "symmetrical
solidarity," are implied irrespective of sex.

Nevertheless, there is
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some evidence of conduct differentiation.

A man treats a sister dif-

ferently from a brother in part just because he treats his ZH differently
from his B.

He regularly gives meat to his ZH, but rarely or never does

he give meat to his brother.

Similarly, he will feel free to eat with

his sister in her household, which is usually his natal household, but
almost never will he eat with his brother.

For this reason I think it

is appropriate to give separate definitions of these categories, recognizing all the while that they are subordinate in importance to the·
sibling category.

I give only the formal definitions, since these are

perhaps easiest to follow:
Def. 4a:
Def. 4b:

o . 0
B-B(x,y}=dfSb(x:y}.-+(x} .-+(y}

Def. 4c:

o
~
B-Z(x,y}=dfSb(x,y}.-+(xl.
(y) 1

It is of interest in this context that Shokleng have only a
single term for "sibling, If i .. e .. , nungD.en, which means· also "breast" or
"breast milk. II

They have no corresponding terms for "brotherl.' or "sister. II

I point this out because Kainga.'lg have only terms for "brother" and
"sister," insofar as I was able to discover.
"sibling."

They have no term for

Indeed, of all Shokleng "kin terms" (Chap. VI) only this one

has no obvious cognate among Kaingang.

Of course, I do not take this as

any indication of the cultural validity of

my

categories.

What I find

intriguing is instead that this difference is correlated with differences
in other aspects of conduct in relation to siblings.

Because Kaingang

lThere is a fourth logical possibility, but it is of course only
a "mirror image" of this one. It could be symbolized as Z-B(x,y}.
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have exogamous patri-moieties, sisters are always associated with men of
the opposite moiety.

There is little "symetrical solidarity" here,

whereas relations with brothers (for a male ego) can be characterized in
precisely this way.

This is one cultural contrast I claim is directly

understandable in terms of the "great transformation" in Shokleng social
organization.

Sibling solidarity and the "kindred" emerged among Shokleng

as dominant organizational principles.
4.2 Kin and Kindred
4.2 ..1 "Genealogical" Categories
There can be no doubt that Shokleng are capable of thinking in
. some sense "genealogically."

Their terms ~, no,' and nungiien no;rmally

have a wider range of referents (Chap. VI) than those specified, respecti vely, by "father," "mother," and "sibling," in my model.

Yet Shokleng

are perfectly capable of narrowing down this referential range to just
that of my cat!!gory definitions.

And they readily manipulate the logical

combinations, so as to come up with what we commonly call "kin types."

1

This is not something they normally do in interactions among themselves,
but it is something they are capable of doing.
My argument has to do not with capability per se, but with actual
usage.

What I claim is that most "complex genealogical cat!!gories," such

as are formed by taking logical products of the elementary ones, are not
"social categories" in my sense (Chap. I, Sec. 4.3).

Shokleng make no

use of them in specifying the conditions under which conduct types are
1

. Jlctually, these complex eXpr!!ssions are ~ equivalent to genealogical kin types, just because the elementary categories are not solely
biologically based. See Schneider (1972) for a critique .of analytical
assumptions pertaining to genealogy and biological connection.
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imperative.

For this reason they are not especially useful in analyzing

Shokleng social organization.
depends upon them.

Not even the "kin terminology" (Chap. VI)

In what follows, therefore, I will use genealogical

concepts only where they are suitable to my purpose, which is to formulate categories by means of which conduct is actually organized in
Shokleng society.
4.2.2 Definition of Kin
If genealogical concepts are not especially useful, a concept of
"kinsmen" nevertheless is.
genealogically defined.

Of course, "kin" is in some sense itself

Any two persons are kinsmen, insofar as they

can trace a linkage solely through parent-child and husband-wife relations.

Ye.t to be kin depends on no specific genealogical relationship.

In this sense, the category of kin is not based upon specific genealogical concepts, but only on the more general notion of linkage.
I define
Def. 5:

~~e

category of kin as follows:

Kin category. For any pair of individuals (x,y) in Shokleng
society, x and yare "kin" if and only if one is the parent
or sibling of the o~~er, or there is an individual in relation to whom both stand as "kin."

A formal definition of this category could be given as follows:
KIN(X,y)=dfP-C(x,y) v Sb(x,y) v

(::!z) (KIN(x,z) .KIN(Z,y))

I should note that the kin relation is symmetrical, so that wherever
KIN(x,y) so also does KIN(y,x) .
AS the definition stands, virtually any two Shokleng are kinsmen.
Some sort of linkage can be traced between them, since the definition can
operate recursively over a chain of any length.

Yet the Shokleng category
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does not operate this way.

For this reason I introduce a concept of

"genealogical distance," by which I mean the shortest number of parentchild and sibling links necessary to establish a kin relation between
two individuals.

I symbolize this number as £.' so that KIN (x,y) means
n

"x and yare kinsmen of genealogical distance n."

My

Shokleng reckon kinsmen only to a distance of n < 3.

claim is that
Beyond three de-

grees any two persons are for all practical purposes "non-kin."
By a "kindred" I mean all persons who are kinsmen of some particular person.
given as {x

I

Thus, some individual

KIN(a,x)}.

collective functions.

~'s

kindred, among Shokleng, is

Insofar as I know, Shokleng kindreds have no

Kin obligations, such as political support, are

.obligations between pairs of individuals.

I introduce the concept of

kindred primarily for comparative purposes, since researchers of Northern

c;e

have made reference to "bilateral kindreds."

These are probably

quite similar to the Shokleng "kindred."
4.2.3 Actor Manipulations of
Conduct Types
An interesting theoretical problem arises in .treating "kin" as a
social category.

Any social category is posited in order to account for

those conditions under which conduct is socially imperative.

But it so

happens that the kin category is not so rigid as many others.

Specifi-

cally, acto"s have some freedom to "choos.e" kinsmen, or to act in a more
kin-like manner to some individuals than to others.

What the category

does in this case is circumscribe the limits of actor freedom as regards
the manipulation of conduct types.
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Adherence to kin associated conduct types is progressively more
dependent upon individual choice the greater the distance between kinsmen.
Essentially, conduct appropriate between kinsmen is of three sorts: (1)
kinsmen are obliged to support each other in political matters, especially
in disputes; (2) kin should not marry, which means also that they should

not engage in regular sexual relations; (3) wh:n wishing to index
kin status in relation to someone, one should use the term i-koika

("my kinsman").

In fact these conduct types are regularly followed be-

tween first and second degree kinsmen.

But by the third degree, e.g.,

"first cousins," adherence is somewhat variable.

Thus, one should not

marry a first cousin (either cross or parallel), but there are instances
in which just such marriages have occurred (both cross and parallel) .

1

Similarly, although it is considered proper, political support is not
automatically given to first cousins.

There is some selection.

Indeed,

beyond the third degree kin usages are completely a matter of individual
strategy.

Who gets treated as kin here is determined by the goals of

individual actors, goals of building a political support base, of acquiring wives, and so forth.
Usages of the term i-koika can be interpreted in just this way.
One seldom hears this term used between first and second degree kin,
since. in these relations other "kin terms" are appropriate.

But the term

can be used in reference or address when more distant kinsmen are involved.
It is used precisely as a means of implying that the other conduct types
lShokleng and as well Kaingang state normatively that cousin
marriage of either sort is bad. One should marry outside of the kindred,
as I have here defined it.
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associated with kin status are or should be operative.

Thus, it can

serve as an index that one anticipates receiving support from the referenced or addressed person.

Or again, by avoiding this term one signals

a certain reluctance to commit one's support.

Or yet again, a studious

avoidance of this term may signal that one considers certain persons
Ifnon-kin,

If

and so potential

spouses or affines.

In any case, Shokleng

make pragmatic use of this term in an essentially "creative" way
(Silverstein 1976) to index expectations about social relationships.
What strikes me as interesting theoretically about the manipula,
tionof conduct types is the idea that a category can be a "matter of
degree"; it can have a somewhat flexible boundary.

Of course, one may

question how I know that it is really actor manipulation.

Perhaps there

is a more adequate definition which makes what appears to be individual
variability wholly predictable.

Indeed, this is possible.

And if a

perfectly adequate ·definition turned up, I would be forced to abandon my
concept of actor manipulation.

Nevertheless, it seems to me that some

creativity or manipulability must form part of every social system.

For

it is just such non-mechanical "openness" that makes a system adaptable
to new and changing circumstances, that allows actors to modify their
conduct so as to adjust to changes in the mosaic of political forces.
Consequently, the concept of a "flexible" category seems to me not only
feasible,but perhaps even theoretically necessary.

1

lIt seems likely as well that there are differences in ~~e degree
of flexibility of social systems. It was my impression that the Kaingang
system is considerably more "rigid" than that of Shokleng, probably
owing to their exogamous patrimoieties.
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4.3 Affinity
As opposed to kin, "affines" are treated with what I would call

respect or reserve.

It is necessary that a man give meat to his affines.

It is also normatively expected that he be their political "ally,"
although this alliance is at least initially somewhat precarious.

I

have attempted to account for the conditions under which such conduct
is appropriate by generating a category of "affine," which I define as
follows:
Def. 6:

Affine category. For any pair of individuals (x,y) in
Shokleng society, x and yare "affines" if and only if
there is a third individual who is the spouse of one and
a kinsman of the other.

Symbolizing H-W(x,y) v H-W(y,x) as SPOUSE (x,y) , this definition is
easily rendered in formal terms as:
AFF (x,y)= df (~) (SPOUSE (x,z) . KIN (z,y»
The relationship of affinity is again symmetrical.
As with the kin category, I introduce a concept of genealogical
distance for affinity.

Where n is the distance of the component kin

relation of'an affinal relation, n+lis the affinal

d~stance.

My claim

is that conduct types associated with affinity are socially imperative
primarily for n=2, i.e., loosely speaking, for such kin types as WF, DH,

we,

and so forth.

pragmatic strategy.

Beyond this, usages are a matter of manipulation and
Of course, it is possible for some conflicts to

arise, since one and the same individual may be simultaneously a kinsman
and an affine, according to these definitions.

In such cases, it seems

to be the relationship of shortest genealogical distance that predominates,
or, if they are of equal distance, the affinal relationship.

Owing to
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kindred exogamy and the limited scope of affinity, however, there is
usually no conflict.
I have said nothing about more specific affinal categories.

This

is because for Shokleng they seem largely unimportant, insofar as the
organization of conduct is concerned.

However, the associated obliga-

tions I discussed are primarily relevant to relations between male
affines, and especially between DH and WF.

For this reason it seems

appropriate to furnish some additional definitions, recognizing that the
saliency of these "categories" is principally a matter of degree.

They

are associated with no truly distinct conduct types:
Def. 6a:

DH-WF(x,y)=dfH-W(x,z).F-C(y,Z)

Def. 6b:

ZH-WB(X'Y)=d~-W(x,z).B-Z(Y,z)

4.4 The Dialectic of Kin and Non-Kin
In

some sense, "non-kin" form a separate social category, insofar

as the organization of conduct is concerned.

The category could be

defined simply as the denial of kin relations, or as -KIN(x,y).
non-kin are what kin are not.

Indeed,

They are marriageable and so potential

affines, but they are also outside one's political support group and so
normally among the "enemy."
tIle kin "thesis."

They are the "antithesis," so to speak, of

I will have more to say about this in connection with

the Shokleng ceremonial cycle (Chap. IV, Sec. 6).

But I may note here

that Shokleng social organization itself can be viewed in terms of a
dialectic between kin and non-kin, a dialectic whose
riage and the establishment of affinity.
of kin/affine/non-kin.

synthesis is mar-

The structural triad is that
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Among the neighboring Kaingang, there is a similar, yet intriguingly different, pattern, which is of interest owing to my hypothesis
of Shokleng origin from a Kaingang-like prototype.

AmOng Kaingang there

is an underlying or implicit structural triad of this sort, complete with
kindred exogamy, just as among Shokleng.

And there is an association of

non-kin with those outside of one's support group.

Yet all of this is

subordinated to an overt opposition between the exogamous patrimoieties.
·The opposition of "own moiety"/"opposite moiety" superimposes itself
upon the kin/affine/non-kin triad.

Some kinsmen together with some non-

kinsmen are "own moiety," while affines together with some kinsmen and
some non-kinsmen are "opposite moiety."

It is the moiety system that

becomes the effective categorial basis for organizing political relations,
even though the kin/affine/non-kin triad operates implicitly.l
If my hypothesis is correct,the Shokleng system probably
originally included a patri-moiety set, which operated in more or less
this way.

The moieties would have suppressed the overt dialectic of kin

and non-kin, and made instead the moiety opposition itself primary.
This is of course one good way of building reasonably stable communities,
and of avoiding those problems inherent in encoding political opposition
in the kin/non-kin dyad.

In any case, with the loss of these moieties,

the structural triad surfaced as a dominant organizational principle
among Shokleng.

Shokleng social organization came to be essentially as

lActually, it is largely owing to the operation of this triad
the moiety system is able to function. Without it, any factional
dispute might rapidly flare into a full-scale polarization of the community. However, since "kinsmen" of the opposite moiety are in some
measure part of one's support group, most disr~ptions are effectively
dampened (Chap. VII).
~~at
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I have been describing it, complete with its problems of political
instability (Chap. VII).
5 .. Some "Axioms ll and Consequences

One interesting byproduct of formulating social categories in a
precise way, as has been my goal, is that it is somewhat easier to reason
about what consequences follow from assuming the operation of certain
rules or "axioms."

Here I want as best I can to formulate some axioms

of Shokleng social organization, and show how a few non-trivial consequencesfollow from them, given my definitions.

Of course, my work in

this area remains far from satisfactory.

But I consider even a beginning

in this direction to be of significance.

For it shows that this approach

is at least a feasible one, that cultural data 1end themselves in some
measure to deductive formulation, much as do data pertaining to nature.
5. 1 The Axioms
"Axioms" in my sense are simply summary statements of "tendencies"
I observed in the Shokleng system.
not that they summarize tendencies.

What makes them axio?S! however, is
It is instead that, assuming those

tendencies to be imperatives with which Shokleng seek to comply, it is
possible to deduce from them certain consequences, which accord with
observed facts.

What is most promising is that the axioms allow us to

think reasonably clearly about what "effects" must follow, given certain
antecedent conditions.

They allow us in short to have a "model," which

can be readily manipulated, and whose predictions can be tested against
actual observations.
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I will attempt simply to state these axioms as compactly as possible, and then to render them formally.

I

am aware that by cannons of

elegance thay leave something to be desired:
Ax 1:

For every member of Shokleng society, there exists or existed
someone who stands as father and someone who stands as niother
to that individual.
(x) (:3:y) (:3:z) (F-C(y,x) .M-C(z,x»

Ax 2:

For every member (x) of Shokleng society, if x is a "child,"
then it is imperative that there exist (or be alive) someone
who stands as father and someone who stands as mother in
relation to x.l
(x)

Ax 3:

(G

l

(x)=9.

~mp

(:3:'y) (:3:'z) (F-C(y,X).M-C(Z,X)))

2

.

For every member (x) of Shokleng society, if x is an "adult,"
i.e., a member of the age categories of

u

woman ," "young man,1I

or "man," then it is imperative that there exist (or be alive)
someone who is a "child" and in relation to whom x stands as
parent.
(x) (G (x) v G (x) v Gj,4 (X)'*imp (:3:'y) (G (y) .P-C (x,y)))
3
4
l
Ax 4:

For every member (x) of Shokleng society, if x is an "adult,"
then it is imperative that there exist some living individual
in relation to whom x stands as spouse.

Ax 5:

For all pairs (x,y) of individuals in Shokleng society. ~r x
and yare related as kin, then it is imperative that they not
be married.
(x) (y) (KIN (x,y)=9.

~

-SPOUSE (x, y) )
.

II define the age categories of uchild," "woman," "youn.g man,"

and so forth in Sec. 3 of Chap. IV, where I give as well the formal
notation. The consequences I will be discussing do not depend upon the
specifics of thse definitions.
2I am using here the following formal notation (:3:x) for "there
exists or existed . . ."; (:3:'x for "there exists now (1. e., is alive)
an x . • ."; and (:3: N x) for "there existed (i.e., is now dead) an x.

"
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Put in somewhat simpler if less precise terminology, these axioms
are as follows:

(1) everyone has a mother and father; (2) there should

be no orphans; (3) all adults should have living children; (4) every
adult should have a living spouse; and (5) kin should not marry.

They

are less precise just because they do not spell out in detail who and
what are being talked about.

The longer versions are more cumbersome,

but they are also ultimately a better reflection of reality.
5.2 Consequences
Without much trouble one can generate a potentially infinite set
of thecrems from these axioms.
a theoretical point of view.

Mostly, however, these are trivial from
What I want to discuss instead are some

theoretically "non-trivial" consequences, wherein I assume certain antecedent conditions, and then reason as to what should follow from them,
given the axioms and definitions.
5.2.1 Plural Marriage Forms
As indicated in

are married.

Ax 4, Shokleng act so as to see that all adults

If this is indeed an imperative, it can be shown as well

that "plural" marriages are a necessary consequence, given demographic
imbalances.
"adults."

Imagine an imbalance in the numbers of male and female
From

my

definitions, it is clearly necessary that husband and

wife be male and female, respectively.
of them have spouses.

By Ax 4 it is necessary that all

Consequently, it is necessary as well that some

individuals have more than one spouse.
Now among Shokleng it appears that polygyny is actually positively
prescribed.

It is good for men to have more than one wife.

As a

I
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consequence, there is normally a scarcity of women, so that, by Ax 4,
there must be a sufficient number of polyandrous and/or "group" marriages
to offset the imbalance.
One can actually make specific numerical predictions, given a
knowledge of polygyny and the sex ratios.

For, if the sex ratio is 1:1,

it follows that there must be an equivalent polyandrous union for each
polygynous one, assuming that group marriages have been resolved into
their constituent polyandrous and polygynous relations.
numerically testable consequence.

Here then is a

Unfortunately, I myself undertook no

statistical analysis of Shok1eng marriage.

But it so happens that Henry

(1941·: 45, f.n. 12) did, and so I am fortunate to have some unbiased
figures.

He analyzed 308 marriages, from his genealogies, and obtained

the following figures:
Polygynous

18%

Polyandrous

14%

Group

8%

It is of courSe impossible to tell just how well my prediction has been
borne out.

One would need to know the compositions of the various plural

relations, e.g., how many with one married man to four women, how many
with one married to three, and so forth.

Even so, assuming the group

marriages cancel out, 18 percent to 14 percent is sufficiently close to
speak somewhat guardedly of a confirmation.
Some readers will no doubt object that other consequences "might
have" followed.

Shokleng could have attempted to raid neighboring

I
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villages for the necessary spouses,
any imbalances.
have changed.

1

and so compensate in this way for

Or maybe the definition of husband-wife relations would
Or again Ax 4 itself could have given way . . Afterall,

social systems are not immutable in the way laws of physics are assumed
to be.

The system itself could adapt to these pressures in various ways.

without denying this, my argument is simply that Shokleng appear to be
behaving in accord with just this system of definitions and axioms.

So

long as they behave in this way, the consequences I have discussed are
necessary.

I hope to have shown only that these consequences actually

correspond with the "facts."
AS for modifications in the system, however, I find it quite
likely that Shokleng originally prohibited polyandry, and consequently
also group marriage, just as do the neighboring Kaingang.

Moreover, it

seems to me possible that their abandcnment of this prohibition was a
"creative" response to the demographic pressures with which their system
was beset.

For without polyandry Ax 4 would have been strained, as seems

the case among Kaingang.

Not only must Kaingang raid neighboring vil-

lages for wives, but the scarcity of women generates pressure on the agegrade structure, as I will argue subsequently (Chap. IV, Sec. 3.3).

It

seems likely that proto-Shokleng groups experienced similar problems.
By lifting the prohibition on polyandry, they were able effectively to
preserve Ax 4, which is probably rrost basic in their systems.
. 1

In fact, they did so, as did as well the Kaingang.
And I think
this axiom is relevant to understanding this phenomenon, al~~ough See
Sec. 5.2.3, where I discuss the scarcity created by prohibition of
marriage between kinsmen.
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5.2.2 Adoptions
I discussed earlier (Sec. 3.1.2 of this Chapter) how Shokleng
give children to women past reproductive age, and as well how "orphans"
are immediately adopted.

It should now be apparent that these patterns

can be viewed as a direct consequence of Ax 3 and Ax 2, respectively.
But these axioms help as well to account for another phenomenon.
It appears that a shift occurred historically in the frequency of these
transferences.

Whereas prior to contact in 1914 the giving of children

to old persons seems to have occurred only occasionally, these transferences mushroomed in importance during post-contact period.

I was

unable to obtain statistical information, owing to difficulties in collecting this kind of data.
clear.

Nevertheless, the overall pattern seems

How can it be explained?

Hy answer is a reasonably simple one,

viz., that, thanks to sedentary life and medical care made available by
Eduardo Hoerhan, more and more people survived past reproductive age.
This is the "antecedent condition."
from Ax 3.

The consequence follows directly

As the nUll1ber of persons unable to have their own "biological"

children increases, so must the nUll1ber of transferences.
5.2.3 Hinimal Village size
For those consequences I have discussed thus far, it is a more
or less simple matter to make the necessary calculations.

Here I want

to argue that the axioms also generate, given certain antecedent conditions, a "minimal village size," Le., a population level below which a
village cannot fall, if its members are to comply with these axioms.
Unfortunately, in this cas:e I am unable to make the necessary calculations,
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and so I cannot be sure of my results.

But I have been able, using

models from classical marriage theory, to develop what seem to be reasonable approximations.

It is on thes", latter that I rely for figures

which can be tested against known "facts."
One can readily formulate a number of "existence theorems,"
given Ax 1 and the definitions.

Thus, we know that everyone must have a

father who in turn must have a father and mother, that if the father has
~

a sibling, that sibling must by adulthood have at least one child, and
so forth.

We know also that these individuals must be within the "kin-

dred" of a focal person.

All of this follows in a straightforward manner.

What is interesting is that, allowing facts about average reproduction
rates and life expectancies as antecedent conditions, it is possible to
compute average kindred sizes, and as well ranges of variation.

From

these it should be possible to compute minimal marriage populations required for sustaining Ax 4 and Ax 5.

since villages are primarily

endogamous units, this population must equal the minimal village size.

l

In other words, given these axioms plus village endogamy, minimal village
population levels can be seen as a consequence of reproduction rates and
life expectancies.
Owing to the mathematical complexities, I have been unable to
make these calculations.

Nonetheless, it is not especially difficult to

develop an ideal model, capable of approximating this one in some
measure.

Following the lead of Christian (in Freeman 1961: 259), who

IGiven residence rules (Sec. 7), it should be possible also
to compute the minimum number of "households" per village, and other
related facts.
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was writing in 1800, one can imagine an ideal. population practicing
"second cousin" marriage.

Simply take four initial brother-sister pairs,

and group them as two sets of husband-wife couples.

If each couple has

precisely two children, one male and one female, there will be two first
cousin sets, each with four members.

These two sets can intermarry, as

can their offspring, and so on indefinitely, without violating Ax 4 or
Ax

5.

If we assume that there are alive at any given time three genera-

tions, the village population is 24.

If we assume further a prohibition

on "sister exchange," there must be three cousin sets, and sO a minimal
population of 36.

1

What is difficult is to incorporate into this model some semblance of actual reproduction rates.
sets can grow quite large.
cousins.

Fo~

given plural marriages, cousin

It is not unusaual for sets to have 20

Chiefs and other powerful men may actually themselves have a

dozen or more children!

As a means, albeit a somewhat unsatisfactory

one, of capturing this situation, I have assumed 16 persons per cousin
set.

This corresponds to a minimal village size of 144.

It is my guess

that a good model, taking account of all complexities, would place the
minimum population between this and 200.

These figures accord remarkably

well with my estimates, based primarily upon genealogies, of average
Shokleng village populations (Chap. I, Sec. 2.4).
from about. 200 to 400-500.

Villages seem to range

2

IShokleng now practice some sister exchange, but it is likely
that proto-Shokleng did not. I say this because, judging from my genealogies, sister exchanges appear to be a late nineteenth-century development, and also because Kaingang apparently do not practice it. Indeed,
sister exchange is prohibited in many Northern and Central G€ societies.
2I do not wish to make exaggerated claims., yet I think that
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Apart from pure computations, this model can also be used as a
basis for interpreting the his tori co-developmental processes undergone
by Shokleng villages.

A village tends to grow for a period of time,

until political maneuverings or actual internal strife cause it to fission, producing two daughter villages.

Now it appears likely that these

resultant vfullages often dip below minimum population levels, or at
least sufficiently close so as to place stress upon the marriage axioms.
One consequence is that Shokleng are induced to seek spouses in other
villages.

Indeed, fissioning seems actually to be accompanied by maximal

external conflict and raiding of neighboring groups.
Another consequence, and perhaps an ultimately more interesting
one, is that conditions are created for historical changes in the system
of axioms and definitions itself.
in' this regard.

I have as yet no conclusive evidence

Yet it seems likely that those cases of "first cousin"

marriage I recorded, which are in violation of Ax 5, were in response to
demographic pressures created by village fissioning.

Perhaps one can

account by this means as well for why Shokleng dropped their prohibition
on sister exchange.

It seems to me that both of these historical "oc-

currences" can be interpreted, with the aid of this model, as creative
responses to demographic pressures, responses designed primarily to save
Ax 4.

1

similar axioms coupled with village endogamy may account for the generally
"large" sizes of G8 villages, large, that is, in comparison with many
other South American tribes.
lOf course, one solution might have been to abandon village
endogamy. With inter-village marriage, such as occurs in the Northwest
Amazon and other parts of South America, the spouse pool would have enlarged manyfold. However, Shokleng and other Ge practice village endogamy
not so much for its own sake, as because villages are typically on
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6. The Family
6.1 The category:
Issues

Some Methodological

Any discussion of the family as social category raises important
methodological issues.

There are certainly among Shokleng entities we

would want from an analytical point of view to label "families."

One

could choose almost any standard definition of this analytic concept
(e.g., Murdock 1949: 1; Goodenough 1970: 18).

Shokleng certainly have

social groupings "characterized by common residence, economic cooperation,
and reproduction," as in Murdock's definition, which include "adults of
both sexes, at least two of whom maintain a socially approved sexual
relationship, and one or more children."
whether Shokleng have families.

The question for me is not

It is how families ought to be handled

in a model of Shokleng social life.
The issues can be sorted something as follows:

(1) whether the

family should be regarded as a social category; and, if so, (2) how that
category ought to be defined, whether (a) in terms of constituent individuals and relations, or (b) in terms of families perceived holistically
as classes.

1

I cannot propose here any final answer, simply because I

am unsure regarding the implications of each position.

The issues are

important, pertaining as they do potentially to other categories, e.g.,·
the household, and so call for the weighing cif various factors.

Still,

hostile terms with one another. Such a solution would have meant a
fundamental reorganization of social life.
lDifficulties with the analysis of families I originally proposed
were brought to my attention by T. Turner and M. Silverstein, whose help
I acknowledge.
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if I cannot provide solutions, I can at· least discuss the alternatives.
Of course, there is first of all a question regarding criteria.
Under what conditions should a category or conduct type be included in
the model?

The primary consideration for me has always been how much it

seems to help in ordering and "making sense of" the social reality, i. e. ,
what people do and say.

An

included category or conduct type ought to

elucidate something otherwise opaque.

It seems to me unsound to argue

simply that it is "out there" in the reality.

In this regard, I should

say that my original inclination was that a category of "family" would
not help much.

I felt that the axioms and definitions by themselves

could illuminate all salient characteristics of families as social groups.
I now find this approach itself unsatisfactory.
family life seem inadequately accounted for.

Some aspects of

Thus, "transference" of

infant children is not simply a matter between each parent separately
and the child.

It is best seen as involving a husband-wife pair in

relation to the child.

l

If only for this reason, a perhaps three-place

family category seems necessary.

A possible definition might be the

following:

Should this prove satisfactory, the axioms could perhaps be reformulated
in terms of the family category.
the model.

Such a solution might actually simplify

This is something I hope to investigate.

·In any case, the family category so defined would still be built
1

As M. Silverstein observed, the axioms do not specify that it
is the same child that is transfe'l'"red to (or: by) the husband and wife.
For all one knows, there could be two distinct children involved.

!.
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up from constituent individual and relational properties.

A possible

alternative might be to handle the family as a class concept.
might take FAMILY (X) to mean "t..'le set X is a' family. ,,1
properties for segregating such entities are imaginable.
a class category be useful?

Thus, one

Certainly, class
But would such

I am not in a position just yet to decide.

I suspect there would be problems in adopting a class category in lieu
of a relational category.

How could the internal differentiation,

requisite for specifying conditions with respect to conduct types, be
achieved?

But these are questions deserving of further attention.

2

6.2 The Developmental Cycle of
Family Groups
Without settling these issues, it seems useful to discuss the
characteristics of family groups among Shokleng, primarily so as to
situate them within the Ge context.

For T. Turner (n.d.a) has analyzed

Northern and Central Ge social organizations wit..'l a focus on families
and family "reproduction."

Here I want to sketch in broad outline a

comparison between the Shokleng and other Ge with reference to the
developmental cycle of family groups.

I will take up.in Chapter IV the

topic of "age categories," and there discuss how these developmental
effects can be understood from the perspective of categories organizing
time.
1

Note that if such set concepts are employed also at the level
of individuals, it may prove necessary to shift to a second-order logic,
since we would then have such predicates X:(x) , "x is a member of X."
2It is worth mentioning in this regard that the Shokleng seem to
lack a special term for "family," as a class concept. If pressed, they
will translate the Portuguese as i kra ogn wa, i.e., "my children taken
as a group.

If
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If the axioms and definitions are not wholly adequate, they do
necessitate nevertheless that there be everywhere perfect family groups.
And this accords with Shokleng social reality.
and so

n~

social category of orphan.

Shokleng have no "orphans"

Nor are there aside from short

intervals any single "adults," such as divorcees, widows or widowers,

spinsters or permanent bachelors.

Nor are there childless "parents."

Once formed family groups should remain whole by whatever means necessary,
until the parents die, or enter the marginal category of "elders."
As a consequence, there is really no "dispersion phase" (Fortes
1958) of Shokleng family groups, at least none occasioned by children
growing up and leaving the family.

Parents do not depend upon this or

that child to keep their family group intact.
be obtained through transference, if not

A substitute can always

~~rough

biological procreation.

What constitutes dispersal is instead primarily death of the parents.
Only then does their procreation family come definitively to an end.
From the point of view of parent-child relations, therefore,
growing up is not especially traumatic, contrary to what seems the case
among Northern and Central
all

Ga,

women.

Ga.

Shokleng are primarily uxorilocal, as are

so that this transition is of more significance for men than for
Nevertheless, the Shokleng system makes it a gradual transition,"

as I will argue subsequently (Chap. IV, especially Sec. 5.4 and 5.5.4).
Men become securely anchored in their procreation families, as do women
as well, but the transition by means of which this is accomplished involves no sharp breaks.
not associated

wi~~

not seen as opposed.

The "formation phase" of new family groups is

the "dispersion phase" of old ones, and so they are
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Among other Ge, however, growing up does seem to be associated
with dispersion of the orientation family group.

As a consequence, the

formation and dispersion phases of the developmental cycle appear
as conflicting, with the focus of conflict being on parent-child relations.

Formation of the child's procreation family means dispersion

of his parent's procreation family.

And dispersion is evidently some-

thing they would wish to avoid., As a consequence, the period between
puberty and, marriage assumes a position of considerable importance as
regards the developmental cycle of family groups.
7.

The Household

7.1 As a Social Category
There is some sense in which the Shokleng household constitutes a social category.

It serves to organize some conduct not

already organized by other categories.
the household a derivative group.
residence.

For the most part I consider

It is a precipitate of rules of

But households often form a unit for purposes of gather-

ing pine nuts, for preparation of such large game as tapir, and for
a few other tasks., And here what appears as the "crucial condition,"
under which these conduct types occur, is co-residence.

It is true that

because kin relations organize co-residence, it is normally specific
kinsmen that are involved.

But where a discrepancy occurs,l it seems to

be household co-residence that takes precedence over kinship linkage as
lone such "discrepancy" is that a chief's son normally resides
in his father's household, rather than the household of his wife's
father (Sec. 7.2 below).

I
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a determinant of conduct.

Consequently, I consider it appropriate to

speak of a household category.
I have already introduced as a primitive term the concept of
"co-residence" (Sec. 3.2.1 of this chapter).

There I distinguished three

"levels," which are more or less readily discriminable: I
hold, and village.

family, house-

What I call the "same-household category" is simply

equivalent to household-level co-residence.

Formally the definition could

be rendered as follows:

7.2 Residence Rules
What is of special interest about this category is that it is
manifestly a product of "residence rules," i. e., co-residence implied as
imperative conduct type by other categories.

Given a knowledge of the

primitive terms, definitions, and axioms I have discussed, rules of
1

In the immediate pre-1914 period, Shokleng huts were rectangular
in ground plan, each hut constituting one extended-family household.
Inside each hut were several fires, arranged in a row, as in Fig. 7
below (~ represents a fire). Each fire was used by two nuclear

.@ ...
Fig. 7. --Ground Plan of Shokleng Hut
families, who occupied the space on either side of it. An especially
large family would have a fire of its own. As a consequence, although
there are no internal partitions, each family unit forms a residentially
isolable grouping.
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residence can be seen as determining household compositions.
not in most cases know who lives with whom.

One need

It is possible instead, on

the basis of these rules, to predict who ought to be living with whom.
I will argue that there is, properly speaking, only one householdlevel co-residence rule, which can be formulated as an axiom of the system.

But this is so only because an inclusion relation obtains among

the family, household, and village levels.

Family co-residence neces-

sarily implies household co-residence, which in turn implies village coresidence.

Consequently, if one knows what rules apply to the family

level, one automatically knows something about household composition.
Now it is by definition

(S~

3.3.1 of this chapter) that husband and wife

co-reside at the family level.

I need therefore provide only one family

rule, which I have already mentioned:
Ax 6:

For every pair of individuals (x,y) in Shokleng society, if
x is the parent of y, and if y is a "child," "bachelor," or
"young woman, ,,1 then it is imperative that x and y co-reside
at the family level.

Since this rule applies to the family level, it applies necessarily to
the household level.
The one properly household-level rule may be formulated as follows:
Ax 7:

For every pair of individuals (x,y) in Shokleng society, if
x is the "wife's father" of y, and if y is a "young man,"
then it is imperative that y go to co-reside with x at the
household level.

lBY Def. 10 (Chap. Dl, Sec. 3.22), a "young woman" is necessarily
unmarried. Consequently, the possible ambiguity in having married "young
women"--who would presumably no longer co-reside with their natal families
--does not arise.
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(x) (y) (WF-DH(x,y) .G (y)
3

- - (x,y»
"*.l.mp-h
CO-RES.

1

It generates a residential pattern normally labelled by anthropologists
as "uxorilocality."
analytic concept.

I consider my formulation more adequate than this
It specifies more precisely under just what conditions

household-level co-residence is imperative.
following Gcodenough's (1956) lead.

In this respect, I am

For like him I have tried to give

a more accurate characterization of residence than our analytic concepts
permit.

Unlike him,

correct "ethno-rule."

however, I cannot claim to have discovered the one
My formulation is simply the best account of

objective patterns that I have been able to develop.
Given these rules, it is a reasonably straightforward consequence just who ought to reside with whom.

It is possible by simple

deductions to generate a set of theorems about household co-residence,
e.g., that if a WE is a "child" or "bachelor," and if his ZH is a "young
man," then it is imperative that they co-reside a,t the household level.
It is even possible, given certain demographic facts as antecedent conditions, to demonstrate consequences about average household compositions.
And the consequences so generated more accurately reflect, or so I claim,
Shokleng social reality, than do those of a model based on the concept of
"uxorilocality.,,2
lAn arrow above CO-RES indicates an asymmetricality in the
obligation. In this case, it is the DH who is under obligation to "go
to reside" with his WF. An al terna tive approach would be to re-work this
axiom in terms of the household as a "class variable" (see Introduction,
Sec. 2.3).
2I should note ~wo reservations I have as regards my formulation, although in neither case is the analytic concept any more useful.
First, the household groups occupy the extended-family huts I described
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7.3 The Developmental Cycle of
Household Groups
Another non-trivial consequence of these axioms is that they
allow us to generate a developmental-cycle model for household groups.
They allow us to specify under what conditions household groups should
form, and under what conditions they should disperse.

This is so because

the axioms I have discussed involve "age categories," and age categories
are ultimately bound up with time, as

I

will argue in Chapter IV.

Con-

sequently, the axioms specify how household groups develop Over time.
From

Ax

6, it is evident that parents and children are obli-

gated to co-reside at the family level only while the children are in
certain specific age grades, viz., the pre-marriage age grades.

With

marriage this obligation is terminated (Chap. IV, Sec. 3.2 for "age
category" definitions).
residence with the WF.

For men marriage and "young manhood" mean coIt follows from

Ax

5, specifying kindred exogamy,

that households are exogamous units.

Consequently, a man must during

this phase go to reside with his WF.

Since by Def. 3 husband and wife

must co-reside, it follows that a woman remains in her natal household,
and that a minimal household group consists of a man, his wife, daughters,
daughters' husbands, their children, and his own unmarried children.
What generates this developmental cycle is this:
a

DH

is.

obligated to co-reside with his WF for only a limited

only when Shokleng build their semi-circular villages (Chap. V). Household groups appear normally to have trekked together, but on at least
some occasions individual families built separate windscreens. Second,
Ax 7 appears to have been less than categorically followed.
The son of
Chief, if he has been chosen as successor, normally continues to reside in
his natal household. There may have been as well other discrepancies.
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period, viz., until the DH becomes a "mature man."

This latter trans i-

tion coincides with his becoming a WF in his own right (Chap IV, Sec. 3).
Consequently, it is at this point that he forms his own household group.
This new household is formed, so to speak, by a process of "budding,"
rather than of "fissioning."
during its

A given household group may give rise

lifetime to several new household groups.

But this "formation

phase" is not directly tied to the "dispersion phase" of the old household group, although here I am modifying Fortes's (1958) terminology.
A household group, formed around some mature man, is continuously expanding and contracting.

It expands by addition of children, of

daughters' husbands, and of daughters' husbands' children.

And it

contracts by loss of sons upon marriage, and of daughters' husbands and
their families, when the latter form their Own households.

But a house-

hold group ceases to exist as such only once the mature man, about whom
it originally formed, himself enters "elderhood" or dies.

l

Although my deductions of this developmental-cycle model are far
from rigorous, I hope it is evident that such deductions are indeed
possible.

What appears as a phenomenon in its own right, viz., the

developmental process undergone by household groups, is actually only a
lActually, Ax 7 leaves some ambiguity in this regard. It is not
obvious that a household should disband upon deat.'1 of its "head." Should
the transitive co-residential consequences of this rule continue to apply
subsequent to the linking relative's death? E.g., should mutual WZH's
continue to co-reside following their \VF's death, if they have not reached
mature manhood. From the limited study of reconstructed household compositions I was able to carry out, I suspect that both patterns may have
occurred. Of course, this could mean that I have simply failed to come
up with the best possible model. But then again, and as I suspect, it
may mean that there is some ambiguity for Shoklengthemselves.
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consequence of the definitions and axioms in accord with which Shokleng
social organization is constructed.

And it is obvious that somewhat

different axioms and definitions could generate distinct developmental
models, such as large maloca style co-residence, which nevertheless conform with our analytic concept of uxorilocality.

That the axioms and

definitions I discussed generate just the Shokleng pattern seems to me
a confirmation of their adequacy, and simultaneously of their superiority
to the analytic approach.

CHAPTER IV

AGE CLASSIFICATION

1. Ethnographic Issues

Henry (1941:

178) perceived that "relative age" was an impor-

tant principle organizing Shokleng kin tenninology.
that age was otherwise
social organization.
odd.

o~

Yet he claimed

little significance as regards Shokleng

From a comparativist perspective, I found this

Age-grades, -sets, and -classes seemed to play such key roles in

Northem and Central Ge societies.

For T. Turner (1961;) and L. Vidal

(1977), age-grades were the principal feature of North~Kayap6 social

organization, and they organized their ethnographies in large measure
around them.

Nimuendaju (1946) had already brought out the signifi-

cance of .age-classes among the Ramkokamekra (Eastern Timbira), and
Maybury-Lewis (1967) had given a faSCinating account of Shavante agesets.

I therefore spent a good deal of time collecting information

on this subject among Shcikleng.
Unfortunately, many aspects of the Shokleng age-system fell
into disuse probably shortly after 1914.

It was probably for this

reason that Henry failed to attribute much significance to age.

It

cannot have been because age was unimportant, forage classification
continues even today to playa key role in organizing conduct.

What

has fallen into disuse is primarily the ceremonial apparatus by means
of which certain passages were marked.
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Shokleng had (and have) what I will call an '''age-grade structure."

By this I mean loosely a set of life-cyclic stages, more or

less clearly marked, through which all Shokleng pass.

There have

never been among Shokleng, at least insofar as I was able to determine, named age sets, such as are found among Shavante.

Age-sets are

of course groups of individuals
, who have been initiated at the same
time, and which pass collectively from one "age-grade" (or lifecyclic stage) to the next.
are primarily individual.

Passages between age-grades among Shokleng
There is something resembli,ng an age-set

formed around the time of initiation, but it is not fully organized
and disbands when its members pass through the "marriage" ceremony.
My

purpose in this chapter is thus primarily ethnographic.

I

want to describe what Shokleng have in the way of age organization.
But I want as well to tie this description in with my analysis of other
aspects of Shokle,ng social organization.

To do so, it will be neces-

sary to give an account of age-grades as social categories, to show
how they are defined, what' conduct they serve to organize, and into
what kinds of systematic interrelations with one another and with
other social categories

~~ey

enter.

Along the way, I hope to bring

out some more general points as regards what age categories are "doing"
in Ge societies.
2. Stewart' s "Me-Grade System" Model
In a major work on the subject, Stewart (1977) has developed
some precise analytic concepts for studying age systems.

His are such

concepts as I have suggested are necessary, if comparison is to be
possible.

They clearly extend the approach advocated by Goodenough
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(1970) into virgin territory.

As he is concerned primarily with "age-

group systems," however, his work is not directly applicable to the
Shokleng case.

Nevertheless, I think it will be of help in explicating

Shokleng age classification if I first present his model of "age-grade
systems," then discuss to just what extent the Shokleng age-grade
structure meets these constraints.

l

After this, I will be in a posi-

tion to· consider how Shokleng age-grades, taken as social

ca~egories,

are defined.
Stewart (1977:

129-32) formulates his notion of age-grade

systems in terms of "rule-sets," which are symbolized as G , G2 ,
l

.... I

G .

A "rUle-set" is basically a set of rights and duties, and so is
equivalent to a bundle of what I have been calling "socially imperati ve conduct types"

..... ,

G

n

(Sec. 4 of Chap. I).

Later I will use G , G ,
2
l

to symbolize "age categories," rather than the associated

bundles of conduct types, but this should cause no great difficulty.
I will t·ake care to translate his model into my terminology.
For an age-grade system, it is necessary that there be at
least two rule-sets, and that each such set be different from every
other.

The collection of sets must also be ordered.

Moreover, such

sets are assigned (and disassigned) to persons by "transition rules"
meeting six constraints.
quote Stewart (1977:

Here it will be most economi.cal simply to

130-31):

II do not in any way subscribe to Stewart's (1977: 30) views
as regards "deviant systems," viz., "that most of them can best be
understood as differing from the model as a result of specific forces."
I think it is possible to use his model as a reasonably precisely
defined analytical concept without accepting this proposition.

n
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(i) No set is assigned to a person before G
l
constraint) •

(the first-grade

(ii) No set is assigned to a person after G (the last-grade conn
straint) .

(iii) If the highest set a person has been assigned is G. (i =
1. 2 •• ; •• n-l) , and that person is assigned to an6ther. set.
then the set assigned to G. 1 (the sequential-assignment con. )•
~+
straJ.nt

=

(iv) An individual who has been assigned some Gi (i
1, 2 •••••
n - 1) will eventually be assigned·Gn if (but not only if)
he survives to the maximum life span [and provided he remains
a member of the society] (the whole-sequence constraint).
(v) If a person who is dis as signed a set is assigned another. then
the two events oc= simultaneously (the no-interval constraint) •
Further. "an implicit feature of the definition is that the transition
from one grade to the next is clearly marked" (1977:

132).

This is an

important feature. for in the Shokleng case clarity of marking is a
debatable issue.

Just how clear in temporal or other terms must it be

to be "clearly marked"?
Perhaps it will not be apparent just why it is useful to formulate an analytic concept of "age-grade system" in this

w~.

It is

ceJ:!tainly simpler to define it as a "set of life-cyclic stages, more or
less clearly marked." as I did earlier.

I find that Stewart's model

provides a way of specifying more precisely what it is that one asserts
about a set of categories in referring to it as an "age-grade system."
It gives a clear range of permissible variability within whose limits
something can still be called an age-grade system.

Thus, there may be

any number of categories. and these may be defined in any way.

I am not

sure that Stewart's is the best model for this purpose. but it is the
most highly developed of any definition with which I am familiar.
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In order to translate his model into my terms, I will say that
G , G , ••• , G are "age categories."
l
2
n

G (x) will mean that "x is a
l

member of category or grade 1," and so on through n.
system consists of n categories, where n

~

2.

An age-grade

The constraints state

just what kinds of systematic interrelations must obtain among such a
set of n categories for it to be considered an "age-grade system. ,,1
They tell us that the set of categories must be ordered with respect
to time, such that x is first a member of G , then of G , and so on in
2
l
sequence through G.
n

Moreover, they tell

US

that once a person has

entered this system of categories he must at any given time be a member
of one and only one category.
Such categories as go to make up an age-grade system differ
from other social categories precisely by the

well~defined

and gen-

erally short (in comparison with a life-span) time limits placed upon
membership.

For other social categories, there are usually no time

limits, at least none that are built-in.

It is true that individuals

come and go, factions rise and fall, and so forth.

But these do not

have the explicit temporal predictability of age category membership.

An individual has a certain set of kin relations· for life, just as he
has a given moiety membership for life, barring unexpected occurrences.
But with age categories it is precisely the expectability of change that
comes to the fore.

Age categories are a way of harnessing time, and

therefore of making the future predictable.
lIn any given system, these interrelations arise from the way in
which the social categories are defined. The constraints thus reflect
what I have called "definitional interconnections" or "systematicity"
(Sec. 4.8.1 of Chap. I).

/ ..

J
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This suggests t.>tat age is not simply one way of dividing up
society and differentially allocating tasks, and so forth.
age categories do help to make sense of the present.

Certainly,

But a system of

age categories can do what other social categories cannot.

It can

specify life-cyclically significant temporal limits on conduct.

Con-

sequently, age categories can work in conjunction with other social
categories to specify time limitations on the appropriateness of conduct.

For example, such categories allow- one to make explicit the

expectation that a father act in some particular way in relation to
his son, only when the latter is in the "child" age category, and thus
only for a specified period of time.

I put forth as a general h:y-pothesis

the propOSition that age categories work in conjunction with other categories to specify temporal limitations on conduct.

This is a very dif-

ferent proposition from that to which we are accustomed, viz., that
age categories are simply one way of organizing society.

I will attempt

to explore it in particular for the Shokleng case, but I think that it
may hold as well for all G~ societies.
What I have been calling an "age-grade structure" among Shokleng
meets most of Stewart's constraints.

It has a first and last grade,

satisfies the "whole-sequence constraint," and has no intervals between
grades.

However, I am unsure as to whether it adequately meets the

"sequential-assignment constraint."

I could analyze Shokleng as having

separate age-grade systems for men and women, in which case no problem
would arise.

But there are good reasons for viewing them as coupled,

at least in places, and this creates some difficulties as regards
sequential assignment.

Moreover, I am not completely satisfied about

j.ust how clearly transitions are marked.

With these provisos, however,
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I think it is fair to claim that we are dealing with something like
an "age-grade system," and I shall feel free to talk about it in this
way.

1

3. The Age-Grade Structure
3.1 Overview
Before entering into a discussion of how Shokleng categories
are defined, I want to give some idea of their overall structure.

I

must first note again that by a "category" I do not mean something that
is necessarily lexically labelled.

I will discuss terminology shortly

(Sec. 3.4), but I may say that there is quite a close correlation, with
but one major exception.

A" category," however, at. least as I use this

term, is an hypothesis as to the conditions under which some conduct type
is socially imperative or appropriate (Sec. 4.3 of Chap. I).

The use of

a lexical item may have other than purely referential effects, but a
category is a means precisely of specifying how the world is o.rganized.
Perhaps the easiest way of representing this system in a preliminary fashion is by means of a chart (Fig. 8), showing the time
periods with which age categories correspond.

It is wholly inaccurate

to think of these categories in terms of chronological age, since, as
I will argue, they are not defined in this way.
method for rec.1toning long time periods.

Shokleng do have a

They speak of how many

ripenings of bamboo one has lived through.

Since bamboo ripens only

Iperhaps I should note again that Stewart is interested in
age-grade systems primarily insofar as they are coupled with age-group
(or "age-set") systems. Consequently, his concepts are not meant to
be especially relevant to systems like that found among Shokleng.
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Fig. 8.--Chronological Correlates of Age Categories
every thirteen to twenty years
diffi~~ty

1

(Ihering 1968:

598), Shokleng have no

dealing with· the numbers, despite their rather limited

numerical system.

2

But, as far as I could determine, they make no use

l.rhe local Brazilians say that bamboo ripens every thirty years.
For this reason some Shokleng claim to be over one hundred twenty years
old. Most likely, however, having "seen four bamboo ripenings" puts
them at between sixty and eighty-five years, which is confirmed by
other evidence, e.g., life-cyclic stage at the time of contact (1914).
One old woman, who died during our stay, was probably around ninety.
2Shokleng count readily to three or four, but after this simply
say "many." Nowadays Portugese words are substituted for anything beyond
two, as when dealing with Brazilian money.
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of such time reckoning when it comes to age grades.

Nevertheless,

there is a general correspondence between chronological age and age
category membership.

And provided one is careful to differentiate

this correspondence from how the categories are defined, i.e., by
what features, a chart such as I have given is a useful device for
orienting oneself to the system.
On the chart I indicate age overlapping between categories,
as well as temporal indefiniteness (by means of dashes).

These arise

because, as I have said, it is not age that defines these categories.
Age correlation is merely a consequence of how categories are defined.
But I should note that these characteristics do not imply violation
of any of Stewart's constraints.

An

individual is a member of one and

only one category at any given time, passing without interval from one
to the next.
It is possible to give English glosses for these category
symbols, to facilitate remembering them,
Gs '

"elder

G4 '

"mature man"

G3 '

"young manll

G2 '

"bachelor"

Gl '

n

"woman"
"YOtmg woman fl

child"

I describe this as a single age-grade system, but there are
sUfficient differences between male and female classification to talk·
about two distinct systems.

In this latter case, there would be two

2, G;,4'

sequences, G , G , G , G , G and G , G
l
2
4
3
S
l
the "sequential-assignment" constraint.

G ' each satisfying
S

I group them together because

sex seems to be unimportant as regards conduct differentiation for G
l
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2

and G ' and also because G and G are associated with similar expecS
2
tations (both are relatively carefree phases of life, involving almost
no responsibilities, a good deal of leisure, time for flirtations, and
so forth) •
3.2 Categorial Definitions
Chronological age is a good basis for making guesses about
categorial membership, but it certainly cannot be how Shokleng themselves define age categories.

Even from an observer's perspective,

trying to specify the conditions under which conduct is socially appropriate, it is possible to come up with better definitions, definitions
that pass the test of "crucial observations." 1

I. will present here the

best set of definitions I have been able to generate for Shokleng age
categories.
3.2.1 The Concept of Possibility

No new substantive priffiitives are required for defining these
categories.

But I do need to introduce from modal logic the concept

of "possibility," which I symbolize as <>

Thus, I will want to say

of an individual that "it is possible (or not possible) that he or she
be engaging in regular sexual relations with someone."

And I want to

take this as an undefined expression, i.e., to say that we and Shokleng
can make direct judgments about the world with regard to it.
II discussed this notion of "crucial observation" briefly in
connection with definition of the husband-wife category (Sec. 3.3 of
Chap. III). A "crucial observation" is one that allows us to decide
between two definitions as to which more adequately specifies the conditions under which some ccnduct type is socially appropriate or imperative.
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This may seem to beg the question.

Must there not be some

other set of features, e.g., menstruation, physical maturation, and
so forth, on which Shokleng themselves are relying?
doubtedly the case.

My claim is simply that they are. not relying upon

anyone feature in particular.
tive impression.

This is un-

Instead, they form an overall intui-

Perhaps Shavante are similar to them in this regard.

Maybury-Lewis (1967:

83) claims that a girl may begin cohabiting with

a man when she is "between the ages of 8 and 10 years old," which
means that menstruation is probably not the defining feature for this
transition.

Both groups differ from the Guianan Indians (see, e.g., Roth

1908-1909) , where the onset of menstruation seems to be for girls the
sole marker.

In any case, it is my impression that Shokleng do not

make use of anyone particular feature.

It is the appearance of

blossoming sexuality as an undifferentiated quality that is of significance.
When I use "possibility," therefore, I mean what we and. Shokleng
intuitively judge as possible.

It is interesting that agreements can

be reached in these matters, and. without too much difficulty.

Using

these criteria, I found my judgments to be not. very different from
theirs.

For this reason I do not think I am introducing hopeless un-

certainties by talking about possibility.

3.2.2 The Definitions
I can now formulate what I consider to be an adequate. definition of G :
l
Def. 8:

G, ("child"). For all members (x) of Shokleng society, x
is a Gl or "child" i f and only if it is not possible that
x be engaged in regular .sexual relations with someone else.
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I have stated only the temporal end point of this category.

AS soon

as it is possible for an individual to engage in regular sexual relations, he or she passes to G or Gi'
2

I have not considered the beginning

point, because I assume it to be birth.

This definition may be given

in formal terms as:

G and Gi I define as:
2
Def. 9:

G2 ("bachelor"). For all members (x) of Shokleng society,
x is a G or "bachelor" if and only if:
(1) x is male;
2
(2) it is possible that he be engaging in regular sexual
relations wi.th someone else; and (3) it is false that
there exists (or existed) 1 a y such that x and y are
related as husband and wife.

Def. 10: Gi ("young woman"). For all members (x) .of Shokleng
society, x is a G:\ or "young woman" if and only if:
(1)
x is female; (2) it is possible that she be engaging in
regular sexual relations with someone else; (3) it is
false that there exists (<!)r existed) a y such that y and
x are related as husband and wife.
Here both temporal limits are indicated.

The beginning of categorial

membership is determined by the possibility of regular sexual relations,
whereas its end is solidification of the marriage bond.

These defini-

tions may be rendered formally as:

G2(x)=df-~(X).0 (ay)R-SEX(x,y) .-(ay)H-W(x,y)
G (x)=df ~(x).O (ay)R-SEX(x,y) .-(ay)H-W(y,x)

2

An individual moves from G

2

to G upon marriage, and from G
3
3

to G when he becomes a father-in-law (WF).
4

Consequently, G can be
3

defined as follows:

lAS I have already noted (Chap. III, Sec. 3.4), existence itself
often needs to be quantified with respect to time. Here I mean that y
may be "alive or dead." I have not always been as careful as I should
about this temporal quantification.
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Def. 11:

G ("young man"). For members (x) of Shokleng society,
3
x is a G3 or "young man" if and only if:
(1) x is male;
(2) there exists (or existed) a y such that x and yare
related as husband and wife; and (3) i t is false that
there exists or existed a y in relation to whom x is the
wife's father.

This may be given formally as:

I must note some reservations concerning this definition.

I am

uncertain as to whether transition from G to G cannot be made in other
4
3
ways than by becoming a father-in-law.

My data lack the depth to per-

mit me to say for sure, but I am inclined to believe that the death of
one's own WF may itself be a sufficient condition for this transition.
Perhaps i t is still more complicated.

I point this out because my

definition gives the appearance of a neat and well-marked transition
rule that I cannot help but feel over-simplifies Shokleng social
reali ty.

Readers should keep in mind that I am presenting my best model

of that reality, not reality itself.
An individual remains a member of G

4

until he is no longer able

to provide for children, generally owing to physical incapacity.
this point he becomes an "elder."

Def. 12:

At

G can thus be defined as follows:
4

G

("mature man"). For all members (x) of Shokleng
x is a G4 or "mature man" if and only if:
(1)
x is a male, (2) there is someone in relation to whom x
stands as wife's father; and (3) it is still possible
for x to be the fat."-er of children in the Gl grade.

~ciety,

This can be given formally as:

Shokleng fear the transition to elderhood, and for good reason.
brings marginalization and is strongly associated with death.

It
Elders

eke out a precarious existence, if they survive at all, under the
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strenuous conditions of trekking.

It is no wonder that they adopt

children later in life in an attempt to maintain appearances.

Most

individuals die before becoming genuine "elders," despite surviving
into their sixties or seventies, so strongly do they avoid elderhood.
The category G;,4 is a feminine counterpart to the male categories G and G •
3
4

It simply lacks the intermediate transition,

spanning from marriage through old age, with continuities vastly outweighing changes.
Def. 13:

I define it as follows:

£3,<1

("woman"). For all members (x) of Shokleng society,
x J.s a G3 4 or "woman" if and only if (1) x is female;
(2) there'exists or existed a y such that x and y are
related as husband and wife; and (3) it is sti1.1. possible
for x to be the mother of children in the G grade.
l

This may be rendered formally as:
G ,4 (xl= df~l(xl . (~lH-W(y ,x).¢ (~l (M-C(x,y) .G (y)l
l

3

G

s

is, as I have indicated, something of a residual category.

I define i t as follows:
Def. l4:

£S

("elder"). For all members (xl of Shokleng society,
x is a GS or "elder" if and only if x is the parent of
children but i t is no longer possible that there be children in grade Gl in relation to whom x stands as parent.

Using P-C(x,y) to stand for (F-C(x,y) v M-C(x,y», this definition may
be rendered formally as:

3.2.3 Some Potentially Problematic Cases
I may add again that these definitions are intended as interpretive of social reality.

They work to constitute categories of an

"age-grade system" largely because Shokleng follow certain rules of
conduct.

Everyone in fact marries, and normally at· more or less the

\
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same age.

Virtually all men eventually become fathers-in-law, and at

roughly the same age.

But what if they did not?

grade status be affected?

How would their age-

Some insights into how this system works

can be gained by considering these hypothetical "problematic cases."
I say "hypothetical" because I have no evidence that these problems
ever arose aboriginally.

Nevertheless, using what evidence I have for

contemporary problem cases, it is possible to make some speculations.
Suppose someone were incapable of engaging in regular sexual
relations.

Then from my definition he or she would fail to proceed

from G to G •
2
l

Now it so happens that Shokleng themselves find tltis

supposi tion an absurdity.

As they place great emphasis·. upon virility

and fecundity, so they are incredulous at any suggestion of impotency
or frigidity.

It follows that anyone unsure about his sexuality would

do his best to conceal this fact.

Indeed, Shokleng claim no knowledge

of anyone who fell below the cultural ideals in this respect.

Nor did

I ever see or hear evidence of pure homosexuality among, that was
unaccompanied by heterosexuality.

I suspect that they themselves would

be at a loss as to how to categorize say a castrated male.
he would remain a kind of perpetual child.

Perhaps

Certainly, it is unlL'<ely

he would ever enter the mainstream of social life.
Similarly, one could imagine someone who failed to marrj.
Then he or she would not proceed to G or Gj,4
3

Here I think pos-

sibilities are again greatly minimized by Shokleng conduct rules.

I

have suggested that it is axiomatic for Shokleng that all. individUals
must be married, once having gone through the "marriage" ceremony.
Shokleng seem invariably to have followed this rule.

And

Nowadays, however,
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this ceremony has fallen into disuse, and I have learned of someone who
actually failed to marry.

Virtually all. Shokleng have married by age

twenty, but this man avoided it, and is now perhaps in his late
thirties,l nearing that age when he should proceed from G to G .
3
4
therefore had an opportunity to see some of the consequences.
he is peripheral in the community.

I

In fact,

Most look upon him as peculiar and

somewhat humorous, and seem not to know quite how to relate to him.
spends considerable time aYlay from· the reserve.

He

In many ways he acts

and is treated like a "bachelor" (Le., a member of G )' and has not
Z

taken.on the conduct becoming of a mature man.
One can imagine other potentially problematic cases.

On the

whole, however, these definitions do generate an "age-grade system,"
meeting most of Stewart's constraints.

This is because Shokleng act

largely in accord with their ideals of sex and procreation.
become sexually ready, marry, and. so forth, largely on time.

They
For

this reason there is a strong correlation between chronological age and
age category membership.
tional.

But chronological age itself is not defini-

Those who do not make transitions when others do (at least

nowadays) are left behind.

They are marginalized, pushed out of the

mains tream of communi ty affairs.

Aboriginally, this would have put them

in a politically precarious position.

Iperhaps he is in his fourties. During our stay, he was
actively courting a thirteen year old girl. It was my impression,
however, that his advances were considered humorous rather than
serious.
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3.3 The Kaingang System:
As

Demographic Pressure

regards the Kaingang age-grade system, I was unable to

obtain enough information to understand its nuances.

Nevertheless,

I was able to make out its overall structure, in essence identical to
the Shokleng system.

I noticed only 'one prominent difference.

The

Kaingang G grade lasts somewhat longer than its Shokleng counterpart,
2
while the time span of

Gi

seems shortened.

In other words, men marry

somewhat older and women somewhat younger than among Shokleng.

It

occurred to me that this difference was not an isolated phenomenon, but
a consequence of differences between the two systems to which I have
already made reference, viz., that- Shokleng permit polyandry and group
marriage, whereas Kaingang do not.
I have already shown (Chap. III, Sec. 5.2) that polyandry and
group marriage are a consequence of the s carci ty of women, produced at
least in part by polygyny, given the axioms of Shokleng social organization.

A further consequence is that the scarcity of women itself

is more or less eliminated.

older men have-no reason to look for

young girls, since with polyandry and group marriage any imbalance in
sex ratios can be easily offset.
available for G men.
2

Consequently,

At least this was

rtrj

Gi

women are made

impression of the Shokleng

system.
Among Kaingang, however, these grades were strained by imbalances in sex ratios.

Without polyandry and group marriage, men

were forced to seek spouses in raids on other communities, and as well
among the ranks of young girls.

This forced down marriage ages for

women, and consequently shortened

Gi.

Simultaneously, fewer women were

available for G men, and so the bachelors had to wait longer for
2

I
I
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spouses.

One of our earliest and most reliable authorities on Kaingang

(Boxba 1908:

11) noted to just what length men were willing to go to

obtain spouses:

"if the [bride 1 is still a child, the bridegroom

remains in the same fashion together with his father-in-law, performing for him all services as desired
ten or twelve years." 1

until the bride reaches

In other words, men were playing the DH role

in order to insure that they would have the WF' s daughter as a spouse,
onc~

she reached puberty.

2

I believe that these consequences can be proven formally, given
some asSUll1Ptions about reproduction rates.
purpose.

However, this is not my

I hope to have shown only that what may have seemed at first

glance an isolated difference between Kaingang and Shokleng is really
a consequence of differences at a more fundamental level, viz., in the
axioms governing Shokleng and Kaingang social organizations.
3.4 Age Terminology
My definitions of Shokleng age categories were not designed to
account for .age terminology per se.

I developed them instead as a

means of specifying under what conditions certain conduct types were
socially imperative or appropriate.

As it happens, however, there is an

almost perfect correspondence between age terms and age categories.
When Shokleng want to refer to someone, and simultaneously to emphasize
1

My translation.

2S~~
0 01 ar pressures appear to b e operative
0
among Sh avante

(Maybury-Lewis 1967: 78-80). Shavante men, however, do not begin
playing the DH role prior to the maturation of their "brides." They
have a "marriage ceremony" that establishes a link between a man and
his pre-pubescent wife-to-be. While she matures, he remains a bachelor.
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his age, they choose terms in accord with his age categorY membership
as follows,
Gs '

ngutha

G4 '

koin~ins:

G3 '

kiro

G2 '

kiru

Gl '

~

Gj,4

ti:

G2 '

ti: tagn

,

In their unmarked senses, koinaing is used for "male, ,,1 and ti: for
II

ti tagn translates literally as II new l1 or Ufat womana II

female. II

I said that the correspondence between age terms and age categories was "almost perfect," but not perfect, because the terms fail
to discriminate G from G .
2
3
gories.

Shokleng use a single term for both cate-

I would not have questioned this, had it not been for the

neat one-to-one correspondence between terms and categories in all other
cases.

Was I making a mistake in drawing this categorial

I do not think so.

distinction?

If anyone transition changes a man's life, among

Shokleng, it is marriage.

He assumes new responsibilities, acquires

new relations, and lives in a new place.

Whatever else might be wrong

with my data, this age categorical distinction seemed absolutely
necessarY.

Perhaps then I had somehow got the terminological usage

itself wrong.
HenrY (1941,

Yet here I had a source of independent confirmation.
209) listed this te= (his kelq) in his glossarY together

with the gloss,

"young man; males from ten to thirty-five or forty."

This can only mean that it covers both G and G (cf. Fig. 8).
2
3

I

lIt is from the Kingang cognate of this term, kaingang, that
their tribal designation originated.
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therefore considered myself in the presence of an anthropologically
interesting discrepancy.
An

What could I make of it?

interpretation oc=red to me.

It was that this term has

the pragmatic effect of de-emphasizing this transition.

By using the

same term for both categories, an illusion is created. that no transition, or perhaps only a gradual transition, has taken place.
already observed that Southern
Central

Ge

I have

seem to.differ from Northern and

GS by placing less cultural emphasis upon it.

This termin-

ological usage seems not only a confirmation of that observation, but
part of the means by which de-emphasis is achieved in a social reality
where the transition is of considerable importance.

It seems part of

a consistent strategy with regard to the changes that occur at marriage.

Instead of making marriage out to be a sharp break, make it

seem gradual and smooth, part of a perfectly natural progression.

4. The Bachelor's "Age-Set"
Shokleng have no named age-sets.

But they do have something

resembling an age-set, consisting of. the older members of the bachelor's
grade.

It is a loosely knit group, and disbands with the marriage

ceremony.

But it does have some collective functions.

I call it an

"age set," although technically I should not, primarily in order to
bring out some similarities with the Shavante age-set system.

It would

not take much to transform this system into one like that of Shavante.
Simply give each set a name, a somewhat tighter interna.l organization,
and five year age span.

Yet the

1:'110

systems are quite distinct, and I

hope to bring some different effects that are being achieved by simi lar structures.
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4 •.1 Formal Education
Bachelorhood is a period of formal education.

I do not mean

education in such matters as hunting, manufacture of bows and arrows,
. or political oratory.
during this phase.

To be sure, boys acquire these skills primarily

But these are learned informally, generally

through imitation and practice, often with the help of a hunting companion or ceremonial father.

l

Formal education consists instead pri-

marily in. learning ceremonial songs and myths, especially the wainekredn,
or origin myth, which must be learned syllable. by syllable.
place great emphasis upon these.

Shokleng

They place emphasis esp.ecially on

precision, being able to repeat each song exactly.
connected with death, the so-called angye

2

AS· regards songs

komang,. or· "fearing songs,"

it is considered· dangerous to make even a single mistake.

Consequently,

it is necessary that the boys be drilled, and under close supervision.
I call this "formal"· education because it is undertaken collectively by the newly recruited bachelors, and because it is organized
by men of the "mature men's" grade (G ) , who act as instructors .. At
4
sundown each evening, one or more men, often the chief himself, bring
together the young bachelors for this purpose.
pulsory.

The instructor indicates what songs or myths are to be gone

over that session.
leave.

Attendance is not com-

Anyone who has already mastered them is fr.ee to

Shokleng build special huts for this purpose, one east and

lceremonial father and hunting companion are often one and the
same person during this phase.
2

Among Kaingaing I found one class of songs with regard to
which emphasis was on individual creativity. Some songs may have been
like this among Shokleng, but the genre is not so well-developed.
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another west of the plaza.

They say that they need huts in order to

have peace and quiet, conditions essential for learning. 1

If they had

no huts., they would be constantly disturbed by the women and children.

,

One hut (the eastern) is reserved for training only in angye
which is considered dangerous.

"-

komang,

This instruction. is carried out only

by men of what I will. call the "eastern moiety. ,,2

The other (western)

hut is for training in everything else, which is conducted by men of

the Ilwestern moiety."
Formal training is confined mostly to the sununer (January-March)
ceremonial season, when Shokleng occupy their large base villages.
During treks formal instruction oc=s at most sporadically.

I was

unable to obtain reliable information on just how long training lasts.
My guess is between three and five years.

During this period the young

bachelors take no part in collective ceremonies.
the boys are shut up together inside a hut.

When ceremonies occur,

Why this is I am not sure.

Certainly, this did not keep them from seeing what was going on, since
they could peak out and watch the entire proceedings.

4.2 The Age-Set
Could this group I have described be called an "age-set"?

I

was unable to determine whether it. has a well-defined recruitment
period, or whether individuals continuously join it upon reaching G

Z

lBOys do not customarily sleep in these huts. The situation
seems to be quite different from that found among Shavante (MayburyLewis 1967: 105-14) and N. Kayapo (T. Turner 1966; L. Vidal 1977:
125-38), where emphasis is placed precisely upon the boys sleeping in
a "new place." Shokleng boys sleep in their natal huts.
2See ,Chap. V for descriptions of the moiety system, and of
village spatial organization.
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age, and so I cannot say for sure.

But something resembling an age-set

does crystallize as a cohesive entity upon completion ox formal training.
Those who have comp leted training, and who are by this time between
fifteen and eighteen years old, are ready to participate in their first
angradn ceremony.

1

an initiation rite.

This is the closest approximation among Shokleng to
I do not mean the angradn itself, which is an all-

purpose ceremony, but simpLy their first participation. in it.

It is at

this time that the formerly amorphous group begins to resemble an
organized age-set.
Whereas previously the set had but few collective characteristics, now there are a number of such characteristics.
his hair cut in the style of adult men.

Each boy has

Just prior to the angradn cere-

mony, the members engage in a collecti'le hunt (Chap. II, Sec. 4.2 •.1),
and then bathe together.

At the ceremonyi tself they are supervised

by mature men, who make sure that they perform properly •

AIter the

ceremony, which consists primariLy of singing and drinking mead, the
group becomes genuinely group-like.

It has leaders, selected by the

chief, who help in distributions of meat, and' who organize collective
hunts.

Members of this set mayvisi t between trekking groups, pre-

~umably

for the purpose of courting eligible women.

It is at this

time that relatively. stable relationships leading to marriage are
formed.

In any case, aside from these a£fairs, members of the set tend

to associate primarily with one another.
I could not determine just how long this phase lasts.
two or three years is a reasonable guess.

Probably

The phase comes to a close

IJust prior to 1914, according to informants, there were roughly
a dozen men in this phase.
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wi th the marriage ceremonies, wherein each boy is married off.

For the

one cycle on which I have reliable information, these ceremonies were
timed so as to follow the great angradn festival,l which occurred
probably in January or. February of 1914.

Instead of dividing up for

trekking at this time, the Rakrano cozmnunity travelled as a group,
stopping on successive occasions for short angradn ceremonies, in each
of which several couples were "married."

This consists of the bride' s

being taken by her father or brother to sit next to her husband-to-be,
who is seated in the ring of men and women that has formed about the
central fire in the plaza for this purpose.

There is singing and

drinking of mead, as in all angradn ceremonies.
I consider it significant that this short-lived age-set should
come to an end in this essentially individualized way.

There is no

collective transition, such as a collective marriage ceremony.

Instead

there are a number of ceremonies at each of which at most a few couples
are married.

This shows that we are almost certainly not dealing here

wi th a "graded age-group system" in Stewart' s sense, where age-sets
make all transitions in the age-grade structure collectively, as among
Shavante.

We are dealing instead with that characteristically Southern

G@ pattern where transition is gradual and individualized.
4.2 Age-Sets as Social Categories
AS I have described them, age-sets are technically not "open
social categories" (Chap. I, Sec. 4.3), and so are not equivalent to
the other categories whose definitions I have been developing.

Each set

lThe "great" angradn is where lip-plugs are given to infant boys,
and thigh tattoos to girls (Sec. 6 of this chapter).
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is a "closed" category, cOIl$isting of a finite number of concrete indiriduals.

This seemingly obrious distinction is actually of some subtle

importance.

For it means that any specific age-set cannot have a

generalized definition in terms of features, as do age-grades among
Shokleng..

It must be described either by an enumeration of its members,

or by reference to particular points in time.

This lends to age-sets

an important characteristic, viz., that they can be used as way of
precisely marking time.
It is true that the "bachelor's age-set" is an open category,
because it means whatever set happens to be occupying the bachelor's
age-grade.

One can speak of conduct appropriate for members of the

bachelor's .age-set, without making reference to specific time periods.
The trouble is, however, that one cannot. know who is a member of that
set without knowing what time period is involved.

And it is precisely

timeless definition,l based on generalized features, that makes a
category "open .. "
Perhaps this discussion can be made more accessible by means
of a description of this system at a specific point. in time.
symbolize

2-

I. will

by S the set of individuals who went through the marriage

ceremonies in 1914.

S+l will be the set that went through these

ceremonies immediately prior to S ,. and S-l the set that went through
them immediately after S.

My

claim is that S is not an open category,

just because there is no set of generalized features by means of which
lay "timeless," I mean that the defini tions makes no mention
of specific chronological times. It can of course involve relative
time reference, as in Def. 2 (Sec. 3.2 of Chap. III).
2I am using Stewart's (1977: 31) notation here.
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one can determine whether some individual x is a member of S.
possible tc say:

It is

"all those who went through the marriage ceremonies

in 1914," but here a specific time referent is involved.

A" category"

such as this cannot be of much help in specifying the conditions under
which certain conduct types are socially imperative.

Indeed, I do not

think that age-sets among Shokleng are being used in this way at all.
But just how are they being used?
I claim that they are being used a way of marking time itself,
in such a way that it is perfectly apparent just when certain transitions should be made.

Thus, consider the following.

If I know that an

individual has reached puberty, but not been assigned an age-set, and I
know that S+l is about to be initiated, then I know that he should
become a member of S, and that he should be initiated three (or however many) summers after S+l.

I know that all members of S+l should

be married three years after all those of 5+2 have been married, and
so forth.

In other words, age-sets, even those so loosely organized

as among Shokleng, suppLy a way of measuring out. time, and of specifying precisely when in the future some transition should be

made~

And they do so equitably for all individuals passing through these
transi tions.
Some such mechanism is essential for making Shokleng social
organization work.

I have argued that for Shokleng it is axiomatic

that all "adults" be married, and, moreover, that they have living
spouses.
hood?

But how tc specify precisely when an individual reaches adul t-

This is critical, if no one is to be passed over., when it comes

to getting spouses.

Yet nothing. in my definition of the husband-wife
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category determines when an individual should be married.
system fills precisely this gap.

The age-set

It provides a means of specifying

precisely when marriage shQuld occur, and it standardizes wi thin limits
the age-timing for all men.

Because Shokleng place such emphasis upon

equal treatment, on making sure that no one is cheated, this is a crucial part of the total social system.

It is a constant theme in

Shokleng political history that men fight over women, that bitterness
arises if some men have wives while others dQ not.

Eduardo de Lima e

Silva Hoerhan summed it. up nicely, when he said that the prime mover of
Shokleng politics was always chercher la femme.

4.4 The Shokleng and Shavante Systems
Perhaps it seems an odd conclusion that Shokleng age-sets are
used primarily as a means of regulating marriage.
sound.

Yet it seems to me

And it is backed up by comparisons with. the Shavante age-set

system, which plays a similar role.

Shavante age-sets serve to delimit

temporally the transition between "bachelorhood" and "young manhood,"
a transition that is connected with marriage.

All of the bachelors

are married in a joint marriage ceremony, as part of their passage to
young manhood.

Among Shavante this is. of· considerable importance.

there the scarcity of women forces men to look hard for wives.

For

Bachelors

must "marry" pre-pubescent girls (Maybury-Lewis 1967: 78),1 where marriage consists in establishing rights over these girls as future spouses.
If rights of thi·s sort were not established,the girls would upon

IMaYbury-Lewis (1967: 78) states that, when he "witnessed such
a ceremony in Sao Domingos (1958) all the brides were immature, and
some of them were carried out to be married on their mothers' hips."
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reaching puberty almost certainly be snapped up by older men.
Here some interesting contrasts between the two systems begin
to emerge.

Shavante marriage insures that bachelors

wi~l

have sexually

ready wives five years later, when the young men become "mature men."
Among Shokleng the marriage ceremony is generally followed by co-residence and establishment of regruar sexual relations, and so of
husband-wife relations.

Their ceremony thus serves to mark a point in

time after which it is socially imperative that a man have a living
spouse.

Far from establishing a right over some female ,. as among

Shavante, it establishes a duty.

A. man must thereafter have a spouse,

not necessarily the woman he "married," but some woman.
Where Shotieng have a single age category of "bachelor" (G ) ,
2
Shavan te really have two categories, "bachelor without rights over a
female" and "bachelor with rights over a female," what Maybury-Lewis
calls "young man."
tively.

These grades are named wapte and ritai 'wa, respec-

And they have precisely five-year time spans, corresponding

wi th the five-year age spans of age-sets.
actua~ly

defined by the age-set system.

defined something as follows:

Moreover, the grades are
The wapte grade would be

if x is a member of some age-set S, and

S has not been initiated, then x is in the wapte grade.

1

For the

ritai'wa grade, one would choose a definition resembling the following:
if x is a member of age-set S, and S-l is in the wapte grade, then x is
\

in the ritai'wa grade.

The mature men's (predu). grade would be defined

IThese definitions probably require modifications, owing to the
time-interval between inauguration and induction of the age-set, on
which see Stewart's (1977: 145-46) discussion. I present them only as
a means of illustrating my general point.
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similarly.

All of these age-grade transitions depend upon the initia-

tion ceremony, which pushes age-sets upward through the age-grade structure, and is thus itself definitional.
Among Shokleng age-grades are defined independently of agesets.

The age-setsmerely serve to specify temporally when the G to G
2
3

transition should oc=, and thus indirectly when the G to G transi3
4
tion should occur.

Shavante age-5lets determine instead when transitions

do occur, because they actually define those transitions.

As a result,

there are some fascinating differences as to how age categories "work"
in these two societies, which I unfortunately cannot enter into here.
Perhaps it will be of help in conceptualizing these two systems,
if I represent them in diagrams (Fig. 9):

G
Z

l-----!-=--1----1

:}

S
r

I S-l I
L ___ I

S-l
L

Shokleng

J

Ritai'wa
Wapte

Shavante

Fig. 9.--Shokleng and ShavanteAge-Set Systems

Shavante age-sets define age-grade transitions, and so I have represented
the sets as flush with the age-grade lines, in contrast wi th the
Shokleng case.

S is what. I call the "bachelor's age-set" among Shokleng,

although the corresponding Shavante set is called by Maybury-Lewis the
"young man's age-set."

For Shokleng it is unclear whether S-l is

actually a set, as I have already indicated.

This is the primary reason

for doubting whether Shokleng have a genuine age-set system.

If 8-1 is
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not a set, then there is in existence at any given time only one set,
which violates Stewart's (1977: 28) "two-group characteristic."
5. Rites of Passage
Most Shokleng ceremonies are intimately connected with the age.grade structure, and so it will be appropriate to discuss them briefly
in this context.

My purpose is merely to provide an overview of what

kinds of ceremony Shokleng have, and of when they occur, not to give
an analysis of the rites themselves.
It will be convenient to distinguish two classes of ceremonies
timed in accord with contingent events, eSPE?ciall.y life-cyclic junctures (e.g., birth, puberty, death.).

They are triggered by these

events alone, and so map a contingent and individualized pattern along
the temporal axis.

In the second class are ceremonies that oc= on a

cyclical basis, for example, every summer, or every fifth summer.

It

is possible for such ceremonies to be connected with life-cyclic junctures, but these latter never determine their timing.

Thus, among

Shokleng, all male infants receive lip-plugs when the great angradn
festival occurs, but this is itself calendrically timed, having nothing
to do with when any particular child is born.

The timing. is regular

and predictable, mapping a pattern of periodicity along the temporal
axis.

I will be concerned in this section only with the first class,

and moreover only with those ceremonies especially relevant to the age.grade structure.

I will discuss the second class briefly in Sec. 6.

I
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5.1 On Ritual Action
While I will not be concerned here especially with the content
of these ceremonies, I must nonetheless indicate something of my conception of "ritual action."

Among Shokleng, ceremonial or ritual con-

duct can be described much as I have des=ibed other kinds of conduct.
One attempts to isolate "conduct types"· and to specify the. conditions
under which they occur or are socially imperative (cf. Chap. I, Sec.
4).

But there is something more involved; we feel dissatisfied with a

purely objective account, in a. way that we do not for other social
behavior, because we see ritual behavior as having a component of
"meaning."

Something is being communicated.

But just what?

And how?

I claim that this meaning is not "symbolic" or referential, as
in that part of language of which we are most conscious
1976).

At least it is not so by itself.

(Silverstei~

Ritual behavior, apart from

language, can signal only indexically or iconically.

It "points to"

something by virtue of a rule of spatio-temporal. continguity, or by
virtue of physical resemblance.

Ritual behavior can assume socially

standardized referential meaning only in conjunction with native
exegesis, and so only in conjunction with language.
Now it is just such exegesis that is missing among Shokleng,
and probably among all G~.

Shokleng never talk to each other about

what ritual acts might "mean," and the notion of an interpretation seems
utterly foreign to them.

It. is true that some ceremonial objects and

events are called by terms strongly suggesting a symbolic significance.
And Shokleng are perhaps even subliminally aware of this.

But the

bulk of ceremonial action has no referential meaning whatsoever.

It
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operates communicatively only in the indexical and inconic sign modes.
It is probably for this reason that some aspects of their ceremonies
seem so mys terious, perhaps even primevally uncons cious , to us.
try

For we

to place symbolic interpretations upon them where none properly

belong. 1
In my concern for how Shokleng ceremonies are timed, therefore,
I do not consider that I am engaging in idle analysis, avoiding the
question of meaIJing.

For timing is indexation par excellence, and

indexation is a key mode of ritual signalling among Shokleng.

It is

true that there is more to these ceremonies than simply when they
occur,2 but this occurrence is itself of considerable importance.
What Shokleng ceremonies communicate is at least in part that the event
·occasioning them is socially significant.

The event. may be definitional

with respect to some social category, or it may be significant for some

lIt is true that a sign must be "interpreted" whether it is in
the indexical, iconic, or "symbolic" mode. But symbolic interpretation
of a non-linguistic sign can hardly be socially standardized, unless
the meaning is bestowed by a linguistic gloss. Indexical and iconic
interpretations, however, do not depend on such glossing. An icon or
index may to be sure receive a gloss, thereby facilitating the interpretation. But a sign is a pure icon or index precisely in proportion
as its meaning can be deciphered without a gloss. Singer (1978: 216)
had I think something similar in mind when he distinguished Peircean
symbols, from icons and indices, as depending on a "mental association."
A similar point has been made by Silverstein (1976: 53) ..
Since Shokleng engage in very little glossing of non-linguistic
signs, the meaning of these signs seems obscure if we try to interpret
them symbolically. How can they have any socially standardized symbolic meaning? Shifting our attention to the indexical and iconic
modes, however, allows us to understand how social standardization
might be possible, even in the absence of glossing.
2

I hope to undertake elsewhere a detailed analysis of Shokleng
ceremonialism, on which I have copious data. Here I can do little more
than mention some of the highlights.
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other reason.

Whatever the case, the ceremony communicates this sig-

nificance by virtue of a "rule of spatio-temporal contiguity."

It is

tri.ggered or timed by that event.
5.2 Birth
Birth occupies as an event a position of first importance with
regard to Shokleng social categories.

It establishes the initial

mother-child relation, and is as well intimately connected with the
initial. father-child relation.

Similarly, ,it is the birth of a child

that solidifies a husband-wife bond, and each subsequent child augments
that solidity.

As a consequence, birth plays an indirect role in

defining affinal categories, and as well all of, those categories in
relation to which the elementary ones occupy a definitional position.
It should be no surprise that it has so prominent an associated ceremom.°al l.n·de x. I
0

It is the occasion for two interconnected rites..
in "hiding" the placenta and umbilical cord.

For this purpose t.'le

father selects what I will call a "ceremonial father"
"ceremonial mother"

,

(~).

One consists

(kokra) and

. These ceremonial parents wrap the cord and

placenta in certain medicinal plants, then take them into the forest.
Singing various ceremonial songs, they hide each of the parts separately,
which concludes this rite.
later.

The second rite takes place a week or so

Having prepared a quantity of food, the father ·invites the

ceremonial parents and their kin to a cord-tying ceremony.
guests eat, but the actual parents refrain.

All of the

Then the ceremonial mot.'1er

wraps the infant's ankles with cords, and unwraps them .agai,n, as the
IThe Kaingang rites seem to be similar.

- -- ----------- --------- --- -- -- ------- --- ----- ---------- - ---------- -- - -- .--.----- -- ----- - - - ---- ------. - -- -- ---- - -- - - --- - --- ---- ------ -- -- -- - - - --- ----------
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ceremonial father accompanies with ritual singing.

At its conclusion,

the ceremonial father tosses the child into the air, and says kangrai
mu. katere ("the irara falls").

On this point Shokleng remark that the

irara, a small mammal (Tayra barbara) resembling the North American
marten, often falls from trees, but it never dies.

5 .3 Puberty
Shokleng have, so far as I know, no rituals specifically
marking the onset of puberty.
Kaingang.

And in this respect they differ from

For among Kaingang boys and girls have their incisors chip-

shaxpened at puberty.

I find this contrast intriguing..

What seems odd

is not thatXaingang have such a rite, but instead that Shokleng do not.
For puberty is an "event" of sor.ts occupying a definitional position
wi th respe ct to the "bachelors ,." and "young women's" age categories

(see Sec. 3.2.2 of this chapter).

It would seem thus a prime candi-

date for ceremonial indexation. . Why should Shokleng not index this
event?
I have as yet no answer to this question.

Perhaps it is

con~

nected with the "great. transformation" through which Shokleng society
passed.

If so, I cannot say as yet just how.

Sharpened teeth seem

themselves to provide an overt index of "Kaingang-ness," much as lipplugs provide an index of "Shokleng-ness."
Shokleng adopted liP-Plugs

l

It is not unlikely that

as part of a pragmatic strategy to differ-

lIn this context I should mention. that the neighboring Guaran1
groups wore. lip-plugs (see, e.g., Metraux 1948: 83). It is possible
that Shokleng got the idea of lip-plugs from them, although this is no
explanation for the problem I have been discussing. Certainly, Shokleng
were familiar enough with Guaran1. They often captured Guaran1 women,
whom they used as house servants. On the whole, however, the Shokleng
atti tude toward Guaran1 was one of contempt.
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entiate themselves from Kaingang, who were their implacable enemies.

But

Shokleng give lip-plugs to male children during infancy (Sec. 6 of this
chapter).

They could have done so at puberty, thereby emphasizing that

event, and yet still indexing their cultural distinctiveness.
Without proposing an explanation for .this contrast, I should
remark that it is consistent with everything I know about Shokleng that they
de-emphasize the transition at puberty, attempting to make it appear
gradual.

I have already remark·ed on this characteristic of Southern

G8 generally, as contrasted with Northern and Central G8.

What must be

added is that Shokleng de-emphasize.. it even more than Kaingang. 1

They

carry the general tendency to a logical extreme.

5.4 To pre pun
Shokleng have no ceremony specifically indexing puberty.

But

they do have a set of rites associated wi th events occurring during
bachelorhood, which I will call by the Shokleng term to pre pun.

2

When a boy begins to hunt he is initially prohibited from
eating any of the game he himself kills.

According to the normative

statement of this rule, violation would result in his thereafter having
difficulty in finding game (cf. Sec. 6.3.2 of Chap. II).
his parents eat this game.

Neither may

It is given instead to the ceremcnial

father, who may eat it or distribute it as he sees fit.

·Only once he

has killed a number of animals of a. given species is the prohibition

II was told that Kaingang boys also receive additional names at
puberty, a custom for which I found no evidence among Shokleng.
2The Kaingang appear to have similar rites.
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lifted.

This event is marked on a species by species basis by the to

pre pun rites.
When the boy has brought back the requisite animal, the meat is
cooked, and his parents invite the ceremonial parents to a meal.
them share the food.

All of

This is the first time the boy and his parents

have been permitted to eat game he has killed.

They may do so from now

on with impunity, at least insofar as this species is concerned.

At the

close of this ceremony the boy' s cheeks are painted with black discs,
which index his change in status.
I was told that such rites are held in connection with the fol-

lowing species:
7. guan (jacupema, port.)
8. peccary
9. collared peccary

1. howler monkey
2. monkey
3. coati
4. tayra (irara, port.)
5. piping guan(jacutinga, port.)
6. hawk

10. deer
11. partridge
12. tapir

(~,

port.)

The order presumably parallels a typical sequence of rites, owing to
relative difficulty in hunting.

However, I am somewhat skeptical that

each boy undergoes every rite, since I was unable to confirm this.

A

similar rite is often held for a man later in life, if he finds himself
having bad luck in hunting.
Without proposing a thoroughgoing interpretation of these rites,
I should nevertheless note the following.

First, childhood among

Shokleng is above all a phas e of dependency.

Chi Idren receive from

their parents, but they give nothing in return.
capable of providing for himself.

Nor is a. child even

It seems to me thus possible to view

the prohibition upon eating one' s own game as a codification and. prolongation of that dependency.

Just so may these rites be seen as
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indexing the gradual and individualized transition from dependency to
independence through which each boy passes.

Simul.taneously, each rite

marks a progression toward symmetry and reciprocity, and away from
asymmetry, in the boy's relations with his parents.

Second, the

initial prohibition conditions the boy to giving, and thus to the
system of "transferences" into which all men enter .(Chap. II, Sec. 5.2).
While these rites eliminate progressively the obligation to give, by
this time the boy has already entered into transfer relations.

Third,

the "ceremonial father" is in some sense a model of the future wife's
father.

Just as a boy must give to his ceremonial father, so must he

later give to his wife' s father.

This relation prepares him for his

future relations and is thus part of the means by which his transition
to adulthood is smoothed.
5.5 Death
AmO.ng those Shokleng ceremonies triggered. by specific events,
by far most important are those connected. with death.
note just why death as
not because death is

an

And here I may

event is so significant for Shokleng.

definitional.wi~~

It is

regard to social. categories.

Of course, in some sense it is implici Uy so, since category membership is predicated upon existence.
reason.

But there is., I claim, a different

It is that existence is a key component of the axioms struc-

turing Shokleng social organization.

Thus, all those who have passed

through the "marriage" ceremony must have a li.ving spouse, just as all
"children" must have living parents, and all couples prior· to elderhood
must have Ii ving children in the G grade.
1
Shokleng so significant.

No wonder death seems for

It threatens those axioms upon ,..hich their

social organization is founded.
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Perhaps this interpretation will seem reified.

Yet I believe

that, viewed from the perspective of these axioms, a good deal of the
indexical and iconic signalling going on in these rites begins to make
sense.

What is being signalled is the significance of death relative

to certain social categories, especially to the husband-wife category,

which is regulated by a key axiom of existence.

It is the specific

form of these rites, however, that conveys this meaning,. not simply
their timing, and so I will be unable here to do more than make this
claim.
5.5.1 The Event
I have already discussed the death of children (Chap. III, Sec.
3.2.2).

As regards bachelors and young women, it can be predicted

that their death is unproblematic insofar as Shokleng. social organization is concerned; they fall under none of the axioms of existence.
fact, they are cremated, much as are adults.
almost none of the associated ceremony.

In

But their death occasions

It is primarily with regard to

married persons that death is of ceremonial significance, and among
these with regard to mature men moreso than young men.
A death is typically accompanied. by the burning of the village
in which it occurred.

Responsibili ty for cremation itself. falls upon

men from the opposite moiety (Chap .. V), who are also from a special
class.

These men take the body some· ways away from the village, and

there cremate it, while singing the angye. komang or "fearing" songs
(Sec. ·4.1 of this chapter).
burying the remains.

They are also responsible subsequently for

For three days following all members of the vil-

lage or trekking group paint wi:th their moiety-class designs.
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5.5.2 Seclusion
It is imperative. that the surviving spouse go immediately into
seclusion (waikbmang).

For this purpose a small seclusion camp is con-

structed either due east or due west of the village, depending on the
spouse's moiety membership, at a distance sufficient to insure isolation from the community.

The. spouse has contact only with two atten-

dants, who belong to that same special class whose members are charged
with responsibility for cremations.

Seclusion is maintained for a

period of two weeks or one lunar month, depending again upon moiety
membership.
For the most part, the spouse is completely alone, and must comply with various special conduct types.

There are dietary restrictions,

limitations upon time periods for wailing, special sleeping positions,
and so forth.

All of these are codified in normative statements,

wherein violation is said to result in discovery by the deceased's
ghost-soul, and so in death.
5.5.3 The Angy~dnl
AS the seclusion phase draws to a close, all members of the
village make preparations for the

angy~dn

ceremony.

Large vats of

ceremonial mead are prepared, the plaza is cleaned, and ceremonial
dance rattles are made.

On the scheduled day, attendants go to the

seclusion camp to prepare t."le spouse.

This consists· in (1) trimming

lKaingang have a precisely analogous ceremony, '~hich they refer
to by the . cognate term engy~H. Both engyHi and angyidn indicate the
kind of singing appropriate for this ceremony. The dancing style is
known as vengre.dn, a cognate of the Shokleng term waingredn.
I had opportunity to witness one angy~dn ceremony during my
stay among the Shokleng.

I
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of hair and nails, which have been allowed to grow out, (2) painting
with the appropriate moiety-class designs, and (3) decoration with
eagle down.

Meanwhile, members of the community paint with their

moiety-class designs, and congregate around the central plaza.

The

spouse,'s young children are concealed in one of the huts.
The spouse walks arm in arm wi th ,the two attendants toward the

When this trio comes wi thin sight, the men b,egin dancing in

village.

a circle (waingredn) around the plaza.

They form a loose column some

four abreast, singing to the accompaniment of their dance rattles, which
are shaken by each individual more or less rhythmically, but not especially in coordination with others, so that the result is a general
cacophony.

The direction of dancing (clockwise or ocunterclockwise)

depends upon the spouse's moiety membership.
Upon arrival at the plaza, the trio takes up a position in the
oclumn of dancers,. either in front, if the spouse is male, or behind,
if female.

Dancing continues in this fashion for one or more rounds.

After this the spouse is given meed to drink, then brought to where
his or her children .have been. ocncealed.

They are reunited, and the

spouse returns to the plaza, taking up a position in its center.
Dancing resumes with women now joining in, forming a loose column
behind the men.

Each dance is undertaken in a direction opposite its

predecessor, with all concerned becoming progressively more intoxicated,
1.U1til the supplies of mead r1.U1 out.

At that point the ceremony is

concluded.
The spouse takes up residence for a time with one of the
attendants.

Judging from

ou~~ard

appearances, however, their relation-
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ship is more than one of co-residence.

It actually resembles a husband-

wife bond, although I was unable to learn. whether they engaged in
sexual relations.

Perhaps it is testimony to the close analogy

between their relationship and a husband-wife bond that they may,
should they prove compatible, remain together permanently.
S. 5.4 Remarks
My concern in this section has been to provide only a brief

overview of the ceremonial apparatus connected with death.

Even so,

I hope I have presented sufficient material to indicate in what way
death is of significance for Shokleng (and as well Kaingang).

All

Ge

tribes give some sort of ritual recognition to death as an event, but
it is only Southern
cipal ceremonies.

Ge

that make it an occasion· for one of their prin-

And they do so by indexing its disruptive effect

primarily upon the marriage bond,. a fact I consider almost predictable,
given the axioms of Shokleng social organization.

Forming and main-

taining solidary husband-wife relations are the central preoccupation
of Shokleng social life.

Death is what ultimately undermines that

solidarity, often placing the surviving spouse in violation of a key
axiomatic imperative, viz., that all adults should have living spouses.
consequently, it is on this aspect of death that Shokleng focus in
their ceremonies.
If such a correspondence between ceremonial marking and axioms
obtains more generally, I suspect that axioms of Northern and Central
social organizations ·may be distinct from those I have described.

For

all ethnographers .agree upon the. importance of initiation rites among

Ge
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these groups.

This suggests that the central preoccupations in these

societies may be with forming and maintaining parent-child relations,
instead of husband-wife relations.

It seems to me that T. Turner's

(n.d. a) analysis of Northern and C.entral
roborates this.
assumption.

Ge

social organizations cor-

In some sense he has implicitLy reasoned from this

Now with regard to parent-child bonds it is not so much

death that appears disruptive as "growing up."

Children must in some

. measure separate from their parents, if they are themselves to become
parents and establish their own relations.
natural that Northern and Central
initiation.

Ge

consequently, it seems

should focus ceremonially upon

For it is by means of initiation that children grow up.
6. Cyclic Ceremonies

Aside from ceremonies triggered by contingent events, Shokleng
have certain periodic ceremonies, which are also of significance as
regards the age-grade structure.
ritual indexation of events.

Here it is not simply a question of

As I have already argued with regard to

"marriage" (Sec. 4.4 of this chapter), it is the very periodicity of
these ceremonies itself that provides a mechanism for marking when
certain events ought to occur.

I want in this section to describe the

Shokleng cycle, and to give some idea of what events it serves to
trigger.
6.1 The Angradn

l

One basic format is followed for all cyclic ceremonies among
Shokleng.

This is what I call the angradn.

A description of it should

II was unable to obtain good information on the analogous Kaingang ceremony. Judging from information I did obtain and from their
annual kiki festival, which I witnessed at Iva1, there. are some major
differences.
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thus suffice as a generic description of all of these ceremonies.

I

need then add only what differentiates "great angradn festivals" from
tlmarriage ceremonies, If and so forth.

All such ceremonies are preceded by a phase of preparation.
This varies in length and intensity with the particular ceremony planned.
Thus, preparation for a great angradn festival may 'take several weeks,
and this does not include time devoted to manufacturing ceremonial
regalia and gifts, which are usually begun well in advance.

When I

speak of "preparation," I mean essentially (1) the making of vats of
mead, (2) hunting and gathering so as to build up a food surplus, and
(3) cleaning of the plaza, all of which are undertaken at least in part
collectively.

It is only once these tasks have been completed that

the ceremony begins.
The angradn has its own special form of "dancing," which involves
no displacement in space.

This is a key feature of the angradn, that

in it positions are more or less fixed for its duration.

And in this

it differs from the angyidn, where dancing consists in motion in a
circle.

In the angradn men, accompanied by their wives, take up posi-

tions in a, circle about the central fire, and remain there for most of
the ceremony.

They pound their lances, sing angradn songs, and become

thoroughly drunk on mead.

Their wives accompany them with a kind of

"dance," bending their arms outward and up at the elbow, then down
again, in a more or less rhythmical fashion.
than this to the basic angradn format.,

There is nothing more

Such acti v±ty may even itself

constitute a complete ceremony, lasting a day or two, as when trekking
groups reunite.

Usually, however, it occurs together with

o~~er

activities.
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6.2 The Great Angradn Festival
What I call the "great angradn festival" is sometimes called by
Shokleng waichd:dn or "blackening."

This name is also used for its

principal component rite, the giving of lip-plugs to male infants or
of thigh-tattoos to females.
every two or three years.

1

The great festival oc=s periodically
ASide from the basic angradn format, it is

characterized by various special rites, which occur. more or less in the
sequence in which I present them.

6.2.1 A hadn ("your making")
At various times throughout this ceremony, which lasts from
three to five days, two lines of some five men each form on opposite
sides of the central fire.

Each line shouts in unison a single word,

!!ill.

(a small bird), wili C"woodpecker"), and so

e.g.,
forth.

~

("tick"),

The opposite line then shouts it back.

A word is "tossed"

back and forth in this way several times,. after which both lines
repeat in unison a set verbal formula, e.g., "over the big river the
wasp goes."

Then they begin again with a different word, continuing in

this way for some time.

The social composition of these. two opposing

lines seems random, although I was told once that the a hadn should
oppose fathers to ceremonial fathers.

6.2.2 Yovi
Occasionally, the ceremonial father or mother w·ill. pick up the
ceremonial child and carry it back and forth a=oss the plaza, singing

lThis interval is what I inferred from concrete descriptions of
the pre-contact period. It seems to me probable that there was an
exact rule, but if so my informants were unaware of it.
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certain special songs.

This· is called by Shokleng yovi..

Afterwards,

the child is returned to its parents.

6 .2.3 Wai ch3:dn ("blackening")
Shokleng call by this name the specific rite in which lip-plugs
and thigh-tattoos are given respectively to male and female children,
who range in age from a few months to about three years..

Responsibili ty

for perfo:rming these acts falls to the ceremonial parents, and in particular to the ceremonial father.

In return they receive from the

parents various gifts, including ceremonial obj ects, blankets, and
eagle feathers.
The lip-piercing and thigh-tattooing are carried out near the
center of the plaza, generally on the second or third day.
child's lip has been pierced or thigh tattooed,

1

After a

it is carried by its

ceremonial father across the plaza and told "you have been made," or
perhaps better, "this is your making."

6.2.4 Kavign Tossing
Kavign
fiber.

2

are cylindrical baskets made of bark· and stuffed wi th

They range from a foot to two feet or more in length, and are

made by the parents for the ceremonial parents.

A complete set con-

lThis consists in imprinting a few circular black marks, just
above the kneecap. A mixture of crushed carbon is smeared over the skin,
then jabbed in with a shal:ply pointed sticJ<. Shokleng say these marks
insure that a girl will be able to ·"alk long distances without tiring.
2This name is also given to a species of bird (Muscivora
tyrannus). called by Brazilians tesoura. Anyone who has observed how
these birds seem almost to float back and forth in the air will appreciate why Shokleng use this same name for the ceremonial objects I
describe.
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sists of three, one called the "man," another the· "woman," and a third
the "child."
wife."

Shokleng say that the man and woman are "husband and

It is the tossing back and forth of these kavign that consti-

tutes the concluding rite of this great angradn festival
For this rite parents and ceremonial parents are supposed to
assemble on opposite sides of the central fire.

In fact, almost every-

one joins in the merriment, tossing these kavign

bac~.and

forth.

Shokleng say that kavign should never touch ground, and that they
should remain. in perpetual motion.

As

a consequence, . the air is filled

wi th them, lofting back and forth, with everyone shouting "catch mine,
catch mine."

When the kavign have become ragged, the entire ceremony

comes to a close.
6.2.5 Remarks
Just as the angy;,dn marks death, so does this great angradn
festival celebrate birth.
Shokleng society.

By means of it children are inducted into

They are given those indices (lip-plugs, thigh-

tattoos) through which Shokleng differentiate themselves from
Kaingang.

But just as the angy;,dn has a more specific significance,

i.e., it is concerned with death especially insofar as it disrupts
marriage bonds, so I claim does this angradn.

It focuses upon birth

especially insofar as it is a marker of the solidity of marriage
\

bonds.

Simul taneously, because marriages are the focus of alliances

between non-kin, this ceremony is about affinity· and the integration
of society as a whole.
I suggested previously how ceremonial parents supply a "model"
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of the child's future affinal relations (Sec. 5.4).

In this ceremony,

however, it is primarily their relationship to the actual parents that
is emphasized.

I will discuss this somewhat more thoroughly later

(Chap. VI), but I may note that the father/ceremonial father and
mother/ceremonial mother relationships are archetypes of relationships
of affinity and non-kinship.

It is with respect to these relationships

that the iconic and indexical signalling of this ceremony is to be
interpreted.

The ceremony is about the dialectic between non-kinsmen

through which marriage bonds are established, and it is through marriage (and childbirth) that kinship itself is created.

I suggest that

the continual interplay between parents and ceremonial parents throughout this ceremony be interpreted in just this way.
As regards the cyclical nature of these ceremonies, here it is

possible to gain further insights into the mechanics of timing of lifecyclic occurrences.

I t. is of course following this great angradn that

. bachelors must undergo the "marriage" ceremony (Sec. 4.4).

This cere-

mony creates an obligation that they establish marriage. relations.
it is childbirth that finally solidifies husband-wife bonds.

Now

And there

is a definite expectation that, once a man has gone through this ceremony, he himself will have a child before the next great angradn
festivaL

In other words, this ceremonial cycle supplies a means of

specifying precisely when a man must begin to form a marriage bond,
but simultaneously when that bond should have solidified.

6. 3 The Annual. Angy;,dn
Shokleng seem to have held an angradn festival of some sort every
SUllUller, even when lip-plugs were not given.

This cerelllony was followed
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by a cyclical version of the angy;'dn.

It resembles the standard

angy;,dn associated with death, except insofar as it has no spouse'
returning from seclusion.

Instead, Shokleng visit the "cemetery"

where the remains from cremation are buried.

Open returning from this

cemetary, painted with their moiety-class designs, they perform circular waingredn dances.

It is also at this time that pairs of men engage

in the waiDkredn, wherein Shokleng origin myths are re ci ted.

Two men

sit opposite each other near the central plaza fire, and repeat the
myth syllable for syllable, with one man echoing the other, muc.'J. as in
the a hadn.

They continue in this fashion for' as much as a half hour,

until. all episodes have been recited.

Such angy;,dn ceremonies gen-

erally last only one day.
7. The Uses of Age Categories

Age categories can be "used" in organizing conduct in a number
of distinct ways.

They can directly specify conditions under which indi-

vidual or collective conduct is socially appropriate..
used to create. a system of relational categories.

Or they can be

Or again they can

be used in conjunction with other categories to specify "temporal limits"
on the appropriateness of conduct relative to those categories.

I sug-

gested previously (Sec. 2 of this chapter) that. this latter is of
special significance among Shokleng, and perhaps among all GE;.

Here

I want to consider somewhat more thoroughly these various usages, and
in so doing to show how the Shokleng system "works. n
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7.1 Individual and Collective Imperatives
By "individual imperatives" I mean conduct of actors in relation to the world generally, apart from that involving specific social
relationships.

Shokleng age categories somewhat loosely specify con-

ditions under which such conduct types are socially appropriate.
Thus, "children" (of grade Gll are given great freedom by the
community as a whole.

They come and go as they please almost anywhere,

intrude in almost any situation, and are rarel¥ reprimanded for it.
Such behavior on the part of members of older age grades would never
be countenanced.

Similarly, "bachelors" lead characteristically a life

of leisure, hunting as they please, and generally lolling.

If engaged

in by· "young men," this kind of behavior would be looked down upon,
although there is a gradualness about this transition.

Certainly,

"mature men" are expected always to be engaged in serious and productive business, caring for the responsibilities of society as a
whole.

It. is the mature men who embody society's ideals, who actually

do most hunting, and who maintain the political machinery intact.

Any

deviation by a mature man toward the bachelor ideal of leisure would
cause him to lose face and social prestige..

Yet by the time of

elderhood both men and women become decidedly eccentric.

They are

allowed to behave in ways that would be considered wholly inappropriate
for members of other age categories.
Women pass through very similar phases, but there are some
differences.

"Young women" have somewhat less leisure than bachelors,

and their transition to "womanhood" is somewhat more abrupt than the
corresponding transition for men.

Nor do women embody so much of the
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social ideal as men.

They permitted more latitude in their behavior,

and indeed are expected 'to make use of it.

They frequently act in a

bawdy or overtly aggressive manner in situations where men are obliged
to maintain restraint.

In elderhood women are even more eccentric

than men.
What I call "collective imperatives," in contrast with these
individual ones, are socially appropriate conduct types relative to
collectivities, such as all members of a given age category.

In fact,

only some age categories regularly serve as a basis for organizing collective imperatives.
engaged in by men (G

I have already described the collective hunts
3

and G ) (Chap. LI, Sec. 4.2.1). ,Men, and espe4

cially mature men, also organize and participate in all political
meetings and ceremonies.

They-form the principal contingent in the '

column of dancers in angy;,dn ceremonies.

Aside from. thi's, there is a

good deal of collective activity among bachelors, but here organization is primarily by age-sets.

Finally, some collective activity

occurs among young women, e.g •. , they go jointly to fetch 'N'ater used
in preparing ceremonial mead.
7.2 Age Categories as a Relational System
Shokleng also make some use of age categories in ordering
relational conduct.
to children (G )·
l

Thus, elders (G ) stand in a joking'relationship
S
Between mature men (G ) and bachelors (G ) there
4
2

predominates an asynmtetrical relationship of teaching and learning.
Between young men (G ) and bachelors, however, as well as between
3
young men and mature men, there is a relationship of mutual respect and
perhaps partial avoidance.

As regards relations between male and female
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age categories, I found it difficult to make generalizations.

It seems

that other categories, e.g., kin vs. non-kin, predominate here in
organizing conduct.

On the whole, Shokleng make far less use than they

might of age categories as a means of ordering relationships.

A simple

calculation show there to be some twenty-one possible relational cate,gories (e.g., G -G , G -G ,
I 2
I 3

).

Of these Shoklengmakeprominent

use of fewer than ten.
7.3 The Demarcation of Time
Shokleng .age categories are put to one final. use, which I must
now dis cuss.

They are used as a means of demarcating time, and thereby

of specifYing when conduct relative to other categories is socially
appropriate.

This usage .is especially marked in connection with parent-

child and husband-wife relations.

Shokleng age categories provide a

means of marking phases in the development of these relationships.

They

furnish a mechanism for precisely timing just when one phase should end
and another begin.

In some sense, therefore, they are a "model of and

for" these phases.

But there is nothing at all mysterious about this.

Like all social categories, they serve to specify those "conditions
under which conduct types are socially imperative" (cf. Chap. I, Sec.
4.3).

It just so happens that" conditions" in this case means "time

limits.

It

I have discussed these phases already in various contexts, and
need here provide only a summary and overview.

In parent-child inter-

actions, it is principally the child's .age category membership that
determined what. conduct types are operative.

Childhood is a phase of

asymmetrical dependency upon parents, dependence for. food, shelter, and
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protection.

Children occupy the same family space as their parents, eat

what they are. given by them, and turn to them for satisfaction of whatever needs they may have.

It is during bachelorhood and young woman-

hood that this asymmetry gives way to a reciprocity.

Sons and daughters

begin to provide for their parents, albeit never to any considerable
extent.

It is only once parents become elders that a sort of reverse
forme~with

dependency is

children·in some measure supporting their

parents.
In the history of a given parent-child relationship, the child's
marriage, and therefore passage into young manhood. or womanhood, is
also critical.

A son ceases to reside with his parents, taking up

residence instead with his WF.

While a woman continues co-residing at

the household level, she occupies a new family space, and begins
cooking on her own.
at this juncture.
reason.

It is

Parent-child relations are thus greatly modified
But the juncture is critical as well for another

~~at

it marks onset of a phase when the son and daughter

become parents in their own

right~

Especially for a man, this phase

brings with it a new network of social relations:

his affines.

Not

only must he co-reside with them, in an atmosphere· of uneasy formality,
but he is obliged always to give to them.
give way only when he himself makes

~~e

These are patterns which

transition to mature manhood,

and so becomes a WF in his own, and the head of a separate household.
Shokleng are probably not alone in using their age categories
in this way.
as regards

T. Turner (1966: 105, f.n. 1) made a similar observation

Nor~~ern

Kayapo age grades:

"

. . the system of age

grades, constituting the Cayapo model of the individual life cycle, also
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parallels the important stages in the developmental cycle of the
domestic group. n

And the same idea. was already implicit in Maybury-

Lewis's (1967) work.
remarkable.

My point is not that this phenomenon itself is

Indeed, it seems perfectly natural to use age categories

as a means of delimiting phases in the development of social relationships.

My point concerns instead the multiple uses to which a single

set of age categories can be put.

As a system of classification, age

grades help in making sense. of the present.

They parcel society into

discrete sets of individuals, in relation to which various conduct
types may be considered socially appropriate.
as well create a relational system.

In this way they can

But precisely because age cate-

gories are defined in accord with features possessing intrinsic temporality, the classification also serves to order time, and therefore
to make the future predictable.

CHAPTER V

VILLAGE, MOIETY, AND CLASS
1. Ethnographic Issues
Most of the ethnographic mystery surrounding Shokleng social
organization concerned their "moiety-class system."
system was it?

What kind of

And how did it relate to that of Kaingang?

It was

primarily to resolve these issues that I decided to undertake field
research among Shokleng.

I wished to discover whether Shokleng were

essentially like Kaingang, as Metraux (1947) and Nimuendaju (1946:
82-83) seemed to suspect, in which case Henry's data must have been
faulty.

Or, al·ternati vely, whether the Shokleng system was signif-

icantly different, in which case the question became how to understand
the differences.
I have already discussed the controversy over these issues
(Chap. I, Sec. 2.3).

My own research indicated that Shokleng are in

fact radically distinct.

Yet they can be shown to be related to

Kaingang through a reasonably simple, if by implication revolutionary,
transformation.

The Kaingang system consists of a set of exogamous,

patrilineally-recrui ted moieties, and of thre!;! "classes," which are
recruited in accord with name transmissions.

A person belongs to

whatever class the person belonged whose names he received.

These two

partitions of society intersect to form six "moiety-class" groupings,
241
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each of which is associated with a distinct paint design, used during
the ceremonies connected with death.
Now among Shokleng there are similarly six groupings, as Henry
(1936a: 52-53) originally proposed.

And each of these is associated with

.
I used during the angy,j,dn ceremony
"
(Chap.
a distinct paint d es~gn,

IV, Sec. 5.5.3).

Moreover, I will argue that these groupings can be

resolved into the intersection of two moieties wi.th three classes, just
as among Kaingang.

There are special difficulties involved in doing

so, but there is solid evidence that Shokleng themselves conceptualize
the system in this way.

What is critically different. is that among

Shokleng both moieties and classes are recruited by means of name
transmission.

There is among them no operative patriliny.

My central concern in this chapter will be to elucidate the

relationship between these systems.

The Shokleng system in all proba-

bility originated from a Kaingang-like prototype (Chap. I, Sec. 2.4).
And I will argue that to account for its specific featUres, such as the
absence of lexical items for designating the moieties, one need imagine
a rather remarkable trans formative mechanism, which I will call
"moiety fissioning."

By assuming that Shokleng had. two original patri-

moieties which split apart, it is possible to understand much that
remains otherwise obscure about the Shokleng system.
arguing that such an event actually occurred.
an intellectual one.

I. am not here

My purpose is instead

I wish to show that such a transformation could

II think it was because Henry focussed upon paint designs as
such, rather than social groupings, that he later concluded that t.'l.ere
were only "five groups" (Henry 1941: 175).
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account for what is peculiar about the Shokleng system.

In Chapter

VII, when I consider Shokleng political history, I will present evidence from oral tradition that this transfo:cnation did indeed Occur.
I will also be concerned in this chapter with Shokleng villages, about. which until now almost nothing has been known.

I include

this material here largely because, from a comparative point of view,
the spatial structure of villages appears to play a role intimately
bound up with moiety systems.

This is not so among Shokleng, at

least insofar as I was able to determine.

Shokleng do not make use of

a "concentric dualism" in the way that Northern ~ do.

Nevertheless,

it is possible that their system might have developed in this direction,
subsequent to the moiety fissioning, had it not been arrested in its
autonomous development.

And a consideration of this possibility here

may help to provide some insight into the overall relationship between
Central and Northern

Ge

systems.

2. The Village
2.1 As Social Category
Among social categories, the village occupies a special position.
it.

For almost all conduct types are in some measure conditioned by
In one sense, this is so just because spatial proximity is a

~

qua non of the interactional conduct. types I have discussed, and villages are t.l,e highest level wherein spatial contiguity itself is prescribed.

But this is so also because, if two individuals are not of the

same village,

~~ey

are automatically classified as potential enemies.

And being enemies usually takes precedence over all other categorial
relations.

It is true that, during the immediate pre-1914 period, some
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peaceful inter-village contacts were attempted.

1

In each of these

cases, however, the end product was hostility.
As a consequence, the relational categories discussed thus far

are restricted in their

range of operation to intra-village relations.

But this is not because of limitations intrinsic to those categories.
Age and kin categories could in theory operate across village
boundaries, just as could the moiety-class system I will discuss
shortly.

Indeed, in some measure they probably did· so, as when dif-

ferent villages met up.
frequency.

But such occurrences were never of any great

The general rule was well established:

whoever was not a

member of one' s village was automatically an "outsider" and consequently
a potential enemy.
For these reasons, I consider it essential to formulate a "samevillage" category, much like the same-household category discussed
previously (Chap. III, Sec. 7.1).

I.t can be defined simply in terms of

village-level co-residence, so that:

It should be possible as well to formulate for villages a "residence
rule," along the lines of Ax 7.

Unfortunately, I am still uncertain

how best to formulate Shokleng social reality, and so I will refrain
from stating a rule here.
An argument could be made for accepting as a rule that "kinsmen
should co-res.i9-e at the village level," and it is this rule I am most

IThe Rakrano and Ngrokothi-to-prey communities (Chap. I, Sec.
2.4) made more than one such attempt. They held joint. angradn cerem<)nies. In each case, however, these encounters ended with fighting.
The Ngrokothi-to-prey and Angyidn apparently made similar attempts,
but with the same result.
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inclined to settle upon.

Yet I am not completely satisfied with it,

Most importantly, not all kinsmen in fact so co-reside.

When village

fissioning occurs, at least some kindreds are split apart.

Nor does

this rule have the advantage of generating a "developmental-cycle
model" for villages in the way that Ax 7 does for household groups.
Of course, village fissioning is not so frictionless as household fissioning.

Shokleng speak rese.'ltfully about kinsmen "going. away," a

fact which argues in favor of the operation of such a rule.

Never-

theless, it seems reasonable to suspect that a' more. adequate rule can
be developed, and so I leave this an open question.
2.2 The Role of Trekking Groups
Shokleng villages regularly subdivided into trekking groups,
and it was these that formed the highest level co-residential grouping
for most of each year (Chap. II, Sec. 4.1).

Unlike villages, however,

trekking groups do not restrict the range of operation of social categories, aside from what practical limitations on interaction they
impose.

There is thus from this point of view no reason to think of

the trekking group as a distinct "social category."

Nor have I been

able to associate with it conduct types not already implied by other
categories.
duct type.

"Trekking" of course itself constitutes a separate conAnd this may be grounds for thinking of the trekking group

as a social category.

Yet my inclination is to view this as part of

. the concept of a "trekking level of co-residence."

Since it is this

concept that would per force play the definitional. role,there remains
no other conduct organized by the category.
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consequently, it seems ne",essary only to fo:z:mulate rules regulating who treks with whom.

And in this regard some imperatives are

already given just because of the inclusion relationship that obtains
among levels of co-residence (Chap. III, Sec. 1.2).

Thus, it is auto-

matically imperative that family and household groups trek t.ogether,
just as it is that they co-reside at the village level.

What remains

to be specified is only who among the "mature men" treks with whom.
In this regard, something should. be said first about the protosystem.

For there are strong grounds, in what Shokleng say, for

inferring that trekking groups crystallized about the mature men of a
given patri-moiety.

In some sense, therefore, patri.,.moieties were

"localized" in trekking groups. 1

This seems anyway to have been the

case during that period in which moiety fissioning occurred (Chap.
VII).

Whether this localization was a fluke, however, or an intrinsic

feature of the proto-system, remains to be determined.

Judging from

my Kaingang data, it seems probable that there was at least a tendency

toward such localization . . For trekking groups seem there to have
fo:z:med around the two chiefs, who were members of opposite moieties.
Whatever the case, this localization almost undoubtedly played a
critical role in the collapse of the Shokleng patri-moiety system
(Chap_ VII).
In the immediate pre-19l4 peri.od, trekking group compositions
were somewhat fluid, changing slightLy with each new cycle.

There is

10f course, in actuality they· were not. The daughters'
husbands and their children must have been from the opposite moiety.
"Localization" refers here only to the mature men, whose residence was
not pre-determined by family and housa~ld residence rules.
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scant evidence for localization of the name-recruited moieties.

Trekking

groups tended to be based on politica.l al-liances, and to form around
dominant political figures.

A genuine two-faction system, however,

seems not to have reasserted itself, at least not in the Rakrano communi ty, where hostilities with the Ngrokothi-to-prey, from whom they
had split off, were still a focus of attention.
2.3 Village Spatial Organization
2.3.1 Categorial Significance
l\:mOng Shokleng village spatial organization plays almost no
role in the system of social categories.

Where in the village one

happens to be is not a determinant of how one ought to- act.

Village

space is of significance instead primarily because many conduct types
are associated with an appropriate spatial location.

Ceremonial dancing

should occur in the plaza (see Fig..IO); instruction of bachelors should
take place on the eastern or western edge of the plaza, depending on
what is being taught (Chap. IV, Sec. 4.1) , usually in a specially· constructed hut; cooking and eating should occur inside the extended
family huts; and so forth.

Because of this association between conduct

type and location, village space can become a kind of samiotic signalling device (Sec. 2.3.3 below). _But the organization of space plays
no role in specifying the conditions under which such- conduct should
occur, and so it is not properly speaking a part of the system of social
categories.
Yet it is obviously possible in theory for social space to be
"just that.

Indeed, there seems to me good evidence for such a usage of

space among many Norther

Ge

societies.

~

very strong opposition is found
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in these societies between the plaza and peripheral ring of extendedfamily huts.
in nature.

I will propose later that the opposition is categorial
Social interactions seem actually to be conditioned by

whether one is "in the household" or "in the plaza."

And here I

believe there to be a direct correlation with the absence in these
societies of unilineal moieties.
2.3.2 Village Diagram
In Fig. 10 I provide a diagram of· a typical Shokleng village,l
with specifications of its principal component parts.

Shokleng built

such villages whenever they planned to camp for more than a few days.
While engaged in continuous trekldng, they simply slept without
shel ters or built crude windscreens, with no apparent regard for village form.

However, their semi-permanent villages (Fig. 3) were

always of this form, containing sturdily built, enclosed huts.
I have tried in Fig. 10 to represent a "generalized model"
of village spatial organization, one that captures what remains constant across the various discrete manifestations of Shokleng village
form.

Yet this diagram is not quite adequate, and it will be best if

I make. explicit what are the essential constant features:

(1) there

should be a well-cleared, circular plaza; (2) arranged. more or less in
a semicircle around this central plaza should be the extended-family
huts; (3) the semicircle should open toward the west; (4) the area
immediately outside the semicircle shOUld be reasonably well-cleared.

~ased primarily upon informant descriptions, but confirmed as
well in broad outline by archaeological evidence (Alroino Eble, personal
communication). The essential features were also replicated in the
one angyidn ceremony I witnessed.
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Supplementary to these are a n1Jlllber of contingent rules, such as:

when

bachelors are to be instructed, moiety huts should be built on the
eastern and western edge of the plaza; during ceremonies, a fire
should be made in the center of the plaza; for seclusion of surviving
spouses, moiety specific camps should be constructed east or west of
the village; and so forth.

l

Similar to these villages are those constructed by Central

Ga.

Nimuendaju (1942: 16-17 and Fig. 1) describes for Sherente a remarkably
similar st:t:Ucture, consisting of a semicircle of extended-family huts,
with its opening facing westward.

2

For Shavante Maybury-Lewis (1967:

Fig. 2, 4, 5, passim) describes the semicircularity, but nowhere mentions a rule governing directionality..

The one basic contrast with

Shokleng is that both groups seem to lack a well-defined central plaza,
unless I am mistaken.

Moreover, what appears· of sign.Lficance in both

groups is not localization of moieties, as among Shokleng, where there
are moiety-specific huts used for training bachelors, but instead
localization of age groups and "societies."
In con tras t

to

Central

Ge

and Southern

Ge, 3

all Northern

Ge

~here remains, of course, considerable room for variation,
as in the distances, dimensions, and numbers of huts involved, as well
as in such socio-political factors as·whose hut is next to whose. It is
not my intention to make light of these variations, which may well
carry "meaning." However on the basis of. my limited data, it is imPossible to reach any general conclusions.
2ACCording to Maybury-Lewis (n.d.: 4), however, who also conducted field research among Sherente, Nimuendaju was incorrect in
labelling them "patrilocal." True to the Ge pattern, they were
uxorilocal. From this evidence it would seem as well that Nimuendaju
(1942: Fig. 1) was incorrect in localizing the patriclans in the village
.semicircle.
3I am assuming here that Kaingang villages were essentially like
those of Shokleng. Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain much information on this subject among Kaingang.
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villages appear to be circular, with no obvious discontinuity in the
circle (Lave 1967: 74, passim, and Nimuendaju 1946: 37-38 on E.• Timbira:
De Matta 1976: 61-68 and Nimuendaju 1939: 16 on Apinaye; J. B. Turner
1967: 123-31 and T. Turner 1966

on N. Kayapo; Vidal 1977:60-

76 on Xikrin [Kayapc]; and Seeger 1974: 76-80 on Suya).

Shokleng, there are well-defined plazas.

As among

However,it is difficult to

tell just how much of a contrast with Central Geis involved here.
From a comparative point of view, what seems. most interesting
is the similarity between Central and Southern Ge.

Since Southern

Ge almost undoubtedly diverged from the proto-G€! stock prior to the
split between Northern and Central Ge (Chap. I, Sec. 2.2), it seems
probable that proto-Ge groups, inhabiting the eastern Brazilian plateau
perhaps two millenia ago, .built semicircular villages essentially
similar to those I have described.

This would indicate that it must

have been Northern Ge who underwent a change, constructing their villages in circular instead of semicircular form.
been?

Why should this have

I will take up this question in a later section.

But I may

note here that I consider this change to be connected with the transformation from patriliny to non-unilineality, which I believe the
ancestral Northern Ge groups to have undergone.

The linkage lies in

what village form "signifies" for the village occupants.

2.4 A Semiotic Interoretation

Shokleng have almost no standard exegesis as regards spatial
layout.

This is simply not something about which they normally talk

to one another.

A partial exception concerns the westward opening of

their village semicircle.

Shokleng say that if someone were to sleep
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in this western arc, he would soon die.

His soul would be attracted

away to land of "ghost-souls," which is located somewhere to the west.
Yet this statement is obviously one of those stock "normative statements" which are used pragmatically to. enforce. rules (Chap. I, Sec.
3.1 and Chap. II, Sec. 6.3.2).

Of course, this does not disqualify

it from being a manifestation of native exegesis.
know, it stands alone.
of village space.

But'" so far as I

There is no coherent explication of the meaning

1

Yet I think that some meaning does accrue to spatial layout,
not to be sure, "symbolic-referential" meaning, which would presuppose
native exeg7 sis of some sort (cf. Chap. IV, Sec. 5.1), but instead
"iconic-indexical" meaning.

Shokleng signal to themselves something

about their own social organization by virtue of how their villages
are arranged in space.

I do not wish to press this idea too far.

Rules governing how villages ought. to be constructed need not be
aimed at conveying particular meanings, or any meaning at' all, for
that matter.

Yet, by assuming some definite significance, it is

possible to draw a number of interesting comparative correlations, to
which 'I. will return subsaquently.
My claim is that the arrangement of extended-family huts in
space conveys meaning about how the set of kin
to be conceived.

This claim has two parts.

2

relations is or ought

The first is that house-

lIt is worth remarking in this context that, although Sherente
villages open westward, the "land of the dead" was said to be located
in the east (Nimuendaju 1942: 98).
2I am using "kin" somewhat loosely here to mean both "kin" and
"affines," as I previously defined these concepts (Chap. III, Sec. 4).
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hold space comes, by virtue of indexation, to "stand for" kinship
relations.

It is not hard to see how this might be.

Those inter-

actions which are archetypally kin interactions, e.g., eati.ng and
sleeping together, normally occur within household space.
it is appropriate that they oc= there.

Indeed,

Consequently, household

space can serve to point to or index those kin relations.
The second part is that the spatial configuration of huts,
by virtue of iconici ty, represents how kin relations as a totality are
conceived.

And here I need to invoke a "natural" iconic association.

I claim that a circular form signifies the concept of "unity" or
lack of opposition, so that an incomplete circle signifies that complete unity is lacking, i.e., there is some amount of opposition in
kin relations.

Granted that the iconically signalled· concepts are

applicable to the sphere of kinsmen, village circularity versus semicircularity may be construed as signalling

whe~~er

that. sphere is seen

as unified and solidary, or as at least partially divided and factionalized.

I will consider the specific sociological correlates of these

different conceptualizations later (Sec. 5 of this chapter).

Here my

argument concerns only how the iconic-indexical meaning is possible.
It is possible to make sense of other aspects of village
space in similar ways.

I may note here my interp.retation of the con-

trast between plaza and household space.

It is that, in opposition to

household space, the plaza stands for relationships based upon moietyclass status.

This is possible because those conduct types associated

with the moiety-class system themselves are appropriate primarily to
the plaza.

Consequently, as a general rule, it may be_said that, to
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whatever degree, the plaza/household contrast assumes saliency, to that
some degree will relations based upon moiety-class status and relations
based upon kinship be viewed as distinct.
I am not, of course, providing here a causal-deductive argument,
such as I did in connection with plural. marriage forms (Chap. III, Sec.
5.2.1) or the developmental-cycle model for household groups (Chap. III,
Sec. 7.3).

It is possible that, given the system of axioms and defini-

tions in accord with which Shokleng society is organized, this specific
village form may appear as a necessary consequence, if certain assumptions ab<!>ut iconic-indexical signalling be accepted.
pared to defend to this possibility.

But I am not pre-

I am arguing instead that such

spatial models as I have discussed are good models or sign vehicles
for conveying conceptions about social organizations.

Perhaps Shokleng

and other Ge could have found better. models for this purpose.
cannot say for sure.

This I

Yet, that Ge have held to just this kind of

model for perhaps two thousand years i seems to me evidence that it is
intrinsically, not just accidentally, connected. with their way of life.
In any case, the linkage I have proposed is one way of making sense out
of the complex covariations found in

~

systems (Se.c .. 5 of this chapter).

3 •. The Moiety-Class System

3.1 Segmentaxv and Non-Segmentary Groupings
The categories discussed thus far give rise to what I will call
"segmentary" groupings.

By this I mean that the groupings are virtually

indistinguishable from one another, insofar as the conduct considered
socially appropriate. for members of them is concerned.

Families, house-
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holds, and even villages
groupings.

1

among Shokleng are in this sense segmentary

As such it· is unnecessary to formulate a distinct social

category for each concrete social group, as would be the case, were
these groups non-segmentary, i.e., characterized by distinct conduct
types.
In this regard, Shokleng moieties and classes appear novel.
Unlike families, households, and even villages, it makes a difference
as to just which moiety and which class one belongs.

Each grouping

is a distinctive social category just because it is ass.ociated with
distinct conduct types.
segmentary aspects.

It is true that there are also a great many

Even as regards those conduct types which are

distincti ve there is similarity. by virtue of complementari ty.
course the categorial definitions themselves are very similar.

And of
Yet

what appears crucial is precisely the distinctiveness of conduct types.
It is for this reason that I call moieties and classes among Shokleng
"non-segmentary" groupings.
My conception of segmenta.tion, as the reduplication of like
units, is essentially that of classical theory (e.g., Durkheim 1893 and
189S).

Where I differ is in viewing moieties as non-segmentary, that

is, as "organically solidary," to use Durkheim's phrase.

For moieties

lActuallY, Shokleng villages are somewhat non-segmentary, since
certsin conduct types, such as use of lip-plug styles, are village
specific. In large measure r however, they are segmentary. And all Ge
are more or less like Shokleng in. this regard, with essentially segmentary families, households. and villages. Only Suya (Seeger 1974:
105-7) appear to differ. Among them households have become somewhat
non-segmentary r each house having a special name and its occupants
certsin presumed attributes. Unless I am mistaken, however, this has
resulted from assimilation of Arawakan patterns, owing to the intimate
contact Suya have had with Xingu tribes. It does not derive from the
proto-Ge system.
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have been generally considered the simplest manifestation of segmentation.

Yet not even in this regard am I suggesting something wholly novel.

For it was Levi-Strauss (1952

and 1955)

who first noticed the non-

segmentary or "a5y)ll!lletrical" characteristics of Central Brazilian
moiety organizations.

But he saw this as resulting from an underlying

"triadism," and, at least in, the Bororo case, from: a false consciousness
wi th regard to an endogamous caste system.

My observation is quite dif-

It is that the emphasis in these systems is on the underlying

ferent.

categorial distinctiveness and complementarity of moieties, not on
their similarity.

Where there is no underlying differentiation in the

system of categories, i.e., where segmentation is involved, it makes no
difference how many concrete groupings there are.

But where differen-

tiation is built into the system, i.e., where there are distinct categories organizing complementary, conduct types, the nUIllber of groupings
is fixed.

Any change in that nUIllber, as in moiety' fissioning, produces

a change in the system itself.
3.2 Discovery Procedures
The concepts developed in Sec. 4, and also in Sec. 3.1; of
Chap. I determine an explicit "discovery proced=e" as regards social
categories.

A category is hypothesized to account for those conditions

under which some conduct type is socially imperative.

As it happened,

this procedure proved indispensable in making sense of the Shokleng
moiety-class system.

Indeed, it seems likely that I would have been

unable to discover this system without it.
For Shokleng have no adequate terminology for describing how
system works.

~~e

What they have instead are terms used for describing the
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paint designs associated with mOiety-class groupings.

It was these

that Henry (1941: 175) published, e.g., kal6bm, kuiken, mevidn, and
which came into the literature as designations of social groupings.
Shokleng themselves use these terms when trying to communicate the
principles of their system to an outsider.
anything else that creates confusions.

And it is this more than

Henry understood them as· saying

that there were five or six groupings, recruited in accord with names,
each associated with a distinct paint style.
were said normatively to be exogamous.

Moreover, these groups

The overall impression he

built up was of a set of five or six non-unilineal, but nevertheless
exogamous, "clans.

It

This was as well my first impression.

By simply talking to them

about their system, I could penetrate no further in understanding its
internal working.

It was only· when I focussed upon what I have called

"concrete descriptions" (Chap. I, Sec. 3.1) of conduct types that a
decidedly different organization began to take shape.

I began to per-

ceive the outlines of their moiety-class system.
As I will be describing these conduct types subsequently (Sec.
3.5 below), there is no need to discuss them in detail here.

But at

least one example of this discovery procedure seems in order.

In col-

lecting information about a specific pre-1914 angyidn ceremony, I observed
that the widow's seclusion camp was situated due east of the village. From
this evidence I immediately generalized that all seclusion camps were
by rule so situated, and so tried to check this hypothesis against
other cases.

As it turned out, my hypothesis was wrong.

revealed a seclusion camp located due west of the village.

Another case
Moreover,
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from subsequent work it appeared that east
alternatives.
conduct types.

~d

west were the only

Here was a classic case of distinct but complementary
Was I here in the presence of a moiety system?

And,

if so, how were the moiety categories constituted?
By this time I had as well other examples of complementary
conduct types, and it was not difficult to establish a pattern.

One

subset of paint designs proved to be associated with one, and another
subset with another, of these complementary conduct types •. This seemed
to me solid evidence of a categorially constituted moiety system.

By

a similar procedure I was able to discern the system of. classes, although some features remain still less than well-established in this
regard.

Working principally with the category-imperative discovery

procedure, therefore, I was able to discern the operation of a system
whose presence I could not even detect by talking with informants
about it.
I have made it seem as my informants themselves did not perceive
these patterns, as they were providing me with concrete data.

In part

this was so, just because I obtained different pieces of information
from different informants.

But they did in fact themselves formulate

a similar system, at some point during our discussions.

As one infor-

mant put it, "those designs [of one subset] are all one," i. e., presumably, form a moiety.

Yet I had been unable until then to elicit

this f:x;om them by simply. talking about the system, just as had Henry.
It was only by moving between levels of analysis, i. e., "concrete
descriptions," "ca1::egorial generalizations," and

I1

normative statements,1I

that I could bring myself to a level of sophistication sufficient for
conversing intelligently with them and for asking meaningful questions.
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Shokleng were certainly unaccustomed to talking about,their system to
one not already by experience familiar with it.

And tlheir culture

furnished no adequate terminology or set of stock, statements for
bridging this cultural gap.l
3.3 The Categories
3.3.1 The Proper-Name Function
Shokleng moieties and classes are recruited on the basis of
name transmission.

But there is nothing in the system of categories

thus far that allows me to formulate anything about, names.,

I need

therefore introduce into the system another primitive, which I will
call the "proper-name function":
Undef. 7:

Proper Name Function. By this I mean that it is possible to discriminate on an a priori basis what name or
names someone (or something) has. I will symbolize the
"name of" function as NAME (x),.

I should note that this "primitive" differs

from all, other undefined

terms I have discussed in one key respect.

It is a "function," whereas

the others are merely "properties" or "relations."

In these latter,

our a priori judgment involves only whether some property obtains with
regard to a given individual or pair.

In the case of the proper-name

function" however, the determination concerns

~

nama or names a

given person has.
I realize that by introducing this function as a primitive, I
am, probably assuming far too much.

There is, afterall" an elaborate

lIn this regard, they were quite unlike Kaingang, who had a
vocabulary for talking about their patri-moieties and classes, and who
consequently could communicate, with some facility, the principles of
their system to an outsider.
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process of language acquisition, which this assumption disguises.

Yet,

insofar as meaning units are concerned, there does seem to me something
elementary about proper names.

It is possible universally to learn

"
1 desp1te
"
proper names, or a·
t 1eas t . to 1earn names f or concret e 00]ects,
the absence of a shared linguistic or cultural framework.
total command of the phonological system is necessary.

Not even

a

This is vouched

for in South America and elsewhere by the numerous "first contacts"
with previously isolated tribes.

An outsider can begin learning and

using names in a language he has never heard before, and in a remarkably
short time.

This seems to me some evidence of the primitive character

of my proper-name function.

In any case, I will make the assumption of

its primi ti veness, and hope at a later date to find justification for it.

3.3.2 Naming and Name-Sets

Among Shokleng, what is significant for understanding the moiety
system is not so much what names someone has, as from where he got them.
That is, what is important is the process of name transmission or
"transference" (Chap. III, Sec. 3.1.1).

And here the special relation-·

ship is between an individual and the person whose names he has received.
I define this "naming relationship" as:
Def. 16:

Naming relational category. For any pair of individuals
(x,y) in Shokleng society, x and y stand in a "naming
relationship" if and only .if there exists some individual
z who has transferred x' s names to. y. Stated formally:
NOM(X'Y)=df(~Z)TRANSFER(z,y,NAME(X»

Ge

lActually, as among some
tribes, it may prove difficult for
an outsider to learn personal proper names, owing to restrictions on
name usage. But this represents a special case, and can be accounted
for by supplementary rules.
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To this I would add the following axiom, in accord with which
Shokleng seem to act:
Ax.

For all members (xl of Shokleng society, it. is imperative
that there have existed (i. e., be now dead) an individual
y of the same sex as x, .and also a kinsmen of x, whose
names have been given to x.

8:

(x).

~mp

(a:"y) NOM(y ,x) . KIN (y,x) • (~(x) .~(y) v -~(x) .-~(y»

This axiom seems to me to accurately summarize what are the key features
of Shokleng naming, e.g., that all Shokleng have names, names being
given shortly after birth (a

"consequence"of· this axiom); that names

come from dead kinsmen;l and that names· are sex specific.
This axiom says nothing about who chooses and transfers the
names.

This is because I could discover no fixed rule in this regard.

In fact, it is usually a child's parents who do s.o, but. almost anyone
can play the role of "name-giver. ,,2

Nor is there, so far as I could

determine, any ceremony surrounding naming., a seemingly surprising
fact in view of its significance.

Yet this is actual.ly understandable,

given what I have said about Shokleng "rites of passage" (Chap. IV,
Sec. 5).

Naming serv.es· as the basis of recruitment to moiety-class

groupings, but does not itself mark a significant life-cyclic juncture.
Something of a complementary naming principle appears to be
operative among Shokleng, at least in what they say about naming.

lA special rule of name transmission is that, when a child
dies, its names are given to the next sibling born, provided it is of
the same sex. This accords with their ideas concerning reincarnation
(Chap. III, Sec. 3.2.2).
2Among Kaingang I was told that names ought to be given by
the "ceremonial father." (kakra). Overall, the principles of name
transmission there appear to be much the same as those of Shokle.ng
(cf. Wiesemann 1960).

J.
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They say that names should not disappear, Le., when someone dies, his
names ought to be passed on to some newborn child.

Just as every

living person must have a name-set, so must every name-set be associated with a living person.

It is as if an ideal one-to-one cor-

respondence should always obtain between name-·sets and living persons.
At least this is how Shokleng conceptualize their system •. And it is
easy to formulate this complementary principle, along the lines of
Ax 8:
Ax 8':

(x)".
(:;r'y)NOM(x,y). KIN(x,y).(~(x).~(y) v -~(x).-~(y»
l.mp

However, I am unsure as to just how closely this accords with social
reality.

There is some evidence that name-sets do on occasion disappear.
It is pertinent here to include some information on name-sets.

A "name-set" is the group of names possessed by a given: individual.
When it is transferred,. it should be transferred intact.
it consists of between two and eight names.

Generally,

Some. of. these are common

names, found in many sets, and others are rare.

But· in no two sets

possessed by living persons did I find all names to be identical.

This

means that name-sets can be used to uniquely specify individuals, and
that in this sense they are "proper names."
In comparing

Ge name-·transmissions rules, there is one salient

contrast, which I have already mentioned.

It, is that, among Northern

and Central G,L names pass not from. "dead" to "living," as among
Shokleng and Kaingang, but instead. from adult to' child, or, as I would
prefer to describe it, from "post_initiates" to "pre-initiates."l
lr do not wish to ml.nl.mize the differences among these various
groups. I lump them together in:. this way merely in order to draw a
broad contrast, which seems to me nevertheless very real.
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This contrast seems to me intimately bound up with another contrast,
upon which I have already remarked (Chap. IV, Sec. 5.5.4).
Southern

Ge

Whereas

emphasize death as a categorialLy problematic transition,

among Northern and Central
"growing up."

Ge

the problems surround initiation and

In each case, names pass across these respectively

critical junctures.

What significance might this co=elation have?

I am in no position to supply a detailed answer to this question.

Yet I may propose a tentative component of "meaning."

It is

that, in common with other "transferences" (Chap. II, Sec. 5.3), name
transference signals a kind of "solidarity" or fusion, just where a
sharp categorial disjuncture is drawn.

Among. Shokleng., at least, there

is no true political opposition being surmounted, as is the case with
material transfers.

Yet there is a categorial opposition.

And it is

this, I claim, that name transference is designed to surmount.

If this

is so, then differences in naming rules may be seen as deriving from
differences in other axioms. governing these social organizations.
3.4. The Definitions and a Complication
Some interesting problems arise in connection with moiety and
class categories, just because they must be "re=sively" defined.

By

this I mean that, in contrast with other categories I have discussed,
no general rule discriminates exhaustively who
moiety.

is

a member of which

For some residual. subset it. is necessary simply to know.

A

"definition" provides in .this case somewhat different information.
Osually, it allows us to pick out. just those persons who are members
of the category.

And it picks out all such persons.

Rere, however, it

tells us that,. given a knowledge of moiety memberships at some point
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in time, all future members hips can be predicted.
"gi ven."

But this is a big

How do we "simply know" the moiety memberships of the

residual subset?
I will return to this problem shortly, as it is of some
interest.

But I want first to present these recursive definitions,

which are:
Oef. 17:

Moiety categories. For all members (x).of Shokleng
society, x is a member of "moiety" Ml (or M2) if and
only if there is a y standing in the naming relationship
to x, and y is a member of Ml (or MZ)' i.e.,
.:\ (x) =df (ay) (NOM(y,x)
MZ(x)=df(~Y)

.~ (y»

(NOM(y,X}.M (y»
2

Similarly, for the "classes":
Oef. 18:

Class· categories. For all members (x):of Shokleng
society, x is a member of class Cll (or C12 or C13) if
and only if there is a y standing. in the naming relationship to x, and y is a member of Cll (or C1Z or C13) , e.g.,

These definitions are, as. I have said, recursive ... At some point back
in time we must simply know to what moieties the ancestors belonged.
Yet I believe that they accurately reflect how Shokleng society is
organized, and that t."ley constitute in this sense an adequate model
of social reality. 1
1

I have not incorporated certain constraints, which one might
automatically assume operative, e.g., that each person belongs· to only
one moiety and class. In most cases, the Shokleng system in fact works
in this way. However, there are some· exceptions, which suggests that
these constraints should properly be incorporated as "imperatives,"
with certain probabilities of occurrence. I have not done so, but this
is not an overly difficult task. And it may provide. a model capable of
generating. certain ethnographically interesting consequences.
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For subsequent discussions, I will find it useful as well to
talk about "same-.IIOiety" and "same-class" categories, by which I mean
simply whether two individuals belong to the same moiety or class.
For those who prefer formal definitions:

dfl (xl .Ml (yl

Def. 19:

M(x,yl =

v M (xl .M (yl
2
2

Def. 20:

Cl(x'Y)=dfCll (xl .C\ (yl v C1 (xl .C1 (yl v C1 3 (xl.C1 (yl
3
2
2

These definitions allow for further constraints upon the system, such
as "moiety exogamy."

Indeed, if the moiety and class categories are

left simply undefined,. it is possible to view this system in a different way, viz., in terms of two imperative constraints.,. naming
recruitment and moiety exogamy:
Rule 1:

NOM(x,yl~,

l.mp

M(x,y) .Cl(x,y)

Rule 2:' H-W(x,y)oot, . -M(x,y)
l.mp
This form of description will be especially useful in contrasting the
Shokleng and Kaingang systems (Sec. 4 below).
regards the problem discussed earlier.

But it is of no help as

It is still necessary simply

to know the moiety memberships of .one' s ancestors.

How is this

knowledge possible?
I wish to propose a reasonably straightforward, if somewhat
unsettling, solution, one I believe Shokleng themselves employ, viz.,
that these ancestors are categorized in accord with how they acted.
Their moiety-class membership depends upon which of the "complementary
conduct types" they are remembered as having acted in accord with.
Among Shokleng, there is some talk about this.

Consequently, this

knowledge is in some measure a part of their oral tradition.

I have

noticed that my informants try"even to visualize, e.• g., with what
designs some given person painted.

When names' are transmitted, it is
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on the basis of' just such knowledge that a child' s moi<;!ty-class membership is determined.
What is unsettling is that an implied conduct type should
occupy a seemingly "definitional" position.

I have argued that we,

and presumably as well Shokleng, construct system of categories in
order to account for those conditions under which certain conduct
types are socially imperative.. Yet, for this subset of persons, conduct types appear to be definitional ..
Fortunately, this appearance is in large measure an illusion,
produced by the temporal perspective I have adopted.

For it is not the

conditions of imperativeness as regards the ancestor that are at issue.
How the ancestor behaved is merely used as an index of his moiety and
class membership, as a way of remembering and transmitting that knowledge.

Moiety-class membership is instead being used to specify the

condi.tions under which certain conduct types are imperative for the
child.

In this regard, these categories are no different from others

I have discussed.

The child acts as he does because of his categorial

membership; membership in categories is not determined by how he acts.
This system operates in an elusive way, but neverthele·ss in a way very
much in accord with the general principles I have discussed (Chap. I,
Sec. 4).

3.5 Some Associated Conduct Types
A nUll1ber of "complementary conduct types,n aside from exogamy,
establish Shokleng moieties as distinct; categories.
have solid evidence are:

Those for which I

(1) M spouse seclusion camps are located

east of the village, M2 camps west; (2) members of M2 should remain in
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seclusion longer than members of M ; (3) at angyidn ceremonies members
l
of

~

and M2 begin their circular dancing from opposite sides of: the

plaza, eastern and western, respectively; (4) these dances are in
opposite directions, viewed from above, clockwise and

counterclocl~wise,

respectively; (5) men of Ml are responsible for instructing bachelors
in angye

komang or "fearing songs" (cf. Chap. IV, Sec. 4.1 and Sec.

5.5.1), men ofM

2

for all secular or "non-dangerous" songs; (6) the

instruction huts are located for Ml on the eastern and for M on the
Z
western edge of the plaza (Fig •. 10); (7) members of M2 observe certain
dietary restrictions (Appendix II), from which members of Ml are
exempt; (8) if someone dies, only members of the opposite moiety,
indeed only members of a special class, are allowed to cremate and
bury him.

OWing to the numerous directional correlations, I find it

appropriate to call Ml the "eastern" and M2 the "western" moiety.
It seems to me that there is in these conduct types a genuine
"complementarity," and that the. situation therefore mos.t closely
resembles .Durkheim's "organic solidarity," as I argued previously.
Indeed, insofar as the instruction of bachelors. is concerned, there
is actually some "division of labor."

But these non-segmentary or

asymmetrical characteristics are accompanied by no social class
ranking.

It is true that the classes, at least among Kaingang, have

a kind of "ritual rank" order, as Levi-Strauss suspected of the ~
systems.

1

But this has nothing to do with the distribution of

II should note that Shokleng and Kaingang classes play no role
in the regulation of marriage. There is thus no possibility that they
are "endogamous groups," contrary to what Levi-Strauss (1952) argued
for the Bororo "upper-middle-lower" division, which subsequent research
(J. C. Crocker 1967; cf. Viertler 1976) has anyway disproved.
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material wealth, and very little to do with the allocation of political
power.
As regards the classes, one is very clearly distinguished by a
This is Cl , whose' members have responsibility
3

special conduct type.

for cremating and burying the corpse, for attending the spouse during
seclusion, and for painting everyone prior to angy!:dn ceremonies, tasks
which, are considered by Shokleng "dangerous. n
C1

3

They say that members of

are able to perform them, because" unlike members' of other classes,

they are immune from the spiritual influences of
(ng!:yudn or kupremg).

"ghost~souls"

Of the classes, only this one is designated by a

special term (thupane), insofar as I could determine.

~

may have

been used for members of CI , but I could not establish this beyond
1
doubt.

Both terms are cognates of the Kaingang class terms (Sec. 4

below) •
Concerning Cl

l

and C1 , I have been unable thus far to discover
2

any differentiating conduct types, aside from the paint designs.
are some differences in how Shokleng talk about them.
unprepared to provide a general model.

There

But I am as yet

Among Kaingang, members of

CII are considered most susceptible to "spiritual influences," and
there are echoes of this among Shokleng.

Moreover, shamans there are

almost always associated with this' class.

Members of Cl

sidered hardier and less inclined to become shamans.
sometimes substitute for members of C1

3

2

are con-

Indeed, they

in performing the dangerous

tasks, if none of the latter are available. ,It is with this class
that chiefs tend to be associated.
Now it is pqssible that just such descriptions may be transfe=ed intact to Shokleng.

Certainly, doing so allows me to make sense
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of many otherwise cryptic remarks made by my informants.

However, and

probably owing to limitations inherent in their terminology, Shokleng
were never able to adequate·ly formulate these ideas, at least not in a
way comprehensible to me.

For this reason,. I hesitate to draw any

firm conclusions about this aspect of their system.
As

for the paint designs themselves, this is something to which

I devoted considerable time, primarily owing to their prominence in the

literature (Chap. I, Sec. 2.3).
are still somewhat tentative.

I.t. is in spite of this that my results
Shokleng were remarkably consistent in

their responses to my questions, and I was able to observe. the designs
used in one angy3:dn ceremony.

Still., even though the general outlines

are firmly established, I am not completel.y sure about certain details..
Wi th these reservations, I offer Fig. 11 as my general model.
of arrows I have indicated that Cl

By means

designs are conjoined with circles

l

·
to f orm the C1 2 d es~gns
•1
M'
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Fig. 11. --Moiety-Class Designs

Do these designs carry any "iconic-indexical" meaning?

It seems

to me likely that they do, although· I cannot as yet. offer a thorough

IThese designs are painted in black upon the face, chest, and
back, with "paint" consisting of crushed carbon, applied with tree sap.
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analysis.

Shokle.ng themselves say only that the. designs ward off

"ghost-souls," i.e., there is a presumed efficacy 'in using them.
they have no stock interpretation of' meaning.

But

What seems to me pos-

sible is an interpretation alo.ng the lines of that. I gave for village
spatial layout (Sec. 2.4 "f this chapter).
force index moiety-class status.

The designs of course per

And lI10ieties and classes are very

much bound up with questions "f. unity and di versi.ty .

Could the designs,

especially the circle versus line contrast, be bound up iconically with
these concepts?

While it seems to me 'likely, I have thus far been

unable to rome up with a consistent interpretation, one which accounts
simultaneously for all of the rontrasts involved.

Here is another

example (cf. Chap. IV, Sec. 5.1) of seeming1y meaningful patterns, which,
in the absence of a developed native exegesis, assume an air of primitive or unconscious mystery.
4. Transformation of the Proto-Shokleng System
The categories discussed in Chapters III and IV are applicable
more or less without modification to Kaingang.

This leads me to believe

that they are "ur-categories," which governed social. life in the protoSouthern

Ge

groups, and thus that they are of considerable age.

As

regards the lI10iety categories, however, there is a radical difference
between Kaingang and Shokle.ng.

Moreover, all available evidence (cf.

Chap. I, Sec. 2.4) leads me to suspect that these Kaingang categories
are older, and that those of Shokleng derive from a comparatively. recent
II1Odification of proto-Southern Q patterns.

As a consequence, I will

treat the Kaingang system as if it were the proto-Shokleng system,

1

and

II do not wish to ~ze the variability among Kaingang groups,
which may prove of importance. But comparative research (e.g., Baldus

I
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then consider what kind of historical. transformation could have produced those modifications which "account" for the Shokleng system, as
I have described it.

4.1 The Kaingang System
Kaingang moieties differ from those of Shokleng in one prominent
respect:

they are recruited "patrilineally."

I have tried to capture

their moiety-class system in the following three rules, which parallel
the two Shokleng rules, formulated in Sec. 3.3:
Rule l' :

F-C(x,y)~.

Rule 2' :

NOM(x,y)~.

Rule 3' :

H-W(X,y)~.

:unp
J.mp

J.mp

M(x,y)
Cl(x,y)
-M(x,y)

Here Rule l' is the "principle of patriliny," Le., that father and child
ought to be members of the same moiety.

Lt is evidently only in this

regard that Kaingang differ from Shokleng.

As among Shokleng, Kaingang

moieties are exogamous (Rule 3') and classes recruited. in accord with
name tnansmission (Rule 2,).1
Fig, 12, paralleling Fig. 11,. summarizes what I learned through
informant work about their moiety-class designs, as regards which informants gave consistent accounts.

Members of Ml are known as

members of M2 as kanrukre (cf. Wiesemann 1964).

~,

and

Classes are designated

1937, 1952, 1955; Nimuendaju 1946; Wiesemann 1964) shows these groups
to be essentially alike, at least as regards those features with which
I am here concerned.
II am unsure as to whether Kaingang naming is "bilateral," as
among Shokleng. My initial results seemed to suggest that names
remained wi thin the moiety, but I learned subsequently of cases in which
this was no.t so. This is obviously a critical issue in terms of understanding how the system works. I will assume here, in the absence of
decisive data, that the Kaingang and Shokleng naming principles are
identical..
.
.

2.72

•••• •• ••

I

• •
·
•·0
• ••
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•
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Fig. 12.. --Kaingang Moiety-Class Designs

as follows:

Cll as pa"i, C1

2

as vetoro, and C1

seems to me a cognate of the Shokleng C1

3

3

as pene.

term (thu)pane.

associated conduct types are nearLy identical.

This last
And the

.

There are as well

among Shokleng, or so I believe, cognates of the Kaingang moiety terms.
But. these will be best considered in connection with the historical
transformation, as they constitute an important. piece of evidence
(Chap. VII).

One other difference
of mention.

be~~een

Shokleng and Kaingang is worthy

This is that Kainganghave a set of. stock statements about

the name-sets connected with the various classes.

Members of Cll and

Cl2. are said to have "good," "beautiful," or "special" names (w:i:yi ha),
as opposed to members of' C1

names (w:i:yi koreng). 1

3

.1

who have "bad, 'I "plain,lf or "common "

Urusla Wiesemann (1960) was first to point out

this distinction, although she had not clearly formulated the class

lThis distinction resembles that found among Northern Kayapo
(T. Turner 1966). However, whereas "great" or "beautiful" names seem
there to be in the minority ,among Kaingang only few people have common
names.
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I learned as well that common names often begin with the

system..

morpheme nga-

("earth~'

or "-round"), e.• g., Ngar:i:, Ngandadn, Ngakogn.

There seems to be no corresponding morpheme, much as it would be
structurally pleasing, associated with beautiful names.
4.2 Some Systematic Consequences
Substituting Kaingang Rules l' and 2' for Shokleng Rule 1, it
is possible to derive some important consequences.·

The system engen-

dered thereby is known in classical theory as an "exogamous patri':'moiety
system."

And the consequences to which I am referring have been recog-

nized at least Fison and Howitt (1880) and Tylor (1889).

I mean that

the set of "kin types" or kinds of kin· relationship is perfectly partitioned by the moiety set.
or "opposite-moiety."

A given kin type is either "same-moiety"

Thus WF WE, MS, and so forth are always opposite

moiety, whereas F, S, FF, and so forth are always same-moiety.

These

features of the Kaingang system can be derived formally, but there is
no reason to do so here, since they are thoroughly familiar to us.
A very different set of consequences follows for Shokleng
moieties.

There kin types bear in general no necessary relationship

to moiety membership, a consequence which can again be derived formally.
A WF may be same-moiety, but again he may be opposite moiety.
same is true of all kin types, with exception of H and W.

And the

Moreover.

there is as well no necessary relationship between kin types and
classes. among either Shokleng or Kaingang.
kinsmen are essentially random.

Class relations among

This was observed by Baldus (1937:

46) for Kaingang classes. even though he did not know what principle
gave rise to it.
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What strikes me as significant here is the implication as
regards the social organization of conduct.

In an exogamous patri-

!!Diety system, whatever conduct types are encoded in the moiety system
are necessarily encoded in the categories of kin relationship.

If

opposite-moiety membership implies political opposition, then so
does the WF-DH relation, and as well the WB-ZH and MB-ZS relations,
and so forth.

Similarly, if same-moiety membership implies political

solidari ty, then so do all those kin relations which are same-moiety.
In contrast, among Shokleng, where there is no such system operative,
conduct encoded in the moiety system has no necessary connection with
conduct implied by kin relationship.

I will return to these· differen-

tial implications when I discuss the Northern/Central

Ge

contrast, for

it is just such a contrast that is involved there (Sec. 5 of this chapter).

4.3 Moiety Fissioning
What sort of historical occurrence could account for these
differences between Shokleng and Kaingang?

Evidently, insofar as the

system of categories is concerned, any solution would suffice which
could account for the substitution of patriliny by name transmission.
I am not sure just what class of "real possibilities," 1. e., events
imaginable in the Shokleng universe i given their political processes,
is involved.

Certainly, Shokleng could never have legislated such a

change in their system of categories.

This must instead have been a

consequence of some other event, more or less like events that are
known to occur.
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The 'reconstructed event I find most, convincing
"moiety fissioning."

l

is what I call

By this, however, I do not mean that the moieties

simply came unglued, dividing neatly into distinct entities, like so
many chromosomes during cell mitosis.

I have already discussed

(Sec. 2.2 of this chapter) the "localization" of moieties in trekking
groups that seems to have occurred in the proto-system.

A trekking

group formed about the "mature men" of ,a given moiety.

But clearly

there were in it women and "young men" of the opposite moiety.

In any

case, what I imagine happened is that two trekking groups, engaging in
a feud, split apart.
Yet this was no ordinary case of vi'llage fissioning.

It was

instead tantamount, for Shokleng anyway, to the French Revolution,2 a
dramatic struggle between the "'interest groups" of society (i. e., the
moieties), which effected finally a profound restructuration of society ,
as a whole.

If I have understood my informants correctly, one moiety

actually triumphed over the other.

All "mature men, ", and apparently

as well all "young men," of the opposite moiety were killed or driven
away.

3

As a consequence, there were in the PJ:loto-Shokleng group only

women and children from the opposi te moiety.

lAnd this reconstruction fits remarkably well with the ethnohistorical facts, as I will argue later (Chap. VII). In this context,
however, I am interested only in showing, that it could account for the
differences.
2

Of course, it was not a "revolution u in the sense of a "conscious overthrowing of an established order." Shokleng probably had
little consciousness of the historical significance. Political events
merely escalated, much as they did in France in 1789., It. was rather the
effects that can be considered revolutionary.
3Like the French Revolution, these highly charged events inscribed themselves in the memories of their heirs. During my first
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What presumably happened then was as.follows.

The women taken

from the opposite moiety were married off', albeit in violation of moiety
exogamy, but in agreement· with

Ax

4..

It is likely that their paint

designs were adjusted so as to maintain appearances of exogamy, as
sometimes happens nowadays.
in conformity with

Ax

Their children would have. been adopted,

2, and so probably changed moiety membership.

There would have been in.'short a one-moiety community, with the
opposite moiety represented only by women.
Yet name transmissi0n probably continued as usual.

Indeed, it

is likely that W0men of the opposite moiety· would have wanted names of
their dead kinsmen passed On.

Somewhere during this process--and this

is the one non-mechanical aspect of this reconstruction,.-it probably
occurred that the precise paint designs of these dead kinsmen were
passed along with the names.

As such, over time the moie·ty-class

system w0uld regenerate itself, with the moieties, however, now being
recruit.ed in accord with name transmission.
While this change appears slight, its effects were ramifying,
largely owing to the systematic interconnections· among social categories.
I do not wish to make it seem as if all categories were affected.

Much

of the apparatus discussed in Chapters III and IV remained for. the most
part

.

~ntact.

1

But there were far-reaching changes.. I have already

months 0f research, inf0rmants tried repeatedly to tell me of a fight
.that had taken place long ago.. I was, h0wever, at that time more.
interested in kinship te:cns, and so failed to attribute.much significance to it. Only upon learning that the paint designs were ;.D.volved
did I suddenly, and in something 0f a revelation, comprehend.
l'

See Chap. III, Sec. 4.4, 5.2.1, 5.2.3, and Chap. IV, Sec. 3.3
for some discussion of the impact on this aspect of the system.
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discussed the relationship of kin types to moiety organization, and how
this might be significant politically (Sec. 4.2 above).

There were as

well fundamental changes in the structure of kin terminology and ceremonial parent-child relations (Chap. VI), and still further political
consequences (Chap. VII).

The overall effect was to make Shokleng

social organization appear. wholly unlike that of Kaingang, and perhaps
even anomalous from a comparative Ge and general .theoretical perspective.
5. Remarks on Proto-Ge History
With knowledge of this transformation of Southern Ge social
organiz~tion,

aspects

0f

it is possible to make a tentative reconstruction of some

""h'~story. l
proto-ue

I have argued that proto-Ge groups probably

had exogamous patri-moieties (Chap. I, Sec. 2.2), and most· likely built
semicircular villages, much like those of Shokleng and Sherente (Sec.
2.3.2 of this chapter).

At least, this is the simplest assumption by

means of which the similarities and differences among contemporary Ge
groups can be accounted for, given what is known about linguisticocultural relationship.

And I would make one further suggestion, viz.,

that political opposition was in these proto-Ge.groups. encoded in the
opposite-moiety relationShip, and hence necessarily encoded in one subset of kin types, as partitioned by the moieties (Sec. 4.2 above).
If my arguments are correct, it was not simply by chance that
proto-~

villages assumed a semicircular form.

For the sphere of kins-

lIf there is ever completed an analysis of the systems of categories and axioms governing Northern and Central Ge social organization,
it should be possible to provide a rich and reasonably precise description of proto-Ge social organization, and of its historical modifications.
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men, represented by the household units,. was itself politically divided,
just because of the political opposition between. moieties.

In such a

system, village space probably served as a sign vehicle for eXpressing
divisiveness in the kin sphere, much as I have argued it did for Shokleng.
Such anyway is a probable reconstruction of what the ancestral

Ge

groups were like, somewhere on the east Brazilian plateau possibly

two or three thousand years ago.

Ge were first to split off.

From this ancestral stock:, Southern

Presumably, they maintained these core

social organizational features intact until more or less recent times.
Shokleng social organization underwent a revolutionary upheaval with
moiety-fissioning in the early nineteenth centuxy.

This left them with

non,..unilineal name-recruited moieties, and a village spatial structure
involving a well-defined contrast of plaza and periphery, even though
the semicircular form was maintained.

l

Among Kaingang ( the core

Ge

features persisted until contact with Brazilian national society, and
among some. groups persist until this day.
Sometime considerably after this first split, perhaps some
twelve hundred years ago, Northern and Central

Ge. began to diverge.

What

is interesting is that this divergence should parallel that between
Shokleng and Kaingang.
recent times.

2

Central

Ga

maintained the core

But all of the Norther

Ge

Ga

features until

lack: unilineal groupings,

II assume this is because political opposition became encoded
in the kin/affine/non-kin triad,. rather than in the non-unilineal
moieties, as am:mg Northern Ga. Consequently, the sphere of kinsmen
continued to be divided.
2However, eastern Shavante lack: patri-moieties, having instead
only the three patri-clansor phratries (Maybury-Lewis 1967: 165).
Here is another instance of disruption of. the patri-moietY organization,
which, however, did not involve a drastic restructuration of the social
organization.
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having instead '" proliferation of non-unilineal organizations.

The

other critical difference is that their villages are all circular in
form,. with a sharp contrast between plaza and periphery.

What seems to

have happened is that political opposition in these societies became
encoded in various of the non-unilineal groupings.

l

Inasmuch as these

groupings were essentially random with respect to kin types, kin relationships had in some way to be de-politicized, if there was not to be
a mass of conflicting and contradictory alliances.

2

I would argue that

this was accomplished by making the plaza versus peripheral household
area distinction into a categorial contrast. 'Kin relations were
appropriate to the household area, while politics was confined to the
plaza.

As a consequence, the sphere of' kinsmen could be unified, as is

signalled by the circular village form, even though there was in these
societies considerable factionalism.
It is possible to view this split between Nort.1-lern and Central
Ge in terms of a moiety-fissioning, such as I described for Shokleng.
Such a reconstruction would indeed. account for many aspects of Northern
Ge social organization as a transformation.ofproto-Ge patterns.

But I

would caution against any uncritical acceptance of the Southern Ge
model..

For. there are some differences.

Among other things, the kin

lAmong Northern Kayapo (T. Turner n.d. a), for instance,
political opposition became encoded in the men's houses. Da Matta
(1976: 201-26) describes for Apinaye how the residential groupings
are politicized, which would contradict my hypothesis. But I suspect
that this may have been a consequence of acculturation.
2I will argue subsequently that all Ge societies are built in
accord with a principle of factional dualism. Consequently, political
allegiance is everywhere a key issue.
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tenninology was not restructured along "cognatic" lines, as I will argue
happened for Shokleng (Chap. VI).

Northern

Ge

kin terminologies still

show a bifurcate merging pattern in the first ascending generation,
and a distinction of parallel from cross cousins in ego's generation.
Such differences probably indicate that those groups ancestral to both
Northern and central
Southern

Ge.

Ge

had already diverged significantly from

Still, I consider it quite likely that there were under-

lying regularities in the historical changes undergone bY'

Ge

systems.

And it seems to me that moiety-fissioning may be one.

\

CHAPTER VI

CATEGORIES OF RELATIONSHIP

1. Ethnographic Issues
From an ethnographic perspective, Shokleng kin terminology could
be considered reasonably well-studied.

It had been a prinCipal focus

of Henry's Ph.D. research (Henry 1935b), and he subsequently (1941:
177-79) published his conclusions.

Judging from his work, Shokleng

kin terminology seemed in a loose sense "cognatically" or "bilaterally"
structured.

It had Hawaiian-type cousin terms, and was characterized

by an absence of bifurcation in the fi.rst ascending generation.
were certainly some oddities in what he described.

1

There

Most notably, the

genealogical scope of terms seemed so fluid that one.might doubt
whether kin type referents were actually involved, a point to which I
will return, as it is of some importance.

Still, on. the whole, Shokleng

terminology was by no means terra incognita.
What seemed puzzling was its relationship to the Kaingang
system.

For most Shokleng terms had simple cognates among Kaingang,

as Baldus (1952) correctly perceived.
resembled a "two-section" system.

Yet the Kaingang terminology

Certainly, at least, it differed

markedly from what Henry had described for Shokleng.

It had, among

lyet it was definitely not a simple generation system, since
in us.age many terms overrode generation.
281
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other features, Dakota-type cousin terms. and bifurcate merging in the
first ascending generation.

Could there be such a sharp typological

contrast between two so seemingly closely related groups?

Or were

Henry's data faulty?
I consider it a significant finding of

T!I!j

.

research that both

Henry's and Baldus's data were essentially correct..

1

Shokleng and

Kaingang kin terminologies are by traditional standards typologically
distinct, despite being so closely related.
have little in common.

They seem structurally to

How can this contrast be accounted for?

I will

put forth in this chapter a specific hypothesis, viz., that Southern

Ge

terminOlogies were structured in accord with the exogamous patri-

moiety system, and that consequently, with mOiety-fissioning the
Shokleng terminology was completely restructured.

I hope to show as

well that this case is of general theoretical interest, as it throws
some light on the nature of kin terminologies.
I will also be concerned in this chapter with the "ceremonial
parent" and "hunting companion" categories, which I have already. had
opportunity to mention (Chap. N
4.2.1).

r

Secs. 5.4 and 6.2.5.; Chap. II, Sec.

I. find it convenient to consider these categories here largely

because, like those connected with kin terminologies, they were directly
affected by moiety-fissioning.

They are by no means simply "vestigial,"

lHere again Henry must be praised for his scientific honesty in
reporting precisely what he found, despite its incongrui.ty with theoretical paradigms of his time. He did not simply superimpose some
preconceived. model upon his data, although his work might have been
more readily accepted had he done so.
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since they occupied an important position within the immediate precontact system.

Still, some of their significance within this system

can be illuminated by an appreciation of their place within the patrimoiety prototype.

2. Theoretical Issues
2.1 The Rivers-Kroeber Debate
Since 1909, when Kroeber published his "Classificatory Systems
of Relationship," there has been a controversy, sometimes implicit,
sometimes overt, over just how kin terminologies ought to be conceptualized.

Kroeber argued that kin terms formed part of language,

and so were essentially divorced from any social. substratum.

Termin-

ological systems could diffuse intact between societies' with quite
distinct social organizations.

His conclusions were vigorously con-

tested by W. H. R. Rivers (19l4), who argued in opposition that kin
terminologies had definite sociological correlates.

Rivers' case

rested especially on the connection between exogamous lineal moiety
organization and so-called "classificatory terminologies."l
There is no need to trace here the subsequent history of this
dispute (Schneider 1965b). Rivers' position seemed to dominate, but
Kroeber's views came back into fashion with the rise of componential
and formal analyses.

Goodenough (1970, l3l-42), for instance, has

shown that Kariera kin terminology "can be understood. independently"
of specific sociological correlates:

" . . . . neither the sections nor

preference for cross-cousin marriage in brother-sister exchange are

~ese are of course terminologies in which "cross" and
"parallel" relatives are distinguished.
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necessarily antecedent to kinship terminclogy, however well they fit
with it" (1970: 141).

Evidently, the controversy is by no means dead.

What I hope to show here is that the Shokleng data provide a
kind of "proof" of the reality of sociological correlates, at least
insofar as their terminology is concerned.

However well other analyses

may "fit," only one incorporating an initial' "moiety feature" can be
adequate.

E'or the evidence suggests a drastic terminological restruc-

turation, almost certainly precipitated by collapse of the patrimoiety system.
points.

I find myself in disagreement with Rivers on many

And on just as many points am I in substantial -agreement

Yet, insofar as Southern ~ data are

with Goodenough and Kroeber.

concerned, the relationship of kin terminology to social, organization
seems to me beyond dispute.
Of course'" this proof by "controlled comparison" (Eggan 1954)
says nothing about other kin terminologies, being concerned instead
solely with the Shokleng case.,
only to the "moiety feature."

And even in this case it applies really
Still, I will be proposing a considerably

more general model, viz., that all features of a kin terminology are
also "social categories," which serve to specify the conditions under
which other conduct types are socially imperative.

Kin terms can them-

selves be viewed as conduct types whose conditions of imperativeness
are categorially specified.
Shokleng case.

I will try anyway to show this for the

Whether such a model has more general applicability is

essentially a question for empirical research, and I cannot attempt to
pursue it here.
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2.2 Pragmatics
My data on both Kaingang and Shokleng kin terminologies were
collected in accord with standard elicitation procedur.es.
a question frame "how do you call X?"

1

I used as

The data are thus much like those

used in componential and formal. analyses,. as well as in most other
analyses of kin terminologies.

But I was also interested in the "prag-

matics,,2 of kin terms, i.e., how terms are used. and what significance
that usage has.

While:t will not be developing a pragmatic analysis

of kin term. usage here, I wish to say something about its relationship
to

~

general framework.
Linguistic usages differ from many other conduct types in one

important respect.

They are employed primar.ily in signalling.

Con-

sequently, an actor's interest is not so much in "predicting" when a

gi ven linguistic usage should occur,

3

as in inferring back from that

usage what the speaker had in mind, or, if he is the speaker, in knowing
how the hearer will "interpret" it.

This means that- the categorial con-

ditions of linguistic usage are not alway empirical, in, the sense of
II must admit to being sobered upon listening to an early tape
of these elicitations. It seemed obvious that I was l'ressing informants
for answers conducive to ~ own preconceived. model. I had guessed that
Shokleng would have a "two-section" terminology, just like that of
Kaingang, on the assumption that Henry's data must have been wrong. And
it is "two section" usages that I seemed in retrospect de.termined to
find. It is a credit to my informants that they vigorously resisted
such distortion. One, who had lived among Kaingang,_ actually told me
that "Kaingang do it that way, but we are different."
2S ee agaJ.n
. Silverstein (1976) for the basic pragmatic framework,
which has 'informed my own research.
30f course, linguistic usages are often at some level categorially imperative, e.g., taboos on name usage, obligatory ritual
recitations, and so forth.
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being discemable attributes of the world.

Among them is always some-

thing essentially subjective, viz., the speaker.' s desire to signal
something, i.e., to refer to or index something.

From the objective

usage a hearer infers this subj.ective condition, and, by virtue of
what linguistic token is used, just what it is that is being signalled.
A model of linguistic usage must thus focus more on interpretation
than prediction.

But in its essential structure it is otherwise much

like the category-imperative model I have been discussing.
Perhaps I can clarify this by means of an example.
this conduct rule:

Consider

when someone (x) wishes to refer to someone else

(y), and y is an older male kinsman of x, then x must use the tel:l!l i-yugn.
It is evident that this rule is in standard category-imperative form.
What

make~

it different from many rules is that it. incorporates a

jective condition, viz., the desire of x to refer to y ..

sub~

Of course, it

also involves standard categorial conditions, i.e., "older male kinsman
of."

But what seems the essence of. communication is precisely the

imputed subjective condition.
My analysis here·will focus primarily upon the social categorial
conditions or "features" for such referential usages.

Yet I hope it is

now apparent that this by no means captures the whole. range of conditions for kin terminological usage.
through pragmatic analysis.

These latter are accessible only

And pragmatics deals precis·ely with varia-

bility .in. imputed subjective conditions, viz., with variability in what
-hes to sl.gna
11
•
the spe aker Wl.S

He may, for instance I wish to

11

create l1

II should make clear that I am not referring here to internal
psychological states, but to a theoretical interpretive scheme. A subjective condition can be imputed, regardless of its actual presence.
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some kinship relation by means of kin term usage.

Or he may wish to

show deference, or perhaps to poke fun at someone, all of which can be
accomplished by pragmatic maniuplations.

In each case, the "rule of

use" must specify which subjective. condition applies, in addition to
making explicit what categorial conditions are operative.

Only then

can a specific linguistic usage be seen as imperatively implied.
3. The Kin Terminology
3.1 Social Categorial Conditions
My purpose here, however, is not to develop a complete pragmatic analysis.

It is instead merely to analyze the categorial condi-

tions on referential usage of kin terms.

Specifically, I claim that

the conditions for Shokleng can be described adequately in terms of
the following social. categories:

"female," and "relative age."

"kin," "affine," I1husoand-wife,"

Of these all are primitive or defined

terms of the system I have been discussing, with exception only of
"relative age,,,l which I must now consider.
By "relative age·" I mean of two individuals whether one is
significantly older, or whether they are more or less the same age.
I am not referring here to a simple seriation by age, which I call in
contrast the "elder-younger" category; such a category is indeed operative among Kaingang (Sec. 4 below), but not apparently among Shokleng.
Relative age involves instead a significant age gap. Just how Shokleng
IThis should not be confused with the relational use of age
categories, as discussed in Sec. 7.2 of Chap. IV. These latter have
to do with relative positions in the age-grade structure. For any two
individuals this relation shifts over time. This is not so for relative age.
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themselves measure this age gap I was unable to determine beyond doubt,
since they have no exegesis in this regard.

But the following seems

to me a close approximation of actual usage:
Def. 21:

Relative age category:· for all pairs of individuals
(x, y) in Shokleng society, x stands in a relative age
relation to y, if and only if x was a bachelor or young
woman before y was bom. I symbolize this category as
AGE (x,y) .•

For two individuals who are relatively the same age, i.e., -(AGE(x,y) v
AGE(y,x», there is a maximum differential of about ten or twelve years.
Usually it is much less.
I think a case can be made for conSidering relative .age to be
itself a social category, independent of kin terminology, even though
it is usually obscured by the relational use of age. categories (Chap.
IV, Sec. 7.2).

Specifically, there seems to be an expectation of sym-

metry in_relations between age mates, whereas relations involving an
age differential are usually asymmetrical.

There is even evidence of

more concrete conduct types associated. with this category, e. g. ,
deference on the part of younger individuals.
especially salient.

But none of these is

Whatever the case, however, a category of rela-

tive age seems to me essential for understanding kin. terminological
usage.
With these considerations, I am now in a position to provide
rules for the referential use of kin tenus.
so in fonnal terms.

1

It seems simplest to do

Hence:

IFor those who prefer, these rules can be skipped in favor of
the non-technical description below. As regards notation, I have
indicated "x's wish to refer to y" as R(X,y). I have listed as imperative the Shokleng kin tenus, e. g., ~ (y). What. I mean by this of
course is that "y utters ~."
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1.

o

AGE(x,y).KIN(x,y).-+(x).R(y,x)~.

~mp

YUgn(y)

4.

AGE (x,y) .KIN(x,y) .-~(X) .R(x,y)=t. yi(x) v ~(x)
l.ll!p"-'
o
,
AGE (x,y) .-KIN(x,y).-+(x) .R(y,X)9. kokra(y)
l.ntp
1
AGE(x,y).-KIN(x,y) .-~(x) .R(X,y)~. NAME(y) (x)

5.

AGE (x,y) . (az)KIN(z,y) .H-W(z,x)

6.

AGE (x,y) • (az)KIN (z,y) .H-W(z,x) .R(x,yH. yi(x) v
:unp-

7.

AGE (x,y) .-(az)KIN(z,y) .H-W(z,x) .R(y,X)9. mba(y)
l.mp--

8.

AGE (X,y) .-(azl'lUN(z,y) .H-W(z,x) .R(x,y)=t. NAME (x) (y)
l.mp

9.

AFF (x,y) .R(x,y) 9. yombre (x)
J.mP

2.
3.

l.nlP

.R(y,x)~.

no(y)2

l.Illp"-

10.

H~W(X,y).R(X'Y)~imPPrU(x)

11.

H-W(x,y) .R(y,x)~.

12.

-(AGE(X,y) v AGE(y,x» • KIN (x,y) .R(x,y)9.

13.

-(AGE(x,y) v AGE (y,x) ) •. -KIN(x,y)

14.

(az) SPOUSE (x,z) • SPOUSE (z,y) .R(x,y)9. rengre
l.ntp

:unp

~(x)

mbedn(y)
l.nlP

.R(x,y)~.

nungiien(x)

l.ntp

NAME(y) (x)

There are two terms whose rule of use I have not formulated here, kake
and yav;i:..

These seem to be used more or less interchangeably with

nungiien in rule 12.

They do not occupy a prominent position in the con-

temporary system, but are of considerable importance. in reconstructing
the proto-system and its transformation (Sec. 4 below) .

~AME(Y) means "name of y," as in Chap. V, Sec. 3.3. NAME(y) (x)
thus means that "x utters y' s name." I apologize for this clumsy notation, but I have as yet been unable to come up with something more
suitable.
2In rules 5 through 8, I am claiming that the position of older
women is defined exclusively in terms of their marital ties to men.
Their status as kinsmen or non-kinsmen is thus not at issue, although
clearly in this rule the woman will usually be kin. This distinction
is of some importance for understanding the transformation that occurred
with moiety-fissioning (Sec. 4 below).
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Insofar as basic referential usage is concerned, this terminology is

reasonably simple, its complexity being associated instead

with its pragmatic manipulability.

The terminology furnishes separate

terms for husband and wife, and a single term for all other affines.
In regard to other terms, relative age plays a key role, as Henry
(1941: 178) correctly observed.

For two individuals of more or less

the same age, there are two separate terms, whose use depends upon
whether or not they are kinsmen.

When one is significantly older,

'there are a number of possibilities.

Older male kinsmen are called

by one term, older male non-kinsmen by another.

For older women, ter-

minological. usage is conditioned primarily by kinship status of the
woman's husband.

Wives of kin are called by one· term, wives of non-

kin by another.

As regards reciprocal usage, kinsmen and their wives

call a child regardless of sex by one term, whereas, non-kin and their
wives refer to it by name.
3.2. Genealogical Kin Types
I have taken in this discussion almost no account of "genealogical
kin types."

This may seem odd in view of the importance traditionally

ascribed to them in discussions of kin terminolOgy.
my

Indeed, in a sense

rules do not even describe a "kin terminology ," as classically con-

ceived, since the terms do not have kin types as denotata, something
usually presumed in componential and formal analyses (see, e.g.,
Goodenough 1970, and Sheffler and Lounsbury 1971), and relied upon
implicitly by other theorists.

They describe instead. referential

usages appropriate in social relationships defined
"kinship ..

II

~nly

in part by
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Indeed, examined in terms of kin types, the terminology seems
almost structureless.
of these terms.

It is true that some kin types are stable foci

This is so just because, owing to the definitions

and axioms, they fall invariably under only one rule of use.

Most

so-called "lineal" kin types (e.g., F, M, S, D, FM, FF, MF, MM, etc.)
are of this sort, since the associated social relations almost always
involve a significant age differential.

But the same is decidedly not

true of "collateral" kin 'types, where marked'oscillations occur.
Whereas an older MB may be classed terminologically with F, a relatively same-age one will be classed with B.

Similarly, an older MBS

may be classed with F, a more or less same-age one.with B, and. a younger
one with son.

And the same is true of all such kin types, which

exhibit. terminological instability.
It was such oscillations that motivated Henry's (1935b and 1941)
seemingly anomalous description of Shokleng kin terminology.

Of course,

his description was "anomalous" only from the vantage point of classical
theory,

1

which sawall kin terminol.ogies as genealogically based.

I

have tried to show how it makes sense, looked. at from the point of view
of non-genealogical features.

These show the terminology to be not

shifting and amorphous, but instead well-structured in its own right,
even if not richly elaborate.
1

These results seem to me to support Schneider's (1972, and
elsewhere) arguments against. genealogy. And here I must. say that I
did not anticipate being: led to this conclusion. . I. tried long and
hard to make sense of Shokleng kin terminology' and social organization
generally in terms of genealogy. My disillusionment. wi th genealogy
was solely a consequence of its lack of "empirical adequacy." This
was a key factor in my developing the concepts discussed in Chap. I,
Sec. 4.
.
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4. Transformation of the Proto-Shokleng Terminology

4.1 Kaingang COgnates
My assumption here is that the proto-Shokleng· terminology dif-

fered radically from what I have described.

Most probably it resembled

in structure the terminology used by neighboring Kaingang groups.

It

will be useful, for later discussion, to tabulate what seem to be
Kaingang c.ognates of Shokleng terms.
Shokleng

Kaingang

1.

yugn

yogn

2.

kokra

kakra

3.

no

na

4.

mba

5.

rEmgre

6.

?

ve

7.

yombre

yambre
pro
mbedn

10.

yi

koshidn

11.

kra

kre

12.

kake

kake

13.

yav,;,

yav,;,

(?)

These correspondences 'Nere'. already noted by Baldus (1952).

1

Judging

from the close linguistic similarity, one might expect the two termin-

\aldus, however, failed to notice the Shokleng terms kokra and
which Henry neglected to include in his list of kin terms, mentioning
them only in connection with ceremonial parenthood (Henry 1941: 194-97).
Of course, in many ways Henry was correct, since these terms apply to
"non-kinsmen,·j for· the most part.

mba,
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ologies to be structurally identical, given !Croeber's notion of linguistic autonomy.

It is therefore striking that the Kaingang termin-

ology should differ so radically from a typological point of view,
exhibiting many "two-section" characteristics.

4.2 The Kaingang Terminology
For the sake of consistency, I will describe the Kaingang, terrninology by means of formal rules.

1

My description makes use of those

"features" already discussed, with but two exceptions:

(1) the "sarne-

moiety" category (Def. 19 of Chap. V, Sec. 3.4) is used instead of the
"kin" category; and (2) I have found it necessary to inCOrPorate an
additional category, which I will call "elder-younger," and symbolize

as E-Y (x,y).

This latter means s·imply that "x is older than y" in a

strict seriational sense:
1..

AGE (x,y) .M(x,y) .-~(x) .R(y,x)~. yogn(y)
J.Inp

2.

AGE (x,y) .M(x,y) .-~(x) .R(X,y)~.

3.

AGE (x,y) .-M(X,y) .-~(X).R(Y,X)~.

4.

AGE (x,y) .-M(X,y)

5.

AGE(X,y).

6.

AGE (x,y) . (~z)M(Z,y) .H_W(z,.x) .R(x,y)=t. koshidn(x) v kre(x)
J.Inp

7.

AGE(x,y).-(~Z)M(Z,y) .H-W(z,x).R(y,x)~.

~mp

koshidn(x) v kre(x)

~mp

.-~(y) .R(X,y)~:

~mp

kakra(y)
NAME(y) (x) v Yarnbre(x)2

(~z)M(z,y).H-W(z,x).R(y,x)~.

na

l.llIP""""'

rnba(y)
unp--

IFor those so inclined, these rules may be skipped over in favor
of the non-technical discussion below.
2

As regards Rules 4 and 6, there is some dis=epancy between
Baldus's (1952) data and my own. Whereas he states that koshidn is
applied to "grandchildren" regardless of relative moiety affiliation,
my data indicate that all significantly younger persons, including
grandchildren, are distinguished accmrdingto the relative moiety principle.
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8.

AGE(x,y) .-(gz)M(z,y) .H-W(z,x)

9.

H-W(x,y) .R(X,y}-.

.R(x,y)~.

NAME(y} (x) v yambre(x)

J.mp

PrU(x)

~mp

10.

H-W(x,y) .R(Y,x}~. mbedn(y}
J.mp

11.

- (AGE (x, .) v AGE (y,x) } .M(x,y} .-~(y} .R(X,y}~.

12.

a
-(AGE (x,y) v AGE (y,x) } .M(x,y} .+(y)

13.

-(AGE(x,y) v AGE (y,x» .M(x,y} .~(y) .E-Y(x,y} .R(X,y)~.

yav!:(x}

14.

-(AGE (x,y) v AGE (y,xl } .M(x,y} .-~(x} .E-Y(x,y) .R(y,x)~.

kake(xl

15 ..

- (AGE (x,y) v AGE (y,x) ) .-M(X,y)

J.mp

.R(X,y}~.

rengre(x}

ve(xl

J.mp-

J.mp
J.mp

.R(X,y)~.

yambre(x) v NAME(y} (x)
J.mp

By way of summary, there are distinct terms for husband and
wife.

As among Shokleng relative age plays a key role,

Significantly

older men are differentiated in accord with relative moiety membership.
Older women are distinguished according to the husband's relative moiety
affiliation, so that wives of same-moiety men are called by one term, and
wives of opposite-moiety men by another.

In the reciprocal, same-moiety

men and their wives call. a child by One term, whereas oPPosite-moiety
men and their wives use a different term, or refer to it by name.

Within

the same·age category there is one term for opposite-moiety. persons.
Same-moiety persons are distinguished according to sex, and there is a
further discrimination for males into elder or younger s.tatus.
On the whole, this terminology exhibits many structural similari ties with that of Shokleng.

What makes it appear typologically

distinct. is the incorporation of a "moiety" feature,. where Shokleng has

a tlkinll feature.

As I discussed previously. (Chap·. V I .Sec. 4.2)

moieties partition the set of kin. t¥Pes.

I

Kaingang

Consequently., Kaingang kin

terminology, which makes use of relative moiety affi.liation, similarly
partitions the set of kin types.

So-called "cross" relatives are dis-

tinguished from "parallel" ones, as in. Morgan's (l870) "classificatory
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system."

The overall effect, judging from how kin types are classified,

is thus strikingly different. l

Yet their system is in many respects so

similar, even exhibiting those terminological oscillations with regard
to age already described for Shokleng.
4.3 Comparisons
4. 3.l Systematic Shifts
Differences of a structural nature between Kaingang and Shokleng
kin terminologies can be described in terms of four "shifts," which I
render informally as:
(i) wherever "same-moiety" oc=s, replace it by "kin."
(ii) add a separate category of "affine.«
(iii) delete sex distinctions ("female") where associated with
"relatively same-age."
(i v) delete "elder-younger" wherever it occurs.
Performing these operations on Kaingang rules yields' those rules that
describe Shokleng kin term usage.

Similarly, by reversing these opera-

tions, it. is possible to derive the Kaingang rules from those for
Shokleng.

The overall contrast can be· br.ought· out more or less ade-

quate 1y b y means

0f

-', gms, 2 as Jon.
. F:l.gs.
.
13 and 1 4.
para......

AS I have described them, the four shif.ts seem unconnected, a
purely formal device for describing structural differences.

And indeed

it is far from evident that they are all. part of a single transformation.
l.rhis suggests that the standard typologies are not much good for
capturing genetic similarities, which are accessible instead only through
a more careful structural comparison.
2I have simplified these paradigms somewhat, differentiating
the "older" class according to sex, whereas, as I have discussed,
women seem .in reality to be classed in accord with the husband' s status.
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opposite-Moiety

Same-Moiety

~

o .
Older

yogn

mba

Same

kake
,
,
rengre

ve
yambre

yav~

Fig.

13.~-Paradigm

Same

yugn

Non-kin

,
no

kake
-,
nungnen
yav~

Younger

of Kaingang Terminology

Affine

Kin

Older

or name

koshidn
or kre

Younger

na

kakra

kokra

name

yombre

yi or kra

mba

,

Fig. l4.--Paradigm of Shokleng Terminology

. Yet there is some measure of substantive connection among them, espe.cially as regards rules (i) and (U).

What these describe in effect is

a movement between a dyadic moiety- opposition and a triadic kin/affine/
non-kin relation, which I assume resulted from moiety-fissioning (Sec.
4.3.3 below).

I have already discussed (Chap. III, Sec. 4.4) how this

,
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latter triad is implicit in the Kaingang system,. where, however, it is
subordinated to .the moiety dualism.
n

These two rules describe the

liberation," so to speak, of this triad from the imposed dyad.

As

such, I am inclined to consider them as manifestations of a single
underlying occurrence.
It is more difficult to see a substantive connection for rules
(iii) and (iv).

Indeed, I believe that this latter represents a some-

what separate, if parallel, development.

Yet a case can be made for

collapse of sex distinctions in same-age. relations.

I would argue

that this is an indirect consequence of moiety-fissioning, a consequence induced by the generally lessened significance of sex in sameage relations as a basis for the organization of conduct.

1

As such,

it is connected in a substantive way with shifts. (i) and (ii).
My specific claim is that more or less same-age relations
between persons of opposite sex are politically polarized to a greater
degree in exogamous patri-moiety systems.

This is so because women

are viewed as "lost" to the opposite moiety upon marriage, and so to
the opposed faction.
moiety members.

Certainly, anyway, their children become opposite-

Among Shokleng, however, where the kin/affine/non-kin

triad is more prominent, kindreds are conceptualized as "expanding"
through marriage.

A man's sister's children for instance are members

of his own kindred, and so presumably form part of his poll tical support group..

Affinity itself is seen as transitional between kinship

10f course, I have presented no general hypothesis concerning
the connection bet'ileen kin terms and other conduct types. Nor have I
given proof of this for the Shokleng terminology, except incidentally.
consequently, this "explanation" should be regarded somewhat skeptically,
pending further evidence.
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and non-kinship.

It is as if kinship implied political solidarity,

affinity political alliance, and non-kinship potential antagonism.
course, in some measure this is true as well among Kaingang.

Of

But there

moiety allegiance is most prominent.
If such an argument supports the connectedness of shift (iii),
shift (iv) seems to me a somewhat independent phenomenon.
~

and

yav~,

1

The terms

associated among Kaingang with the elder-younger distinc-

tion, are actually still in use among Shokleng, albeit more or less
interchangeably with nungi'ien.

There is even some feeling, expressed

in informant neta -commentary, that these terms should be used only
where an age differential is involved.
in actual usage.

Still, this is not detectable

My guess is that the elder-younger distinction became

inoperative with alleviation of the scarcity of women, which I have
already discussed. (Chap. J:V, Sec. 3.3).

Among Kaingang it was of con-

siderable importance, since priority in the allocation of spouses was
given primarily on the basis of age seriation.

With women no longer a

scarce commodity among Shokleng, owing to axiomatic changes, the elderyounger distinction became inoperative.

Of course, it.is possible that

this axiomatic change was connected with moiety-fissioning.

Yet I am

inclined to see it as a somewhat separate development.

lThe objection may be raised that one cannot distinguish elder
from younger same-age male, if there is not already a distinction
between same-age male and same-age female. Consequently, collapse of
this latter distinction implies collapse of the former. I would point
out, however, that there are other possibilities, viz., (1) that the
feature "male" (Le., "not female") could be maintained just for
marking t.'1.e elder-younger distinction; and (2·) that the elder-younger
distinction could come to apply regardless of sex. Indeed, this latter
probably occurred in some measure among Shokleng.
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There is a tendency in systematic thinking to see interconnections everywhere, perhaps even where none rightfully exists.

In the

case of shifts (i) - (iv), I am somewhat skeptical of total interconnectedness.

Certainly, (i) and (ii) are manifestations of a single under-

lying transformation.

Shift (iii) is perhaps a consequence as well of

moiety-fissioning, although I am less certain.

In the case of shift

(iv), however, I am inclined to believe that we are dealing with a
somewhat independent phenomenon.

4.3.2 Some "Inexplicables"
Given a knowledge of Kaingang kin terminology, these shifts
account for most Shokleng usages.

One need merely substitute in

Shokleng cognates after rewriting the categorial conditions.
usages remain "inexplicable."

Yet some

They are not simply mechanical conse-

quences, but represent instead essentially creative responses to a new
situation.

Thus, no term is automatically prescribed for the new

"affinal" category.

Similarly, with collapse of sex' and elder/younger

distinctions in same-age relations,. there were four possible terms for
the new category.

Instead of settling on one, Shokleng apparently

developed a new term.

What I wish to point out here is the inadequacy

of purely mechanistic or rule-focussed accounts.

There is something

essentially creative about at least some aspects of the restructuration.
Of course, it is possible to concoct various. ad hoc "explanations."

As

regards the affinal. category, it is possible to argue that

among Kaingang yambre is in fact used for some persons categorized as'
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"affines," e.g., WB, ZH, DH.

Consequently, it is natural that the

terms should continue to be used in this way following the transformation.

But this fails to account for why it should come to be used

as well for WF and WM.

Worse still, if this general mode of explana-

tion were accepted, we could not account for most aspects of the transformation..

It would predict that terminological usages remain fixed

with respect to kin types.

Of course, they in fact·inmany cases did not.

Nor can I do much better at explaining the new same-age kinsman term, nungnen.
sisted.

Of the four proto-system terms, kake and yav4: per-

One term (ve) disappeared completely.

came to be

used for "co-spouse. ,,1

wholly new term?
ferent "meanings."

And one term (rengre)

Why should Shokleng have chosen a

Perhaps because all of these other terms had difCertainly, nungnen seems metonymically an apt choice,

since it means also a "woman' s breast."

When used between actual

siblings it evokes the imagery of suckling at the same breast.

But

while this usage seems in retrospect understandable, it was certainly
anything but a mechanical consequence of moiety-fissioning.
Theseinexplicables argue for some measure of indeterminacy in
h·is::orical processes.

Of course, it. may be that one day a more sophis-

ticated model. will show these seemingly non-mechanical aspects of
transformation to be simple reflexes of moiety-fissioning.
inclined to doubt it.

Yet I am

It seems to me that some element of genuine

creativity is necessarily involved, that not all of history is
lone could make some sense out. of this usage as follows. Given
Shokleng po lyandry, "co-husbands" would have been rengre to one another
in an exogamous patri-moiety system. Indeed, it is primarily bei:'"een
co-husbands that this term is appropriate. One need imagine only that
it later became somewhat more generalized.
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deducible from first principles, even if some aspects are, and that
there will always remain something emergent about developments over
time.
4.3.3

An

Historical Reconstruction
It remains to examine this purely synchronic-structural trans-

formation as the product of possible historical occurrences.
shifts I have discussed should make historical sense.
are. open to the charge of mere fonnalism.

For the

Otherwise they

Fortunately, they seem to

fit nicely with the account of moiety-fissioning I gave in Chap. V.
It is possible to imagine a sequence of events changi.ng the proto-system
in. just such a way as to produce the Shokleng terminology.
Substitution of the "kin" for "moiety" feature might have
occurred as follows.

With the opposite patri-moiety effectively deci-

mated (Chap. V, Sec. 4.3), all living relatives would have been samemoiety.

Consequently, same-moiety tenns would have been used for them.

As time passed the younger generation must have married, albeit in vio-

lation of patri-moiety exogamy.

Presumably they would have married

"non-kinsmen," in accord. with the principle of kindred exogamy.

An

identification of non-kin with opposite-moiety must therefore have
seemed appropriate.
Of course, affines might have been included in this non-kin
category, just as they were in the opposite-moiety category.
in some measure this probably occurred.

1

Indeed,

But on the whole they are

~he term yombre is often used for same-age non-kin among
Shokleng. But here I think pragmatic strategies are usually involved
e.g., creating affine-like relations for purposes of marriage, political alliances, and so forth.

I
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distinct from non-kin.

It is my guess that the question of teminology

for affines posed itself, and was settled, prior to the complete identification, of non-kin with opposite-moiety.

Shokleng were almost

certainly far from eager to use opposite-moiety terms, given what
connotations these must have had..
affines from kin.

Yet it was necessary to distinguish

With YOmbre chosen for this purpose, the other

opposite-moiety terms must have appeared appropriate only for non-kin.
Of course, I have also argued that the triad of kin/affine/non-kin is
fundamental in Southern

Ge

social organization..

There is no simple

kin/non-kin dyad, at least within the system of social categories.
Consequently, these developments were congruent. with the underlying
categorial organization of society.
I discussed previously the reasons for collapse of sex and
elder-younger distinctions in the same-age category.
imagine any abrupt changes in this regard.

It is hard to

Most probably whatever

changes occurred took place gradually over years and perhaps decades.
The new term nungnen won progressively wider acceptance as the others
lost ground.

Indeed, the terms

~

and yav,;,. persist in·use to this

day, which suggests that terminological restructuration may have been
actively underway as late as 1914, and perhaps that it is continuing
in some measure even now.

1

lA number of Brazilian kin terms are now in style among the
younger generation. Even children who speak ot.'lerwise no Portuguese
often make use of pai ("father") and mae ("mother"). Still, the
underlying structure of Shokleng. kin terminology has been persisting
in referential usage.

.1
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4.• 4 A Vestigial "Two-Section" Terminology?
Some mention must be made of the fascinating, if puzzling and
incomplete, data on a "two-section" terminology among Shokleng.

Henry

(1941: 176) himself seems to have obtained some information on this
matter, although he did not pursue it, possibly because·, he lacked an
adequate model of the moiety-class system.
from informant work.
into disuse.

My own data derive solely

This terminology seems to· have fallen completely

As a consequence, there were limits beyond which I simply

could not go with infonuants, and so rtr:l data are somewhat fragmentary.
I have pieced them together in paradigm fonu in Fig" IS'.
Same-Moiety

opposite-moiety

ofOlder
Same

Younger

yugn
koikaha

mba

kokra

YOkta

,
wamo

,
no
?

?

yi/kra

Fig. 1S.--Vestigial "TwO-Section" System

The terminology is based upon relative moiety membership, or
upon. "paint designs," as infonuants say.

Because these non-unilineal

moieties do not partition the set of kin types, however, terms are
used quite randomly with respect to kin types.
ently only at

angy~dn

Indeed, it was appar-

ceremonies that they were used.

This makes good

sense, ,since moiety membership was made obvious at those times by use

I

j
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of moiety-class designs.

In any case, what is intriguing is the

otherwise close correspondence with the Kaingang two-section terminology.

Are we here dealing with a "vestige" of the old proto-system

terminology?
Some sort of carry-over is probably involved.

What I find

puzzling is the use of some seemingly archaic terms, especially yokta
and wanta..

These are terms one often hears in myths.

Yet they have no

correspondence with terms in the Kaingang two-section system, or with
those of the Shokleng kin terminology.

Could it be that. there was all

along a partially distinct "ceremonial language," employing various
archaisms, of which this is a vestige?

I am afraid this may be some-

thing we will never know for sure.
Ceremonial Parenthood:

kokra and

mba

5.1 Definitions
I have already described the role of "ceremonial parents" (Chap.
IV, Secs. 5.4 and 6.2), but without giving a precise account of ceremonial parenthood as a social category, or elaborating a semiotic
interpretation.

In fact, this category is defined primarily by "selec-

tion, ", a concept to which I have thus far made no reference.

By" selec-

tion" I mean an act whereby one person chooses from among some set of
possibilities another person or thing. 1 . In introducing this concept as
a primitive, I am assuming that the choice is or can be made public,
II distinguish here "selection" from "election," whereby a
group choice is made, by whatever means, e.g., consensus, voting, and
so forth. This latter seems of some importance in Shokleng politics
(Chap. VII).

I
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so that the chosen person and everyone else can know of it: 1
Undef. 8:.

Selection. The choice by one person of another person
or thing. I will syml:>olize this as SELECl' (x,y) , i. e.,
"x has selected y."

Ceremonial fatherhood can now be defined. simply as follows:
oef .. 22:

Ceremonial father-child categQry:· For all. pairs of
individuals (x,y) in Shokleng society, x is the ceremonial father of y if and only i f x was selected by y's
"father" from among those men whe are· the latter's "nonkin. TI
ceremF-c(x'Y)=df(~)

(F-C(z,y) .-KIN(x,z) • SELECT (z,x) )

Ceremonial mothers appear to be just whoever happens to be wife of the
ceremonial father, so that:
Oef. 23:

ceremM-c(x,y)=df(az) (H-W(z,x).ceremF-C(z,y))

Very often the ceremonial father will be an "affine" of the child's
father, especially a WE or WF, but this is not

essa~tial.

Just as everyone has a set of social parents, so must everyone
have a set of ceremonial parents, a fact which can be captured by means
of the following axiom:
AXiom 9:

(x) (ay) (ceremF-C(y,x))

Evidently, it is not necessary that. for each individual there be only
one set of ceremoni"al parents, although this is normally so.

If the

previous ceremonial p.arents have died, and an occasion arises, a. new
set may be selected.
A similar category appears to be operative among Kaingang.

And

it is defined in much this way, but with "relative moiety"· substituted
for "kin."

A father thus selects ceremonial parents fQr his child from

II have never heard of someone declining, once having been
selected, but I should add here that the selectee agrees.
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among persons of the

oppos~te

moiety, especially again from among his

close affines, e. g., WE and WF.

Consequently, the shifts discussed

for kin terminology (Sec. 4.3.1 above) apply here as well.

Indeed,

this is so everywhere that "relative," as opposed to "absolute,"
moiety membership occupies a definitional position in the Kaingang
system.

1

Of course, however, absolute moiety membership remains the

basis for organizing ceremonial conduct,. as I have indicated.

But, on

the whole, the role of moieties in social organization has been greatly
attenuated.

5.2 Semiotic Aspects
The significance of these categories seems to me to lie primarily
in what the ceremonial father "stands for."

And here again significa-

tion cannot be properly "symbolic" (cf. Chap. IV, Sec. 5.1).

For

Shokleng have no standard exegesis in this regard, even though the terms
kOkra and mba are of some importance in deciphering the meaning.
Instead, I claim 'that the meaning is primarily "iconic."

A ceremonial

father stands for the class of persons who are affines· or non-kin of
the father, simply because he is an icon of every member, i.e., he
shares.with them the property of standing in a certain categorial relation to the father.

By virtue of his selection he becomes, so to speak ,.

a .representative of this class, an exemplar par excellence of the affine
and non-kin categories.
lActually, it is only with regard to one other category that
shift is relevant, i.e., that of "hunting companion," which I
will discuss shortly.
~s
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Yet what is significant as well is the relationship of ceremonial parent to child.' And here again I claim that the ceremonial
father stands for older male affine or non-kin.

But now the mode of

signification cannot be purely iconic, for the ceremonial father may
actually be a kinsman of the child, e. g., a MB or ME'.

My

claim there-

fore is that there is an underlying symbolic significance, one of which
Shokleng are in some measure aware.

For the ceremonial, father is kokra,

a term used otherwise almost exclusively for older male non-kinsman.
Indeed, this usage takes precedence over any kin term that might be
appropriate.

l

By means of this linguistic equation, the ceremonial

father comes to stand for older male non-kinsman, even when in fact he
is not.
Among Kaingang, such a discrepancy never arises.

There a cere-

monial father is always an older opposite-moiety male" and so in simple
iconic terms a representative of ,that class.
tion obtained as well in the'Shokleng

Persumably such a situa-

proto-system.

It was only as a'

consequence of mOiety-fissioning that his significance became in some
sense symbolic.
It seems therefore misleading to speak of ceremonial "parents,"
since actually they most closely resemble "non-kin'."

Yet I chose' this

term, which Henry (1941: 194-97) himself employed, for a reason.

Cere-

monial parents are specifically contrasted with the actual social

mba

lAmong Shokleng, kokra and
have even come to mean primarily
"ceremonial father" and "ceremo Ilial mother," with the broader relational
usage being almost secondary. Among Kaingang, where a ceremonial
father is always kakra (L e., "older opposite-moiety male") according
to the kin terminology, this is not so. There the broader relational
use dominates. As a consequence, the ceremonial parent is less salient
in terms of how Kaingang talk about society, for ,there is no special
term for him.
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parents, almost as though they were an alternative to them.
relationship to the child seems anyway parent-like.

Their

And this is a clue

to the overall complex of meaning associated with them.

Ceremonial

parents represent a kind of parent-like interest of non-kinsmen, and
therefore of society at large, in the cl1ild.

They represent an alterna-

tive, viz., affinity or the alliance of non-kin, to the ties created by
parent-child relationship.

And affinity ameng Shokleng embodies the

transcendence of more broadly social ties over those of the immediate
family.

The triad of parents/ceremonial parents/child is thus a kind of

micorcosm of Shokleng social organization, encapsulating the dialectic
between kin and non-kin, whose synthesis is affinity and procreation.
I suggest that conduct types associated with ceremonial parenthood be interpreted in this way, as condensed iconic-indexical representations of relations in this dialectic.

I have already described

these conduct types (Chap. IV, Secs. 5 and 6)', and so need here merely
summarize them:
1.

Ceremonial parents should hide the umbilical cord of a newborn
child.

2a.

Ceremonial parents should perform the cord-tying (pethEm)
ceremony.

2b.

The social parents are then obliged to provide the ceremonial
parents and their kin with food.

3.

Ceremonial parents should perform the lip piercing for a male
child, or thigh tattooing for a female child, at an angradn
ceremony subsequent to the birth.

4.

Ceremonial parents and social parents should toss back and forth
the kavign (symblic of "father," "mother," and "child) at the
conclusion of the angradn ceremony.

5.

A ceremonial sen as he grows older gives whatever game he kills
to his ceremonial father. Neither he nor his parents may eat it
until this obligation is lifted by' means of a topre pUn rite.
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A good deal of the significance is evidently bound up in the
relations between parents and ceremonial parents.

Parents are obliged

to give food and ceremonial objects, whose manufacture requires con-

siderable labor, in return for various acts performed by the ceremonial
parents.

This giving or "transference" is of course what is charac-

teristic of relations between affines, and also among non-kin, where
political alliance is involved (Chap. II, Sec. 5).

It is thus fitting

that it shou·ld be so emphasized in relations between parents and ceremonial parents, which are preeminently of this sort.
It is possible to see iconic-indexical meaning in the ceremonial
acts themselves.

"Hiding" the umbilical cord is tantamount to con-

cealing or suppressing the ties between mother and child, which are
indexed in a physical sense by this connection.
dramatically captures the intervention of

The hiding thus

non~kin

in an eminently kin

relationship, viz., procreative linkage, and so the establishment of
claims by society at large over the child.

1

Similarly, in bestowing

ankle cords, lip-plugs, and thigh tattoos, a ceremonial father is giving
to the child those emblems which are most distinctively Shokleng.

They

make the child a properly "social" person, a member of Shokleng society.
In this light, it seems singularly appropriate that a child is told by
its ceremonial father "this is your making" (Chap. IV, Sec. 6.2.3).
For it has in fact been "made" a member of society.
1

Because this signalling is purely iconic-indexical in nature,
it should not be surprising that similar practices are found in quite
widely separated societies. They have a "natural" basis. The specific
meaning, however, is dependent upon what system of categories and
axioms is operative.
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What I have called the "parent-like interest .of. nen-kinsmen" in
a child is perhaps nowhere better expressed than in the tessing .of
kavign.

Fer these kavign symbelize, by virtue ef·.linguistic designa-

tien, "father," "mether," and "child." ·It is as if the parent-child
relatienship itself were tossed back and ferth between parents and
ceremonial parents, and se between kin and nen-kin.

Here is a beauti-

fully expressive, if ultimately elusive, rendering .of the eppesing
claims .of kin and non-kin to "parenthoed."
In all .of this, the asseciated meaning is primarily fer these
adults whe are invelved.

Yet ceremonial parents beeeme important as

well, fer a boy at least·, .once he reaches puberty.

For at that time he

is .obliged to give whatever game he kills te his ceremonial father.

And

here is a direct parallel with affinity, and especially with WF-DH relatiens, which are characterized by just such tral'lsference .of game.

It

is as if this symbolic nen-kinsman were becoming an affine, and so progressively more kin-like.

And this happens in that :phase of life just

prior to establishment .of actual affinal relations, which the ceremonial relatiens in some sense anticipate.

Ceremenial parenthood thus

perfectly captures that dialectical synthesis whereby non-kin, originally opposed to kin, are brought.pregressively together in relatiens
.of affinity.
I have tried te show in what way these interactiens are
"meaningful" fer Shokleng.
municativ.e signalling abeut?

But just what finally is all. .of this comI remarked previeusly that Shekleng have

almost no "meta-cemmentary" upon their secial erganizatien, certainly
nothing .one could construe as an ideolegy.

Because they de not normally
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talk about it, it is not something readily accessible to their consciousness.

They simply live their social organization without simul-

taneously reflecting upon it.

In a sense, this cluster of partially

symbolic, but primarily iconic-indexical, signs is a means of commenting upon social life or of making it meaningful in the absence of
linguistically referential commentary.

If these ritual acts seem

meaningful to Shokleng and to us, it is because they capture something
essential about the social order.

They condense down the dialectic of

kin and non-kin into a set of signs highly expressive of fundamental

principles, even if these principles are never formulated in semanticoreferential terms, and so never made truly accessible to consciousness.

6. Hunting Companionship.
I earlier (Chap. II, Sec. 4 ..2.1) described the role of "hunting
companion," without however giving a precise characterization of that
category.

To do

SO

it is necessary to introduce "co-hunting" as a

primitive term:
Undef. 9:

Co-hunting. Two individuals co-hunt if· they regularly,
i. e., on an interval of nearly every day to perhaps
once every few days, hunt together as a pair. I symbolize this as CO-HUNT(x,y).

Hunting companionship is based upon such hunting relationships, but
specifically insofar as they are between affines or non-kin.
Oef. 24:

Hence:

Hunting companionship. For every pair of individuals
(x,y) in Shokleng society, x and y are "hunting companions" if and only if they are non-kinsmen (including
affines) and also co-hunt.
COMP(x'Y)=df (CO-HUNT (x,y) .-KIN(x,y»

Again, shift (i) applies, so that among Kaingang and presumably in the
Shokleng proto-system hunting companions were from opposite moieties.
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I introduce this as a distinct category primarily because it
is associated with its own set of conduct types.

Most notably, hunting

companions invariably give to one another whatever game they happen to
kill. 1

Moreover, interactions are schematized into a pattern I would

characterize as formal reserve, which resembles the pattern characteristic of

affina~

relations.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly,

hunting companions are expected to be political allies.

As a conse-

quence, to establish a hunting companionship is simultaneously to
establish an important political alliance.
Hunting companionship is therefore much like affinity.
bridge between non-kinsmen.

It is a

It differs really only-in being somewhat

more susceptible to actor manipulation.

An actor can choose with whom

he wishes to hunt, how often, and so forth.

And it is primarily by

means of such manipulations that he endeavors to-optimize his political
support base.

I will have much more to say about politics in Chap. VII.

But it should now be clear that the two key mechanisms for establishing
alliances with non-kinsmen are marriage and hunting companionship.

~ence, in the Kaingang system such transferences are always
between patri-moieties.

CHAPTER VII

POLITICS AND HISTORY

We will now discuss in a little more detail the struggle
for existence.
Darwin, The Origin of Species, p. 74
L

On "Sanction Feedback"

In my discussion of concepts (Chap. I. Sec. 4), I argued that
"sanctions" lend to conduct types their imperativeness.

Actors act

normally so as to maximize positive feedback and minimize negative
feedback.
mechanisms.

Yet I have said almos.t nothing about Shokleng feedback
How do they indicate approval and disapproval?

results when imperative conduct types are disobeyed?

What

I will argue that

feedback ru;tOng Shokleng is intimately bound up with poll tics. 1

And

politics is the means whereby a system of categories and conduct types
is interrelated with "real time" events, and so with. history.
It may seem contradictory to say that Shokleng lack schematized
negati ve sanctions.
misconduct.

There are no socialLy acceptable ways of punishing

Yet such is seemingLy the case.

Shokleng are opinionated

IThis is so in almost every society just by definition, since
"politics" deals with the "differential distribution· and use of power"
(Swartz 1968: 1). And "power," as classically conceived, is the
probability that an actor can "carry out his own will despite resistance."
Insofar as "resistance:' means "negative sanction, ". therefore, the distribution of power is correlated wi th the limits of imperativeness.
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when it comes to the "rightness" and "wrongness" of conduct.
may communicate their opinions through gossip.

But they almost never

act in any overt way so as to punish an offender.
because men are sometimes hotheaded.

And they

I say "almost"

They are liable to react often

violently to perceived transgressions, e.g., to adultery.

But, as

often as not, Shokleng view such reactions as themselves improper or
reprehensible.
type.

It is as if punishment were an interdicted conduct

1

What I wish to claim is not that Shokleng lack negative sanetioning, but instead that all punishment per se is. mediated by politics.
A man is immune from punishment just. insofar as he has a "support base"
sufficiently strong to ward off would-be sanctioners.

I will consider

subsequently (Sec. 3 below) how he manages to build such a base.

But I

may say here as a general principle that support is contingent upon
following. rules of proper conduct.
support, he can do almost anything.

Provided someone has sufficient
Yet to hold support he mus t nor-

mally among Shokleng obey the rules.
Negative sanctioning therefore operates in accord
could be called the "paradox of power."
must obey them.

wi~~

what

In order to break rules, one

Of course, this is not a genuine paradox.

What it

points to instead is a diTferent relati<:fnS'hi-p-b-etween-puni-shment-and.----------j
rule-breaking than that to which we are accustomed.

Normally, we think

of transgression of a given rule as associated with a specific punishlIndeed, one almost never sees or hearse of even c.~ildren being
punished, by their parents or anyone else. And I have already mentioned (Chap. II, Sec. 6.3.2) how even stock normative statements avoid
any reference to the punishing agent. There is evidently a feeling
among Shokleng that punishment is itself bad.
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ment, as in lex talionis, "an eye for an eye."

Our own legal code

operates similarly, assigning kinds of punishment to classes of crimes.
Among Shokleng there is no such specific assignment.
is instead more diffuse.

The relationship

Whether an individual will be subject to nega-

tive sanctioning is dependent upon his overall compliance with rules of
good conduct, Le., upon his degree of "centrality" in the system.
Degree of centrality-marginality is thus a key concept for
understanding Shokleng sanction feedback, One whose significance I hope
to elucidate through discussions of "factionalism," "support," and
"leadership."

Someone who is perceived as central, as eminently

sociable, can literally "get away with murder," since his conduct can be
interpreted in light of a factional dispute.

Someone who is marginal,

however, who is perceived as anti-social by virtue of his failure to
comply with rules of good conduct, is susceptible to "punishment,"
even though he may at that time have committed no specific transgression.

l

2. Factionalism
2.1 The Balance of Power
There re.igns ideally in Shokleng society what I will call a
"balance of power."

By this I mean that each member of a village is

connected wi th one of· two somewhat fluidly constituted "factions,"
whose collective "power" is more or less evenly matched, 1. e., the
\

capacity of one group to carry out.its will despite res·istance just

lMarginality seems to have been connected with suspicions of
sorcery. Still, it was possible for someone to be a shaman, having
dealings with the supernatural,and yet to be politically central
(Sec. 4 below) •
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about equals that of the other group.
. a support group for its members.

Moreover, each group serves as

Consequently, an attempt by a member

of one to negatively sanction a member of the other can be effectively
checked.
What constitutes a support relationship between two individuals
is of course that they themselves not conflict,l but instead unite
against a common enemy.

Conflict or negative sanctioning between

members of a faction is in turn necessarily associated with alienation
of support.

And this is something that members of a faction wish to

avoid, since it can result in. one. party to the conflict switching
factional allegiance, thereby tipping the balance of power.

2

As a

consequence, great emphasis is placed upon maintenance of solidary,
non-conflictual relations within the faction.

There ',is almost never

any punishment of same-faction members.
I will take up subsequently questions of how support relations
are formed (Sec. 3 below), and of the internal structure of factions
(Sec. 4 below).

But I may. note here that some individuals within a

faction have more support, and consequently are more "central," than
others.

Those who are "marginal," Le., who have less support, are

safe objects of aggression for members of the opposite faction.
are of minimal strategic importance.

They

Other faction members are there-

II would incline to vie'N' all genuine conflict, apart from
simple competition, as an attempt to impos.e negative sanctions, and
so· as part of a feedback mechanism.
2There are in Shokleng historical narratives actual cases of
switches of allegiance. These are sometimes even crucial factors,
especially if the disaffected party becomes a "subversive," acting from
wi thin to overthrow his own faction. An episode of this sort begins the
narrative of moiety-fissioning.
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fore not apt to risk all out inter-factional conflict for their sake.
In contrast, central members have a virtual immunity from negative
sanction, just because they are strongly supported.

Conflict with

them is apt to trigger full-scale hostilities, perhaps even village
fissioning.

I am therefore inclined to conceptualize factions not

as homogeneous entities, but instead as having internally a "conical"
structure, to borrow Kirchhoff's (1955" 8-9)

metaphor, wi th some

individuals significantly closer than others to the center/pinnacle.
2.2 A Developmental CVcle Model
AS a concept, balance of power is applicable primarily to only
certain stages of the developmental cycle of factional groups.

By no

means is there always a perfect balance, nor are there present at all
times two factions. 1

Sometimes the reciprocal checks on negative

sanctioning and conflict even break down, and with drastic consequences.
I have attempted, therefore, on the basis of ethnohistorical data (Sec.
5 below), to construct a model of factional process, one reflecting how
systems change cyclically over time.

With some modifications this model

is applicable as well to Kaingang, at least insofar as I could determine.
Indeed, similar models can probably be developed for all G~ systems,
since what varies from society to society seems principally to be the
"categorial locus" of factionalism (Sec. 2.3 below) •
Stage. I:

A two-faction village can persist for some time in a

lThe Rakrano community was itself in 1914 a virtual "one-faction"
community, with a second faction just beginning to crystallize. While
much of ~~e developmental process was interrupted by· contact, it seems
of interest that today a fully two-faction system has re-emerged (cf.
Chap. I, Sec. 3.2).
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state of quiescence.
is inhibited.

With a balance of power inter.-factional conflict

Hostilities may flare, but it is usually marginal indi-

viduals who are objects
Stage II:
effect.

~f

aggression.

Such minor conflicts .probablyhave a cumulative

Yet it is only once central figures become involved that tbe

system is hurled into a new stage, with full-scale inter-factional
hostili ties erupting.
of

t~eir

Sometimes these figures are impelled by demands

supporters, who wish retribution for certain perceived

injustices.

Sometimes it is a question of competition for leadership.

Whatever the specific circumstance, their involvement as objects of
aggression signals an inevitable rupture, a point of.no return, witb
the village splitting apart or fissioning amidst all-out conflict.
There is now no longer one two-faction village, but, so to speak, two
"one-faction" villages.
Stage III:

A single-faction village may persist as such for

some time,l especially if hostilities witb the sister village continue.
For then the village as a whole constitutes a support group, unified
against a common enemy.

The newly formed villages may even attempt to

re-es·tablish peaceful relations, commonly by holding a joint angradn
ceremony.

Such attempts appear however to result inevitably in renewed

hostilities.

Eventually, as time passes, relations between villages

taper off, and within each new village there begins to re-emerge a twofaction system.
1

One can imagine here a path for development of a wholly new
kind of system, based upon hierarchy, with the center/pinnacle persons
institutionalizing their status. Such would be especiall.y likely if
population densities rose. For then inter-village relations might
assume greater prominence, as among Tupinamba (Fernandes 1952), where
single chiefs· dominated villages and even clusters of villages.
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I have tried in Fig. 16 to represent key aspects of this
developmental cycle model.
.. cones," viewed from above.

Factions are depicted as circles or
Hachure indicates relations of support

obtaining between factions (cf •. Sec. 3 below).

In Stage I there is

a single two-faction. village, which fissions, giving. rise in Stage II
to two one-faction villages.

These newly formed villages are on

typically hostile terms, as indicated by the horizontal bar.
between villages taper off in Stage III.
in each village a second faction.

Relations

But now there begins to form

As time passes, the intra-village

systems move in each case again into Stage I, thereby completing the
cycle.

Stage I

Stage II

I

1

Stage III

Fig. 16.--A Developmental Model of Shokleng Factionalism
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2.3 Categorial Loci of Factionalism
Factions are

social groups isolable at least in some measure

by Shokleng themselves.
defined boundaries.

Yet these groups have by no means well-

Membership is instead fluid, especially at the

periphery, where dividing lines are refractory to sharp formulation.
It is as if factions were only a tendency, a momentary product of the
shifting mosaic of political forces.

At any given moment they may

crystallize around specific persons and issues.

Yet, in contrast with

moieties, age groups, and households, they are not given a precise
definition by the system of categories.

Membership is not fixed and

knOWable, but instead fluid, subject to

c~ange

relative to essentially

unpredictable events.
This is so primarily because it is through concrete instances
of support that faction "membership" is known.

And who will lend sup-

,

port to whom in relation to what issue is itself not wholly predictable.
In some measure it is subject to whim.

A dispute may flare between

.
1y seenung
. 1 Y staunch supporters. 1
prevl.ous

between former disputants.

An alliance may develop

Any final red:oning of "membership" must

therefore await the schism that pulls two factional groups apart.
Such factors argue against a conceptualization of the faction as
a social category • . For a category ought to account for those conditions
under which certain conduct types are socially imperative (Chap. I,
Sec. 4).

An actor must be able to readily ascertain category member-

1gere I am arguing against any thoroughgoing mechanistic view of
history. Still, if the historical particulars are intrinsically unpredictable, it is possible nonetheless to say more abstractly in what
classes of relationship (e.g., affinal) and over what issues (e.g.,
adultery) disputes tend to erupt.

I
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ship, in order that he be able to anticipate. when given conduct types
are socially appropriate.

Insofar as factions are concerned, however,

"support" is what allows us to determine membership.

And support,

because it is manifested primarily in concrete occurrences, is far
from "readily ascertainable."

Moreover, it is itself the conduct type

whose conditions of occurrence a category of faction ought properly to
specify.

Nothing else is associated in particular with faction member-

ship.
Granted that "faction" is not encoded in the underlying system
of categories, it seems nonetheless that some dualism must be.

For

otherwise a two-faction system, based upon. balance of power, could not
so readily regenerate itself.

It seems. necessary that support relations

be organized in accord

wit.~

such as a moiety set.

Indeed, among Kaingang such is seemingly the

case.

a pair of complementary social categories,

There same-moiety membership implies that two actors ought to

support each other, whereas opposite-moiety membership is associated in
general with opposition.
(Sec. 3 below).

'Illere are a great many cross-cutting allegiances

But the fundamental categorial basis for organization

of support is moiety co-membership.
Among Shokleng, however, such is not evidently the case.

The

non-unilineal moieties have seemingly little to do with support relations, even though moiety-fissioning might conceivably have left politics
encoded at the moiety level.

l

Instead, factions tend to be localized in

trekking groups, which play in many respect the role of categorial

lAmong some Northern Ge groups politics is in fact associated
with non-unilineal moieties (Chap. V, Sec. 5).
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dualism, as it operates among Kaingang.

l

And such a localization is

understandable historically, for patri-moieties were probably themselves localized in trekking groups in the proto-system (Chap. V,
Sec. 2.2).

Nevertheless, it is

my

opinion that as late. as 1914 the

problems of an underlying categorial dualism had not yet been satisfactorily resolved.
2.4 Notes on Ge "Dual Clrganization"
Largely as a consequence of Levi-Strauss I s (1952 and 1956)
provo.cative analyses, Ge "dual organizations" have been the focus of
much interest.
moiety systems.
fact.

For

Ge

societies have characteristically well-developed

I am not proposing a functional explanation for this

Certainly, it is possible to see some measure of functional

interconnection, if it is true that a basic component of Gtl social
organizations is the two-faction system.

For a categorial dualism or

moiety system would constitute an apt locus for factions.
connection is a far from necessary one.

Still, the

Among Shokleng themselves the

categorial locus of factions is not an elegant moiety system.
Besides, many

Ge

moiety systems seem in no obvious way connected

with the organization of political support.
itself is again a case in point.

The ShokJ.eng moiety system

And there are also many manifestations

of "dualism" apart frcm moieties proper, e.g., among Shokleng the a hadn
(Chap. IV, Sec. 6.2.1) and the kavign tossing (Chap. IV, Sec. 6.2.4).

2

lIf this is so, then trekking groups ought'probably to be considered as social categories, contrary to my earlier argument (Chap. V,
Sec. 2.2). However, it is also possible that support is simply implied
by those categories that imply co-residence at the trekking group level.
2

A fascinating instance of how dualistic ideas can be played out
is the Shokleng wainkredn. of which I have already given a brief account
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Maybury-Lewis (1967, 298) even argued for a much broader conception of
dual organization as "an ideal type corresponding to. a theoretical
society in which every aspect of the social life of its members is
ordered according to a single antithetical formula."

Evidently,

Ge

dualism goes beyond the simply dyadic organization. of politics.
What I suggest is that the dyadic structure of politics--the
two-faction system--is a kind of model upon which these dualistic
elaborations are based.

It is as if the various social and ceremonial

oppositions were icons of this one master.
tain its essential features:

They seem anyway to con-

two "sides," consisting of more or less

equal numbers of men, who perform opposed or complementary kinds of
conduct.

Such is what I have described for the Shokleng and Kaingang

moieties (Chap. V, Sec. 3.5).

And similar descriptions could be given

of almost all instances of ceremonial dualism among

Ge.

Do these

social organizations represent an instance of· some general· principle
of iconic elaboration of categorial systems?

(Chap. IV, Sec. 6.3). Here Shokleng or~g~n myths are recited by two
men usually of opposite moieties, who sit facing each other. One says
one syllable, whereupon he is immediately echoed by his partner, as in
the follOWing:
A

B

a
yir.
ti
ha

y~

li

ke
te

a
ti
ha:
li

ke
te

Fig. 17. --Structure of the waiiikredn
In this snippet, A and B have both recited the sentence "What is your
name?" (a y3:y"r. ti halike te), a fragment lasting a few seconds of an
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3. Alliance and Solidaritv
I have thus far considered support to be an undifferentiated
conduct type.

"Support" means non-conflictual relations, wherein actors

can count on one another for mutual defense.

It contrasts with non-

support or opposition, wherein there is a potential for conflict, with
actors aligning on opposite sides in disputes.
in some measure a continuum between these poles.
more fully supported than others.

Yet there is evidently
Some persons may be

And here it seems relevant to intro-

duce a distinction between "solidarity" and "alliance" as subtypes of
support.

They will be of use in showing just how a political actor can

build a support base.
By "solidarity" I mean a relationship wherein one can assume
mutual defense and non-conflict, without much worry.

Solidary rela-

tions are relations one can count 'on, just by virtue of occupying a
position within the social organization.

"Alliance," in contrast, is a

relationship established between persons otherwise non-solidary.

It

occupies a position more or less intermediate between support and nonsupport, wherein actors try as much as possible to avoid conflict, even
if they cannot count on each other for mutual defense..

Sometimes an

alliance becomes an effectively solidary relationship, but this is by
no means inevitable.

What seems most characteristic is that alliance

is a tenuous form of support, which mus.t be both created and maintained.

or~g~n

myth that can take more than half an hour to recite.
The over-.
all effect is fascinating acoustically. Moreover, both men are allowed
to tell the myt."l in this way nearly sim1;lltaneously.
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3.1 The Formation of Solidarity
Among Shokleng solidarity is associated primarily with "kin"
relations, as I have defined these (Chap. IV, S.ec.. ". 2. 2).
men are kin, they ought to be solidary.

If two

Moreover, as closeness of

relationship increases so too does solidarity,· so that among a man' s
strongest supporters are normally his sons and brothers.

From this

it follows that a support base can be constructed by having a large
family especially by having many sons, upon whom one can always count.
And indeed Shokleng men, especially. "central"· men, commonly have
numerous children, often by several wives.

It is my guess that this

is even a key motivation for polygyny, since a man is enabled thereby
to expand his support base at a much greater rate.
Among Kaingang it is of course primarily same-moiety membership
that implies solidarity.

And, since moieties crosscut kindreds, only

some kinsmen are perceived as fully solidary;

Still, I. believe that

there is implicit or submerged here a pattern similar to that of
Shokleng.

For opposite-moiety kin are viewed as in some measure poten-

tially solidary.

And there is a· similar correspondence between

strength of support and kinship distance, as well as an emphasis upon
large families.

However, in this case sons are also solidary by virtue

of their same-moiety membership.
Viewed in terms of a two-faction system, both Kaingang and
Shokleng rules create what may be considered crosscutting. solidari ties.
Among Kaingang factions crystallize about mature men of a given patrimoiety.

But it is really trekking groups that seem finally to consti-

tute "factions" when schism occurs.

Indeed, as a. consequence of resi-
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dence rules, the sons of a man normally trek with opposite-faction
members, Le., their wives' fathers.

They become thereby what amount

at least initially to "hostages" in an enemy camp.

By virtue of their

presence, they check or dampen the possibility of inter-factional conflicts, since a man would not wish to fight his own sons.
si tuation obtains among Shokleng.

However, there

a

A similar

given faction

forms about mature men who are related not as same-moiety members, but
as kin.

Still, insofar as sons marry daughters of opposite-faction men,

who are usually of distinct trekking groups, it is the case there as
well that sons constitute a "bridge" to the enemy camp.
3.2 The Formation of Alliance
A man cannot choose his kinsmen, for the most part,

I

and so he

cannot readil.y manipulate the solidary component of his support base.
When it comes to impl.ementing a suppcrt-building strategy, therefore,
it is really on. alliance rel.ationships that he must rel.y.

And there

are actuall.y certain advantages to having manipulabil.ity in this area.
For al.liances are established with opposite-faction members.

Properly

maintained, they can therefore serve as a check on aggression from just
those persons whose negative sanctioning need be most feared.

They are

thus in some sense more important for a support base than the simply
sol.idary component.

Of course, there is the added advantage that

al.liances may over time become themselves effectivel.y solidary.
It is, so far as I know, only thro.ugh affinity and hunting comIThere is of course "adoptive transference" (Chap. III, Sees.
3;1..2 and 5.2.2). And this may have been one means of support-base
manipulation. However, as I noted earlier, such transferences mushroomed
in importance really only after 1914.
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panionship that alliances are established.

Insofar as a man can influ-

ence who marries whom, and who hunts wi th whom, he can effectively
influence support-base compositions.

In fact, there is a good deal of

maneuvering involved in marriage selection.

By no means are all

Shokleng marriages "arranged" by parents or anyone else.

Some of them

are (cf. Chap. III, Sec. 3.3.1), some are primarily a result of selfselection.

l

Yet there are ntllllerous subtle ways of influencing choice,

and Shokleng make use of these.

Perhaps least subtle is the impact a

man can have on his daughter's marriage choice.
rules, his DR must come to reside with him.

By' virtue of residence

He is as a consequence in

good position to make life difficult for someone of whom he disapproves,
or easy for someone of whom he approves:",
some measure manipulate his own

In any case, he can clearly in

support~base

composition by such means.

And there are as well less obvious techniques.
Some opportunity for implementing a political strategy is thus
provided by marriage.

Yet it is in connection with hunting companion-

ships that most manipulation of alliance occurs.' And here there are
ntllllerous possibilities, most of them centering upon (1) with whom and
(2) with how many one establishes such companionships., As a general
rule, with more alliances each individual alliance is weaker.

By

focussing on just one or two companionships, especiaLly if these companions happen as well to be affines, an actor may shape an alliance
into a strongly solidary' relation.

But in so doing he sacrifices scope.

10f course, in such "self-selection" th e bridegroom himself may
have political aspirations, as may the bride. Among Shokleng women
are by no means indifferent to politics. I talk about the political
strategies of mature men, simply because they are the ones who in fact
dominate politically.
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By concentrating on scope, however, he usually sacrifices strength.
And then there are such questions as whether fonning one alliance may
jeopardize another.

Evidently, a great many options present themselves,

each with its own drawback.

The success of an actor depends in large

measure upon his ability to perceive what configuration of power relations obtains at any given time, and to draw from this perception sound
conclusions for action.

3.3 Support and "Good Conduct"
I have said that support is predicated upon obeying' rules of
proper conduct (Sec. 1 above).

Someone who behaves in ways considered

odd or deviant will find his support base rapidly eroding.

This per-

tains to conduct in general, not simply conduct in relation to supporters.
Even if one behaves in ways that a£front no one in specific, but are
construed more generally as odd, his supporters may disapprove, and so
be less inclined to give their support.
Yet perhaps more serious. are violations of conduct rules in
relation to specific others.

And here i t is' of interest that alliance

relations involve that conduct whose imperativeness needs most to be
enforced.

Just because alliances must be formed, their associated

conduct is less habitual.

Consequently, moreso· than many other conduct

types, it needs to be constrained.

And it.is in fact more constrained,

because alliances are by nature tenuous..

An actor may by a£fronting an

ally. weaken his support base drastically, and thereby leave himself
vulnerable to reprisal.
precipi tate conflict.

Or, worse still, his impropriety may itself
For alliance relationships I being between poten-

tial enemies I are also potentially explosive.

Whatever the specific
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outcome, it seems evident that Shokleng have found a way of implementing
constraints just where they are most needed, and of doing so without an
over-arching lex talionis.
4. Leadership
"centrality" among Shokleng has largely to do with extensiveness
of support base, as I have discussed this.
leadership, which
making.

amon~

Yet it has also to do with

Shokleng is intimately connected with decision-

Indeed, by a "leader" I mean precisely someone who supplies

direction for collective action.

And communities, as politically

autonomous entities, are forever in need of such direction.

They must

reach such decisions as where and when to trek, hold ceremonies, conduct
raids, and so forth.

In considerable measure these decisions are cir-

cumscribed by traditional patterns.

But there are always specific issues

which must be resolved, contingencies which must be coped with, and
historically new situations which emerge.

I will be concerned in this

section with showing in just what Shokleng leadership consists, and
what qualities mark a good leader (e.g., rhetorical skill, foresight,
support base, and categorial status).
4.1Command and Authority
As

classically conceived "authority" is the:.probability a com-

mand will be obeyed, insofar as it is based on legitimacy (Weber 1925:
324 ff.).

Authority thus means that an actor has by virtue of cate-

gorial status a right to issue commands, which others are obliged in
turn to obey.

I will argue that there is in this sense no authcrity

among Shokleng, since no one is in a position to simply issue com-

\

·

."----
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mands.

1

Yet I believe that there is in fact "authority," if this is

more broadly conceptualized as the exercise of leadership.
I would like in specific to expand our concept of "command."
As Silverstein (1977) has argued, what are actually commands. can be
linguistically expressed in varying degrees of "transparency" or
"opacity."

What we normally classify as commands are really only

those of the transparent variety, .utterances overtly" marked as such
(e.g., "shut the window").

Many of what prove upon analysis to be

commands, however, are linguistically disguised as innocent referential
statements (e.g., "it's cold in here"). 2
"opaque."
action.

In other words, they are

It is necessary to deduce from them the implication for
My contention is that among Shokleng authority or leadership

is exercised through such opaque commands.
Indeed, commands are so opaque that it appears as if a leader
pursuades solely by. "speaking well," by making one course of action seem
preferable or wise, while making another seem foolhardy.
all decisions were reached by means of rational debate.

It is as if
Yet beneath

this surface there is operative quite a different mechanism.
appear

What

as "arguments" are not accepted or rejected simply on the

basis of intrinsic me·rit.
they are.

It is a question as well of whose arguments

For the arguments of someone perceived as a. leader carry

lActUally, au~~ority may be conceptualized as vested in the
council of mature men, whose decisions everyone else automatically
follows. My discussion here, however, concerns only leadership within
this counciL
2

A hearer may deduce from this, beholding an open window through
which a cold draft is rushing, that the speaker wishes him to close the
w·indow.
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more weight just because he is so perceived.
really opaque commands.

In a sense, they are

1

4.2 Leadership and Support
What makes someone a potential leader is the size of his support
base.

For a man to feel himself sufficiently secure to speak out on

issues, it is usually necessary that he have a strong support base.
do not wish to down-play the "power of words."

I

Words do have rhetorical

force in Shokleng society, especially because political reality is a
shifting reality.

Wi thin the age group of mature men leadership "rank"

is subject to change.

Rhetoric can sway men in one direction or another,

and so can play a role in the jockeying for position that is continuously under way.

Yet a support base is built up primarily by means

other than rhetoric, i. e., by kinship solidarities, by hunting companionships and affinal alliances, and by adherence to rules of good conduct.
And extensiveness of support base is more 'Often decisive than rhetoric
in determining whose propositions for action will be accepted.
I have mentioned leadership "rank."

By this I mean that ·the

mature men of a given faction can be ordered more or less linearly or
perhaps "conically" as to their role in directing conununity affairs.
Shokle.ng themselves would never talk about such rank.
evident

~~at

an ordering.

Yet it seems

they do at any given. time at least implicitly agree upon
This is manifested in. who actually speaks out on issues,

lThis lack of authority based on transparent conunand has been
a principal source of difficulty in Shokleng relations. with FUNAI. The
Brazilian government administrators see themselves as having "aut.~ori ty,"
as classically conceived, and consequently a right to conunand transparently. Shokleng of course recognize no such right. Consequently,
administrators viewShokleng as virtually intractable.
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and whose proposals are finally accepted.

My claim is that this rank

can be guessed in large measure from an ordering of individuals in terms
of support-base strength.

Indeed, by simply scanning genealogies for

large procreation families, one can make some good guesses about leadership.

In other words, among Shokleng "authority," as the right to

issue opaque commands, is allocated primarily in accord with relative
support-base size.
4.3 The Chieftancy
4.3.1 The Role of Chief
I have discussed rank as if it were unconstrained by any categorial structure, as if jockeying for position. took place in the absence
of fixed reference points.

There is indeed some truth in this view of

Shokleng politics, to which Henry (1941: 49) evidently subscribed (cf.
Chap. I, p. 29, f.n. 2).

Yet I am inclined to see in this essentially

fluid reality an element of fixity.

This is the role of "chief,"

where the chief is roughly speaking whoever occupies the uppermost
position in this political hierarchy.

I will argue that the chief-

tancy is a categorially constituted position (Sec •. 4.3.2 below), and
that it is in some measure set apart from the political flux by virtue
of a patrilineal transmission rule.

l

What distinguishes a chief from a non-chiefly leader is somewhat
difficult to specify.

My inclination is to say "ascription" versus

lShokleng distinguish linguistically "chief" (pa'i) from
"leader" (koing!\:ng yeng!\:, lit. "very much man"). My iiifOmants assured me that the word for chief was an aboriginal word. However, as
Henry nowhere mentions it, I wonder whether it may have been a postcontact loan word. from Kaingang.
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"achievement."

A chief plays a directive role just because he is a chief.

Whereas someone else may speak out on issues in order to be a leader, a
chief must do so· just because. he is chief.

He must mind community affairs,

suggest trekking schedules, see to it that ceremonies take place, and so
forth.

It is as if "leader'" were a social category defined in achieve-

ment terms, i.e., someone is a leader insofar as he plays.a directive
role,

1

whereas" chief" is a category defined ascripti vely, with the

directive role implied as imperative.
Yet this distinction perhaps masks a more complex reality.

A

chief may actually achieve his position,as I will discuss subsequently
(Sec. 4.3.3 below).

By building a sufficiently strong support base and

playing a central direction, someone can win recognition as chief.

And

again someone ascribed the chiefly role may actually lose it, if he is
indifferent to support, a poor rhetorician, and lacks foresight.

Indeed,

since 1800 by genealogical reckoning the chieftancy has switched patrilines at least twice, although one dynasty lasted some four generations.
There are expectations that an ascribed chief will in a sense achieve
his status.

His doing so is certainly facilitated, since he has some

degree of support and influence just because of his ascribed status.
Yet he must nevertheless act the part of chief, if he is to be one.
4.3.2 The Category of Chief
Primarily owing to such difficulties, I am not yet prepared to
formulate "chief" and "leader" as social categories in the system.
lIn this case, extensiveness of support base would be a "conditioning" but not "definitional" factor, i.e., a necessary but not
sufficient condition.
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Indeed, "leader" is not even a category, in It1¥ sense of specifying conditions under which certain conduct types are imperative.

It is instead

itself a bundle of conduct types, and so perhaps best conceptualized as
a "right" (Chap. I, p. 78, f.n.

J.l implied by large support-base size,

which would. itself constitute the categorial condition.

Still, if

leadership is not categorial, the chieftancy nevertheless is.

It can

be defined in terms of antecedent conditions, which imply leadership as
imperative.
Yet it is by no means obvious how to do so.
the office is transmitted patrilinealJ.y.

I have said that

A chief chooses from among his

sons one who will succeed him in office. l

And this rule very definitely

lends an air of legitimacy to the son's claim.

But I do not consider

•

such selection definitional, simply because, as I have said, new
dynasties can be formed as old ones terminate.

Patrilineal selection

instead merely implies that the chosen son ought to become chief.

It

is an imperative, which strongly biases public opinion in favor of
the son, but which can finally be violated.

What I would claim as

definitional is instead something like group recognition or "election,,,2
al though I am not fully certain how this works.

There is a men's

council, which involves much to me opaque discussion, wherein a chief
is instated.

Perhaps it is by means of this meeting that the group

lShokleng say that this choice is based upon physical resemblance.
Yet almost certainly what is critical are leadership qualities, Le.,
political acumen, rhetorical skill, and foresight.
2

Of course, I am not referring to "election" just in our sense
of voting, but instead to any process whereby the group as a whole
makes a choice (cf. Chap. VI, Sec. S.l on "selection") •
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selection is carried out.

In any case, what I am calling the social

category of chief is probably defined in terms of some such group
choice.
4. 3.3 Chiefs and Factionalism
A Shokleng village has normally only one recognized chief, insofar as I could determine.

Consequently, in two-faction situations the

highest ranking leader of one faction has no official position, his
leadership role depending entirely on how large. a support base he has.
This I consider a principal cause of instability in nineteenth century
Shokleng villages, during the period subsequent to moiety-fissioning.
For the head of a chief less faction could achieve political parity
really only by leading his faction away, and establishing himself as
chief of a new village.

There were obvious risks involved in doing so,

and a leader had to have sufficient support.

Yet the reward seems to

have been a strong motivation, judging from nineteenth century political
history (Sec. 5 below) •

1

Kaingang village life. did not manifest this specific instability,
largely because there were normally two chiefs per village, one from
each patri-moiety.

Indeed, in this respect Shokleng categorial struc-

ture can again be seen as deriving from that of Kaingang, through the
mechanism of moiety-fissioning.

Among Kaingang, inter-factional

jealousies could not so readily impel the system toward fissioning.
Most rivalries for leadership were intra-factional matters, which escalated into all-out schism only now and again.

There were to be sure

lIf this analysis' is valid, Stage I of my developmental cycle
model (Sec. 2.2 above) must have been inherently unstable.

\
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among Shokleng as well intra-factional rivalries, and these did contribute to instability.

I am not arguing here a categorical contrast.

·My point is only that the Kaingang system is in its two-faction stage
somewhat more stable.
4.4 Shamanism and Politics
I have said that the head of an out-faction among Shokleng has
no categorially constituted status.

Yet an alternative claim to legi-

timacy did develop, at least in the Rakrano community.

This was the

position of shaman (kuya) •. Whereas a chief can claim legitimacy normally as a patrilineal successor, a shaman can claim legitimacy through
his spiritual contacts, which provide him with superior knowledge for
decision-making.

And here there is a more or less elaborate ideology

supporting his claim (cf. Chap. II, Sec. 4.2.3).

Shokleng regularly

tell one another, in myths and. everyday conversation, about shamanic
access to such knowledge as the whereabouts of game.

Consequently,

someone who is a recognized shaman can gain the respect of others for
his propositions, just by virtue of being a shaman.

I am not of course

suggesting that a shaman can. ignore considerations of support-base
size.

In common with all Shokleng politicians, his influence depends

in fact primarily upon support.

I am suggesting only that being a

shaman implies some prestige in itself, just as does being a chief.
For this reason it can be an alternative to chieftancy.
In the immediate pre-19l4 period, Rakrano politics were actually
moving toward what can best be described as a balance between "sacred"
and. "secular" power.

- 1
There was a strong secular chief named Ngakra,

lHe was nicknamed by Eduardo Hoerhan "Thunder," owing to his
impressive oratical style and booming voice.
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who held an effective dominance.

As chosen son of the previous chief,

he had an indisputable claim to legitimacy.
power had developed around

:r<amren,

Yet

a second

vortex of

who was considered a great shaman.

From all outward appearances these two were on amicable terms.

And

Kamren seems to have acknowJedgedNgakra's pOlitical superiority.l
Still, there was here a potential for balanced opposition between
temporal and spiritual leadership.2
It would seem from this reasonable to consider "shaman" as a
social category, which implies leadership as a right.
category defined?

How is this

My guess is in terms of external manifestations.

Someone is a shaman insofar as .he acts like a shaman.
it is usually a question of self definition.

In other words,

One must talk of his

experience of the world, especially. dream experience, as a shaman
would.

Actually practicing shamanistic curing is almost a secondary

consideration, although one helpful in deflecting accusations of
sorcery.

As a consequence, almost anyone can become a shaman, if he

so desires.

There are no pre-requisite categorial conditions apart

from simply acting the role.
lJudging from immediate support-base size, their political power
was comparable. Prior to 1914, for example, each had ten surviving
children, although Ngakra had seven sons, as against the three of
Kamren. Ngakra. had three wives and Kamren two, but Kamren had also
taken on a co-husband. Furthermore, as these two men were first
, cousins, their kindreds overlapped. The superiority of Ngakra is
thus probably attributable in large measure to his legitimate occupation of the office of chief.
2While it may well be coincidence, I must remark that there was
in 1974-76 a two-faction system of this sort. One faction had formed
about a chief who had associated himself with FUNAI, Le., "secular
power," whereas another had crystallized about a chief who aligned
himself with the Assembly of God. church, Le., "sacred power."
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Indeed, it seems that many Shokleng have had a shamanistic
experience of one sort or another.
exclusive category.

However, "shaman" was a highly

There were safeguards against its being generally

exploited for political ends.

First, children are instructed from an

early age that becoming a shaman is fraught with danger.

j

Just as con-

i

tact with the spirit world can bring good (knowledge, curing ability),
so also can it bring bad (sickness and death).
becoming a sorcerer.

One is in danger of

As a consequence, many Shokleng prefer to avoid

any supernatural contact.

1

Second, just because shamanism is asso-

ciated with sorcery, becoming a shaman can be a decided political liability.

A good excuse for murdering some marginal person is always the

suspicion that he was a sorcerer.
politically.

Shamanism can thus go both ways

Making use of it for political ends evidently requires an

already well-established support base, and enough finesse to deflect
suspicions of malevolent intent.
It is difficult to establish to just what extent sacred power
was of politicaL significance in the other two Shokleng communities.
suspect there may have been parallel developments.

Certainly anyway

even Kaingang shamans assume positions of political power.

However,

there shamanism was only an alternative to.>the chieftancy within a faction.

Insofar as I know, a sacred/secular opposition never took shape

between factions.

Such a development was confined to Shokleng, where

the opposition arose as a response to moiety-fissioning.
1

One pragmatic meaning accruing to this ideology is thus
"beware of becoming a shaman."

I
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5. Political History
5.1 Purpose and Method
As I see it, history is by no means just an exemplification of
models of political process.

If the models are good ones, they ought

to furnish some insights into developments occurring in "real time."
Yet they are only models.

Historical reality is an infinitely rich

reali ty, much richer than any model can hope to comprehend.

And I do

not believe it is simply a question of blilding a better model.

For

there is an aspect of genuine creativity to the emergence that takes
place over time (Chap. VIII, Sec. 4.2).

One task of historical

analysis must tllUS be to bring out t.,'1e emergent or novel aspects of
development.
Indeed, my interest in Shokleng political history was itself
kindled primarily by discovery of one such radically emergent development, what 1. have called "moiety-fissioning."

I hope in this section

thus not simply to exemplify my model of factional de',;elopment,
is of course one implicit purpose'.
to map out what events

~

This

But my primary purpose is really

occur, in nineteenth and earJ.y twentieth

century Shokleng society, be they compatible with my model or wholly
creative de',elopments.
In this regard, I must say just,how.it is 1 know what I know
about this period.

In previous chapters (especially V-VI), I offered

inferential evidence regarding the Shokleng proto-system.

My

recon~

struction was based primarily upon a comparison of the social organiza• tions of historical Shokleng and Kaingang groups.

Here my evidence

is mainly of a quite different sort, viz., what Shokleng themselves
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say about their history.l

While I make use here of my reconstructions

in interpreting their statements,

my

primary focus· is upon those state-

ments themselves.
And political history is, of all topics of conversation, one
that Shokleng most enjoy.

The mature men can go on almost endlessly

about this or that dispute.
descriptions of kinship

And they freely provide more detailed

lir~age,

weather, and even time of day.

Some-

times they will even interpret motivations.

Of course, I do not wish

to burden readers with

I have tried instead in

. what follows
It has seemed

~~is

mass of detail.

to summarize major events of Shokleng political history.
conveni~~t

discussion around

~~ree

with this purpose in mind to organize my

phases, which I label "revolutionary," "disper-

sion,"- and "post-contact .. "

5.2 The Re',olutionary Phase
Most events of the proto-system period occurred before the dawn
of Shokleng memory.

Shokleng do tell some stories about this period.

But actors cannot generally be linked genealogically in any consistent
fashion with modern Shokleng, and plot elements often fuse with a
mythological past.

It is only with mciety-fissioning, which falls in

what I call the "revolutiona..ry phase," that a distinct historical image
comes into focus.

The time is somewhere around 1800, measured .genea-

10f course, I realize that such "talk" should not be mistaken
for an accurate representation of historical reality,. since it can have
pragmatic significance. Thus, it may be designed primarily to accomplish goals in the here and now (e.g., to justify or condemn what. is
happening, to threaten, to entertain, and so forth). Still, one can
glimpse through this pragmatic haze a core of historical reality. It
is this core I have attempted here to extract.
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logically.

And we are in east-central Parana, maybe one hundred fifty

miles or so north of what was to become historical Shokleng territory
(Fig. 3).
Shokleng say that there were then two trekking groups, which
were ancestral to the historic Shokleng communities.

I suspect that

in these trekking groups were localized the proto-system patri-moieties
(cf. Chap. V, Sec. 2.2).

There is really only scant evidence for this,

which I will here summarize.

First, Shokleng say that in one group

the mature men. painted only with circular (i.e., M ) designs, whereas
2
in the other they painted only with linear
V, Figs. 11 and 12).

Second,

~~ey

omang1 and th e M2 group k anre.

WaJ.'k'

insist

(1. e.,

M ) designs (Chap.
l

~~at ~~e

Now almost certainly this first

word is a cognate of the Kaingang moiety term kame.
from the root "to fear," in Shokleng komang.
of course match nicely.

Ml group was called

Both anyway derive

And the pain t designs

As for the second term, I am considerably less

sure, but it could be a cognate of the Kaingang moiety term kanru.
If so, then almost certainly we are in the presence of an essentially
,

l 'ek
'
mo~ety
set. 2

Ka~ngang- ~

As

Shokleng describe it,

~~ere

seems to have been berdeen these

lFrom this word originated the designation "Aweikoma," which
has come into use among North American ethnologists. It was introduced
by the German-speaking Hugo Gensch (1908: 752), who elicited it from a
captured Shokleng girl. He gave awei-koma as the Shokleng word for
uIndian." AS pronounced with a German accent, this must surely have
been an attempt to represent waikOmang. Indeed, it was from ~~is moiety
that. the Shokleng communities. originated.
2Still, there is no conclusive evidence that these moieties were
patrilineal. They may already have been non-unilineal. This aspect of
my earlier reconst-~ction (Chap. V, Sec. 4.3) thus remains conjectural.

"
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groups a demographic imbalance.

Waikomang men were having difficulty

in securing wives, whereas Kanre men. had an abundance of them, some
men having actualLy three or four wives.

For this reason, the Waikemang

chief Kuve was under considerable pressure from his supporters to obtain
women.

He did so finally by requesting them from Kitedn, who was then

chief of the Kanre.

While ru,tedn consented, this rearrangement of

women produced among his supporters a deep-seated resentment, one which
wouLd l.ater erupt violently, bringing to an end the delicate balance of
power.
I am unsure precisel.y how this rearrangement worked.
couLd remember names of many of those who were involved.

Shokleng

But they

themselves had never learned all of. the genealogical interconnections.
What seems to have happened is that Kanre men, who were married polygynously, gave up. some of their wives to .Waikomang.
account itself raises numerous questions.
have been maintained?

Of course, this

How could moiety exogamy

What about the· general prohibition of divorce?

There are ways in which exogamy at least couLd have been maintained,
since a trekking group in fact comprised members of both moieties.
Still, I believe that Kanre did perceive this rearrangement as in
gross violation of rules of good conduct,
couLd not simply let it pass.

1

so much so indeed that they

Subsequent events anyway indicate their

profound dissatisfaction.
As a diplomatic measure or gesture of good will, the rearrangement quelled a possible Waikomang uprising.

The two groups. separated

lFrom the Waikomang point of view, of course, AX 4 must have
seemed to justify these infringements. AfteralL, it was a key ruLe of
the system t."lat everyone be married.
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for trek on seemimgly peaceful terms.
the Kanre men.

Yet resentment smoldered among

They began immediately to formulate a plan for revenge.

When the groups reWlited for an angradn ceremony, the fat.e of certain
Waikomang men was already sealed.

These men went on a hunting trip

with Kanre men to build up a sU2:plus of meat, while other Waikomang
remained in camp making preparations.

All of these men but one were

killed, the lone survivor returning to camp to tell of the atrocities.
Just what Kanre planned to do subsequently remains obscure.
Perhaps they planned to attack and kill the remaining Waikomang men.
Perhaps they hoped to re-establish peace.

Whatever their strategy,

they were in fact caught off guard by a Waikomang

ruse.

Waikomang

sent a woman ahead to tell Kanre that they would forgive them, since
they desired nothing so much as peace.
attacJ~ed

Immediately thereafter they

the Kanre camp, killing virtually all of the Kanre men.

There

remained thus only one moiety/trekking group.
If

nw

guess is correct, this was probably the "mOiety-fissioning"

I tried earlier to reconstruct (Chap. V, Sec. 4.3).

Shokleng were of

course unaware of what effects these events had upon their system of
categories.

Yet they seem to know that. this was no ordinary fight.

Its significance had been impressed upon them, and they tried in turn
to impress it upon me (Chap. V, p. 275, f.n.

:1).

In contrast with

other political historical narratives anyway, there is about this one
a sense of forboding, as if Shokleng knew that their '.orld had at that
time undergone a profound and.

i~eversible

transformation, one whose

consequences they were still in some sense '.orking out.
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5.3 The Dispersion Phase
Subsequent to these events, a sense of panic seems to have
gripped the Waikomang group itself.

They abandoned their homeland in

east-central Parana, and headed southward across the Rio Negro into
what is now Santa Catarina.

Just why they moved remains unclear.

Perhaps they feared the hostile ghost-souls, which they must have felt
were lurking in their old territory.
Kaiire whose reprisals: they feared.

l

Or perhaps there survived some
Or again maybe they were expe-

riencing indirectly pressure from the expanding Brazilian national
frontier.

Whatever the case, they probably reached Santa Catarina some-

time prior to 1840.
The political history of this early post-fissioning period is
far from well-documented.

Discovering a mostly unpopulated forest and

savanna region,2 Shokleng began to re-establish their former lifestyle.
A dispersal-reaggregation pattern of trekking emerged, even though
trekking groups no longer formed about a patri-moiety core.

It was at

this time tha.t the specifically Shokleng brand of factionalism took
shape, with an "in-faction" forming about a chief whose claim to
legi timacy was patrilineal succession, and an "out-faction" forming
about a strong opposition leader.

All of the dynamics of facti.onalism,

based upon struggles for leadership, were already present here.

We will

1

Actually, Shokleng deny that there '.vere any Kanre survivors.

2This underpopulation has as well to do with historical factors.
The area in question had been held in the sixteenth century by Tupispeaking Carijo, who were, however, conquered by Portuguese early on.
But Portuguese colonists settled only along the coastal. strip. This
left the interior a virtual "population vacuum."
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see them emerging time and again throughout this phase of Shokleng
po l i ti cal his tory, and they are operative for the most part even today.
When Shokleng speak of this early post-fissioning period, they
mention invariably the vastness of these east-central Santa Catarina
forests.

As they describe it, it is as if the first fissioning in this

"dispersion phase" consisted in one group simply receding southward into
th.ese forests ,. never again to be heard from.
there was involved more than that.
chief of the Waikomang, was dead.
son Angyidn.

Of course, I suspect t..'lat

By this time Kuve, who had been
Leadership had pass·ed to his C!10sen

But before. long he was challenged by a strong out-faction

laader named Thokidn Krencio.
leading his group away.

Angyidn

responded tot..'lis challenge by

There was subsequently a major conflict between

t.1J.em and one portion of the opposition group.
as much as possible.

But Angyidn kept away

His descendants continued on hostile terms with

Brazilian national society until about 1940, when they abruptly vanished,
.presumably into the Serra do Taboleiro (cf. Chap. I, Sec. 2.4).
After 1850, the Brazilian frontier began its inexorable expansion, an expansion that would eventually fence Shokleng in.

There was as

a consequence progressively less and less virgin forest into which a
dissident or vanquished faction could recede.

Indeed, land scarcity

would have a profound impact on those Shokleng who remained wit.'l Krendo.
For the newly emerged factions could not simply distance themsel'Tes.
There was nowhere to. go.

Surrounded on all sides by Brazilian settlers,

they were constrained to remain ,.. ithin easy trekking distance.

As a

consequence" the subsequent half-century was dominated by primarily
inter-village conflict.
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It was not long after Angyidn
that the initial schism occuxred.
tion as chief.
port base.

and his supporters moved south

Krendo had already solidified his posi-

Certainly anyway he seems to have had a substantial sup-

Yet, perhaps because he had no hereditary claim to office,

he soon had a rival in Kumblo, who was already head of a trekking group
and was developing a respectable support base of his own.

As a patri-

lineal descendant of--Kuve, he could even argue for some measure of legi-

timacy.

In any case, sometime around 1850 or 1860 the schism occurred.
It focussed on a specific issue.

Kovi, a supporter of Kumblo, '.as

angry,. ostensibly because his wife had had sexual relations with two men
in Krendo's trekking group.

He was eager for revenge.

prising is that Kumblo should have stood behind him..

1

What seems sur-

Evidently, Kumblo

saw in this an opportunity to draw the faction lines, or perhaps even to
topple Krendo.

For his response seemed, by Shokleng standards, all out of

proportion to the infringement.

He and Kovi planned and carried out the

murder of .those two men, who were at the time out hunting.

Immediately

thereafter, and seemingly as part of a single strategy, they attacked
Krendo himself, managing however only to wound him.

They then gathered

together their trekking group and fled, becoming those"who Rakrano 2 call
~

.

-

Ngrokoth~-to-prey.

3

lusing my earlier terminology, desiring revenge means wishing to
issue Jlnegative sanction. It
2This is what the Ibirama group, among whom I studied, called themselves (Chap. I, Sec. 2.4). It was probably an autodenomination of all
Shokleng, and means literally "people of the sun" (ra
"sun"; kra
"people" or "children"; no = "lie,'" a continuative)-.-Shokleng themselves
ordinarily translate thisas "people of the east." This latter may indicate that the name is a contraction of ra yfdn kra no, "people of the
sunts rising place .. "

=

=

3This name refers to the long slender lip-plugs, which Kumblo and
his followers began using, presllmably so as to index their distinctiveness.
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By no means did hostilities end here.

There were numerous

skirmishes between these newly formed villages.

Yet it was within the

NgrokCithi-tO-prey community itself· that the next major event occurred.
This was the murder of Kovi by Kumblo.
incident remain obscure.
for power.

Some details surrounding this

Yet i t seems that Kovi was making his own bid

Perhaps all along. it was competition from Kovi that had

motivated Kumblo to act against Krendo.

Whatever the. case, Kumblo

seized upon an accusation of adultery--Kovi alledgedly slept with a
wife of Kumblo's brother--to kill Kovi and some of his close supporters.
A few of the opposition-faction men escaped, but evidently so hastily
that t.'J.ey could not assemble their families.

Years later one of them,

despite his mortal fear of reprisals, reunited with Kumblo, whereas t.he
others seem to have died, while living outside of society.
thus no true factional schism.

There was

Instead,. Kumblo managed by this means

to solidify his position.
By comparison, internal political life among Rakrano seemed
almost tranquil.

It is true there was always a strong out-faction.

Yet the community exhibited remarkable stability, possibly owing to the
seemingly endless conflict with NgrokOthi-tO-prey and Brazilian
pioneers, whom. Shokleng were by this time actively raiding.

Upon t.'J.e

death of Krendo, le.adership passed to his chosen son Waipo, who died
prematurely some years later.
brother of Waipe, named Kana "3:.

Chieftainship passed t.'J.en to a full
By agreement., Kana?;' would hold office
_ 1

just until. the chosen son of Waipo. came of age·.

r
above) ..

..

This later was Ngakra,

Who was nicknamed by Eduardo Hoerhan "Thunder" (p. 336, f.n.l
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who eventually brought Rakrano into peaceful contact with Brazilian
national society in 1914.
Until perhaps between 1890 and 1900, inter-village relations
were only sporadic.

Around this time oc=ed an event which would

serve as historical grounds for one final. violent episode in Shokleng
political history.

While out hunting, some Rakrano men stumbled upon

a camp of Ngrokothi-to-prey women and children.

Most of ~~e adult

men from this group were engaged in raiding a Brazilian homestead.
Rakrano evidently saw here an opportunity to enlarge their own community, and perhaps also to even the score with Ngrokothi-tO-prey.
However, while

~~ey

sequently escaped.

took these women and children captive, most subWhat they succeeded in acComplishing was .thus

finally only the provocation of Ngrokothi-to-prey, who pursued them,
but managed only to kill one mature man.
By this time, Shokleng territory was completely surrounded by
Brazilian settlements.
arrived.

And with each year more· and more settlers

It would not be long before Shokleng were forced to make peace

wi.th this numerous enemy, or else face extermination.
they themselves in some measure. comprehended this.

I suspect that

Certainly anyway

those men of Vision, such as Ngakra, were able to read the signs.

As

they saw their forests ever diminishing, and conflict levels rising,
they must have perceived the necessity for. action.
Such anyway is what I imagine· prompted. Ngakra to seek peace with
the NgrokOthi-tO-prey.

By forging an alliance wi th

~~em,

he could

eliminate one source of. '/lasting conflict, and, simultaneously augment
his ·strength for an all-out campaign against the ubiquitous Brazilian
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settler.

So around 1900 there occurred the first peaceful contact

between these villages in' over half a century.

Seemingly with enthusiasm,

they made plans for'a great angradn ceremony, which would solidify their
alliance.
Factional grudges are not easily put aside, however, and this
alliance was never to emerge.

As time drew near, or so my informants

claim, Rakrano obtained information regarding an Ngrokothi-to-prey plot.
These latter '.ere planning to attack them, presl,ll!lably so as to avenge
the previous capture of their women and chi'ldren..

It is difficult to

tell whether we are here dealing with pure rationalization.,
a counter strategy was mapped. out, and implemented.

In any case,

During the ceremony

itself, on a prearranged signal, the Rakrano fell upon their "guests,"
killing almost all of the adult men, and. taking captive many of
women, and children.'

~~e

A few of them escaped, but their once powerful

community was reduced to a skeleton of its former self.

1

Succeeding years saw the development of intensive "paCification"
efforts.

The Brazilian government, wishing to tame its wilderness,

formed an Indian, Protection Service (SPI) 2 in 1910.

This was the twi-

light of Shokleng political autonomy, and Shokleng themselves seemed
to sense this.

this enemy.

Ngakra anyway was reconciled to an accommodation with

S till, as on most issues, Rakrano' opinion concerning the

thugn ("white man" or "enemy") was far from unanimous.
to carry on with the hostilities.

Some men wished

So '''hen the young Eduardo de Lima

lwhen around 1918 this community entered into peaceful relations
wi th Brazilian national society, there were only some fifty survivors.
2SPI is an acronym for ::s~e,:,rv~i:-:c::;o=-d;::e:::...;;.l?=r=o"t:::e;.;;c:;.:a::;o=-a::;o;;.s:o....;:;!n=di=·:.:o;.;;.s.
agency was replaced in 1967 by FUNA!.

This
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e Silva Hoerhan appeared before them one day in September of 1914,
bringing wi th him numerous gifts, there were mixed reactions.
actually shot at him with arrows, which narrowly missed.

Two men

However,

before long they retreated, allowing those who were in favor of peace
to step forward and accept his gifts.
"peaceful. contact."

And so occurred the first

During succeeding. years, Rakrano established per-

manent ties with the SPI post and Sr .. Hoerhan, ushering in thereby a
new era in Shokleng political history.
5.4 The Post-Contact Phase l
Con tact brought many changes to the Rakrano community.
notably, it brought a new locus of

Most

SPI, and especially

power~-the

Eduardo Hoerhan, who was to dominate political. life for the next
forty years.

Just how he accomplished this, and in. what relationship

to factionalism he stood, are questions I wish to discuss here.

But

my main concern is not so much with what events occurred in this "post-

contact" phase (Coelho 1973), as with how the factional system itself
adapted and continues adapting· to the Brazilian national system.

I

want to provide here an account of factional. process since 1914.
Most notable about. these early developments was how Sr. Hoerhan
endeavored himself to adapt to Shokleng ways·.

2

By no means did he force

II have tried in Fig. 18 to summarize the history of village
schism that gave rise to those groups known to us in the ~Nentieth century.
However, I must stress that a1.most nothing is known about developments in
the Angyidn community after about 1850 or 1860.
2

I should note that Sr. Hoerhan was a descendant of nobility-of Luiz Alves de Lima e Silva, the famed Duke of Caxias. He thus traded
aristocratic life in Rio de Janeiro for the Santa Catarina wilderness.
Learning of his departure, his mother told him: "You will repent; you
will cry tears. of. blood, you will eat bread that the devil has kneaded."
In 1975 he confided to me: "It was all true, but I never repented."
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Fig. 18.--Shokleng Factional Schisms
"civilization" upon Shokleng, whom he considered to be "noble savages."
Instead, he learned to speak their language, and in considerable measure
learned their culture.

Few situations could have been for Shokleng more

conducive to gradual adjustment.

Sr. Boerhan even maintained what was

essentially an "isolationist" policy as regards t."le national society.
It. is true .he wanted. Shokleng to become agrimlturalists, so that they
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could survi.ve on a diJIlinished. land supply.

Yet he wanted s.till more to

preserve their cultural heritage, which he so admired.

Shokleng thus

accepted into their midsts a representative of Brazilian society, but
one who strove not to change them, but instead to adapt himself to their
culture.
It is no exaggeration to say that Sr. Hoerhan became himself a
"leader" in Shokleng society.

Certainly he possessed many traditional

qualities of leadership, for which he was. greatly admired.

And he

managed .to build a strong support base, by means of alliances with
Ngakra and Kamr'm.

Of course, in some measure this support was based

upon his by Shokleng standards vast capacity for giving "gifts."
was the principal means by which SFl "pacified wild Indians."

This

Yet

gift-giving was also among Shokleng an acceptable· way of creating
alliances (Chap. II, Sec. 5.3).

Consequently, it is no surprise that,

when Ngakra died, Sr. Hoerhan became for all practical. purposes the
locus of chiefly powers. 1. Even the term pa? i
him.

(" chief"·) was used for

And i t continues. to be used nowadays for the FUNAI agent.
From my model of political process, one might predict the for-

mation of. an "out-faction," standing in oPPosition to Sr. Hoerhan.
such indeed occurred, as did a monumental struggle for power.

And

I cannot

enter into a thorough analysis of this struggle, which would be too
involved for my present purposes, and.which anyway I am. not prepared to
undertake.

2

Still, the general issues seem clear.

Whereas Sr. Hoerhan

lThe chieftancy passed. nominally to Vomble, chosen son of Ngakra,
who was to be last in this line of patrilineal succession.
2It involved descendants of those Kaingang who had come to
"pacify" the Shokleng, and was thus more complex than I am making
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wished to isolate Shokleng, his opponents were now calling for "freedem"
to Brazilianize.

Here was a factional dispute worthy of nineteenth

century political history, complete with rhetoric, gossip, and finally
overt conflict.

It would end only in 1954, wi.th Sr. Hoerhan ousted,

and a new SF!. .agent installed.
What I find significant al:>out this dispute is how the out-faction
managed finally to oust Sr. Hoerhan,. 'Nho had served an exemplary fOJ::ty
years as SFI agent.

On one level, the out-faction leaders did so

quite traditionally, oy ouilding a strong support.oase within the communi ty.

They managed to polarize public

opinion. against him.

On

another level, however, 1:.'ley did so oy highLy non,..traditional means.
They appealed for support beyond the community to certain high government officials.

One key out-faction leader actually took. his case. to

Rio de Janeiro, where he claimed to represent all.Shokleng.
I de not dispute the "justness" of his case.

Of course,

What I am pointing out is

,
instead that Shokleng were learning to· manipulate the encompassing
national society for what were essentially factional ends.
Such manipulation has since 1954 markedly increased.

Indeed,

Shokleng have in a sense re-emerged on the national scene, with news
of local events often making the major Brazilian newspapers.

I claim

this is so because Shokleng have discovered. in the various. sectors of
Brazilian national

socie~J

(e.g., the government, lumber companies,

settlers, the Assembly of God church, and even anthropologists) sources

out. These men quickly emerged as a. dominant political force. In
many ways., they came out on top in this factional dispute. Indeed,
the chief now recognized by PUNAI is himself a descendant of these
Kaingang.
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of factional support.

They can thus, by winning sympathies from these

sectors, convert internal factional disputes into apparently national
issues.

l

And this I see as eloquent testimony to the remarkable

capacity of their factional system for adaptation.

Far from becoming

simply "v:i.ctims of progress," Shotieng seem to be becoming masters of
their own fate.

They are learning to shape the Brazilian. national.

society macrocosm in some measure into an image of their factional
microcosm.
10f course, Brazilian politicians can and do make use of
Shoklengissues for their own political ends. There is thus here a
kind of symbiosis of self-interest.

CH1\l?TER VIII

MODELS AND SOCIAL REALITY

1. The Shokleng "Anomaly"

By now I hope to have shown how Shokleng society is organized,
and simultaneously to have resolved the Shokleng "anomaly."

Of course,

any anomaly is. such only in relation to some theoretical framework or
interpretive scheme.

It is an oddity because it seemingly makes no

sense, judged in terms of some preconceived model.
organization was no exception.
decidedly odd.

And Shokleng social

As described by HenrI, Shokleng seemed

They failed to conform to models of "primitive society"

then and even now widely accepted, lacking as they did unilineal descent
groups and prescriptive marriage rules, with genealogy per se unimPortant.
Subsequent to 1940, as Central Brazilian ethnology began to
blossom, a new dimension was added to this anomaly.

Nimuendaju (1939,

1942, and 1946) was reporting "well-structured" social organizations
among the Northe= and Central
tive picture of

Ge.

There "Nas thus developing a compara-

Ge societies in which unilineal institutions and com-

plicated marriage rules played a.key role.

It is no wonder that

Nimuendaju won for himself such renown... His research seemed to support
those models of social organization then so much in fashion.
the Shokleng data faded into uneasy obscurity.

Meanwhile,

Aside from those who

were psychoanalytically inclined, no one paid much attention to Henry's
355
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research.

Shokleng culture was readily categorized as "broken-down."

And there was even some doubt as to the reliability· of Henry's basic
data (Ninuendaju and Guerios 1948: 215).1
It is true that Henry himself never perceived in his data evidence of systematici ty.

What he understood very well was that most

models purporting to elucidate systematicity were simply not applicable
to Shokleng.

This was an essentially negative. conclusion.

shown what Shokleng

.

so 1 ution.

2

were.~.

Henry had

Yet he himself could imag:i:ne no positive

Still, a negative. conclusion was

itsel~

significant.

By

insisting that his data failed to conform to the dominant theoretical
preconceptions of his time, Henry was in effect. ques,tioning those preconceptions.
AS I. have indicated, subsequent

resear~~

indeed showed that

Central Brazilian social organizations failed to conform so neatly as
had been supposed to the dominant models.

Levi-Strauss (1952) himself

soon noticed some problems for marriage theory posed by

~~e

descrip-

tions of. Nimuendaju, and concluded that "~~e study of social organization among the populations of central and eastern Brazil. must be
thoroughly re-examined in the field" (19.52:

126).

Yet it was only

in the late 1960s, when results of the Harvard Central Brazil project
under Maybury-Lewis and Roberto Cardoso de Oliveira were beginning to

lIronicallY, it was Henry (1940), ever so aware of detail and
implication, who first remarked upon the curious implications of
Nimuendaju's (1939) description of Apinaye marriage rules. MayburyLewis (1960) would later dub this the "Apinaye anomaly." Yet it was
only with Da Matta (·1976), who conducted further field research, that
Nimuendaju's ethnographic account was. finally discredited.
2Aside from a psychoanalytic one, having assumed Shokleng culture to be degenerate.
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come in, that the full scope of divergence became obvious.

All of the

Northern G~" failed to conform to the" "classical models, lacking unilineality and so forth (Chap. V, Sec. 5.).

And yet somehow they seemed

to have social organizations that could be called "well-structured."
It seems to me that in some measure these results indicated
problems with the classical models themselves.

The Northern

Ge

social

organizations seemed clearly to manifest an intricate systematicity.
Yet it was not such as could be readily captured by "alliance" or
"descent" theories.

What seemed necessary was a different way of

formulating systematicity itself.

I think that many

Ge

specialists

recognized this, especially T. Turner, who has been engaged himself
in formulating a new theory of social organization..

In such a miliell,

it seemed. that some sense could perhaps be made even of the Shokleng
data.
When I say that. I hope to "have resolved the Shokleng anomaly,"
I mean primarily that I hope Shokleng soci·al organization can now be
seen to make sense, judged in terms of the comparative

Ge

framework.

Yet I have also sought here to develop an alternative model of
systematicity--the "category-imperative" model.
an important aspect of the resolution.

And I consider this

It was by no means simply a

question of making the Shokleng data fit traditional theories.

I

have sought instead to develop a "theory" capable of elucidating the
Shokleng data.
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2. The Category-Imperative Model
2.1 What It ACcomplishes
Perhaps it. will seem that the category-imperative model was not
necessary for resolving this anomaly.

I might have been able to simply

"describe" Shokleng social organization.
numerous problems.

l

True, there would have been

For: instance, had I described Shokleng kin terminol-

ogy by means of kin types instead of categorial conditions, it would
have seemed perhaps hopelessly disorganized (cf. Chap. VI, Secs. 2 and
3).

Yet some sort of description might have been possible.

And I could

eVen have shown in some respects how Shokleng social organization was
a transformation of Kaingang.

What I claim would have been missing,

however, was the systematicity and "elegance. ".

I '"ould have been unable

to show just how constituents were situated within the system, or how
some aspects (e.g., minimal village size, demographic pressures)
followed as necessary consequences of others.

And it was preCisely

the seeming non-systematicity that had made Shokleng social organization seem originally to have been anomalous.

Consequently, I consider

my categorial formulations a decided improvement.

I would not wish to claim for my conceptual scheme more than
what it in fact accomplishes.

Still, I find it promising· that one can

formulate with equal facility the systematicity characteristic of
classical alliance and descent models, as well as of a host of genealogical models.•

2

This strikes me indeed as an important justification

II doubt actually that there is any such thing as a pure "description. " Most commonly, what passes for pure description is an ethnography
in which the theoretical preconceptions have gone unstated. Often the
ethnographer himself is unaware of his preconceptions, such as that the
natives will make use of genealogy.
2My view actually is that such models capture only a small portion
of the systematicity of social reality, even where they are applicable.
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for employing the category-imperative approach in connection with
social organizations.

Ge

For here are to be found side by side unilineal

and non-unilineal systems, seemingly as simple transformations of one
another.

The classical models thus appear here as special or restricted

cases of a more general conceptualization of sy stemati city , viz., as
formulable in terms of

"definitional'~

and "implicative" interconnections

among categories ..

2.2 The System of Categories
So much of my time until now has been devoted to elaborating
specifics of the categorial system.

Perhaps I· will be allowed here

briefly to step back, and provide a panoramic overview of that system.
It will. be seen to consist essentially of three components, what I
have called nprimitive terms," l'definitions,!I .and "axioms .. "

By the

first I mean elementazy judgments about the world. we a.'ld Shokleng are
capable of making.

These are combined together by means of logical

connectives, chiefly "and" and "or," to yield through equivalence categorial definitions.

Such are statements of the conditions under

whic.":I certain conduct types· are socially imperative.

Finally, defined

categories are themselves quantified and interconnected principally by
means of implication to form axioms, which are statements of dominant
tendencies of the system.

In somewhat simplified form, I have tried to

portray this triparti te structure in Fig. 19.

What I suspect is that

actors themselves construct such systems, inc.order to account for the
conditions of imperativeness of conduct types.

Of course, the "ob-

server I s model" may· be more encompassing than any individual actor I s
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model, just as no two acter models need precisely coincide.

l

Primi ti ve Te:cns
Equivalence· - [ t - - - - - - - - - - - l ~
Quantification
Defined Categories

"not,1I lIand," "or"

~

Implication - [
Axioms

Fig. 19.--Structure of the System
Presumably, actors begin construction of such a system with a
set of primitive terms, which have some claim to "universality.,,2
These terms in other words form part of a universally human apparatus
for organizing reality.
of experience.

They are thus, so to speak, reference points

I have argued that Shokleng social organization can be

described by means of nine such terms:

(1) female; (2) genetrix;

(3) transference; (4) co-residence; (5) regularized sexual relations;
(6) gestation period; (7) proper name function;
(9) co-hunting.

(8) selection; and

It is from these that. t.'le entire system of social

categories derives. 3

~at is important is instead that the model predict conditions
of imperativeness within some tolerable range.
2Actually, this is a much stronger claim than I am prepared to
defend. What I have argued thus far is only that we and Shokleng are
capable of making these elementa:ry judgments. Evidently, much more
research would be required to establish anything like universality.
Note that I am not claiming that eve:ry social. organization makes use
of just this set.
3

I am far from committed to precisely t.'lis set of primitive terms.
Since my system remains at some points incomplete, I may finally need
more than nine terms. Or again perhaps I will be able later to simplify
my model, and. so eliminate some.
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I have thus far defined some

~~enty-four so~ial

categories.

These I need not recapitulate here, aside from mentioning that they
range from family-level relational categories, through age grades,
ceremonial parenthood, hunting companionship, village, moiety, and
class.

By no means do ! consider that these exhaust the set of social

conditions for conduct.

Evidently, further combinations of these

categories can and do occur.

I have implicitly argued as much in con-

nection with the fourteen "rules of use"for kin terms (Chap. VI,
Sec. 3.1).

And I have alluded to how age categories' combine

'~i th

other social categories, in such a way as to supply temporal constraints on the appropriateness of conduct (Chap. IV, Sec. ·7.3).

The

set of social conditions among Shokleng is thus in fact much larger
than this.

What! have tried. to represent are only the core social

categories.
In connection with these categories, ! have argued for nine
axioms, in accord with which Shokleng regulate their. conduct.

Four of

these (AX 1-4) constitute what could be called a postulate of "nuclear
family completion."
units.

They give rise in effect to so manT perfect family

No one is left unattached.

the rule of "kindred exogamy."

A single axiom (AX 4) fonnulates

Two (AX 8 and. Ax 9) insure that every-

one has ceremonial parents and name-set dono·rs.

And two (Ax 6 and 7)

generate what are. known as "uxorilocally extended family households."
! have argued that from these axioms derive numerous consequences, all
of them according with Shokleng social reality, e.g., minimal village
size, developmental cycle patterns of family and household groups,
specific ceremonial emphases, and so forth.

! am not sure that these
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axioms provide the best possible understanding of Shokleng social
organization.
to

Yet they are the best axioms I have been able thus far

devise.

2.3 Imperatives
My

primary focus has been the system of social categories.

As

a consequence, I have paid less attention than I ought to possible
systematic interconnections among. the conduct types per se.

Indeed,

this aspect of my conceptual scheme itself remains in need of elaboration.

So far I have only described conduct types, and shown what cate-

gories imply them as imperative.

Each conduct type appears therefore

as a discrete entity, as if it were describable only by means of
itive" term.

a

"prim-

Yet almost certainly systematic interconnections obtain

among these descriptions themselves.

Perhaps they are not precisely

analogous to those obtaining among social categories.

Still, I am

inclined to believe that the human mind imposes order here as well.
What makes analysis in this regard especially difficult is
that conduct types can become schematized at almost any level of
generality·.

They can be highly abstract, as in "support," or so: con-

crete as to specify precise body movements, as in the case of certain
ritual actions •. And human beings seem eminently capable of learning
them at any level.

1

Consequently, we are most probably not dealing

II do not wish to imply that there is no natural basis for
segmentation of conduct types. Most probably there is. And there
are, of course, also conduct c]pes that are imposed biologically,
e.g., "food procurement," which is implied as imperative for society
as a whole. In this latter regard, however, cultural determinations
almost always introduce greater specificity (cf. Sahlins 1976).
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here with some single mono-level set of features, or even with a single
hierarchy.

Indeed, it seems that conduct types can in some measure

be learned through imitation as discrete entities, more or less in
disregard of whatever system may be operative.

In this they differ

markedly from categories, where systematicity. is all-important.

This

distinction is actually of some significance. for understanding social
variability (cf. Sec. 3 below).
Yet there are some important interconnections among conduct
types.

One such is that of "iconicity," a concept I. have had oppor-

tunity to employ in connection with ceremonial action (e.g., Chap. IV,
Sec. 6.2.5 and Chap. VI, Sec. 5.2), and in connection with village
spatial layout (Chap. V, Sec. 2.4).

Perhaps it has a much broader

applicability for understanding social action.

Still, to say of one

conduct type that it is an icon of another is to specify only loosely
the interconnection.

More precise interconnections, if such exist,

must be specified by a different means.
3. On Social Variability
3.1 Parameters of Variation
AmOng my goals in developing the category-imperative scheme was
to provide some understanding of social variability.

I wished to

elucidate not only how a given social system functioned, but as well
to provide a framework for understanding how systems could differ.

Here

I want to ·summarize briefly some observations on the nature of social
variation, and as well to say something about "evolution" versus·
"diffusion . . II
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A principal way in which category-imperative models can differ
is with respect to the associated set of conduct types.
so-called "accu1.turative"

Indeed, most

changes undergone by Shok1.eng since 1914

can be understood in this way.

What has happened is that many Brazilian

settler conduct types have been substituted for aboriginal Shokleng
ones.

1

Shok1.e.ng have discontinued use of lip-plugs,. adopted settler

clothing and hair styles, and so forth.
has remained largely intact.

Yet the system of categories

Many Brazilian. conduct types have so to

speak "diffused," but without producing conunensurate changes in the
social categories.
Of course, a category is hypothesized in order to account for
the conditions of imperativeness of some conduct types.

Consequently,

changes in conduct types can effect categorial changes, insofar as they
necessitate for their specification new categorial conditions.

The

system must acccimmodate itself so as to supply those conditions.

As

a general rule, however, categories and especialLy whole systems of
categories are not subject to diffusion.

They tend instead more to

"evolve,,2 internally, accommodating or trans·forming as it becomes

lHere the operation of "sanction feedbac..'<:" has been obvious.
Brazilian settlers scorn the aboriginal Shok1.eng customs, which they
consider "savage" or "barbaric." And they encourage Shokleng to conform to their patterns. Indeed, there are even economic rewards for
those who do so. consequently, it is advantageous for Shokleng to
look like Brazilians when around them (of. Chap. I. Sec. 3.2). In
contrast, many Xingu Park Indians have found it advantageous to maintain their Indian customs, for in this. way they receive more visits
and hence more gifts from. tourists (cf .. Seeger 1974: 69).
2I am not referring here to a uni-directional long-term evolution such as from lithic to metalurgic industries., or. hunting-gathering
to agricultural production modes. In this broader evolution anyway we
are dealing with modifications in conduct types, not in ~~e system of
categories per se.
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necessary to provide new categorial. conditions, in. response usually to
changes in the conduct types.
Such changes as occur in the system of categories can oc=
in anyone of the tiu:ee major components.

Between any two systems,

there can thus be differences in (1) what primitive terms are employed,
(2) what categories are actually defined, or (3) what axioms govern
the system.

And in this. last area it need not simply be a question of

adding, subtracting, or substituting axioms.

Axioms seem also to be

ranked in such a way that some are more fundamental than others.

Con-

sequently, changes can occur in which the rank order of axioms alone is
modified.

In any case, these are what I consider to be the principal

parameters of system-internal or "evolutionary" change.

3.2 Variations in GIS Social Organizations
I cannot pretend to have given an adequate account of the nature
of variation found in Ge social organizations.

Such a study must await

formulation of category-imperative models for: each society.

Still,

among my principal aims has been to situate Shokleng within a broader
comparative framework.

And in so doing- I have had opportunity to men-

tion some ways in which Northern, Central, and Southern Ga social
organizations resemble and di£fer from one another,. as well as to
discuss proto-Ge history (Chap. V, Sec. 5).

Here I want to say some-

thing about the nature of variation between these societies, how it
probably originated and how it can be studied.
It seems probable that Ge social organizations have modified
over time primarily through system-internal or "evolutionary" means.
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A

This distinction is of some significance for understanding Ge
E'or not only have the sociq.l organizations unde.rgone pri-

history.

marily system-internal or "evolutionary" change.
as well mostly incremental.
know from ethnographies.

l

The change has been

I say this on the basis. of what we now

Even without category-imperative models,

these social organizations can be more or less readily classified.
And this classification corresponds fairly well with o.ur knowledge of
linguistico-cultural relationships (Chap •. I, Sec. 2.1).

Consequently,

most of the changes undergone by these social. organizations must have
been non-revolutionary.
When a revolutionary change occurs, it by definition radically
mOdifies the character of social life.

As a consequence, it tends to

produce a classification out of accord' with linguistico-cultural relations.

2

Such a problem indeed arose in attempts to classify Shokleng

~his seems to me true even of the major contrast I drew between
Southern and Central-Northern G6 socialo~ganizations. (Chap. IV, Sec.
5.5.4). I suggested that this contrast in ceremonial emphasis can be
understood simply in terms of. what axioms govern these systems. Among
Southern Ge, the central axiom is one requiring all adults to have .
living spouses, so that emphasis is placed upon conjugal and affinal
relations. In contrast, among Northern and Central Ge emphasis is upon
parent-child relations. Judging from the work of T. Turner, I would
guess that there is operative here a new axiom, one resembling his
"uxorilocal dilemma." Or perhaps i.t· is only a. question of the relative rank order of axioms. Whatever the case, I believe it is possible
to resolve this contrast into a series of incremental changes. The
differences are of degree, and there is no need to speak of revolutionary
change.
2

I have suggested that the Northern-Central Ge split may have
involved a revolutionary change (Chap •. V,. Sec. 5). So long as the
Southern Ge are excluded. from. consideration, however, this creates no
classificatory problem, aside from exaggerating' differences between
Northern and Central Ge social organizations; since this divergence
coincided with linguistico-cul tural separation.
.
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.
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and Kaingang (Chap. I, Sec. 2.3).
to be almost indisti.nguishable.

These groups appeared linguistically
Yet from a social. organizational point

of view they were radically distinct.
just why.

I hope it can now be understood

The change undergone by Shokleng social organization was

revolutionary in nature.

It drastically altered the character of

ethnographically describable social life.
Yet it was possible by means of a category-imperative model to
recapture this change, and to understand its sys,tematic consequences.
This suggests a possible use for such models .. They can be employed in
reconstructing the history of social organizations to "filter out"
revolutionary changes.
of how this may be done.

I hope I have provided one convincing example
Insofar as historical reconstructions ar.e

concerned, I would suggest as a general rule the following:

wherever

primarily evolutionary change has been operative, the historical distance
between societies will be reflected in those variations in the categories, primitives, and axioms of their associated models that cannot
be reduced to systematic consequences of. other variations.

Here I am

assuming that there is probably operative something resembling "cultural
drift" (Eggan 1963).

4. Model-Building and Its Limits
4.1 Prediction and. Communication:
Two Tvpes of Inference
My conceptual scheme has. been built primarily around a concept

of "prediction."

I have argued that social actors construct category-

imperative models, primarily in order to predict whether some instance
of conduct will be positively or negati.vely sanctioned by other actors.
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Such mode-ls supply them as well w,ith guidelines in responding to the
behavior of others.
principal parts.

As I have described it" a model consists of two

There are "conduct types," which are generalized

descriptions of behavior.

Actors make use of' these in classifying

specific instances of beha'itior. ,And there are "categories," which
are those features of an action situation used in specifying what
conduct types are socially ap]tropriate to it.

A, precise characteriza-

tion of prediction may thus be given as fol:lows.
inference whereby an actor concludes

~.

It is a tylte of

his judgment as to what

categorial conditions are present,. that some type of conduct ought
to occur.
While much of my efforts have been devoted to elaborating for
Shokleng such a predictive model" I have been concerned as well almost
continuously with another aspect of' social life, namely, "communication."

This has been perhaps most. obvious in my considerations of

language per se.

I have been concerned with how Shokleng talk about

the world, and especially with their,_normative statements (e.g.,
Chap. II, Sec. 6.3.2) and so-called eth.notheories (e.g., Chap. III,
Sec. 3.2.2).

Opportunity has presented. itself even to examine some

lexical items (Chap. ·.VI, Sec. 3).
has gone beyond language.

Yet my concern for meaningfulness

I have discussed as well many meaningful

aspects of ceremonial action (e.• g., Chap. IV, Sec. 6.2.5 and Chap.
VI, Sec. 5.2), and even of village space

(C~ap.

V, Sec. 2.4).

My purpose here is to show in what way meaning and communication are connected

wit.~ my

conceptual' scheme.

In specific, I wish to

contrast prediction with meaningful interpretation.

This I have
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already done in some measure in connection with kin terms (Chap. VI,
Sec. 2.2).

My aim here is to broaden the analysis presented, there,

and simultaneously to make it more precise.

Again, I will be drawing

upon the foundation essay by Silverstein (1976), which builds itself
upon the work of Charles s. Peirce,.

1

As I have described it, making a prediction consists in
inferring from a set of antecedent categorial conditions that some type
of conduct ought to occur.

When an instance or "token" of a conduct

type occurs, however, it is also possible to make the reverse inference.
One can so to speak "'read back'" the antecedent categorial conditions.
The behavior in effect p"'ints to them.

2

By this means, any instance

of imperative conduct can become what. is known in semiotics as an
"indexical" signal.

It signals the presence of whatever conditions

imply it as imperative.
Here is evidently an opportunity for communication of sorts.
By means of his behavior, an actor can signa'l something about the categorial conditions in his surroundings, or even about his
gorial, status.

own cate-

And other, actors can tune in to this signal.

Any

instance of conduct can thereby be imbued with meaning for anyone
present.

Whether' some information is actually communicated depends

only upon whether the interpretive inference is made.
Much of what goes on, in society is in

~

opinion simply "r,egu-

\
lation" of conduct.

And where conduct is regulated, indexical meaning

ISee especially Peirce (1940: 98-115).
2Since the category-to-imperative inference is only a probable
one (Chap. I, Sec. 4.2), so also is this inference. Evidently, it is
possible to "lie" through conduct, simply' by acting out of accord
with accepted category-imperative rules.
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accrues as s.omething supplementary.

Normally, communication occurs

only when someone transgresses a rule, or behaves creatively.

Other-

wise behavior is enveloped in meaninglessness.

Yet some conduct types

seem to exist just for the sake of signalling.

It is as if they had

no simple regulative purpose.

Among Shokleng, the. wearing of bodily

omaments, clothing and hafr styles, and paint designs seem to be
conduct types of this sort.
gorial statuses.

They serve effectively to index cate-

And similar conduct types operate in this way as well

in our own society.

By virtue of· them, the social world appears as a

world in which signals and meanings are everywhere.
I have argued that there is in Shokleng social life as well a
second kind of meaning, so-called "iconic" meaning.

Something is an

icon of something else by virtue of resemblance, with some feature or
property shared between signifier and signified.

In tltis sign mode,

the signifier points to whatever it is an icon of, just by virtue of
this resemblance.

The sign vehicle. may be itself a conduct type,

iconic with some other type or types.
or object.

Or it may be simply a person

Thus, in Shokleng ceremonies, as I have already had

occasion to argue·, a person (e.g., the ceremonial father) can be
viewed as an icon of every perEPn in some class (e.g., the class of
affines) , by virtue of himself being a member of that class.
As in the caSe of indexical signalling, it seems thet certain
categories and conduct types operate primarily as iconic signals.
Indeed, a good deal of Shokleng. ceremonialism can be best understood
as iconic-indexical signalling, designed to cOlllIllunicate or express the
fundamental principles of Shokleng social organization.

Of course, it
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is possible here .again to argue the
tion.

pr~cy

of prediction and

regula~

Yet I believe that this provides a less than adequate account of

systematic interconnections.

These latter can be fully understood only

in connection with meaning.
I gave previously a sketch of inference.in connection with
language (Chap. VI, Sec. 2.2).

Linguistic sign vehicles can be viewed

as social conduct types, to which meaning regularly accrues.

1

Communi-

cation oc=s when a hearer infers from some token what categorial
conditions motivated it as imperative •.
Yet, while sign types are simplY conduct types, there is
nevertheless a form of meaning. unique to language.
referential or "symbolic" meaning.

2

This is pure-

By no means do I claim that

language is associated only with reference.

As Silverstein (1976) has

argued, the greater. portion of linguistic signalling is probably
indexical.

Still, pure reference is what sets language apart from:

ot.ller forms of social behavior.
capacity.

Only language has this as an inherent

Consequently, in the context of communicative inference,

language is worthy of special consideration.
When it comes to indexical signalling, language operates in the
II do not wish to deny that predictive inference is important
in language. What is said (1. e., possible topics, forms of address,
intonations, and so forth) can often be predicted at some general
level from categorial conditions, just as wi th non~linguistic conduct.
types.
2

Actually, it would be more correct to say that it is only by
virtue of language that pure re£erential meaning is possible. Evidently, by using language it is possible to create symbolic meanings.
I can for instance say: "let a square represent a..-permanent Shokleng
village," and thereby create a symbol. What is impossible is the
creation o£ such symbols by wholly non-linguistic means.
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same way as non-linguistic
conditions

imp~ies

socia~

behavioJ:.

Some set of.

categoria~

as imperative a specific linguj.stic type.

From the

use of a token corresponding to that type, a hearer infers the presence
·
1 What is
ofthose condi t~ons.

-

critic~

is that the

categoria~

condi-

tions are present in the action s.i tuation. In: .pure referen tia~ signa~ling

.

this is not the case.

language.
of

Indeed, herein lies the unique power of

From a speech fragment, a hearer is

ab~e

to infer baG:k a set

conditions not spatio-temporall.y contiguous with. the speech event.

He imputes t."'-em to the speaker as "subjective conditions," which the
speaker must have in mind, if. he is using that. linguistic type.
is, he imputes to the speaker his own

categoJ:Y~imperative·model.

That
for

referential. usage of linguj.stic types.
This is no place for a thorough consideration of pure-referential
meaning.

I wished merely tOe show how it forms part of a general con-

ceptualization of meaning, and how meaningfulness and. communication
were connected with my category-imperative frame of reference.

I hope

it can now be appreciated that communication and prediction are two

sides of a coin, two types of inference.

Yet this does not make the

communicative aspect merely an epiphenomenon.

I consider it true that

it is the business of society primarily to regulate conduct.

There

must be conduct types implied as. imperative relative to sets of objective and/or subjective conditions, just for communicative inference
itself to be possible.
indecipherable behavior.

OtherJ1ise, social reality would be a chaos of
Still, viewed solely in terms of regulation,

lsee Silverstein (1976) for examples of such indexical signalling, e.g., tense, first and second person pronomial usage, and
men's versus women's speech forms.
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the systematicity of social life seems impoverished.
portion of human behavior is meaning-laden.

A considerable

It can be understood'

best only in connection with communicative inference.
4.2 System, Action, and Time.
My

usage of the te= "system" in preceding pages has been per-

haps less than consistent.

I mean by it such interconnections as obtain

among categories and conduct types in a model.

Specifically, I wish

to avoid making it seem as if I thought the. systems inhered in reality.
Not that I would deny anyone the right to believe so.

I say this

merely in order to make as explicit as possible what my project has
been, so that readers can appreciate howl view'my own model of Shokleng
social life.
As I understand them, systems are a way of conceptualizing
reality.

They give to it an appearance of order, of non-chaotic inter-

relatedness.

And, insofar asc they do, they are useful.

are just ways of viewing the world.

Still, they

In my opinion, it is false to

assume that, because reali.ty makes some sense judged in teD1LS of a
specific system, therefore it is governed by just that system, or
indeed by any system.

A. system at best supplies only a partial under-

standing of some aspects of reality.
What I have tried to develop in preceding chapters is a model
capturing some aspects of the systematicity of "social action" among
Shokleng.

I mean by "action"~ehavior insofar as it accords with some

IThe te= "action" has of course normally been reserved for
"meaningful" or "motivated" behavior (see, e.g., Brodbeck 1967: 58),
as this has been understood by interpretive or verstehen analysts. The
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generalized description or conduct type.

Evidently, by a single type

(e.g., co-.:esidence) one can characterize potentially infinitely many
instances of behavior, each differing in detail from every other.
For concrete behavior seems to possess an infinite richness of detail,
from which certain qualities are· abstracted in characterizing it in
terms of conduct types.

What I have called action is thus already

considerably removed from behavioral reality.
plified and ordered within a model.

It is reality as sim-

When I speak of "social" action,

I mean that the conduct types and their categorial conditions of
occurrence taken as a set seem characteristic of a specific social

idea is that action is behavior whose full description requires reference
to the purposes, meanings, or intentions the actor has. But it is behavior.
Even Weber (1925: 88) conceives action as "all human behaviour when and
in so far as the acting individual attaches meaning to it."
Now in providing. these alternative. definitions I certainly have
no wish to exclude references to purpose, meaning, or intention.. Some
conduct types can in fact only be properly defined in this way, as in
"x is endeavoring to enhance his prestige." Provided. this description
helps in classifying and making sense of human activity in the, world, it
is a perfectly acceptable conduct type. Such abs·tract types are indeed
probably of most significance for social analysis.
What my definitions call attention to is simply that for the
types to be socially relevant, they must be descriptions of behavior,
whether or not those descriptions include reference to purposes, meanings,
and intentions. For in social interactions it is. the behavior of others
(linguistic as well as non-linguistic), and our behavior in relation to
them, that counts. Only behavior.-whether it. is. long-term and purposive,
or short-term and seeming]'y purposeless--is. socially accessible to others.
So "action" as I use it does' include what is normally included
under this term. But it· also includes more. I do not say that conduct
types ~. include. reference to purpose, meaning, or intention. This is
because I feel that some "acts" are not necessarily in themselves purposive or meaningful for the actor. Thus, folding. a· flag can be an act
imbued with no special Significance or purpose for the: actor. Yet it
may be socially prescribed conduct, and so of significance to the actor
at quite a different level from that of the type itself, viz., at the
level simply of so cial .. duty. " I t was this distinction I tried to capture
with the concept of "imperative."
Because of my deviation in this way from the standard concept of
.. action," purists may find my usage unacceptable. Still, I hope they will
appreciate that I use it in the right spirit. I do not mean to eliminate
purpose, meaning, and intention from descriptions, but to integrate them
into what seems to me a broader and inter-subjectively more sound view of
social life.
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group.

The systematicity of social action, therefore, refers to inter-

connections obtaining in a model built up after social reality, not in
social reality itself.
My argument has been that members of society themselves construct

category-imperative models.

1

They do so primarily in order to regulate

their own conduct in accord with socially acceptable standards. Simultaneously, however, they endeavor to.· make others conform to their own models
of how those others ought to act.

Consequently, behavioral reality prob-

ably in some measure unfolds. in accord' with these models of it. Specific instances of behavior are made to conform to certain preconceived conduct types.
A good model of social reality ought to go far toward elucidating
what the members of a society actually do.
behavior in all of its detail.

Still, it cannot "predict"

Nor is it designed. to do so.

dictions are only at a level of considerable abstraction.

Its pre-

Thus, a model

can never provide a wholly adequate understanding of all social reality.
Indeed, behavior as it unfolds over time is probably intrinsically
unpredictable.

I am inclined to believe :,that for this reason history

can never even in principle be reduced to pure mechanism (cf. Chap. VII,
Sec. 5.1).

There is, always the possibility that something new and fun-

damentally different will emerge, necessitating changes in those models
that purport to explain it.

All I. can hope for here is to have made some

sense of Shokleng social reality.

For me it is a humbling prospect that

even a simple semi-nomadic society of the Brazilian savannas and forests
can provide us with seemingly endless material for study.
lAnd it is the same reality that anthropologist- and native alike
are trying to make sense of by constructing these· models. Whereas a
native need have only· operational mastery, however, the anthropologist
must self-consciously formulate his model in referential language.

APPENDIX I
A NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY

j

My rendering of Shokleng words is neither purely phonetic nor
perfectly phonemic.

I have inclined toward phonemic representation,

but wished to provide researchers with firm clues as to pronunciation.
Since contextual shifting is an important feature of the Shokleng sound
system, this latter necessitated some tampering

wi~~

my phonemic script.

Readers interested. in Shokleng language should see Henry (1935a and
1948).

Wiesemann's (1972) authoritative treatment of Kaingang is also

important, since the. Kaingang language is so intimately related to
Shokleng.
I

have represented Shokleng vowels as:
Front
High

i

Mid

e

Central Back
u

,
a

o

a

Low

Nasalization is shown by means of a tilde, e.g.,

lei.

Consonants I have rendered as follows:
Bilabial
Stops

Labiodental

Dental

vI. P
vd. b

(mb.)

Alveolar

Alveopalatal

Velar

t

k

n (nd)

ng

Glottal

ch

Continuants vI.
vd.

v

th

r

?

h

y

I follow in general the analysis by Wiesemann (1972: 39) of Kaingang.
However, among Shokleng
I~I

of Kaingang.

dental resonant

Ivl and Ithl seem to have replaced the lei and

I render for convenience what is really the labio[~J

as [wJ.
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APPENDIX II

SHOKLENG ANIMAL AND PLANT FOODS

.1 .
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less reasonab.ly complete.
tool.

For these reasons, I consider them a useful

Hopefully, they will provide a framework for future research.
For the most part, these tables are self-explanatory.

1

As

regards edibility restrictions, however, I have made use of code
numbers, which may be deciphered as follows:
No. 1 indicates what Shokleng call the ko k~mang restriction.
ko k~mang species are considered inedible for members of Moiety
2, on pain of growing prematurely old and dying.
No. 2 indicates a restriction for "young women ". (G') and
"bachelors" (G ). Concerning the associated verbafly propounded
sanctions, see 2Chap •. II, Sec. 6.3.2.
NO.3 indicates a restriction primarily for "women" (G; 4)' but
also apparently for "young women" (G;). The verbal
'
sanctions concern ~~e threat of infertility, and of sickness for
the woman' s children.
Note:

I omit mention in these tables of. grubs and of the various types

of honey used by Shokleng.

Other than in this regard, however, the

tables have some claim to thoroughness.
lSuch as is now being undertaken by my friend and colleague
Alroino B. Eble of the Federal University of Santa Catarina.
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ugn

20-50

x
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ugn cha

20-50

x

x

ngugn

6-12

x

x

Monkey
(Cebideos

konala

>10

x

x

Coati
(Procyonideos. Masua narica)

che

>10

x

x

Irara
('l'ayra barbara)

kangrai

2-3

x

Armadillo
(Oasipodideos

thathadn

1-2

x

2,3

Armadillo (soft-tailed)
(Cabassous unicinctus)

hidnvo

1-2

x

2,3

kilong

1-2

x

2

(Tapirus americanus)

w

Howler monkey
(~louatta

Paca
(Coelogeni~

x

paca)

(Xl

F

N

Agouti (Cutia, port.)
(Dasyprocta aguti)

kichung

1-2

x

2

Capibara
(Ilydrochoerus hydrochoerus)

kringndign/
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>12

x

1,2

Deer
(Mazama rufina)
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x

F

Deer
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x

S
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x
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Leopard
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x
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Wild cat
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x
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Large anteater
(Myrmecophaga jubata)
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x
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x
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pey
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x
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x

x

w
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x
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x
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x
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2

x
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2

x
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x
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x
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)
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Gaviao de macaco, port.

kOkori

1-2

x

3

Gaviao-pega-rnacaco
(Spizaetus ornatus, tyrannus)

koki

1-2

x

3

Harpy eagle
('l'hrasaetus harpyia)

yugngugn rnbimg

1-2

x

3

Rapina branca, port.
( 7)

koika kuyadn

1-2

x

3

hu

1-2

x

3

thuidn

1-2

x

3

tekte

1-2

x

3

( 7)

(Busarrelus nigricollis7)
Gaviao-pega-pinto
(Rupornis rnagnirostris)

w
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TABLE 2.--Plant Foods
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Nuts:
Araucaria
(Araucaria brasiliana)

thign ta ve

x

Araucaria
(Araucaria brasiliana)

thign tH

x

JuneJuly

x

x

Araucaria
(Araucaria brasiliana)

thign chi

x

AugSept

x

x

x

w
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Vegetable Cores:
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x

x

x
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x

x

nde teiy

x
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x

x

ngign

x
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x

Coqueiro
(fam. Coco)
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x
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x

x
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x
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Mushrooms:
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(Polyporus sanguineus)

/'

Fruits;
Arac;a
(Psidium albidum)
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(Psidium humile)
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( ?)
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x
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x

x

x
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x
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x
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Fruits:
Inga
(Inga

kuchidn mba kuchung

x

x

coqueiro
(fam. Coco)

tai kana

x

x

Caraguata
(Tillandsia usneoides)

rai kana

Leiteiro

(Tabernaemontana affinis)
Pau de pimenta

(? )

x
x

x

x

x

AprilSept

x

yugnne kana

x

x
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x

x

a A1l initial names in this table are in Brazilian Portuguese.
b kona means in Shokleng "fruit. 1I

Hence, its repeated use in these words.
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